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FOREWORD
The study of Quiet Turbofan STOL Aircraft for Short Haul Transportation
was conducted under NASA Ames Research Center Contract NAS 2!6995 for the
Advanced Concepts and Missions Division, Moffett Field, California. This
final report is submitted in compliance with the requirements of Article V,
Paragraph В., 5!0 and presents documentation of all the work performed by
the Lockheed!California and Georgia Companies during the two phase study
program.
This final report is assembled in two volumes for ease of handling by the
reader. Section 1, Phase I ! Parametric Analysis and Section 2, Phase II
Aircraft Design Data Development are contained in Volume I (CR llU6l2).
Sections 3 Phase II ! System Analysis and Evaluation, k ! Advanced Technology
Benefits, 5 ! Research and Development Requirements, and 6 ! Conclusions and
Recommendations are contained in Volume 2 (CR 11^ 613).
The report is organized within the framework of the Preliminary Final Report
Outline submitted to NASA in June 1972 and subsequent alterations during the
course of the study as reported in the monthly progress reports. It contains
an organized and edited version of the work reported in the monthly progress
reports.
The study was accomplished by the Advanced Design Organizations of the
Lockheed California and Georgia Companies under the direction of T. P. Higgins
Program Manager, E. G. Stout ! Deputy Manager, California Company, and
H. S. Sweet ! Deputy Manager, Georgia Company. Principal investigators are:
Aircraft Design and Performance Analysis ! J. H. Renshaw, M. K. Bowden,
G. Ligler, C. Narucki, J. A. Bennett, R. S. Ferrill, С. С. Randall,
Preceding page blank
PRECEDING PAGE5BLANK NOT FILMED ill
К. Н. Tomlin, J. M. Hooten, and J. Tibbetts; and Systems Analysis and
Evaluation ! G. A, Arnold, W. R. Tuck, Jr.,' D. E.' 'Sherwood, L, A. Vaughn,
G. D. Brewer1, and J. !Peele. ' ' ! r
!I .
Work reported herein was administered under the! direction of Contract ,
Technical Monitor, Raymond C. Savin, Advanced Concepts and Missions Division,
National Aeronautical and Space Administration, Moffett Field, California.
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SUMMARY
In May 1972, the Lockheed!California Company and Lockheed!Georgia Company
Initiated the study of Quiet Turbofan STOL Aircraft for Short Haul Transpor!
tation under NASA contract NAS 2!6995! To assist in obtaining the realism
considered essential in this study, subcontracts were negotiated with Eastern
Air Lines and Allegheny Airlines for their active participation and consulting
services. Parametric engines were defined by Detroit Diesel Allison Division
of General Motors and by General Electric Company under separate contract to
NASA. These contracts for studies of Quiet Clean STOL Experimental Engines
(QCSEE), developed engine and noise!treated nacelle configurations which were
incorporated inn the aircraft concepts.
The objectives of this study were:
• Define representative aircraft configurations, characteristics, and
costs associated with their development and operation.
• Identify critical technology and technology related problems to be
resolved in successful introduction of representative short!haul
aircraft.
• Determine relationships between quiet STOL aircraft and the economic
and social viability of short!haul.
• Identify high payoff technology areas.
Not knowing the final requirements nor environment of the operating system
that would utilize the new STOL vehicle concepts it was necessary to develop
a broad range of aircraft designs with sufficient excursions in requirements
to cover all reasonable eventualities. In Phase I, this was accomplished
through employment of a comprehensive parametric computer program that allowed
an evaluation and screening of concepts that narrowed the selection of designs
to those most likely to produce a viable short!haul transportation system.
Since the evaluation and screening of the parametric aircraft designs was
accomplished with a synthesized typical short!haul scenario, the six selected
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designs still encompassed a broad range of basic lift concepts and short
field performance.
In order to properly evaluate the candidate quiet STOL aircraft designs and
determine their economic viability and community acceptance a real-world
operating system and environment was developed and projected to the year
1990. This consisted-of;
• Establishment of certain premises where unknowns or equal alternatives
existed,
• Definition of a feasible methodology and logic to follow,
• Establishment of a pool of expert opinion and logic,
• Postulation of a realistic environment, and
• Development of a data bank of baseline information from the most
reliable sources available.
Summarizing the Department of Transportation's ad hoc Air Traffic Control
Advisory Committee study, the Joint NASA/DOT CARD policy study, the Aviation
Advisory Conrnission study, the FAA's National Aviation System Policy and
Plan studies, to mention a few, general agreement exists that the relief of
congestion at the major hub airports is the most important factor inhibiting
the growth and prosperity of the national air transportation industry, both
short and long-haul.
Based on this evidence, it is widely believed that many metropolitan hub
airports have already reached, or soon will reach, their potential operating
capacities. It seemed that this view was confirmed by the extensive air
carrier delays that occurred in the summers of 1968 and 1969. Since that
time,'however, a slump in air travel demand, an FAA imposed quota (reservation)
program at the most congested airports, more efficient scheduling^'by the
airlines and the introduction of larger aircraft, have all contributed,to a
significant reduction in air delays. - Nevertheless, the ever.increasing trend
of aircraft operations of all types guarantees the resumption of costly delays
at most airports during the 1970's if the present facilities, equipment, and
operating procedures are unchanged.
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These opinions and the experience of this study's Phase I analysis resulted
in the establishment of a broad policy premise for the guidance of the
operating system development to be used in the Phase II analysis. This
premise envisioned that the best chance of success for an economically viable
STOL short!haul system lay in solving the air!side congestion problem at the
major hub airports. If, and when, based on demonstratable benefits, this
becomes a feasible operation in a competitive environment, the system would
then be allowed to evolve and expand to secondary airports and STOLporbs as
the induced demand developed naturally. The induced demand results from
increased convenience, improved service and added community benefits, all of
which should then be observable and o,bvious. This policy premise was
adopted as an overall guideline to this study only after extensive correla!
tion with the many related government and industry studies and a consensus of
the airline subcontractors and other experts in the field.
i
This approach allows the system to become an established and economically
sound member of the aviation community with demonstratable benefits before it
has to take on the risks of modal split and the many uncertainties associated
,'
with induced demand.
Demand and Airport Analysis
One of the prime potential benefits subscribed to STOL is congestion relief at
major hub airports. Since this is such an important ! perhaps the most
important ! aspect of STOL, the demand and airport analysis was structured to:
• Determine as accurately as possible a realistic estimate of future
hub airport activity between now and 1990j
• Compare this with projections of potential airport capacity based
on the best government forecasts available to determine the magnitude
of congestion and when it is most likely to occur, and
• Assess the potential ability of improvements in air traffic control
(АТС) and the addition of STOL to relieve the congestion without
inordinate cost.
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The Aviation Advisory Coarniss ion's report, "The Long Range Needs of
Aviation" graphically portrayed the growth in long and short!haul origin and
destination passenger traffic in the major U. S. markets as illustrated in
Figures S!l and S!2. It is interesting to note that eight major hubs
• Boston • Chicago
• New York • St Louis
• Fniladelphia • Los Angeles
• Washington • San Francisco
are common to both figures and became candidates for the congestion analysis.
Four of these hubs are in the congested N.E. Corridor, two hubs anchor the
California Corridor which accounts for 22 percent of all short!haul, and the
remaining two hubs are active mid!west complexing centers.
s
Plotting the total unconstrained estimates of passenger enplanements and
deplanements at the 25 leading U, S. cities to the year 2000, from Table 2
of the Advisory Commission's report, Figure S!3, indicates that the major
portion of passenger traffic will be served by the eight previously listed
hubs with the addition of the rapidly growing southeastern region and Dallas.
These 25 cities make up approximately 7^ percent of the national total.
In 19б9> the FAA published a list of the l6 most congested metropolitan hubs
ranked in the order of. airline delays experienced. Four of the listed hubs
have more than one major airport resulting in'the following list of 22
airports which were selected for the initial congestion analysis:
• New York • Washington, B.C.
о Kennedy о Washington National
о La Guardia о Dulles
о Newark о Friendship
• Chicago e Atlanta ! ••' "••
о O'Hare • Miami '
о Midway • Boston
• Los Angeles • San Francisco
о SF International
о Oakland
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• Detroit • St Louis
• Philadelphia • Pittsburg
• Cleveland • Denver
• Minneapolis/St Paul • New Orleans
Dallas/Ft Worth, Houston ^  and Kansas City would have been included in the list
if the delays experienced in 1968 were the sole criterion; however, each of
these three hubs has recently opened or soon will open a new airport with much
greater capacity than the replaced facility, and should experience little or
no congestion through 1990.
Each of the 22 airports of the 16 most congested hubs was analyzed. For the
purpose of this summary the methodology ani procedures used will be described
for J. F. Kennedy Airport of the New York Hub, as an example.
• Total passengers were projected from 1969 actuals at a conservative
annual growth rate of 7 percent for the mature NE Corridor.
• Average seats available per movement were projected from 1969
actuals using the ATA airport demand forecasts which account; for the
introduction of larger, wide-body aircraft.
• Using these projections and an average load factor of 55 percent, the
total, and carrier-only, movements were forecast to 1990. This
forecast of movements was compared with the independent FAA forecast
for the years 197^  and 1983 and found to agree quite well.
These data for Kennedy airport are plotted in Figure S-k and the reduction in
movements from the observed actuals of 1969 is due to the introduction of
wide-body aircraft and improved load "factor. By 1975 this temporary conges-
tion relief is overtaken- by the compounded 7 percent growth in passengers and
the forecast shows a steady increase in aircraft movements from this, point to
the year 2000.
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After projecting the aircraft movements for each of the 22 airports, as
illustrated in Figure S!l*, the basic visual flight rules (VFR) and instrument
flight rules (IFR) airport capacities for 1970 were estimated from FAA
airport capacity criteria defined in FAA aircraft circulars AC!150/5060!1A
and ЗА. For the example Kennedy airport the VFR practical hourly capacity
(PHOCAP) was 99 and IFR was 75. These criteria consider such factors as
runway separation, point of intersection (if applicable), aircraft mix, run!
way exit configuration and wind rose data (percent of crosswind) all
corrected to an assumed average delay standard of four minutes. Multiplying
PHOCAP by 1|150 gives the practical annual capacity (PANCAP) of the airport
at a 7 percent "peaking factor" recommended by Easter Air Lines. This re!
sults in a VFR PANCAP for Kennedy airport in 1970 of 1*10,000 movements per
year and an IFR PANCAP of 311,000.
The Department of Transportation formed the АТС Advisory Committee in the
summer of 1968 for the purpose of recommending an air traffic control system
for the 1980's and beyond. Their study shows that it is possible to greatly
increase these 1970 capacities at present airports by the development and
implementation of improved air traffic control (АТС). Very briefly their
findings identify five options which summarize the various automation and
procedural alternatives and dates for implementation. These options are coded
I through V with Option I incorporating all of the projected improvements as
described below:
• Option V ! 1975 ! Present standards with speed segregation, speed
class sequencing, and computer!aided approach spacing !which will
reduce the delivery error to the approach gate from about 30 seconds
to 11 seconds.
• Option IV ! 1977 ! With command control spacing there will be a
further reduction in delivery error to five seconds.
• Option III ! 1978 ! Reduction of the spacing between successive
arrivals from three miles to two miles which will probably require
the installation of a scanning beam microwave instrument landing
system. The two mile separation is predicated on the solution of
wake turbulence problems.
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• Option II ! 1979 ! Reducing departure/arrival spacing from two miles
to a departure/arrival interval of UO!second average.
• Option I ! 1980 ! Reduction of the lateral separation distance
between parallel runways required for arrival independence from
5000 feet to 2500 feet.
For this study a recommendation of MITRE was considered a reasonable compro!
mise for projecting the increase in airport capacity due to implementation of
the АТС options. This study increases the IFR capacity 20 percent by 1975
and another 50 percent in 1985 when all five options are assumed to be oper!
ational. For VFR a 5 percent increase in capacity is assumed for 1975 and
then phased out by 19859 since IFR is the operational mode that is considered
feasible in the highly automated АТС environment of options I and II. These
capacity curves have been added to the J. F. Kennedy activity plot of Figure
S!k as shown in Figure S!5.
Figure S!5 indicates that J. F. Kennedy Airport will go critical in the late
1970's based on total operations and full VFR capacity. If all general avia!
tion, military and air taxi is eliminated the critical date is only moved to
the early 1980's. It should be noted that the VFR capacity is computed on
the standard four minute average delay. The slight difference in VFR capacity
computed for JFK and the actual total operations counted in 1969> represents
a difference of only one minute delay. Actually, American and United Airlines
kept precise records of their total operations and delays experienced in 1969
and the average was 6,7^  minutes delay per operation at Kennedy for the entire
year. J. F. Kennedy Airport ranked third in the nation for delays in 1969
after O'Hare and Los Angeles. This seems to be an ample explanation for those
few cases where VFR capacity appears to be less than actual observations.
Using this procedure the degree of potential total, and air carrier only,
runway congestion was determined for all 22 of the potentially congested air!
ports of interest ! and within the framework of the ground rules and premises
assumed, when the congestion is likely to occur.
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By analyzing each of the 22 potentially congested airports in the manner
described it was determined that nine major airports would become runway con-
gested within the time frame of this study. Since short-haul in the
California Corridor is adequately served today by CTOL, San Francisco was
eliminated and a detailed analysis of the effect of STOL on congestion relief
was conducted on the following eight congested airports and the metropolitan
hub surrounding them, if applicable:
• J. F. Kennedy (JFK)
• La Guardia (LGA)
• Newark (EWR)
• Washington National (DCA)
• Philadelphia (PHL)
• O'Hare (ORD)
• Atlanta (ATL)
• Miami (MIA)
Before proceeding with the impact of STOL in relieving airport congestion a
breakdown of the short-haul passenger demand into local 0-D and interline
connecting passengers was made. Figure S-6 shows the total short-haul
passengers in millions for the 20 largest U. S. hubs plotted against the per-
centage of these passengers that are local 0-D as given in the Aviation
Advisory Commission report. It is interesting to note that for these 20 largest
cities, local 0-D passengers constitutes 7^ percent of all short-haul.
The six hubs showing 60 percent or less local 0-D in Figure S-6, i.e., Denver,
Kansas City, St. Louis, Dallas, Atlanta, and Chicago, are all recognized
complexing centers. Of these six hubs, only Atlanta and Chicago appear in the
xlvii
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list of candidate congested airports. The other six congested airports
(there are three congested airports in the New York Hub) that show over 70
percent local 0-D demand are candidates for relief through a separate
reliever airport, since there is sufficient local 0-D to support such an
operation.
To determine the impact of STOL on congestion relief the approach taken was
to analyze each airport of a hub individually and from a map study only,
evaluate the possibility of laying in STOL-strips within the current airport
boundary in an effort to increase local capacity with the introduction of
STOL. This was followed by determining the effect of converting certain CTOL
runways to STOL-strips for joint CTOL/STOL operations. Ani finally, in the
multi-airport hub situations, the effect of converting a CTOL airport to an
all-STOL reliever airport was examined.
;
Figure S-6 indicated that the congestion at Atlanta and Chicago should be
relieved by the addition of STOL-strips on the airport if at all possible due
to the high percentage of interconnecting short-haul passengers. The addi-
tion of STOL-strips to all of the eight congested airports was investigated
in the stuiy. However, since Atlanta is not part of a larger hub and the
addition of STOL runways is probably the best solution in this case, Atlanta
will be used in this summary as an example of this procedure to increase
airport capacity.
Figure S-7 shows a sketch of the Atlanta airport with two 3000 foot STOL runways
added. Atlanta recognized their congestion problem and in 1968 they predicted
complete runway congestion by 1972 - 1973 and started a long range master plan.
The airport at that time (1968) consisted of the existing terminal and two
long parallel runways, with two seldom used diagonal cross runways. Construc-
tion was started on a new runway and it was scheduled for completion in 1972.
There was a slippage of one year and this new runway just opened in March,
1973- The master plan called for another new runway to be completed in 1975.
This too has slipped and it is estimated to be operational in 1977 - 1978.
In conjunction with this fourth runway the existing terminal and the cross
runways will be abandoned and a new terminal will be constructed. The existing
xlix
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terminal will be used for the STOL terminal and the two 3000 foot STOL runways
will give a STOL PHOCAP of 60, increasing the total airport capacity from 98
to 158. In terms of aircraft movements this will provide adequate IFR
airport capacity for air carriers beyond 1990 as shown in Figure S!8. This
figure depicts the dramatic increase in capacity through the addition of a
small, compact STOL runway system at the perimeter edge of the airport and
utilizing what will Ъе the abandoned present terminal.
Atlanta is a large complexing center for connecting passengers (over 55 percent
of all short haul); therefore, the use of a STOL operation on the airport is
preferred to a separate reliever airport in this situation.
Returning to the original J. F. Kennedy example used earlier in this summary,
its congestion relief is attractive through the use of an all!STOL reliever
airport since it is part of a large metropolitan hub complex and its percent!
age of local 0!D short!haul passengers is high.
Since La Guardia airport is a close!in (almost a CED airport) it is a logical
candidate for conversion to all!STOL, as shown in Figure S!9, and thereby relieve
J. F. Kennedy and Newark of all local 0!D and complexing passengers (connecting
passengers without NYC as a desintation). In this case both CTOL 7000 foot
runways are divided into two 3000 foot tandem runways with landings on the
downwind runway (toward the center) and takeoffs on the upwind runway (from
the center), with 1000 feet of separation. The existing CTOL runways would
not be disturbed, the STOL runways would be designated by paint, lights and
instrumentation which allows much leeway in the conversion commitment date.
Even after commitment the CTOL strips are available for emergency use or use
by overloaded STOL aircraft being flown outside of peak hours on longer range
RTOL type operations to improve their utilization ! a feature attractive tc
the airline operators.
Figure S!10 shows the all!STOL capacity forecast that results when La Guardia
airport is converted to a STOL short!haul reliever airport. This figure
indicates that La Guardia airport is critical today with respect to total
operations and continues to degrade to 1990. This is borne out by the fact
li
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that operations are now strictly controlled by the FAA ani the introduction
of all the АТС improvement options will not overcome this situation. VFR
delays exceed the four minute standard slightly until approximately 1975 then
the divergence becomes increasingly intolerable. This airport is one of the
prime candidates for the dramatic increase in capacity inherent in converting
to STOL operation. ATA and FAA forecasts agree precisely for La Guardia
providing a high level of confidence for these projections.
For the purpose of this summary it is assumed that the total air carrier hub
demand will be satisfied with J. F. Kennedy and Newark as CTOL!only airports
and La Guardia is converted to STOL!only. Simply combining the total capaci!
ties and operations on this basis the New York Hub capacity forecast of
Figure S!ll is obtained. A cursory examination shows that by converting La
Guardia to a STOL!only airport and leaving Kennedy and Newark for CTOL!only
there is sufficient capacity in the New York Hub for all forecast operations
to 199Э. Any STOLstrips added at Kennedy or Newark for added convenience for
connecting passengers would simply add to this capacity.
i
One disadvantage of any Hub complex, of course, is the problem of connecting
passengers. Obviously, this is simplified when the STOL and CTOL terminals
are on the same airport. However, evidence seems to bear out the fact that
in the time frame when congestion becomes critical there will be sufficient
short!haul passengers to support a separate airport with 0 and D passengers
only. A high percentage of connecting short!haul passengers do not have a
hub as an origin or a destination. These passengers are now complexed at
a hub thus adding considerably to its congestion. These passengers as well,
can be moved and complexed at the reliever short!haul airport.
This alternative appears to be an ideal solution for the complex New York Hub
for a minimal cost.
The airport and demand analysis summarized here confirmed the basic premise
that there will be serious runway congestion at several of the key metropolitan
hubs in the time frame of this study and that the projected local 0 and D
demand inll support the implementation of STOL and provide the congesti.!>n relief
iv
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required for a viable national short!haul transportation system. This general
conclusion is based on the following evidence generated in the analyses of
this section:
• Major metropolitan hub runway congestion by 1985 appears certain at;
о New York о Washington National
о Chicago о Atlanta
• All!STOL reliever airports at LaGuardia, Midway and Washington
National will solve congestion at the first three hubs
• Joint CTOL/STOL will relieve congestion at Atlanta
• Local 0 and D demand represents a significant portion of the total
short!haul air demand.
• Joint CTOL/STOL will completely relieve all potentially congested
individual airports except O'Hare
• 3000 foot STOL strips at all critical airports appear feasible !
good possibility of UOOO foot STOLstrips with 10 percent saving
in DOC
• Best implementation for STOL is at congested hubs ! followed by
induced growth to secondary airports and STOLports
• Increased facility cost is minimal by converting key reliever
airports at the critical hubs to all!STOL
The next section defines the quiet turbofan STOL aircraft developed in this
study.
Aircraft Designs
The ground rules which were agreed to with NASA for the initial Phase I
parametric aircraft design analysis were as follows:
• Aircraft Noise Level:
• Design Range:
• Cruise Altitude:
• Reserves
• Field Altitude and Temp:
о Approach:
• Touchdown:
95 PNdB at 500!Foot Sideline
500 Nautical Miles
20,000 Feet ! 30,000 Feet (Select Best)
200 N Mi. at cruise altitude and
15 mm at 10,000 feet
Sea Level, 95°F
800 FPM
3 Ft/Sec!
Ivli
• Federal Air Regulations: Parts XX, 25, and 121
• Deceleration During Rollout: 0.35 g
• Production Quantity: 300 Aircraft
and the following parameters were studied:
• Six lift concepts
Augmentor Wing (AW) with 2 stream and 3 stream engines
Externally Blown Flap (EBF)
Over-the-Wing (OTW)
Internally Blown Flap (IBF)
Boundary Layer Control (BLC)
Mechanical Flap (MF)
• Field Lengths from 1500 feet"through 4000 feet
• Cruise Mach numbers from 0.70 through 0.80
• Passenger capacities of 50, 100 and 200
• Ranges of parametric engines from Detroit Diesel Allison and General
Electric Company
f
The Phase I parametric aircraft which were generated for each of the lift
concepts are shown in Figure S-12.
Not knowing the final requirements nor environment of the operating system
that would utilize'the new STOL vehicle concepts it was necessary to develop
a broad range of aircraft designs with sufficient excursions in requirements
to cover all reasonable eventualities. In Phase I, this was accomplished
through employment ,of a comprehensive parametric computer program that allowed
an evaluation and screening of concepts that narrowed the selection of
designs to those most likely to produce a viable short-haul transportation
system. Since the evaluation and screening of the parametric aircraft
designs was accomplished with a synthesized typical short-haul scenario,
the six selected designs for detailed point design in Phase II still encompassed
a broad range of basic lift concepts and short field performance as indicated
in Table S-I.
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TABLE S!I. PHASE II DESIGNS
500 NM; MACH 0.8; 95 , 100 , & 105 EPndB @ 500 FT. SIDELINE
FIELD LENGTH
PAX
AW
EBF
OTW
IBF
MFL
2000
100
!
"
150
(•)
<§)
о
200
3000
100
о
!
150
о
(•)
(•)
(•)
0
200
0
(§) POINT DESIGNS
о PARAMETRIC
VARIATION
• 4000
100
0
150
о
(•)
200
о
The Phase II point designs were made for a lA8 passenger all coach configura!
tion. The more detailed point designs included:
• Initial sizing and design layouts
• Weight routines examined and modified. For example the hydraulic
system was sized, including plumbing run lengths, pipe diameters
and fluid weight. Titanium tubing was used for high pressure
lines and with welded or brazed fittings for the 1980 time period.
The system weight was slightly higher than Phase I data. All
other weight routines were similarly examined. ~
• Drag routines updated to include a number of small increases such
as fuselage and roughness drag, trim and general interference drag.
• Phase II engine data from the QCSEE program used in lieu of Phase I
data.
lx
• Costing data modified to reflect value engineering cost estimates.
• More consideration given to geometric constraints such as the limita!
tions on engine size to wing area or limitations on wing loading
in order to install ducts.
• Detailed equipment and subsystem analysis.
• Loads, stiffness and flutter analyses.
• Structural weights by station analysis.
• Detailed performance, stability and control.
• Noise level variations including noise footprints.
A fan pressure ratio (FPR) of 3!0 was used for the Augmentor Wing and fan
pressure ratios (FPR) of 1.25 to 1:98 were used in the other lift concepts.
In addition to four engine configurations, two and three engine candidates
were also considered. For field lengths of 3000 ft (9Ю m) and greater,
the two engined aircraft has an economic advantage. The three engine con!
figurations have the advantage of increased operational flexibility but with
approximately"two percent penalty in DOC.
Table S!I indicates a point design for both Over!the!Wing (OTW) and Internally
Blown Flap (IBF) at the 3000 foot field length. As the study developed it
appeared desireable to substitute a hybrid, twin engine Over!the!Wing/
Internally Blown Flap aircraft for the intended four!engine IBF configuration.
These six point designed aircraft are summarized in Table S!II.
Figure S!13 shows the payload range curve for the 3000 foot field length EBF
airplane as typical of this class of aircraft. All airplanes are sized to
have fuel in excess of 500 N.M., plus reserves, equal to half payload.
With 50 percent load factor these aircraft are then capable of nearly 1500
N.M. without increase in gross weight. For this example if the wing is filled
with fuel 36 passengers could be carried 2000 N.M.
Ixi
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The 2000 foot field performance Augmentor Wing (AW) aircraft is shown in
Figure S-lU and the principal characteristics of the point design is shown
in Table S-III along with a supplementary design point at 3000 foot field
length.
Items of interest for the Augmentor Wing design are:
• Four FPR 3«0 two-stream engines; 85 percent fan flow to trailing
edge flap, 10 percent to leading edge and 5 percent to aileron
• Span is 125 ft, wing area 2^ 00 sq ft
• Flying stabilizer plus geared elevators; blown ailerons; double
hinged slotted rudder; augmentof chokes for low speed roll, DLC
and dumping lift on ground.
• High speed requires spoilers for roll
• Note the wide pylons to accommodate augmentor ducting.
TABLE S-III. AW PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS
FIELD LENGTH,- FT
PAX SIZE
OWE, LB
RGW, LB
W/S, LB/SQ FT
RATED THRUST/ENG, LB
INSTALLED T/W
FPR
AIRFRAMECOST, $M
4-ENGINECOST, $M
DOC, CENTS/ASSM
FUEL (500 NM), LB
POINT
DESIGN
2,000
148
136,620
195,710
81
20,400
0.383
3.0
7.658
3.351
2.182
23,300
SUPPLEMENTARY
POINT
3,000
148
94,620
147,540
106.9
11,640
0.289
3.0
6.213
2.753
1.817
17,320
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The Externally Blown Flap 2000 foot field performance airplane is shown in
Figure S!15 and the 3000 foot in Figure S!l6., The principal characteristics
of the two point designs are shown in Table S!IVV !
These two designs are, quite similar in appearance except for the marked
difference in vertical and horizontal tail size for the two field lengths.
The four engine Over!The!Wing (OTW) point design for 3000 foot field per!
formance is shown in Figure S!17 and the principal characteristics for the
3000 foot point design and four supplementary design points are shown in
Table S!V.
TABLE S!IV. EBF PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS
,
FIELD LENGTH.!FT •
PAX SIZE
OWE, LB
RGW, LB,
W/S, LB/SQ FT
RATED THRUST/ENG, LB
INSTALLED Ш
FPR
AIRFRAMECOST, $M
4!ENGINECOST , $M
DOC, CENTS/ASSM
FUEL (500 NM), LB
POINT DESIGNS
2,000
148
127,950
182,990
73.2
29,190
0.59
1.25
7.485
4.386
2.238
18,160
3,000
148
97,530
146,450
93.3
20,300
0.512
1.25
6.373
3.870
1.943
13,930
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The high wing in this configuration is primarily required to maintain
nacelle/fuselage clearance and an acceptable location of the outboard engine,
The twin-engine hybrid Over-the-Wing/Internally Blown Flap (OTW/IBF)
airplane for a 3000 foot field performance is shown in Figure S-l8 and its
principal characteristics are listed in Table S-VI.
The items of particular interest for this hybrid design are as follows:
• Configurations embodying internally blown flap strongly influenced
by duct space.
• The FPR's required to meet 95 EFNdB are such that only a portion of
the fan air can be ducted to the flap (10-15$).
TABLE S-VI. OTW/IBF PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS
POINT DESIGN
FIELD LENGTH, FT
PAX SIZE
3,000
148
OWE, LB
RGW, LB
W/S, LB/SQ F
RATED THRUST/ENG, LB
INSTALLEDT/W
FPR
AIRFRAMECOST, $M
2-ENGINECOST, $M
DOC, CENTS/AS SM
FUEL (500 NM), LB
98,250
147,350
93.2
36,810
0.453
1.325
6.380
2.970
1.797
13,960
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In Phase I the remaining fan air was exhausted through vectoring
nozzles. In this concept the remaining fan air is vectored through
the OTW arrangement of the engine and flap.
The point design vehicle is shown and is a twin!engine arrangement
with a RGW of 1^ 7,000 Ib, OWE of 98000 Ib, W/S = 93, and 37000 Ibs
of thrust per engine. To improve the L/D for the one engine out
second segment climb the aspect ratio has been increased to 7!0.
The span is 105 ft and wing area is 1571 sq. ft.
The planform is arranged to provide maximum chord at the engine
and to preserve continutity for the expanding duct flap.
The engines are located as far inboard as possible to minimize
the effects of an engine failure and to minimize the amount of
ducting.
The last of the point design airplanes, the Mechanical Flap (MF) for а
foot field performance, is shown in Figure S!19. The principal characteristics
for the point design and three additional supplementary points are listed in
Table S!VII.
Additional items of interest for the UOOO foot Mechanical Flap airplane are
listed as follows :
• Because of engine out second segment gradient, AR increased to 7!0!
• The large diameter 1.35 FPR fixed pitch engines determine the high
wing arrangement and T!tail.
• The DOC is lower than any other point design airplane presented but
at 3000 ft it is higher than the other concepts but approximately
equal to the EBF airplane.
• Airplane second segment climb critical; double slotted flap selected
(flap chord = .35 wing chord)
• Unblown ailerons and spoilers for roll; flying tail and geare'd
elevator for pitch, and double hinged and slotted rudder for yaw;
spoilers also provide DLC and lift dumping on ground.
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The summary of Direct Operating Cost (DOC) versus Field Length for these
aircraft is given in Figure S!20. All meet 95 EPNdB at a 500!foot sideline
except for those with 1.57 fan pressure ratios. For FAR balanced field
lengths below 3000 feet no clear preference for lift concept is shown as a
function of economics, although there is an indication of superiority in the
twin!engine OTW/IBF concept down to 2500 foot field length and it appears
superior to other propulsive!lift concepts at 3000 feet. The mechanical
flap aircraft at 3000!foot field length appear slightly inferior in economics;
at this field length the wing loading of 65 psf makes it difficult to
achieve ride qualities equal to the propulsive lift aircraft at a wing
loading of 90 psf. At ^ 000!foot field length, the mechanical flap aircraft
ride qualities are excellent (wing loading of 90 psf) and it is indicated to
be clearly superior in economics. Additional analysis and experimental data
are warranted for evaluation of the 3000 to 3500!foot field length cases.
The economic superiority of the airplanes with 1.57 fan!pressure!ratio engines
is affected by two factors — better cruise performance and lower lapse
rates compared to the lower fan pressure ratio and lower!noise engines; and
assumption of commonality with CTOL applications so that the production base
for pricing the engine was taken as 1500 engines.
One of the prime requirements of the aircraft design analysis was to achieve
a low noise level. To put aircraft noise areas into a quick perspective, the
area in square miles of 2 90 EFNdB on takeoff and landing are shown in
Table S!VIII for long range transports of the 60's, the quiet wide!bodied jets
of the 70's, and two levels (= FAR 36 !10 EPNdB and FAR 36 !19 EPNdB) of
quieted STOL candidate aircraft. The latter case (FAR 36 !19 EPNdB) being
roughly equivalent to the study requirement of 95 EPNdB at 500 feet sideline.
It may be noted that the L!1011/DC!lO wide!bodied jets will reduce the
area to about l/10th of that experienced in the 1960's. The FAR 36 !10
EPNdB STOL's will reduce the current wide!bodied tri!jets noise area by =
75$ and the FAR 36 !19 EPNdB STOL's will reduce that area by = Ъ% more.
Ixxvi
DIRECT
OPERATING
COST,
CENTS/AS SM
ENGINE PRICE ADJUSTED TO
ESTIMATED MARKET POTENTIAL
1.6
1.4
о POINT DESIGN
4!ENGINEOT W
2!ENGINEOTW/IB F
2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
FEET .
I i i i i
610 914 1219 1524 1829
METERS
FIELD LENGTH
Figure S!20. Summary of DOC vs Field Length
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TABLE S-VIII. PROC21ESSIVE NOISE REDUCTION
CURRENT UNMODIFIED TRANSPORT
AIRCRAFT AND PROJECTED STOL'S
NOISE AREA IN SQUARE
MILES £90EPNdB
TAKEOFF AND LANDING
B707-300C
DC-8-61
DC 10
L1011
(STOL CANDIDATES)
MF 4000 FT FPR 1.57
OTW/IBF 3000 FT FPR (1.4-1,57)
EBF 3000 FT FPR 1.25
OTW/IBF 3000 FT FPR 1,32
MF 4000 FT FPR 1.35
-100SQMI
-8.SQMI
«2SQMI
-1,5-6 SQ Ml
-0 .5SQMI
- 0.5SQMI
« 0.5SQMI
The relationship of noise to other basic design parameters and cost is sum-
marized in Figures S-21 through Figure S-2U. Figure S-21 is a summary of air-
plane gross weights plotted as a function of the 500-foot sideline noise
level. The scatter reflects the variation due to different lift concept
and small differences in balanced noise treatment of the different engines.
Figure S-22 relates the 500-foot sideline noise to the takeoff foot print area
in square miles for a number of airplanes with different climb gradients,
shielding and noise signature, and Figure S-23 relates the sideline noise to
the fan pressure ratio.
The summary of costs associated with noise and field length is given in
Table S-IX and Figure S-2U. '
Ixxvlii'
1000 Kg 1000 LB ;
90
RGW
70
60
FIELD LENGTH
2000 FT
9.0 94 98 102 106
500 FT SIDELINE NOISE LEVEL, EPNdB
Figure S-21. RGW vs 500 Ft Sideline Noise Level
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In Table S!K the effect on economics of potential requirements that include
restriction of the area within an 80 EPNdB contour is summarized. A
reference base for comparison of requirements costs to CTOL was taken as the
6000!foot mechanical flap aircraft with fan pressure ratio of 1.57; this
airplane could meet Part 36 minus 10 and its DOC was 1.k2 cents per available
seat statute mile for LU8 passengers at 500 nautical miles.
The data indicate that technology improvements represented by SFC, performance,
and weight of the modern FPR 1.57 engine give improved economy so that
aircraft capable of meeting Part 36 !10 are equal to aircraft with 1960
technology engines at much higher noise levels. If it were sensible to optimize
a 1980 engine for meeting Part 36, it should reflect slightly lower costs.
This is not considered a realistic noise level for 1980 and was not considered
in the study.
Going to 1ЮОО!foot balanced field length is indicated as a 5 percent penalty
in DOC compared to the CTOL base; area within the 80!EPNdB takeoff contour
can be 10 square miles, slightly better than the CTOL airplane. Further
restriction of noise to a 2!square!mile area (approximately Part 36 minus
19, and 95 EPNdB at the 500!foot sideline) causes a significant increase in
the DOC penalty !! to 12 percent.
To progress to a 3000!foot field length involves a 6 to 8 percent additional
penalty — approximately the same increment as is involved in decreasing the
80 EPNdB takeoff footprint from 10 to 2 square miles. This cost penalty may
well be justified when total system aspects are fully assessed. The penalty
for 2000!foot field performance is kj percent compared to the reference CTOL.
Figure S!2U is a summary of the average direct operating cost of the study
aircraft as a function of field length and 500 foot sideline noise. This
figure shows significant trends that illustrate the conflicting interests of!
the community, airport and industry when financial viability is the question.
Ixxxiv
The rapidly diverging penalties of very short field!length (less than 3000
feet) and very low noise (less than 95 EFNdB at 500 feet sideline) is
apparent.
Airline Simulation and Economics
The economic analysis of potential STOL short!haul air transportation
systems consists of three, basic analyses:
• Airline economic simulation ! in which the candidate STOL aircraft
are introduced into representative, mixed airline fleet's, and1
airline operations simulated using the Short Haul System Simulation
computer model.
• System sensitivity "analysis ! in which STOL aircraft economic
sensitivities are measured for variations "to operational and
scenario!related factors.
• ROI analysis !! to provide realistic economic measures of STOL
performance.
Changes to the DOC factors used in Phase I and approved by MSA are incorporated
into the economic evaluation of the systems for Phase II to provide informa!
tion for a more realistic evaluation of the return on investment (ROl). The
changes to the DOC factors are made because it appears that the ATA method
with the Phase I factors produces results that are high when "compared to the
DOC's as reported by the airlines to CAB for the B!707, B!727, DC!9 and L!1011.
The indirect operating expenses are estimated by a method used by Lockheed
over the last few years. This method in an updating of the past effort by
Boeing, Lockheed, and the Airlines and is reported in "Revision to 196U
Lockheed/Boeing Indirect Operating Expense Method" Report COA 206l, December, 1969.
The table of К factors shown in Table S!X represents several points of view
concerning the operational concepts for the STOL aircraft. These views are
expressed as follows:
• The STOL system has no advantage over CTOL with respect to the
operational factors influencing the indirect operating cost (CTOL)
Ixxxv.
• The STOL system has advantages which slightly reduce the IOC
(STOL(a))
о System expense is reduced
о Aircraft control is less
о No food cost
о Passenger service is reduced
• In addition to the reduction specified above, it is possible that
in the futare the STOL may have two other advantages (STOL(b))
о The landing fees are reduced for STOL because it is assumed
that the fee will eventually be based on noise and pollution
as well as size
о The baggage and cargo handling system for the separate STOL
facilities requires less personnel. (System has less need
for baggage and cargo handling than CTOL.)
e The STOL system has no constraints in terms of rules and regulations
and the system is designed in such a manner to eliminate or reduce
the IOC activities that are associated with the CTOL operation.
(STOL(c))
The PSA factors are calculated from the indirect expenses as reported to the
Public Utilities Commission and are included for comparative purposes. The
base case for this study is the very conservative STOL(a) factors.
The return on investment (ROl) is determined by several methods. The methods
includes a simple relationship and other more detailed analyses derived from
information pertaining to the cash flow analysis.
The simplified ROI measure is used for screening purposes during Phase I and
II, where the screening process involves a large number of aircraft types
and systems.
Л detailed cash flow analysis was performed for selected systems. The
results of this analysis are shown in the evaluation section that follows.
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The cash flow analysis provided the necessary information to calculate the
ROI as outlined by the CAB and specified in the "Air Carrier Financial
Statistics" by CAB where the ROI is determined by the annual net income plus
interest divided by the average long term debt and equity.
The selection of Eastern Air Lines (EAL) as one of the test airlines for the
simulated introduction of STOL aircraft was based on the following factors:
• Eastern is representative of major trunk airlines with respect to
its wide variation of route lengths and traffic densities, and the
aircraft mix which comprises its fleet.
• Eastern has extensive service in the Northeast Corridor and to the
major congested airports.
• Eastern provides extensive service to the Southeast (with its high
rate of growth) and has a major complex through Atlanta.
Figure S-25 shows the portion of the Eastern total network over which the
introduction of STOL is simulated. Note that lines connect,city-pairs and
do not necessarily represent routes. They may be served by one or two stop
flights. This short-haul subnetwork consists primarily of medium to high
density 0-D's. The 0-D's were chosen on the basis of potential congestion
relief and on the basis of the economic performance of the STOL aircraft
serving these 0-D's.
Presented in Table S-XI are the design and performance characteristics of the
wide-bodied Twin, the B-727-200, and the EBF STOL aircraft which comprise the
EAL short-haul fleet used in bhe simulation. Engine costs of the Twin have
been increased by 50$ and the B-727 by 100$ to account for the cost of
quieting to FAR Part 36 -10 EPNdB; appropriate increases in engine performance
(thrust) also have been postulated.
Ixxxviii
Figure S-25. Eastern Air Line STOL 0-D's
Ixxxix
TABLE S-XI. EAL "FLEET"
AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER CAPACITY \
OPERATING WEIGHT EMPTY (LB)
GROSS WEIGHT (LB)
RYAWAY COST ($)
AIRFRAMECOST($)
ENGINE COST ($)
AIRFRAME WEIGHT (LB)
THRUST/ENGINE(LB)
NO. OF ENGINES
BLOCK TIME AT 250 SMI (HRS)
BLOCK FUEL AT 250 SMI (LB)
DOC AT 250 SMI (f/ASSM)
STOL*
148
97,531
146,669
10,243,432
6,373,406
3,870,026
82,327
20,306
4
0.755
9,095
2.489 -
TWIN
205
168,000
276,000
14,700,000
11,400,000
3,300,000
141,000
45,000
2
0.797
11,285
2.150
727
127
99,000
190,000
8,840,000
5,960,000
2,880,000
87,000
18,000
3
0.796
7,717
2.396
''Note that the Externally Blown Flap (EBF) airplane with a fan pressure ratio of 1.25
and a 3000 foot field performance is used as the nominal case.
xc
The simulation cases used in the system model are as follows:
e 5 Case.s Per Set
1980 No STOL
1985 No STOL
1985 With STOL
1990 NO STOL
1990 With STOL
• 17 Sets
1.) Nominal
2.!11*) Other STOL concepts
15.) Variable Utilization
16.) All Coach 72?
17.) All coach Twin and 727
and the nominal case is defined as:
• Aircraft:
Twin, 727, STOL (EBF, 1.25, 3,000)
• Utilization:
Twin (8.75!9.00), 727 (8.75!9.00), STOL (7.00)
• Fare:
$12 Plus 0.0628/З.Ж (x 1.3 = First Class)
• Fare Realization:
• ЮС К!Factor:
Twin (CTOL), 727 (CTOL), STOL (STOLa)
• 'System Load Factor:
= 55$
For all three years (1980, 85, and 90) and for all fleet compositions, the
flight assignments and routing and scheduling were based on achieving
approximately a 55$ system load factor (based on available seat statute miles),
Utilization rates are based on actual airline experience and were recommended
xci
by the consultant airlines. The fare structure is based on the CAB Phase 9
recommendation — the airlines however, are expected to realize only 85$
of this fare due to fare discounting.
Figure S-26 summarizes the simplified screening ROI and fleet size results for
the nominal case in the Eastern short-haul system simulation. As can be seen
from these histograms, the impact of the introduction of the STOL aircraft
(EBF, 1.25 FPR, 3000 ft.) is minor in terms of economics and total fleet size
when serving the same basic market. This is a significant result, since
it has long been felt that the direct operating cost penalty of STOL operations
would result in large penalties for the sysbem in terms_of return on invest-
ment (ROI). It should be noted that the "no-STOL" ROI (using only CTOL
aircraft) assumes no congestion in the 1980 to 199°  time frame which is
highly problematical. As seen in Figure S-27, as little as 1-1/2 minutes
average delay completely eliminates the economic penalty of STOL for the
nominal case. An average delay of h 1/2 minutes even eliminates the slight
IOC advantage given STOL and makes STOL economically competitive using CTOL
IOC factors. This is extremely significant since the FAA reported an average
delay for J. F. Kennedy airport in 1969 of 6.7 minutes for every operation
and O'Hare airport is even more congested. Even though the technical develop-
ment risk of the hybrid Over-The-Wing/Internally Blown Flap (OTW/IBF)
airplane is somewhat greater than for the nominal EBF design, an even greater
economic potential is indicated for this STOL concept as noted in Figure S-2?.
Summarizing the airline simulation and system economics, four typical airline
systems were postulated using the EBF and OTW/IBF airplane concepts and a
complete 10 year cash flow analysis was performed in< computing the Civil
Aeronautics Board (CAB) Return On Investment (ROI) as employed by the airlines.
The four typical short haul systems used in the Eastern Air Line short-haul
network are defined as follows:
• System I EBF/3000 (FAR Part 36 -19 EPNdB); B-727; Twin
• System II OTH/IBF/3000 (FAR Part 36 -19 EPNdB);
, , B-727; Twin
• System III OTW/IBF/3000 (FAR Part 36 -10 EPNdB); B-727;
Twin
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• System IV OTW/IBF/3000 (FAR Part 36 -10 EPNdB);
OTW/IBF/3000 (FAB Part 36 -19 EPNdB); B-727;
Twin
In System I the quiet EBF (FAR Part 36 -19 EPNdB) STOL is used with the CTOL
aircraft.
The quiet OTW/IBF STOL is used with the CTOL aircraft in System II.
The less quieted OTW/IBF designed to FAR Part 36 -10 EPNdB is used in the
STOL/CTOL mix for System III, In System IV the mix includes the lesa quiet
OTW/IBF (Part 36 -10 EPNdB) in the 1980 to the 1985 time period and the
quiet OTW/IBF in the 1985 to 1990 time period. In all four systems the
B-727 is assumed to be phased out by 1990.
The premises for the CAB Return On Investment calculations and the short-haul
aircraft delivery schedules are detailed in the body of the report and will
not be repeated in this summary.
Table S-XII indicates the stream of costs used in calculating the average ROI
as defined by the CAB in the Air Carrier Financial Statistics report. Since
the STOL short-haul systems do not include any activities other than air
carrier transportation, such as hotels, this method is also identical to the
method indicated by press releases and these ROI's may be compared to the
ROI's as calculated by CAB from the carriers reported costs and revenues
as shown in Table S-XIII where the actual published system operating investment,
net income, and rates of return for trunk and local service carriers for
1971 and 1972, are reproduced for direct comparison. It will be noted that
these integrated, complementary STOL systems realistically introduced into
a competitive real-world environment all show economic viability.
Summarizing briefly two significant conclusions emerge:
• STOL concepts offer significant potential as viable, complementary
aircraft in airline fleets serving medium to high density short-haul
markets.
• OTW/IBF and MF concepts show slight economic advantage over other
STOL concepts.
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TABLE S!XIII. SYSTEM OPERATING INVESTMENT', NET INCOME, AMD RATES OF
RETURN TRUNK (INCLUDING PAN AMERICAN) AND LOCAL SERVICE
CARRIERS, YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 1972 AND 1971 (MILLIONS)
TRUNKS INCLUDING PAA
AMERICAN
BRANIFF
CONTINENTAL
DELTA
EASTERN
NATIONAL
NORTHEAST
NORTHWEST
PAN AMERICAN
TRANS WORLD
UNITED
WESTERN
TOTAL
LOCAL SERVICE
ALLEGHENY
FRONTIER
HUGHES
MOHAWK
NORTH CENTRAL
OZARK
PIEDMONT
SOUTHERN
TEXAS INTERNATIONAL
TOTAL
OPERATING INVESTMENT
6/30/72 6/30/71
$ 961 7
2628
385 0
5306
7445
304 7
2 2 4
712 9
1.2643
952 9
1.355 1
271 4
$7.7683
* 128 3!7
5 3 5
23 5
,,
55 4 1/
71 0
62 6
91 3
24 8
31 3
$ 541 6
$ 881 9
275 1
360 7
464 1
817 8
2600
6 8
655 0
1,266 2
908 6
1. 339 3
279 1
$7,514 5
$ 120 1
59 3
320
75 2
78 1
609
99 6
241
39 6
$ 588 8
OPERATING NET INCOME
6/30/72 6/30/71
$ 3 4 4
21 2
27 4
601
5 4 6
283
!40
3 9 2
126
5 2 0
7 2 2
19 0
$417 0
$ 8 8
8 0
!09
!2 4 1/
5 9
6 3
8 9
1 1
!1 6
$ 34 1
$ 86
124
166
34 8
2 4 4
7 5
!11 9
124
1 7
!11 8
0 5
14 9
$930
$ 5 3
!1 0
!5 3
!29
7 4
5 4
1 9
0 4
!1 2
$ 98
RATE OF RETURN, ON
OPERATING INVESTMENT
6/30/7? 6/30/71
357%
808
7 12
11 32
7 34
9 29
!18.01
5 50
1 00
5 46
5 3 3
699
5 37%!^
6 85%
1498
!365
1
8 31
10 14
9 70
4 5 0
!5 16
4 98% !^
!097%
4 5 1
461
7 5 0
2 99
2 87
!176 33
1 89
0 14
!1 30
004
5 33
— Гт
4 45%
!1 76
!16 66
!38 7
945
887
1 89
1 53
__Ц?_
1б7%
Comparative Evaluation
The overall implementation of a new STOL short!haul air transportation system
must consider the traveling public, the community, and industry. The following
acceptance criteria for these groups was developed and the various STOL
concepts were evaluated, as shown in Tables S!XIV and S!XV to assist in arriving
at a selection of perferred designs.
Public
Fear (Crash in Community)
Noise
Pollution
Misfeasance
Service (Frequency and Cost)
Industry
Economic Viability
Aircraft Market Size
Passenger Market Risk
Implementation Risk
Aircraft Development Risk
Fuel Consumption
(Energy Crisis)
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In the public sector shown in Table S!XIV the following observations can be
made:
• Noise area reduction favors low FPR and MF hOOO foot aircraft.
о Introduction of aircraft with a foot print area of ^ 80 EPNdB
of 10!15 square miles (2 square miles at > 90 EPNdB) may be
acceptable (OTW/IBF FPR 1.57 must be quieted further).
о Noise areas of less than h square miles >80 EPNdB (1/2 square
mile 290 EPNdB) are desirable if fares do not have to be raised
to be economically viable.
• Pollution is satisfactory on all candidate systems
• Fear area is reduced by steep descent (shorter runway requirements)
• Energy crisis favors FPR's of about 1.5!1!57.
In the Industry oriented group the following comments are pertinent:
• FPR's of 1.57 have an advantage in all economic indicators
• Runway length reduction has an adverse effect on all economic
indicators.
• EBF ! 3000 foot STOL has unacceptable Debt!to!Equity ratio.
• OTW/IBF aircraft need further R&D to reduce development risk.
From an industry viewpoint, the OTW/IBF 3000 foot aircraft are perferred if
the development risk can be reduced by R&D. If kOOO foot runways are avail!
able, then the MF UOOO foot aircraft would be preferred, but this loses
flexibility and is a risk. The EBF 3000 foot aircraft would be a third level
choice because of the considerably less favorable economic indicators. Attempts
should be made to introduce aircraft at the FAR 36 ! 10 EPNdB noise level at
the major airports then if necessary go to FAR 36 ! 19 EPNdB at a later time.
The selection of a perferred system where many of the criteria are intangible
and even contradictory from the point of view taken, has been summarized
I ,,
!i
as follows:
• OTW/IBF 3000 ft, FPR 1.57 (Quieted to FAR 36 ! 10 "EPNdB) modified to
FAR 36 ! 19 EPNdB (FPR 1.32) after 1985 if necessary is the re!
commended system to implement.
о Economically viable
о Good public acceptance
о 3000 ft field capability allows great flexibility
о Low risk by introduction at congested hub
о Medium risk of development can be reduced to acceptable level
by R&D program
• MF kOOO ft FPR 1.57 (FAR 36 ! 10 EPNdB) modified to FAR 36 ! 19
ЕРЖВ (FPR 1.35) after 1985 if necessary is second choice, Lack of
flexibility (^ 000 foot runways) introduces increased risk unless
key airports can provide if 000 ft STOL runways.
• Other propulsive lift concepts are about equal to each other, but
are less preferable than the OTW/IBF and MF.
STOL Benefits
The benefits of STOL introduction into the national air transportation system
are summarized as follows:
• Quiet ! great reduction of noise area
• Higher approaches ! less disturbance to community
• Airport more like "light industry"
• Better service
о Less delays
о More frequent service
о Better 0!D connections
ci
1
 • Public attitude unproved
• Phased evolutionary approach
• Low risk
о Minor airport change required
(
о Small initial capital outlay
о Market is there to be served
о Gradual logical decision points
о Market is established before new airport development proceeds
• More local 0!D passengers closer to destination
• Reduced aircraft movement congestion saves air transportation
airport delays ! no action means one or more of;
о New airports required
о Reduced profits due to delays
о Curtailed service to public
о Degraded airport environment
о More noise
о More chemical emissions
Research and Development Recommendations
General additional research and development required for the introduction of
a STOL short!haul air transportation system is briefly summarized as follows:
• Field length and noise level requirements
• Airworthiness flight research
cii
• Wake vortex and separation research
• Microwave landing system development
• Area navigation development
• Market demonstration and system integration flight program
and in the area of near-term aircraft technology:
• Hybrid propulsive - lift system development
• Hybrid OTW/IBF research airplane
• Quiet clean STOL experimental engine
• Engine cycle/aircraft/integration for minimum fuel consumption
• Noise estimation for OTW/IBF
• OTW and Hybrid OTW/IBF aerodynamics
• Filamentary-composite-reinforced aluminum research
• Active control techno]ogy research
and long-term aircraft technology:
• Research aircraft development
• Alternate-fueled short-haul aircraft research
• Composite structure research
• Spanwise blowing research
• Augmentor wing development
Conclusions
Following is a summary of the conclusions derived from the study of Quiet
Turbofan STOL Aircraft for short-haul transportation;
Short-Haul Air System
• Quieter, shorter field lengths are practical and can benefit short
and long-haul air transportation
Airports
• Potentially congested hubs relieved by
о 3000 ft STOL strips added to the airports
о One airport in each hub converted to ALL!STOL
• Secondary Airports
о Adequate runways. Quietness required for community acceptance
Aircraft
• 3000 ft ! propulsive lift. OTW/IBF
UOOO ft ! mechanical flap
• Reduced noise and reduced field lengths are compatible
• Engine fan pressure ratios required. 1.50 to 1.30
• Short!haul aircraft characteristics preferred
ЕРШВ at 500 ft sideline
80 EPNdB footprint area,sq. mi.
Field length, feet
Passengers
Design range, KM
Gross weight, Ib
Engine Thrust, Ibs .!SLS
Unit cost $
Doc @250 Ж cents/assm
OW/IBF OW/IBR MECH. FLAP
95
4.5
3000
148
500
147,300
36,800
9!35 X 106
2.29
107
41.8
3000
148
500
137,400
31,700
8.15 X 106
2.01
94
3.1
4ooo
148
500
136,900
34,ooo
8.71 x io6
2.12
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Airline Operations
passenger aircraft provides capacity and frequency for high
density markets
• STOL initiation will be related to airport congestion
• STOL DOC's may be partially offset by short-haul lower IOC's
• STOL fares should be competitive with CTOL fares
• Reduction of CTOL delays fully offset possible STOL operating cost
penalties
• Development of semi-segregated short-haul system should be
evolutionary
• Adding 2000 ft all coach STOL to fleets. Lowers ROI
• Adding 3000/UOOO ft all coach STOL to all-coach fleet. Lowers ROI
• Adding 3000/1*000 ft all coach STOL to first class/coach fleet.
Raises ROI
• Secondary airport utilization should begin after introduction at
the congested hubs and induced demand is obvious.
cv
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INTRODUCTION
Previous studies of STOL technology and short!haul transportation systems
have investigated STOL feasibility, potential demand, and a general treat!
ment of community acceptance; but, for the most part these analyses have
been restricted in scope and lack realism, especially in their treatment of
advanced aircraft technology and the environmental and economic concerns of
the public and industry sectors in the practical time!frame of interest.
In response to the NASA request to analyze a realistic short!haul air trans!
portation system in the 1980 ! 1990 time period the advanced lift concept
vehicles were designed around the Quiet Clean STOL Experimental Engines of
the NASA QCSEE program and a realistic competitive operational environment
was postulated with the direct assistance and advice of Eastern and Alle!
gheny Airlines.
The key to application of STOL short!haul transportation is its potential
capability to economically alleviate the significant problems faced by the
National Air Transportation System. These critical problems have been ana!
lyzed by many government studies in recent years such as the Department of
Transportation's ad hoc Air Traffic Control Advisory Committee study, the
Joint !!NASA/DOT CARD policy study, the Aviation Advisory Commission study, the
FAA's National Aviation System Policy and Plan studies, to mention a few,
and the causal factors can be summarized as follows:
• Imbedding of airports in housing and industrial developments re!
sulting from an unprecedented national urbanization.
• Increase in air transport demand.
• Inability to expand the imbedded airport, resulting in runway satu!
ration, terminal and approach area air congestion, saturation of АТС
facilities, and airline schedule disruption and delays, and
• Sustained levels of noise impingement, air pollution, and ground
congestion imposed on the surrounding community.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED CVli
There appears to be general agreement that the relief of congestion at the
major airports and the marked reduction of noise are the most important fac-
tors inhibiting the growth and prosperity of the national air transportation
industry, both long and short-haul.
Based on this evidence, it is widely believed that many metropolitan hub
airports have already reached, or soon will reach, their potential operating
capacities. It seemed that this view was confirmed by the extensive air
carrier delays that occurred in the summers of 1968 and 1969• Since that
time, however, a slump in air travel demand, an FAA imposed quota (reserva-
tion) program at the most congested airports, more efficient scheduling by
the airlines and the introduction of larger aircraft, have all contributed
to a significant reduction in air delays. Nevertheless, the ever increasing
trend of aircraft operations of all types guarantees the resumption of costly
delays at most airports during the 1970's if the present facilities, equip-
ment, and operating procedures are unchanged.
These opinions and the experience of this study's Phase I analysis resulted
in the establishment of a broad policy premise for the guidance of the oper-
ating system development to be used in the detailed Phase II analysis. This
premise envisioned that the best chance of success for an economically viable
STOL short-haul system lay in solving the air-side congestion problem at the
major hub airports. If, and when, based on demonstratable benefits, this
becomes a feasible operation in a competitive environment, the system would
then be allowed to evolve and expand to secondary airports and STOLports as
the induced demand developed naturally. The induced demand results from in-
creased convenience, improved service and added community benefits, all of
which should then be observable and obvious. This policy premise was adopted
as an overall guidance to this study only after extensive correlation with the
many related government and industry studies and a concensus of the airline
subcontractors and other experts in the field.
This approach allows the system to become an established and economically
sound member of the aviation community with demonstratable benefits before
CVlll
it has to take on the risks of modal split and the many uncertainties
associated with induced demand.
The specific technical approach to the accomplishment of this short!haul
study that is presented in this report, was to conduct an in!depth parametric
aircraft design analysis of a large number of candidate aircraft concepts,
sizes, and levels of performance; screen this large matrix of designs against
a parametric transportation system representative of the national short!haul
market; and recommend up to six point aircraft designs in Phase I of the
study. In Phase II these point designs were analyzed in detail and intro!
duced into a realistic operating environment of the 1980 ! 1990 time period
through an airline system simulation model and airport analysis that re!
flected the projected demands and capacities of the national air transpor!
tation system of that period.
с ix
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AMST = Advanced Medium STOL Transport
AFFD = Autopilot Flight Director
АТС = Air Traffic Control
AW = Augmentor Wing
ATA = Air Transport Association
BLC = Boundary Layer Control
CAB = Civil Aeronautics Board
0/ASSM = Cents per Available Seat Statute Mile
CT = Lift CoefficientL
CTOL = Conventional Takeoff and Landing
DLC = Direct Lift Control
DME = Distance Measuring Equipment
DOC = Direct Operating Cost
DOT = Department of Transportation
ЕВБ' = Externally Blown Flap
ECS ! Environmental Control System
EEC = European Economic Council
EPNdB = Equivalent Perceived Noise Level
FAA = Federal Aviation Administration
FAR = Federal Air Regulation
FPR = Fan Pressure Ratio
G&A = General & Administrative (costs)
IBF' = Internally Blown Flap
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS (Continued)
IFR = Instrument Flight Rules
ILS = Instrument Landing System
IOC = Indirect Operating Cost
L/D = Lift/Drag (ratio)
M = Mach (number)
MF = Mechanical Flap
MLS = Microwave Landing System
ЮН ~ Nondestruct Inspection
0!D = Origin ! Destination
OPR = Overall Pressure Ratio
OTW = Over the Wing
PANCAP = Practical Annual Capacity (landings or takeoffa)
PAX = (Number of) Passengers
РДОСАР = Practical Hourly Capacity (landings or takeoffa)
PSA = Pacific Southweat Airlines
ROW = Ramp Gross Weight
R!NAV = Area Navigation
ROI = Return on Investment
RTOL = Reduced Takeoff and Landing
STOL = Short Takeoff and Landing
TIT = Turbine Inlet Temperature
VFR = Visual Flight Rules
,>
VOR = VHF Omni Range
V/STOL = Vertical/Short Takeoff and Landing
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SECTION 1 PHASE I ! PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS
1.1 AIRCRAFT CONCEPT FORMULATION
Configurations were described for each of the following high!lift systems:
• Augmentor Wing (AW)
• Externally Blown Flap (EBF)
• Internally Blown Flap (Jacobs!Hurkamp) (IBF)
• Boundary Layer Control Flap (BLC)
о Mechanical Flap (MF)
• Upper Surface Blowing (Over!the!Wing) (OTW)
Aircraft were sized for combinations of the following parameters:
• Passenger Capacity: 50, 100, 200
• Field Length: 1500, 2000, 3000, 4000 ft
• Mach Number: 0.7, 0.75, 0.8
Design range was 500 n.mi (926 km) with reserves for 200 n.mi. (370 km) at
cruise altitude and 15 minutes at 10,000 ft (30^8 m). Best cruise altitude
between 20,000 and 30,000 feet (6096 and 9lM* m) was selected. Takeoff and
landing, immediately after takeoff, were related to sea level, 95°F (35°C).
Approach rate of descent was 900 ft per minute (27^ m/min) and touchdown
rate of sink was 10 ft/sec (3 m/sec). After a one second delay between
touchdown and braking, the deceleration was taken as 0.35g! Performance
margins were based on Federal Air Regulation Part XX "Tentative Airworthiness
Standards for Powered Lift Transport Category Aircraft" (August 1970). App!
licable parts of FAR Parts 25 and 121 were also incorporated.
An overriding requirement was a 95 PNdB noise level at a sideline distance
of 500 ft (152 m). To meet this requirement, parametric engines were de-
fined by Detroit Diesel Allison Divison of General Motors and by General
Electric under contract to NASA-Lewis Research Center. These contracts for
studies of Quiet Clean STOL Experimental Engines (QCSEE) developed engine
and noise-treated nacelle configurations which were incorporated in the
parametric airplane concepts. Modifications were made as needed to the en-
gine manufacturers' installed performance data; engine cycle selection
to meet the 95 PNdB noise level was based on Lockheed's assessment of engine
and airplane interaction noise.
1.2 PARAMETRIC DESIGN ANALYSIS
The parametric design-point aircraft were defined in terms of weight, size,
and cost through the following procedure:
Synthesis of optimum vehicle configurations for each high-lift concept and
its propulsion candidates (as supplied by the engine contractors), and each
combination of the values of the parameters of passenger capacity, cruise
speed, field length, and design range prescribed in the contract. This was
accomplished by application of the sizing and optimization Aircraft Integra-
tion Model computer program.
This program used generalized aerodynamic methods and an aerodynamic data
base developed in detail from Lockheed tests and theoretical methods and
using significant inputs from MSA research programs. Based on a revised
ATA method and constant 1972 dollars, DOC values were also calculated for
use in choosing most economical aircraft. Numerous other aircraft para-
meters such as ramp gross weight and rated thrust were also output.
Layouts and drawings of critical design features of the aircraft were made.
Ducting and wing volume limits were analyzed in some detail for the aug-
mentor wing and internally-blown-flap configurations. Fuel volume limits
were established; these limited the wing size and wing loading, particularly
for the augmentor wing designs.
Ride quality was assessed for each concept and for a range of field lengths.
Sensitivity of airplane weight, thrust requirements, and DOC was determined
for changes in the following parameters: engine cost, weight and SFC; de!
sign range extension for CTOL operation; aerodynamic drag; wing aspect ratio,
weight factor, cost, and airfoil technology; duct pressure loss; changes in
landing ground rules; and structural material technology.
Aircraft designed for 500 n.mi. (926 km) cruise at 20,000 and 25,000 ft
(6096 and 7б20 m) were heavier than those designed for the same cruise speed
at 30,000 ft (91^  и) cruise altitude, primarily because of increased cruise
thrust requirements and increased fuel consumption. Lower block times at
the lower cruise altitudes compensated only partially for this effect in
terms of DOC. Thus the choice of 30,000 ft (91*A m) for design cruise al!
titude was indicated.
For the design range of 500 n.mi. (926 km) the combined effect of design
speed and altitude indicated approximately equivalent DOC for the M 0.7,
20,000 ft airplane, and the M 0.8, 30,000 ft1 design. Aircraft designed for
M 0.7, and M 0.75 were lighter in weight than those designed for M 0.8;
however, the increased productivity at high speeds approximately compensated
for the higher aircraft cost so that DOC was relatively insensitive to de!
sign speed. Therefore, it was concluded that the unevaluated factors of
passenger appeal, aircraft versatility, and air traffic compatibility would
add to the desirability of a Mach 0.8 design cruise speed. However, shorter
stage lengths achieved the lowest DOC's when the M 0.8, 30,000 ft design was
flown at 20,000 feet; at this altitude the available range with full payload
was 1*00 n.mi. (7^ 1 km) because of increased fuel consumption. In order to
achieve the design range of 500 n.mi. (936 km) the airplane must cruise at
its design cruise altitude.
The results of the parametric analyses are summarized in Figures 1 and 2.
At 2000 ft (609.6 m) field length, the IBF, EBF, AW!2S, and OTW concepts
are sufficiently close in DOC that further data would be required to make
a choice. The MF and BLC concepts are clearly more expensive and can be
UN INSTALLED THRUST - LB
FPRRECOM. 2000'F.L 3000'F.L. 4000T.L
PAX 100 200 100 200 100 200
AW-2S 3.0 12000 24000 8700 16700
AW-3S -DISCONTINUE
EBF 1.25-1.28 15000 30000 11000 20900 9700 17500
OTW 1.3-1.38 15500 27000 12200 23400 12000 21400
IBF 1.3-1.4 17000 34000 14000 24000
BLC DISCONTINUE
MF 1.3-1.4 NOT RECOMMENDED 27800
Figure 1. Engine Cycle Recommendations
DOC
<t/ASSM
1000 2000 3000
FIELD LENGTH - FT
4000
Figure 2. Parametric Design Analysis Results
discarded for this design point. At 3000 ft ($lk.k m) field length the same
concepts remain as candidates and the MF is only slightly higher in DOC.
Typical results of Phase I ride qualities analysis are shown in Table I.
The design points are listed in ranked order. All concepts are indicated to
better the suggested limit of 0.11 g's at the e.g. except for the 2000 and
3000 ft MF aircraft. Only the IBF, OTW, AW!2S, and 4000 ft MF cases meet
this criterion at the aft passenger location. However, it is expected that
augmentation can compensate for these differences.
TABLE I. UNAUGMENTED VERTICAL GUST RESPONSE
PASSENGER ACCELERATION ! G'S *
LIFT CONCEPT
IBF
OTW
AW!2S
MF
EBF
AW!3S
MF
BLC
MF
FIELD
2000
2000
2000
Uooo
2000
2000
ЗрОО
2000
2000
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
LENGTH
(609
(609
(609
.6
.6
.6
m)
m)
m)
(1219 m)
(609
(609
№
(609
(609
.6
.6
л
.6
.6
m)
m)
m)
m)
m)
AT
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
C.G.
.06
.09
.08
.10
.09
.07
.11
.08
.12
AFT PASSENGER
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.10
.10
.11
.11
.12
.14
.13
.18
.16
* Response to a 9!8 fps (3 mps) gust in the landing configuration
1.3 PARAMETRIC SYSTEMS AHftLYSIS
The systems analysis for Phase I was an initial and integral part of the
total systems analysis for the study of quiet turbofan STOL aircraft for
short haul transportation. It was intended that the Phase I systems analysis
serve to establish the baseline for a comprehensive, in-depth analysis per-
formed in Phase II; as such, the emphasis was placed on the selection of high
potential STOL aircraft concepts (from a large matrix of candidate systems),
and the identification of STOL system operational variables with high economic
impact. In Phase I the justification for STOL was assumed, and effort was
directed toward the development of relative rankings among STOL concepts in
terms of their economic performance in serving short haul markets.
The results of the Phase I systems analysis were not intended to be viewed
as conclusive or final. The data was developed solely for relative compar-
isons, and were based on simplifying assumptions made to facilitate the
initial screening and selection. The selected concepts were subjected to
rigorous analysis and evaluation in Phase II of the total study, in which
the justification for STOL was defined and quantified.
Ob jective - The primary objective of the Phase I systems analysis was to
make a relative economic screening of the total set of candidate quiet turbo-
fan STOL aircraft concepts defined by:
• High lift concepts (EBF, AW2S, AW3S, OTW, IBF, BLC, and MF)
• Passenger capacities (50, 100, and 200 PAX)
• Cruise mach numbers (0.70, 0.75, 0.80), and
• Field lengths (1500, 2000, 3000 and UOOO ft.),
and to select six aircraft concepts for detailed analysis in Phase II.
Philosophy and General Approach - The range of uncertainty associated with
market projection led Lockheed to adopt a parametric approach in forecasting
the share of the short haul market which STOL would capture. The parametric
definition of the STOL market in Phase I eliminated the need for excessive
c/
Phase I expenditure of resources for scenario development, and insured that
the screening would be based on a broad data base — thus extending the
applicability of the screening results. The parametric approach, furthermore,
presented the opportunity to conduct sensitivity analyses of STOL system
economic performance as a function of variations in operational parameters
and to determine, partially, the risk incurred with poor forecasts or system
selection based on those forecasts.
The Phase I economic evaluation and screening was a two-step process consis-
ting of:
1. Initial aircraft screening based on candidate aircraft concept
DOC's, and
2. Aircraft screening based on system ROI's.
The initial screening was based on the DOC's that were computed as a part of
the design optimization process, and served to eliminate concepts from
further consideration whose DOC's were disproportionally higher than the
others, and represented unreasonably high economic risk. This screening
served to reduce the number of aircraft to be analyzed in the system simula-
tion model and subjected to the "second,step" ROI screening.
The second step of the screening process was based on the relative system
ROI's derived through use of the Lockheed Short Haul System Simulation in
which the various candidate aircraft are "flown" in short haul operations.
The following paragraphs describe the Phase I scenario, system configuration
and system simulation, and the results of the economic screening and sensi-
tivity analyses.
Scenario - In defining the scenario upon which to base the Phase I system
evaluation ,of the candidate aircraft concepts, Lockheed took into account the
following factors and criteria:
• The scenario was to be of the simplest form in order to facilitate
variation of operational parameters
• The inclusion of a "representative" cross.-section of low to high
density short haul routes over the range of route lengths (up to
500 s.mi.),
8
• The definition of simple traffic flow patterns amenable to veriation
in sensitivity analyses, and
• Identification with some "real world" STOL scenario as postulated
for the 1980 to 1990 time frame.
The scenario was designed to provide a basis for the derivation of relative
measures of each candidate aircraft's economic performance in serving short
haul markets in general, rather than a specific market with its peculiar
biasing factors.
A ray-pattern traffic flow emanating from a central hub was considered to be
the simplest and most appropriate form for the Phase I analyses. Its sim-
plicity made it amenable to p'arametric variation, and reduced the task of
establishing airline route networks and schedules. Furthermore, the ray-
pattern traffic flow correctly simulated the primary problem facing the
major airports (represented by the hub): i.e., the congestion induced by
large numbers of flights originating from, or destined for, many dispersed
locations, rather than that induced along a few very high density routes.
The basic scenario used for Phase I screening was analogous to the New York
City (NYC) air passenger flow as presented in the March 1971 CAB report en-
titled "Air Passenger Traffic in Short Haul Markets." Specifically, the
screening scenario was composed of a traffic flow emanating from the hub city
(NYC) in the form of a ray-pattern.
Each ray (segment) was defined by:
• The connecting city;
• The city-center to city-center (or revenue) distances; and
• The percent of the total block demand traveling through NYC on
that segment.
Figure 3 summarizes the NYC traffic data. A block demand of 50,000 passen-
gers per day (two-way) was postulated and represents a nominal (reasonable)
market for a major airline in the 1980 to 1990 time frame. The postulated
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10
demand may be interpreted as representing!the total market in a noncompeti!
tive environment, or the share of the total market served by a single airline
in a competitive environment. This, block demand was varied parametricaUy in
the market sensitivity analysis so that a reasonable range of demand was con!
sidered in the Phase I systems analysis. Table II shows those systems
screened in Phase I.
System Configuration ! The alternative system configurations for evaluation
in Phase I were based on the postulated scenario traffic flows and on the
varying support requirements of the candidate aircraft concepts. System
elements were defined only to the extent necessary to arrive at the statement
of system costs — consistent with the Phase I focus on relative economic
analyses and system screening. For the purpose of the Phase I analysis,
STOL operations and facilities were treated as autonomous and physically
separated (e.g.,! separate gate positions) from CTOL.
The route network for the system coincided precisely with the scenario traf!
fic flows (3k routes emanating from ЖС in a ray!pattern). A single airport
was postulated in NYC for simplicity of analysis.. Each origin!Destination
(O!D) pair was served by a minimum of six round!trip flights per day. All
service was non!stop.
The fare for the Phase I screening was the CAB recommended Phase I fare
(12 + 0.0628/s.mi.) and it was assumed that all passengers pay full fare !!
i.e., no fare discounting.
A maximum load factor of 70 percent was assumed when assigning flights to
account for traffic peaking. This constraint was reviewed with the airline
consultants and received their concurrence.
Figure h represents a typical output of the parametric economic analysis.
Economic Screening Summary ! On the basis of the data developed during the
Phase I economic screening the following preliminary conclusions were
drawn:
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• Fifty passenger aircraft designs represent a relatively high
economic risk when compared to passenger capacities greater than 100.
• Field lengths less than 2000 feet are noncompetitive on the basis of
system economics (DOC and. ROl).
• System economics (DOC and ROl) are relatively insensitive to
cruise Mach number over the range of 0.70 and 0.80 M.
• The AW3S should be dropped in favor of the AW2S design.
Sensitivity Analysis - The range of uncertainty associated with market fore-
casting and the wide variation possible in terms of short haul STOL system
configurations and operations make it imperative that system economic sensi-
tivites to these variations be measured and possible impacts on system se-
lection determined. In essence, the sensitivity analyses answer the "what
if !s" that inevitably occur when specific forecasts are made, and when systems
are configured and operated under specific ground rules.
In phase I Lockheed measured system economic sensitivities to the following
parameters:
• Block demand (25,000, 50,000, 100,000 PAX/DAY)
• Fare factor (0.85, 1.00*, 1.25)
• Minimum service (0, 3, 6 flts/day/0-D)
• Regional (NYC, Washington, Chicago, California'
• Production run (150, 300, 1*50)
• Design range (500; 1,000,*'!,500 n mi)
1.3.1 Sensitivity Analysis Summary
The cursory Phase I examination of system sensitivities to variations in
market (scenario), operational, and design and cost parameters generally
CAB Phase 1 fare: $12 + 0.0628/s mi) Preceding page blank
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reinforced the conclusions drawn in the Phase I economic screening. Further
conclusions were drawn about the six parameters studied in terms of their
impact on system economics:
• Block demand - strong impact
• Fare - strong impact
• Minimum service - strong impact
• Regional variation (number of routes and passenger distribution)-
minor impact
• Production run - minor impact (above 300 units)
• Design range - minor impact
The conclusions are valid over the range specified for each single-parameter
variation which is an analytically useful manipulation of the scenario and
postulated airline system to test risks in using the basic scenario for
candidate selection.
The sensitivity analyses performed in Phase I should be viewed as an initial
step in a major program (outside the scope of the current study) to measure
in an incremental, sequential manner the individual and combined impacts of
the various elements of a total short haul air transportation system on the
effectiveness and acceptability of that system.
Comparative Analysis - The purpose of the comparative analysis was to in-
tegrate the results of the economic screening and the system sensitivity
analyses, to present further observations and data pertinent to the Phase I
screening and to present the Phase I recommendations. The extent to which
the system sensitivity analysis complemented the economic screening and
reinforced the screening trends made the task of integration unnecessary.
The following recommendations for Phase II were based on the economic
screening and system sensitivity analysis:
16
• Passenger capacity ! approximately 150 PAX
• Cruise Mach ! 0.80 M (selected on the basis of alternate use
flexibility), and
• Field length ! 3,000 ft.
1Л SUMMARY PHASE I CONCLUSION
Table III summarizes the output of Phase I and indicates the selection of
aircraft for more detailed analysis in Phase II as agreed to by the Project
Office in Table IV.
17
TABLE III. PHASE.I SUMMARY
LIFT CONCEPTS
FIELD LENGTH
CRUISE SPEED
PAX SIZE
NOISE
DOC
SENSITIVITY
• BLOCK DEMAND
• FARE
• MIN. SERVICE
• REGIONAL VARIATION
• PRODUCTION RUN
• DESIGN RANGE
REALISTIC DESIGN DATA GENERATED
2000 Ft. - OTW
3000 FT. -OTW, AW-2S, EBF, IBF
4000 FT. - OTW, MF
M0.8
ABOUT 150
95 PNdB HAS LARGE ECONOMIC IMPACT
HIGHER STOL COSTS MUST BE OFFSET
BY STOL BENEFITS
STRONG IMPACT ON SYSTEM
STRONG IMPACT ON SYSTEM
STRONG IMPACT ON SYSTEM
MINOR IMPACT ON SYSTEM
MINOR IMPACT ON SYSTEM
MINOR IMPACT ON SYSTEM
18
TABLE IV. PHASE I RECOMMENDATIONS
FIELD LENGTH
PAX
AW
EBF
OTW
IBF
MF
2000
100 150
•
•
о
200
3000
100
о
150
о
•
•
0
0
200
0
4000
100
о
150
о
•
200
о
• POINT DESIGNS
о PARAMETRIC
VARIATION
ALL CONCEPTS RECOMMENDED AT 0.80 M
CR
19'
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SECTION 2 PHASE II ! AIRCRAFT DESIGN DATA DEVELOPMENT
2.1 CANDIDATE AIRCRAFT DESIGN POINT DEFINITION
After consideration of the Phase I results, NASA and Lockheed agreed to
concentrate the Phase II effort on the 6 point designs shown in Table IV.
These point designs are defined in detail in the following sections to provide
directly comparable data for each lift system concept. Parametric data is
provided for an additional 8 points as shown in Table IV. Both direct
operating cost (DOC) and return on investment (ROI) were shown to be relatively!
insensitive to cruise speed in Phase I (over the range of Mach 0.7 to Mach 0.8).
Since the faster aircraft would be more readily compatible with CTOL traffic,
all the airplanes derived in Phase II were designed to cruise at Mach 0.8.
Similarly, a seating capacity between 120 and 180 (approximately) and a
capacity!payload range of 500 n.mi. (926 km) were shown to yield the maximum
ROI in Phase I. Accordingly, the Phase II airplanes were sized for that range
and a seating capacity of 148 (thus avoiding the need for an additional cabin
attendant with 1^9 passengers or more).
2.1.1 Performance Criteria
The performance criteria adopted for Phase II are identical to those used in
Phase I except for the approach rate of sink and touchdown vertical velocity
which have been increased from 800 fpm (25^  m/min) and 3 fps (.92 m/sec)
respectively. The Phase II criteria are as' follows:
• Takeoff:
о Sea level field at 95°F (35°C)
о FAR balanced field ! greater of ! f
о 1.15 times normal takeoff distance to 35 feet (10.6? m)
о distance to clear 35 feet (10.6? m) with critical engine
failure at V,
Preceding page blank
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о distance to accelerate to V, , followed by an average
deceleration rate of O.Ug to, a stop with a 3 second time delay
between acceleration and deceleration phases.
о Rolling coefficient of friction = 0.015
о Lift !off /stall speed ratio = 1.15 ! 1 engine out
= 1.20 ! all engines operating
о Minimum load factor capability = 1.20 ! 1 engine out
= 1.30 ! all engines operating
о FAR minimum control speed margins.
Mission:
о Climb to 1500 feet (^57 m)
о Accelerate to 250 KEAS (^63 Km/hr EAS)
о Climb to 5000 feet (152U m) at 250 KEAS (W>3 km/hr EAS)
о Hold for 2 minutes at 5000 feet (152U m) and 250 KEAS (U63 km/hr
EAS)
о Climb to 10,000 feet (30^8 m) at 250 KEAS (463 km/hr EAS)
о Accelerate to V climb at 10,000 feet (30U8 m)
о Climb to best cruise altitude (between 20,000 and 30,000 feet;
6096 and 9lU4 m)
о Reserves for 200 n. miles (370 km) plus 15 minutes at 10,000 feet
(30^ 8 m) , maximum endurance
о Descend to 10,, 000 feet (30U8 m)
о Decelerate to 250 KEAS (U63' km/hr EAS) during descent to 10,000
, feet (30U8 m)
о Descent to 500 feet (152 m) at 250 KEAS (U63 km/hr EAS)
о Hold at 5000 feet (152U m) for 2 minutes
о Descend to 500 feet (152.4 m) at 250 KEAS (^ 63 km/hr!EAS)
о Approach with throttle ^ 75$ of .maximum
Landing: • '! '
о Minimum approach /stall speed ratio ='1.20 ! 1 engine out
= 1.25 ! all engines operating
22
о Minimum load factor capability = 1.20 ! 1 engine out
= 1.30 ! all engines operating
о Approach over 35 feet (10.6? m) with sink rate = 900 fpm
(27^  m/foin)
о Flare to touchdown at 10 fps (3 m/sec)
о 1 second delay between touchdown and brake and/or thrust reverser
application
о Roll out deceleration rate = 0.35g
о Landing field length ! landing distance divided by 0.6.
2.1.2 Initial Sizing
The Phase II vehicles were initially sized using an amended form of the
Phase I sizing program. The more significant of the amendments were:
e Revision of the weight routines based upon detailed analysis of
vehicle subsystems and the incorporation of local composite
structural reinforcement where demonstrably cost!effective
• The substitution of Phase II engine data with appropriate revision
of the installation losses
<•
• The correlation of parametric and value!engineering cost estimation
methods
• The correlation of parametric empennage sizing methodology with
definitive e.g. range requirements, surface control concepts and
control power requirements
• The consideration of more detailed geometric constraints (with
particular regard to the propulsion and high lift system interface).
Each point design vehicle was analysed in each technology area; propulsion,
aerodynamics, stability and control, design and structures. Subsequent
sections report the results of these studies and analyses.
2.1.3 DOC Basis Used in Aircraft Design Optimization
As agreed upon with NASA, the aircraft design optimization was based on direct
operating costs with the same ground rules as were used in Phase I. These are
shown in Table V. The DOC values shown in Section 2 are all based on these
revisions to the 19^ 7 ATA "Standard Method of Estimating Direct Operating
Costs of Turbine Powered Transport Aircraft."
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TABIE V. AGREED CHANGES TO ATA DOC
1. BLOCK TIME ! FLIGHT TIME = 10 МШ (ATA IS 20 MIN)
2. RESERVE FUEL: 200 N.MI. @ 20,000 FT TO ALTERNATE FIELD;
15 MN HOLD @ 10,000 FT AT MAXIMUM ENDURANCE .
<
3. BLOCK FUEL: : PER MISSION PROFILE BUT !USING 6 MN GROUND
TIME + U MIN AIR MANEUVER TIME
If. CREW COSTS: INCREASE ATA TO CURRENT CREW COST (U0$ HIGHER
THAN ATA); 3!MAN CREW
5. FUEL COST: $.115/GAL. (ATA IS $.095/GAL.)
6. HULL INSURANCE: RETAIN ATA 2% RATE
7. UTILIZATION: WILL BE AN OUTPUT OF SYSTEMS STUDIES BUT
FOR PARAMETRIC PURPOSES WILL USE 2500 HR/YEAR
8. LABOR RATE: $6.00/HR (ATA IS $l*.00)
9. MAINTENANCE FLIGHT HOUR COSTS: 75% OF ATA VALUE
10. MAINTENANCE FLIGHT CYCLE COSTS": 75% OF ATA VALUE
11. MAINTENANCE BURDEN: RETAIN ATA FACTOR OF 1.8
TO BE
EXAMINED
12. DEPRECIATION: USE ATA 12 YEARS, 0 RESIDUAL BUT 25% ENGINE
SPARES IN LIEU OF
Further amendments to,the ATA formulae (with respect to crew, fuel, maintenance
and depreciation cost elements) were made in the subsequent analysis of airline
systems using the vehicles described in Section 2. These system analyses are
reported in Section 3! The later formula amendments improve the correlation
between formula costs and airline experience of short!haul aircraft and yield
slightly lower DOC figures than those ascribed to each vehicle in Section 2.
2.2 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONS
This section describes the structure and systems of each of the six point
design airplanes. To avoid extensive repetition, the structural approach,
fuselage, wing, empennage, control systems, landing gear, passenger compart!
ment, flight station, avionics, electrical system, hydraulics, environmental
and adverse weather protection systems for all concepts are described in one
common Section, 2.2.6.
2.2.1 EBF Concept Descriptions
Two EBF configurations are described, one having a 2000 feet (6lO m) field
length capability, the other 3000 feet (910 m). Unless otherwise stated, the
description contained in this section applies to both configurations.
The 2000 foot airplane shown in Figure 5 is a high wing, 1^ !8 passenger air!
plane powered by four individually mounted scaled Allison PD 287!5> 1!25 FPR
engines. The high!lift system consists of a 35 percent chord, part!span,
double!slotted trailing!edge!flap and a 17 percent chord, full!span, leading
edge device. The fuselage!mounted landing gear provides an acceptable tipover
capability and is designed for a 15 fps (^ .5 m/sec) limit touchdown velocity.
The T!tail empennage incorporates a flying horizontal stabilizer with the
elevators geared to the stabilizer, and а ^Ю percent chord double!hinged rudder.
Lateral control is provided by 3^ percent cho.rd, blown ailerons and upper
surface spoilers. Flight path control on the approach is achieved by use of
the symmetric operation of the spoilers from an uprigged basic!position.
The 3000 ft field!length airplane is generally similar "to the 2000 ft airplane
and is shown in Figure 6.
Important characteristics of the two airplanes are as follows:
2000 Ft Field Length EBF Design Point Characteristics
OWE 127,9^ 7 lb (58,075 kg)
ROW 182,989 lb (83,058 kg)
TOW (Lift off) 181,6^ 5 1Ъ (82,392 kg)
W/S @ Take!off 73!2 lb/ft2 (357 kg/m2)
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2000 Ft Field Length EBF Design Point Characteristics (Continued)
Uninst. Thrust/Eng. 29,191 Ib (130 kN)
Installed Thrust/Eng. 26,793 Ib (119 kN)
Inst T/W 0.59
FPR 1.25
Airframe Cost 7!^ 85 $ M
Engine Cost 14!. 386 $ M
DOC 2.238 ф/ASSU
3000 Ft Field Length EBF Design Point Characteristics
OWE 97,531 Ib (144,269 kg)
ROW 114!6,669 Ib (66,573 kg)
TOW (Lift!off) lU5,73^  Ib (66,103 kg)
W/S @ Takeoff 93!3 lb/ft2 (U55 kg/n2)
Uninst'Thrust/Eng. 20,306 Ib (90 kN)
Installed Thrust/Eng. 18,6514! 1Ъ (83 kN)
Inst T/fa .512
FPR 1.25
Airframe Cost , 6.373 $ M
Engine Cost 3.870 $ M
DOC 1.9l*3 0/ASSM
Additional data are provided in Figures 5 and 6.
2.2.1.1 EBF High Lift System ! Both the 2000 ft and 3000 ft airplanes are
equipped with double!slotted trailing edge flaps extending from the fuselage
side to the 70 percent wing span station, and full span leading edge flaps.
The choice of a double!slotted arrangement over a triple!slotted arrangement
is discussed in Section 2.5.1.1.
Trailing Edge Flap !.Figure 7 shows a section through a double!slotted flap
similar to the selected arrangement and consisting of two flap segments with
a total stowed chord of 35 percent of the local wing chord. Each segment is
supported by and translates on, roller carriages and tracks; actuation is
achieved by drive arms and links, powered through planetary gearboxes and
' torque shafts by duplicated hydraulic motors.
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OVERALL DIMENSIONS
HEIGHT SO 4 FT (15 42m)
SPAN 128 3 FT (39 Urn)
LENGTH 149 5 FT (45 57<n)
POWE* PLANT
TYPE
UNI MS TAILED S L S Т
FPR
MAXIMUM NACELLE WIDTH
MAXIMUM NACELLE DEPTH
MAXIMUM NACEUE LENGTH
TDAILING!EDGE FLAP
% WING SEMI!SPAN 104!70
AREA/SIDE 277 FT 2 (25 73m2)
TOTAL FLAP CHORD/LOCAL WING CHORD 35
DDA P0287!5 VP
29.191LB (129 84lcN)
I 25
9 OB FT (2 77m)'
10 71 FT (3 10m)
19 75 FT (4 02m)
HORIZONTAL STABILIZER (FLYING TAIL)
SPAN
AREA
CENTERLINE CHORD
TIP CHORD
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD
ASPECT RATIO
TAPER RATIO
QUARTER!CHORD SWEEP
SECTION t/c
VOLUME COEFFICIENT
AILERON (BLOWN)
% WING SEMI!SPAN
AREA AFT OF HINGE/SIDE 83 5*FT
% WING CHORD AFT OF HINGE 34
DEFLECTION »50 DEG
LEADING!EDGE FLAP
% WING SEMI!SPAN
AREA/SIDE
10 4 ! 100
1*3 FT z( 15 Urn2) ELEVATOR% SPAN
AREA AFT OF HINGE
% CHORD AFT OF HINGE
DEFLECTION
FLAP CHORD/LOCAL WING CHORD
WING
SPAN (THEORETICAL)
AREA
TIP CHORD
CENTERUNE CHORD
eCOY!SIDE CHORD
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD
ASPECT RATIO
TAPER RATIO
QUARTER!CHORD SWEEP
FRONT SPAR * С
REAR SPAR % С
TIP SECTION (l/c)
CENTERLINE SECTION (f/c)
126 83 FT (38 44m)
2483 FT 2 (230 47m*)
11 17 FT (3 40m)
27 92 FT (8 51m)
24 25 FT (8 Om)
20 47 FT (4 30m)
4 5
0 4
30 DEC
20
40
MOD SUPERCRITICAL ( 1199)
MOD SUPERCRITICAL ( 1549)
LANDING GEAR
TRACK
WHEELBASE
TIRE SIZE (MAIN)
22 83 FT (4 94m)
44 5 FT (14 17m)
47 X 18 TYPE VII
Q O D D O D O Q O D Q
57 75 FT (17 40m)
741 5 FT Мбв 89m?)
18 33 FT (5 59m)
7 33 FT (2 23m)
13 58 FT (I 09m)
4 5
0 4
30DEG
12
1 12
100
120 FT 2(11 15m2)
35
•И5/!35 DEG
32 37 FT (9 87m)
2(4<
VERTICAL STABILIZER
SPAN (THEORETICAL) !! , ,!! .
AREA 748 4 FT ' (49 53m2)
ASPECT RATIO 1 4
TAPER RATIO 0 8
ROOT CHORD (THEORETICAL) 25 49 FT (7 83m)
TIP CHORD 20 55 FT (424m)
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD 23 33 FT (711m)
QUARTER!CHORD SWEEP 35 DEG
SECTION t/c 13
VOLUME COEFFICIENT 0 14
FUSELAGE
OVERALL LENGTH
MAXIMUM WIDTH
MAXIMUM DEPTH
INTERNAL WIDTH
CABIN HEIGHT (AISLE)
SURFACE AfiEA (GROSS)
122 25 FT (37 24m)
13 0 FT (3 94m)
13 0 FT (3 94m)
12 33/11 58 FT (3 74/3 53m)
7 08/4 33 FT (2 14/1 93m)
4500 FT.2 (418 05m2)
RUDDER
TYPE
AREA AFT OF HINGE
% CHORD AFT OF HINGE
DEFLECTION
DOUBLE HINGED. SLOTTED
280 FT 2 (26 Olm2)
40/20
+ 30/60 DEG
Figure 5. 2000 ft; EBF Airplane
FOLDOUT
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OVERALL DIMENSIONS
HEIGHT 38 75 FT. (11 81m)
SPAN 102 FT (31 Ют)
LENGTH 136 42 FT (41 58m)
TRAILING!EDGE FLAP
% WING SEMI!SPAN 13!70
AREA/SIDE 162 FT 2 (15
TOTAL FLAP CHORD/LOCAL WING CHORD 35
POWER PLANT
TYPE
UNINSTALLED S L S Т
FPR
MAXIMUM NACELLE WIDTH
MAXIMUM NACELLE DEPTH
MAXIMUM NACELLE LENGTH
DDA PD287!5 VP
20,306 LB (90 32 kN)
1 25
7 SB FT (2 31m)
8 21 FT (2 50m)
16 5 FT (50 3m)
LEADING!EDGE FLAP
% WING SEMI!SPAN 13!100
AREA/SIDE 99 FT 2 (9 20m2)
FLAP CHORD/LOCAL WING CHORD 17
AILERON (BLOWN)
% WING SEMI!SPAN
AREA AFT OF HINGE/SIDE
% WING CHORD AFT OF HINGE
DEFLECTION
54 FT 2 (5 02m2)
34
+ 50 DEG
HORIZONTAL STABILIZER (FLYING TAIL)
SPAN 38 33 FT (II 68m)
AREA 330 6 FT 2 (30 71m2)
CENTERLINE CHORD 12 25 FT (3 73m)
TIP CHORD 4 92 FT (1 50m)
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD 8 92 FT (2 72m)
ASPECT RATIO 4 5
TAPER RATIO 0 4
QUARTER!CHORD SWEEP 30 DEG
SECTION t/c 12
VOLUME COEFFICIENT 0 9
ELEVATOR
«.SPAN
AREA AFT OF HINGE
«.CHORD AFT OF HINGE
DEFLECTION
100
53 5 FT 2 (4 97m2)
35
*15/!35 DEG
WING
SPAN (THEORETICAL)
AREA
TIP CHORD
CENTERLINE CHORD
BODY!SIDE CHORD
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD
ASPECT RATIO
TAPER RATIO
QUARTER!CHORD SWEEP
FRONT SPAR % С
REAR SPAR % С
TIP SECTION (t/c)
CENTERLINE SECTION (r/c)
100 79 FT (30 72m)
1563 FT 2(145 20m2)
8 86 FT (2 70m)
22 15 FT (6 75m)
20 42 FT (6 22m)
16 46 Ft (S 02m)
6 S
0 4
30 DEG
20
60
MOD SUPERCRITICAL* 1156)
MOD SUPERCRITICAL ( 1513)
•afe»!
LANDING GEAR
TRACK 22 83 FT (6 96m)
WHEELBASE 463 FT (1411m)
TIRE SIZE (MAIN) 44 X 16 TYPE VII
FUSELAGE
OVERALL LENGTH
MAXIMUM WIDTH
MAXIMUM DEPTH
INTERNAL WIDTH
CABIN HEIGHT (AISLE)
SURFACE AREA (GROSS) 4500 FT ' (418 05m
12J 25 FT (37 26m)
13 0 FT (3 96m)
13 0 FT (3 96m)
12 33/11 58 FT (3 76/3 53m)
7 08/6 33 FT (2 16/1 93m)
!ЛП FT '« fj
FRAME
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VERTICAL STABILIZER
SPAN (THEORETICAL)
AREA
ASPECT RATIO
TAPER RATIO
ROOT CHORD (THEORETICAL)
TIP CHORD
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD
QUARTER!CHORD SWEEP "\
SECTION l/c <• Й,
VOLUME COEFFICIENT ,;f!
RUDDER \
TYPE J>
AREA AFT OF HINGE !У!
% CHORD AFT OF HINGE
DEFLECTION
20 27 FT (6 18m)
294 FT 2 (27 31m2)
I 4
0 8
16 08 FT (4 90m)
12 87 FT '(3 92m)
13 67 FT (4 17m)
35 DEG
13
0 11
DOUBLE HINGED.SLOTTED
109 FT 2(10 13m2) i ~
40/20 I
+ 30/60 DEG
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The flap suspension system is designed to allow the tracks, pylons, fairings,
and linkage to remain in line with the airstream throughout the flap travel,
thus providing minimum slot blockage and minimum cruise drag. The flap seg-
ments are individually suspended on the translating flap carnages by gim-
baled attachments located on the ends of each flap segment. The tracks all
form circular arcs in parallel, streamwise planes but due to the sweepback
of the flap hinge lines, the axes of the flap-track arcs are not coincident.
This introduces rotational motions between the flap structure and the car-
riages during translation of the flap and requires the use of the gimbal-type
attachments.
The gimbals carry the normal shear forces, fore and aft loads, and torsion
loads. The fore and aft loads are reacted by the carriage drive links and
drive arms. The vertical shear and torsion are reacted by the carriages and
tracks. End thrust is reacted through the inboard .gimbal in each case.
Since the flap is bapered and is operating between parallel tracks on a
swept and tapered wing, a linkage system is located between the outboard
end of each flap panel and the gimbal located on the carriage to allow for
the outward swing of the flap panel as the flap rotates in the plane of its
surface.
The suspension system is structurally and mechanically fail safe due to the
provision of dual shear webs, duplicated drive links located on each side of
the carriage, multi-pinion gearboxes and asymmetry brakes on each drive gear-
box.
Epycydic or planetary gearing is used as the flap-drive speed reduction,
rather than ball-screw drives, since it provides completely sealed units
which should improve maintainability.
Separate but interconnected flap position control handles are provided in the
flight station to permit ease of operation by either pilot. Though distinct
takeoff and landing flap positions are defined with detent forces at the
appropriate handle positions, the flaps are, controllable to any position
Preceding page blank
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between stowed and landing. A single closed!loop cable system connects the
flap position control linkage in the flight station with an input quadrant.and
pushrod adjacent to the flap power!pack mounted on the aft face of the center
wing rear beam. Operation of the flap control handle !opens the tandem flow
control valve of a modified C!lUl flap power!brake within the flap power!pack
and will arrest the system in the event of a failure in the actuation system,
which results in an asymmetric flap condition greater than 10°.
The loss of a single hydraulic system will double the time required to oper!
ate the flaps. The system becomes inoperable after the loss of the second
system but is locked in place by the application of the power!pack brake.
Leading Edge Flap ! The leading edge flap in each wing is divided into five
sections; three are located outboard of the engines, one is located between
the inboard and outboard engines, and one is between the fuselage and engine."
The flap chord is 17 percent of the wing chord and is of the folded Krueger! !
type as shown in Figure 8. This design provides the maximum wing area
extension combined with a better aerodynamical1у shaped flap and fixed leading
edge shape than can be achieved with a slat design. The improvement in
CT „.„ and о r obtained in recent Lockheed tests of this flap is shownL MAX. " I AMI
in Figure 8. The forward segment of the flap is hinged to the aft segment
of!the flap which in turn is hinged to the fixed leading edge through a
linkage mechanism.
As shown in Figure 8, a gearing linkage of two rod assemblies and an idler
bellcrank interconnect the leading edge, flap nose segment, main body segment
and the fixed leading edge structure and provides the means of rotating the
nose section with respect to the leading edge flap main body. The rotation
rate is negligible in the first part of the flap extension in order to clear
the fixed structure. Adjustable fixed stops are provided to limit the idler
bellcrank motion and to provide a structural extension restraint in the full!
open condition. This linkage'is provided at each leading edge flap hinge
point. . !
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Each flap section is actuated by two hydraulic actuators. The four inboard
sections, two on each side of the aircraft, are powered by hydraulic system
No. 2 and are controlled through a motor!operated flow!control valve located
on the center!wing front beam. An identical valve is located in each outer
wing to control the three outboard sections which axe powered by system No. 3.
Though dependent on both system 2 and 3 for actuation, the leading edge flap,
once deployed, will remain extended should either or both hydraulic systems
be lost. Thus a STOL landing may be executed with the position indicator
showing "EXTENDED" and either systems 2 or 3 lost.
The four inboard segments have hinge points at the hydraulic cylinder loca!
tion points and one hinge point midway between, while the most outboard seg!
ment has two hinge points between the hydraulic cylinder locations. The
structural arrangement of the flap sections consists of skins and beams with
ribs at the hinges, actuation points and each end. With the flap fully!
deployed to the 70 degree position, adequate access is provided to the con!
trols, systems and ducts located within the fixed leading edge.
The leading edge flap system is actuated automatically with trailing edge flap
operation. A position computer on the trailing edge flap power!pack electri!
cally controls three flow!control valves in the center and outer wings to
position the leading edge flap.
Leading edge flap position is indicated in the flight station. Three indica!
tions are possible ! "EXTENDED," "RETRACTED," or "Ш TRANSIT." A limit switch
is!provided at each extreme travel position for the 10 flap segments to detect
a malfunction of one or more segments. The failure of one or more segments
to reach its destination, "EXTENDED" or "RETRACTED," will result in a sustained
"IN TRANSIT" indication. A STOL landing shall not be attempted with an "IN
TRANSIT" or, "RETRACTED" indication.
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2.2.1.2 EBF Power Plant Installation - The EBF aircraft are both configured
with four DDA/GM PB287-5, 1.25 FPR variable pitch fan engines scaled to the
approximate SLS thrust of 29,200 Ib (130 kN) for the 2000 ft field length
airplane and 20,300 Ib (90 kN) for the 3000 ft design.
The engine is installed to energize the flap fully in the landing configura-
tion and develop a minimum of interference and scrubbing drag in the cruise
configuration. This dictated that the engine be installed on a relatively
short pylon with the thrust-axis angled nose down from the wing reference
plane and the secondary exhaust nozzle positioned approximately at the station
of the wing's leading edge as shown in Figure 9.
The primary tailpipe is deflected down so that the nozzle plane is perpendi-
cular to a line between the extreme tip of the flap in the landing configura-
tion and the center of the nozzle, thus 'removing the probability of the hot
primary gas efflux from impinging upon the flap surface.
Due to the high wing configuration, the engines are sufficiently high above
the ground to avoid foreign object ingestion problems. Thrust reversing is
achieved by opening the variable nozzle to form an acceptable inlet, changing
the fan blades to a negative pitch angle, followed by increase of power to
maximum. Due to the variable-pitch fan design it is not necessary to have a
large engine speed change when selecting thrust reverse.
The QECU (Quick Engine Change Unit) consists of the engine, inlet, and fan
cowl and is completely interchangeable in all engine locations. Removal of
this assembly is accomplished by opening the access doors which form the fan
duct, disconnecting all services, installing a winch or adjustable cradle,
disconnecting the engine mounts and lowering the assembly from the airplane.
Inlet and Fan Cowl - The inlet and fan cowl form part of the QECU (Quick
Engine Change Units) and are therefore removed with the engine. Access in
this area to the accessories is provided through large hinged access doors
which latch on the bottom longitudinal centerline of the nacelle. Construc-
tion details of these components are described in the common Section 2.2.6.2.
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Figure 9. 
EBF Power Plant 
Installation
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j*an Duct ! The fan exhaust duct remains attached to the pylon on removal of
the QECU. The duct is formed by two large access doors hinged close to the
pylon and latched together along the bottom longitudinal centerline ! of the
nacelle. The fan exit variable nozzle, which is also used to form the thrust
reverser inlet, and its actuation system are contained in these door assem!
blies. The method of construction adopted consists of a fiberglass skin and
stiffener external surface, and a fiberglass/honeycomb sandwich, acoustically
designed inner surface. The variable nozzle components are manufactured from
either fiberglass or graphite!epoxy.
Pylon ! The pylon box beam consists of longerons, skins, spars, and panel
stiffeners. It is basically an extension of two wing ribs and functions as
a cantilever with the engine supported from the underside. The upper longe!
rons tie to two wing upper rib caps at the wing front spar. Loads from the
pylon lower!longerons are carried into the wing lower surface and rib caps
near the wing rear spar through a truss frame.
2.2.2 AW Concept Description
The augmentor wing vehicles for Phase II embody the two!stream engine con!
cept which the parametric studies of Phase I indicated to be superior
to the alternative three!stream concept. One point design vehicle for 2000 ft
(6lO m) field length has been derived and is described here but this descrip!
tion may be taken to be also applicable to the 3000 ft (910 m) field length
vehicle which is only considered as a parametric excursion in Phase II. Both
vehicles are sized for a cruise speed of Mach 0.8 at 30,000 ft (9100 m) and
a capacity!payload range of 500 n mi (930 Km) with 1^8 passengers.
The point design vehicle illustrated in Figure 10 has a high!wing configura!
tion in order to provide adequate nacelle clearance without excessive landing
gear height as in the case of the EBF vehicles described in Section 2.1.2.
Furthermore, the stowage space required by the wing ducting would preclude a
wing!mounted landing gear in a low!wing configuration which would therefore
lose its principal structural advantage over the selected high!wing arrange!
ment. A moderate taper ratio (X = ОЛ) is preferred for this vehicle in
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order to reserve adequate wing chord (and thus wing cross sectional area) for
duct stowage at the critical outboard engine location without excessive wing
weight penalty. A moderately low aspect ratio of 6.5 has been adopted for
similar purposes and has been indicated to be a near!optimum value (which is
to be associated with a design fan pressure loss of the order of 15 percent)
in the preliminary trade studies conducted in Phase I. Takeoff climb gradient
considerations would drive the aspect ratio to higher values and lower in!
stalled thrust levels per unit wing area for a twin engine configuration but
are not a critical issue for the chosen four engine vehicles. The selection
of a T!tail empennage configuration is a direct consequence of the wing loca!
tion and the need for the horizontal stabilizer to be located in a region
where the variation in downwash (de/<j
a
) is not excessive. Hence the size of
stabilizer required is minimized.
The airplane is powered by four turbofan engines, which are scaled to the
20,U05 lb (91 kN) rated thrust requirement of the optimized vehicle from the
Detroit Diesel Allison FD 287!51. The design fan pressure ratio of 3.0
coincides with the optimum FPR determined in Phase I parametric studies of AW
vehicles. The engines are installed in four individual pylon!mounted nacelles
at approximately 25 percent and U4 percent semi!span respectively which are
the most inboard locations consistent with acceptable levels of interference
drag arising from the proximity of the nacelles to the fuselage and to each
other. The ideal locations would, be substantially further inboard at 22
percent and 36 percent semi !span respectively and the inability to achieve the
latter location, in particular, is a distinct constraint on wing duct sizes
and thus on the installed thrust per unit wing area.
Important characteristics are as follows:
OWE 13^ ,618 lb (61,103 kg)
ROW ! 195,71^  lb (88,835 kg)
TOW (Liftoff) 193, 76U lb (87,889, kg)
W/S @ Takeoff , 8l.l lb/ft2 ! (396 kg/m2)
Uninst. Thrust /Eng. 20Л05 lb (91
Installed Thrust /Eng. 18,553 lb (83 kN)
inst T/to .383
1Ю
OVERALL DIMENSIONS
HEIGHT 45 08 FT (1374m)
SPAN 126 0 FT (38.4m)
LENGTH 144 08 FT (44 S3m)
POWER PLANT
TYPE ODA PD287!5I
UNINSTALLEO S I 5 Т 20,405 LB (90 76 kN)
FPR 30
MAXIMUM NACELLE WIDTH S 6 FT (I 71m)
MAXIMUM NACELLE DEPTH 4 29 FT (1 92m)
MAXIMUM NACELLE LENGTH 19 67 FT (6 Om)
TOTAL FLAP CHORD/LOCAL WING CHORD 28
LEADING!EDGE FLAP
% WING SEMI!SPAN 10 ! 100
145 FT 2 (13 47
FLAP CHORD/LOCAL WING CHORD 17
ELEVATOR
%SPAN
AREA AFT OF HINGE
% CHORD AFT OF HINGE
DEFLECTION
WING
SPAN (THEORETICAL)
AREA
TIP CHORD
CENTERLINE CHORD
BODY!SIDE CHORD
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD
ASPECT RATIO
TAPER RATIO
QUARTER!CHORD SWEEP
FRONT SPAR % С
REAR SPAR % С
TIP SECTION (lA)
CENTERLINE SECTION (l/e)
124 58 FT (37 97m)
2388 FT 2 (221 8m2)
10 95 FT
27 38 FT
25 67 FT
20 33 FT
(3 34m)
(835m)
(7 82m)
(6 2m)
6 5
0 4
30 DEG
20
50
MOD SUPERCRITICAL ( 1185)
MOD SUPERCRITICAL ( 1151)
LANDING GEAR
TRACK 22 83 FT (6 96m)
WHEELBASE 49 75 FT (15 16m)
TIRE SIZE (MAIN) 47 X 18 TYPE VII
OODDDDODODD
HORIZONTAL STABILIZER (FLYING TAIL)
SPAN 53 02 FT (16 16m)
AREA 624 57 FT < (58 02m2)
CENTERLINE CHORD 16 82 FT (5 13m)
TIP CHORD 6 73 FT (2 05m)
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD 12 49 FT (3 81m)
ASPECT RATIO 4 5
TAPER RATIO 0 4
QUARTER!CHORD SWEEP 30 DEC
SECTION t/c 12
VOLUME COEFFICIENT 0 9
100
102 5 FT 2 (9 52m2)
35
+15, !35 DEG
FUSELAGE
OVERALL LENGTH
MAXIMUM WIDTH
MAXIMUM DEPTH
INTERNAL WIDTH
CABIN HEIGHT (AISLE)
122 25 FT (37.26m)
13 0 FT (3.96m)
13 0 FT (3 96m)
1233/11 58 Ft. (3 76/3 53n)
708/6.33 FT (2 IVl »3m)
VERTICAL STABILIZER
SPAN (THEORETICAL)
AREA
ASPECT RATIO
TAPER RATIO
ROOT CHORD (THEORETICAL)
TIP CHORD
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD
QUARTER!CHORD SWEEP
SECTION t/c
VOLUME COEFFICIENT
RUDDER
TYPE
AREA AFT OF HINGE
% CHORD AFT OF HINGE
DEFLECTION
27 87 FT (8 49m)
554 7 FT 2 (51 53m2)
1 4
0 8
22 II FT
21 02 FT
20 01 FT
35 DEG
13
0 11
(674m)
(6 41m)
(6 1m)
DOUBLE HINGED. SLOTTED
196 FT 2 (18 21m2)
40/20
+ 30/60 DEG
SURFACE AREA (GROSS) 4500 FT 2 (418 OSm2)
FOLDOUT FRAME |
Figure 10. 2000 ft AW Airplane
FRAME
FPR 3!0
Airframe Cost 7*658 $ M
Engine Cost 3'351 $ M
DOC 2.182 ф/ASSM.
Additional data are provided in Figure 10.
2.2.2.1 AW High Lift System ! The AW vehicles are equipped with an augmented!
flow jet flap at the trailing edge which extends from the fuselage side to the
aileron junction at 70 percent semi!span. As shown in Figure 11, the flap
surfaces are split along a chordwise plane, into upper and lower components
which separate in the extended position to form the walls and throat of a
two dimensional augmentor. High pressure fan air is ducted from the engine
to four independent spanwise wing ducts aft of the rear beam which are pro!
vided with multiple fluted nozzles discharging into the augmentor throat.
The linkage actuating the upper and lower surfaces is arranged to form >the
required throat and augmentor wall configuration at the takeoff flap setting
and this is maintained at all higher flap settings up to the landing position.
The augmentor throat and exit areas are therefore constant for all practical
flap settings. The lower flap element is the primary component and is essen!
tially a single slotted flap of 28 percent overall chord which is hinged
along the 75 percent wing!chord line. Downward rotation of this element
opens a slot between its leading edge and the shroud ahead of it which has
an entry gap of approximately 2 percent chord at the takeoff flap setting.
The profile of the adjacent shroud is arranged to provide a corresponding
gap of approximately 1 percent chord at the slot exit and to direct the slot!
flow tangentially to the upper surface of this flap element at a point beyond
the run!out of its leading edge radius for all settings greater than the
takeoff position, i.e., the slot flow is always discharged over a surface of
sufficiently large radius of curvature to prevent lo§al separated flow.
A further inlet for the augmentor secondary airflow is provided on the upper
wing surface by the erection of the upper flap component on the parallel
linkage which attaches it to the lower component. The leading edge of this
component (which is necessarily sharp because of its need to fair into the
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upper wing surface when retracted) is hinged and is mechanically scheduled
to droop to a degree dependent upon the flap setting and the flow through
this inlet such that the external flow will not separate from its leading
edge. Space constraints do not permit a sufficient radius of curvature to be
provided at the hinge-line "knee" which will alone maintain externally attached
flow with the flap deflected. Accordingly a suction slot is introduced at the
"knee" by the drooping of the leading edge to utilize the pressure differen-
tial between the augmentor throat and the upper surface flow in a rudimentary
form of BLC. The wing ducts are enclosed by an upper surface shroud of gen-
erous radius to assist in turning the external flow into the augmentor intake.
The lower flap component incorporates a controllable plain segment which is
hinged at approximately 95 percent chord and functions as an augmentor choke
to modify the spanwise distribution of the augmentor airflow and thereby
introduce control rolling moments (in lieu of upper surface spoilers). Pro-
vision is made for both differential and symmetric actuation in order that
the choke may fulfill all the functions of the spoiler in other high lift
concepts, viz:
• Roll control by differential movement of left and right hand elements
without significant amendment to the total augmentor flow and flap
lift increment
• Direct lift control (DLC) by symmetric movement of the elements to
regulate the total augmentor flow and thus the lift increment
• Lift dumping by symmetric closure of the chokes in the landing ground
roll which will also induce flow separation from the upper flap sur-
face and effectively kill the lift without any change of flap setting.
The full span leading edge device is a flap of 17 percent chord which is simi-
lar in the extended position to that described for the EBF vehicles in Sec-
tion 2.2.1.1. For this vehicle flow attachment at high incidence is more
effectively maintained by the substitution of direct leading edge BLC for
slot flow over the entire span. Approximately 15 percent of the total fan
mass flow supplied to the wing in STOL operations is directed to a leading
edge duct, of which 10 percent is delivered to a BLC slit nozzle in the upper
surface immediately aft of the leading edge and the residual 5 percent is
directed to the aileron for similar BLC purposes.
The lower trailing edge flap component of the augmentor is a conventional
aluminum alloy structure having a 'D1 leading edge box spar and full depth
honeycomb sandwich construction aft of the spar. Four hinge points with
self!aligning bearings are provided1 on brackets attached to the wing box
structure at the rear beam and incorporate power!hinge rotary actuators. The
flap trailing!edge structure is split chordwise at mid span to minimize the
flexural interaction between the primary wing box and the flap at large de!
flections but spar continuity is maintained across the flap span. The upper
trailing edge flap component is also of fun depth honeycomb construction in
aluminum alloy and is completely split at the mid span position. Self!
aligning bearings are provided in the four!bar linkage by which it is attached
to the lower flap component to accommodate flexural interaction. The con!
struction of the leading edge device is identical with that of the EBF vehicles,
2.2.2.2 AW"Power Plant and Ducting Installation ! The augmentor wing aircraft
is configured with four Detroit Diesel Allison PD287!51 engines scaled to
20,^ 05 Ib (91 kN) S.L.S. thrust. The engines are mounted in nacelles attached
to the wing with a pylon, through which the fan air is passed to blow the
augmentor type trailing edge flap during takeoff and landing.
The engine is a two!stream design utilizing a three stage fan delivering a
о
pressure ratio of 3 to 1 and an inlet specific airflow of 40 lb/sec ft
о
(196 kg/sec m ). The total fan discharge air is ducted to the wing to ener!
gize the augmentor flap, leading edge flap and BLC ailerons. When it is not
required for the flap/aileron, the air is diverted by a valve through an
alternate cruise nozzle. The gas generator discharge!air egresses through
a primary tailpipe and nozzle in all modes of engine operation.
Figure 12 shows a typical AW power plant installation. The QECU, which in!
cludes the engine and 'the complete nacelle, is interchangeable in all loca!
tions. To remove this unit it is necessary to disconnect the engine from the
pylon and to disconnect the flexible joint of the fan collector duct. The
ducting and diverter valve located within the pylon remain with the airplane.
1*6
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The high wing location ensures freedom from foreign object ingestion problems.
A number of methods of providing thrust reverse have been considered but none
have provided efficient thrust reversing while meeting the required noise
level. Thrust reverse is not essential for the airplane to operate on dry
or wet runways but to provide a fair comparison with the other concepts a
weight allowance for thrust reversing has been included.
Inlet Fan Cowl - The inlet and fan cowl are of similar type construction to
that described in Section 2.2.6.2. However, the particular engine used in
the study obtained forward fan noise reduction through sonic inlet guide
vanes rather than the suppressor rings described in Section 2.2.6.2.
Fan Duct - The fan collector duct is part of the engine and is supplied by
the engine manufacturer. It is connected to the pylon ducting by a flexible
joint to prevent loads being reacted onto the assembly by the pylon mounted
equipment.
firlon - In order to accommodate the ducting to the flap, the pylon, as can
be seen from Figure 10, is thick relative to the pylons on the other con-
cepts. The structure consists of forward and aft beams which pick up the
engine mounts, and skin and stiffener side panels to form a torque box. Due
to the passage of"the duct through the pylon rear beam, this component is
designed as a one piece forging with auxiliary cap members and multiple lugs
to provide fail safety.
Airframe Ducting - The arrangement of the ducting directing the augmentor
flap primary air from the engine to the wing is shown in Figures 13 and 14. The
entire fan airflow is supplied to the wing in takeoff and landing operations
and is delivered to propulsion nozzles in the trailing edge of the pylon
structure in cruising flight. A collector immediately aft of the fan casing
and surrounding the core compressor turns the fan flow through approximately
^5°  and into the pylon. It is again turned by an internally vaned duct to
pass through the pylon rear beam and immediately below the wing to the cruise
nozzles which are immediately forward of the augmentor flap. A 5 percent
0)Ян•РИ•имftяФ
ENGINE ©DIVERTER ©I SOL VALVE ^™ ARRAYS
BLC SELECT Л CRUISE
/ \NOZZLE DUCT
Figure Ik . AW Ducting Schematic
loss of fan pressure in the cruise mode is attributed to the diversion of the
fan flow in the above manner (which is also the mode of operation for engine
starting).
In the STOL mode, 15 percent of the fan airflow entering the pylon is bypassed
to the wing leading edge by the actuation of a diverter valve of the
"dished butterfly" pattern in the pylon leading edge duct. Since the change
of flow direction of the air entering the wing leading edge branch is modest,
an acceptable pressure loss is sustained by this relatively unsophisticated
form of valve. However, the subsequent sharp change of direction on entering
the wing leading edge via the tee-piece requires internal vanes at the junction
to restrict pressure losses. Because of the space constraints within the wing
leading edge, the smallest possible duct size is required which entails the
use of a common plenum supplied by all four engines. The changes in airflow
direction which may occur in the plenum at any one of the nacelle locations
following an engine failure precludes more sophisticated forms of cascade
than that already described to turn the flow from the pylon into the wing
leading edge. Of the 15 percent of the fan air entering the wing by this
path, 10 percent is directed to leading edge slit nozzles extending over the
entire span. The residual 5 percent is ducted in a chordwise direction through
the wing box at 70 percent semi-span to supply the BLC ducts within the aileron
leading edge. The leading edge slit nozzles and their supply ducts are
fabricated as welded aluminum alloy assemblies which are attached to the wing
skin by extruded tracks and retainer plates to permit free thermal expansion
in a spanwise direction. Duct thermal expansion is accommodated at one end
by a piston type sliding coupling at a pylon tee junction (the opposite end
being positively located by a rigid coupling). Removal of the duct and nozzle
assemblies whenever required for inspection and their replacement whenever
excessive nozzle erosion may demand, is readily accomplished by removal of
•the retainer plates at the skin line.
The remaining 85 percent of the fan air (in the STOL mode) passes through the
underwing pylon duct to the main diverter valve immediately aft of the wing
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rear beam location where a vertical branch and'T' connect the spanwise
distribution ducts for the primary augmentor air supply to the nacelle
ducting. The diverter valve is of a relatively sophisticated type embodying
ganged butterfly valves in the main duct ahead of the cruise nozzle, in the
vertical wing!entry branch to shut off the cruise nozzle and open the wing
ducts progressively, and a retractable cascade to turn the flow efficiently.
The operation of each shutoff (butterfly) valve is scheduled to match the
total flow area to the required nozzle area as closely as possible but, in
practice, rapid operation of the valves and sensitive overspeed governing of
the fan remain the principal safeguards against excessive nozzle area and
fan overspeed in the transition phase. The cascade assembly is normally
retracted within a recess in the main duct wall and is sequenced with the
shutoff valve operation to be extended across the duct junction at approxi! '
mately 45° once the butterflies have seated. This is accomplished by the
introduction of lost motion in the single butterfly valve actuator and its
linkage which is facilitated by the use of valves with small operating
forces. The system pressure losses are minimized by the use of extensive •
vaned elbows in the Т junction to turn the flow in a spanwise direction.
This is facilitated by the use of four independent spanwise distribution ducts
behind the rear beam as indicated in Figure 13 since the flow within them is
unidirectional and allows the most effective cascades to be provided for that
direction. Each of these ducts is liberally provided with fluted nozzles and
feeders which are similarly vaned at the feeder entry to minimize losses.
Each duct supplies primary augmentor air over some 50 percent of the flap span
(or more exactly 50 percent of the flap area) such that each flap section has
a dual independent air supply (as indicated in Figure lU) which provides for
continuity of the lift distribution following engine failure. The arrangement
of the ducts whereby each of them delivers 75 percent of air intake to one"
side of the aircraft and 25 percent to the opposite side minimizes the
required cross flow at the aircraft centerline and the overall duct space.
The redistribution of power!dependent lift following engine failure is held to
a level which is acceptable to the lateral control system in making this
determination.
2.2.2.3 AW Duct Installation Studies - The wing voliune required to install
the augmentor ducting and the thrust losses incurred in passing the entire
fan airflow are significant constraints upon the STOL performance and eco-
nomic capabilities of the augmentor wing vehicle. Preliminary design effort
has been directed towards the verification of the duct performance which was
postulated in the initial sizing of the point design vehicle. Efficiency
considerations per se would indicate a preference for a common plenum arrange-
ment supplied by all engines. As noted in the NASA-funded studies which are
reported in NASA CR 11^ 2^ 4-, this arrangement may affect stable engine operation.
The failure of one engine implies an excess nozzle area for the remainder,
which Detroit Diesel-Allison recommend should be restricted to 5 percent of
the nominal figure. This has suggested that up to 15 percent of the fan
flow might be diverted to a common plenum and this provision has been assumed
in all duct installation studies in the interests of minimizing the duct vol-
ume. The remaining 85 percent is distributed by independent ducts, i.e., by
ducts which are uniquely associated with each engine. Although these pro-
portions have been adopted in other studies, there is no immediately avail-
able data to indicate whether this reduced level of engine interconnection
is a sufficient answer to the operational stability problem. Should addi-
tional safeguards prove to be necessary, it would be possible to sense exces-
sive back pressure, close the plenum diverter valve to protect a lagging
engine, and correspondingly open the cruise nozzle diverter valve pending a
return to stable conditions. The independently ducted fan flow is directed
to the augmentor and the plenum ducted flow is used for leading edge and
aileron BLC. This system is described in the configurations with short
chord flaps in NASA CR ll1^  and it yields almost identical lift capabilities
to those of the longer chord flap reported in NASA TM X-62029.
The possible spanwise location of the nacelles is constrained by the engine-
out lift asymmetry and rolling moment for external powered lift concepts
(e.g., EBF and OTW) while in internal concepts (e.g., AW, IBF, BLC), this is
a function of the duct nozzle locations associated with each engine. Asym-
metry can be completely eliminated in symmetric nozzle and duct arrangements
which require 50 percent of the total mass flow to be so ducted in a four
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engine vehicle with independent ducts. As indicated in Figure 15 which
compares the aggregate duct cross sectional area with engine-out rolling
moment as a function of cross-flow, complete symmetry is prodigal of wing
space to the point of limiting the mass-flow (i.e., installed thrust) unduly.
In the point design vehicle, 25 percent cross-flow is provided to reduce the
engine-out rolling moment substantially without significant effect upon in-
stalled thrust limits. The location of the inner and outer engine nacelles"
at the most inboard position which can be reconciled with moderate interfer-
ence drag (2^ .8 percent and ^ 3«6 percent semi-span respectively) leads to
the spanwise distribution of individual duct flows shown separately in the
upper and lower charts of Figure 16 for leading edge, aileron, and augmentor
ducting. The effects of engine failure on the plenum flow is indicated in
the lower chart. It should be noted that the selected nacelle locations are
both further outboard than the optimum positions for maximum space utiliza-
tion for independent ducts (22.7 percent and 36.3 percent semi-span respec-
tively) but are inboard of the optima for the plenum-ducting (35.8 percent
and 69.5 percent respectively). The selected nacelle locations are also
slightly further inboard than those adopted in the Phase I parametric studies
of T/S limits (which covered both small and large aircraft). Consequently
it has been possible to move the wing rear beam back to 50 percent chord in
view of preliminary indications of a torsional stiffness deficiency with the
original ij-5 percent chord location which would incur a substantial weight
penalty for flutter prevention.
The proportion of the stowage space which can be completely devoted to air
passages is a function of the number of ducts at the wing station considered,
their relative sizes, spacing, and orientation, and the aspect ratio of the
stowage space, i.e., the ratio of its average depth (t ) to its chordwise
extent (Cn). The latter factor determines whether the duct cluster-pattern
should be vertically or horizontally polarized. Furthermore, the type of
flap support rib structure through which ducts are required to pass is sig-
nificant, and both Warren truss ribs and webbed ribs have been considered.
In order to select the preferred installation concept, it is necessary to
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quantify the effects upon the allowable mass flow of alternate duct
configurations, airfoils, nacelle locations and numbers, wing planforms,
etc., with proper regard to the efficient disposition of ducts from the
multiplicity of possible arrangements. This has been accomplished by the
derivation of space utilization factors СП.) relating the proportion of the
net duct cross section to the gross stowage cross sectional area as a func!
tion of the aspect ratio (t_/C_) for selected combinations of duct numbers
and relative sizes which are represented at the stowage!critical wing sta!
tions. Typical examples of triple duct curves used to compare webbed rib
and truss rib construction are presented in Figure 17 •' The left and right
hand lobes in these curves represent horizontally 'and vertically disposed
duct patterns and the intermediate lobe represents rotation of the entire
cluster and recognizes the need to align one or more specific ducts in spe!
cific directions for a satisfactory nozzle configuration. With such data,
webbed ribs (of either forged or reinforced plate construction) were selected
for the AW point design since it was established that the use of truss ribs
would require movement of the rear beam well forward of ^ 5 percent chord
from the preferred 50 percent chord location. Although the effect upon the
flexural strength of the wing and the weight of bending material was minor,
the loss of torsional stiffness in this configuration was inadmissible. In
priniciple, this problem may be alleviated by the provision of a third (Warren
truss) beam, through which the nozzles may pass, in a canted plane immediately
forward of the flap. However, this concept was discarded in view of the'ad!
ditional ribs required to stabilize the beam, the restrictions upon duct re!
moval, and the nozzle array interruptions caused by the beam truss.
The design of the ducting system has been predicated upon the achievement of
85 percent total fan pressure recovery at the augmentor nozzles as estab!
lished in Phase I parametric studies. Ducts have been sized and analyzed for
both the selected discrete duct installation shown diagrammatically in Figure
18 and the co!axial duct alternate shown in Figure 19! The losses incurred
in each system have been estimated as the summation of the minor frictional
losses and the major losses of dynamic pressure which occur at the valves
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and at each change in flow direction or velocity, corresponding to duct
bends, sectional changes, discontinuities, diffusers, etc. These loss com!
ponents have been related to the local duct Mach number and dynamic head,
bend radius and bend angle, but are summarized in Figure 20 as a function of
the dynamic head and Mach number at a reference station. The local Mach num!
bers at the more significant stations at maximum takeoff power (95°F, sea!
level) are also indicated in Figure 20. Despite the superficially attractive
simplicity of the co!axial arrangement and its elimination of certain duct
bends, the pressure losses of this system are actually higher than the se!
lected discrete duct system. This is because of increased friction and
unavoidably higher local Mach numbers at critical points which arise from:
• Restriction of the aft duct cross section to permit the forward duct
nozzles to cross it.
• The impracticality of a centerline duct crossover which would permit
the larger of the two ducts to occupy the forward position on either
side of the aircraft and to utilize the greater section depth.
The effect of these losses on nozzle pressure ratio and duct mass flow for
the two candidate systems is presented in Figure 21 . The mass flow and pres!
sure recovery capabilities of the selected system over the working range of
engine power settings are presented in Figure 22 as the equivalent function
of fan pressure ratio (FPR). It should be noted that the data is presented
for a fixed total nozzle area which is sized for the design mass flow at the
selected engine design FPR of 3.0. Hence these data should not be interpreted
in the context of alternate engines with varying design FPR which would imply
correspondingly varying nozzle areas.
2.2.2Л AW Augmentor Installation Studies ! The augmentor and the constituent
flap elements of the point design vehicle (shown in Figure 11) have been
configured and sized for the maximum mixing length attainable with the
lower flap hinge axis at 75 percent chord. The primary nozzle and diffuser
area ratios in the point design very closely approach those required for
maximum isentropic augmentation ratio (0) at all points over the flap span.
The critical dimensions are plotted as a function of spanwise location and
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compared with the optimum augmentor proportions in Figures 23 and 2k which
are based upon a two dimensional slot nozzle. All divergence from ideal
proportions is in the direction of excess mixing length relative to throat
width which has a trivial effect on 0. However in the improvement of the
augmentation ratio to the desired level by improved forms of mixing nozzle,
there are substantial difficulties in the reconciliation of large nozzle angles,
large array area ratio (AAR), structural flap depth, nozzle pitch and nozzle
widths yielding noise frequencies which can be attenuated by acoustic liners
as discussed in MSA CR 11^ 283 Д. Multiple (vertical) slot nozzles are
limited to an AAR of ^ .0 by the depth of the flap surfaces if a satisfactory
nozzle angle for high flap settings is to be achieved since a higher AAR
implies a nozzle terminating forward of the flap and poor direction of the
nozzle into the augmentor throat. Too great a reliance upon the augmentor
itself to turn the primary flow is considered undesirable and liable to lead
to losses outweighting the initial benefit of the high AAR. Accordingly the
lesser nozzle height with unproved discharge angle has been adopted in the
preliminary design. A well ventilated fluted!pattern nozzle with a high ratio
of exit perimeter to exit area for good mixing and noise characteristics is
considered to be capable of augmentation ratios of similar order to those
presented in MASA CR 12.k28k (see Figure 25), i.e., a practical degree of
augmentation exceeding that of the equivalent slit nozzle in the ratio
1.^ 0:1.19 should be attainable. Taken in conjunction with the improved per!
formance which test data (for both slit and multiple nozzles) has demonstrated
for MSA and modified NASA flap configurations, a rather better lift perform!
ance than ТЖ!62029 represents is considered feasible. This has been
implemented in the high lift data by the assumption of the TM X!62029 lift
coefficients being attainable with nozzle C_ reduced in the ratio 1.19:1Л.
This is equivalent to the use of the same wing CT but with the diversion of
о
15 percent to the leading edge and aileron BLC.
A rudimentary form of augmentor is formed by the combination of a leading
edge slat and the BLC (slit) nozzles with the primary object of attenuating
and screening the BLC noise source. Since the BLC flow adheres to the upper
surface and can only mix with air on one side of it, the degree of augmen!
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Figure 25. Nozzle Configurations
tation is only about half that obtainable in a more efficient configuration
and no credit has been taken for this in the high lift data.
2.2.3 OTW Concept Description
A single point design based upon the pure over!the!wing (OTW) high lift
concept for 3000 ft (910 m) field length and 1^8 passenger capacity has been
defined and is described here. However, this description may be taken to be
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generally applicable to the parametric excursions to 2000 ft (6lO m) and
UOOO ft (1220 m) field length in Phase II. Other parametric variants of the
3000 ft vehicle in 100 and 200 passenger sizes and similar configurations have
been considered. Each vehicle is sized for a capacity payload stage length
of 500 n.mi. (926 ,km) and a cruise speed of Mach 0.8 at 30,000 ft (9lhk m) .
Because of the low fan pressure ratio dictated by OTW noise considerations,
it is not possible to provide an effective BLC system supplied by fan air and
high pressure bleed air tapped from the engine compressor or from an APU is
equally wasteful. Hence, no means is provided of either recouping the loss
of lift or alleviating the rolling moment attendant upon an engine failure by
cross!ducting BLC air to maintain complete flow attachment over the affected
flap. Although studies have shown that the minimum operating cost vehicle,
in general, is one with the minimum number of engines, a four engine 00117
figuration is required for this OTW concept in order to constrain the lift!
loss and rolling moment, following engine failure, within manageable propor!
tions. The alternate approach by which the same result may be attained in a
twin engine configuration with the use of a cross!ducted internally blown
flap is discussed separately in the subsequent Section 2.2Л. Figure 26
presents, a general arrangement of the selected point design vehicle.
Important characteristics are as follows:
OWE 88,183 Ib (1(0,026 kg)
ROW 136,372 Ib (61,899 kg)
TOW (Lift!off) 136,568 Ib (6l,U92 kg)
W/S @ Takeoff ' 98.6 Ib/ft2 (U8l kg/in2)
Uninst. Thrust /Eng. 17, 1^ 5 Ib (76
Installed Thrust /Eng. 15,^ 55 Ib (69 kN)
Inst. T/W ! Л56
FPR 1.32
Air frame Cost 6.2^ 1 $ M
Engine Cost 3!651 $ M
DOC 1.873 tf/ASSM
The relative insensitivity to climb gradient requirements of a four!engine
high thrust/weight ratio STOL vehicle permits the selection of an aspect
ratio of 6.5 which effects a reasonable compromise between induced cruise
drag, wing weight, and spanwise nacelle location (affecting interference
drag and engine out rolling moments). Since the efficiency of the OTW high
lift system is critically related to the ratio of OTW stream height to radius
of flap curvature, a large flap chord, and thus radius, is required at the
critical outboard nacelle location. Hence, a moderate planform taper ratio
of ОЛ for the OTW vehicles has been selected and represents a compromise
between wing weight and outer flap lift capabilities. The leading edge high
lift device is a full span, 17 percent chord Krueger flap. A plain trailing
edge flap of 35 percent overall chord having an offset center of rotation has
been adopted to maximize both the upper surface radius of curvature at the
maximum landing flap setting, and the chordwise extension for takeoff. The
outer nacelle location is dictated by engine!out roll control considerations
and the inboard nacelle location by nacelle!nacelle and nacelle!body inter!
ference drag considerations. These arrangements also imply a high wing
configuration since the preservation of acceptable nacelle spacings in a low
wing configuration would necessitate an increased wing span through a com!
bination of increased aspect ratio and lower wing loading. In all Phase II
configuration studies it has been noted that the attainment of the highest
practical wing loading is a pre!requisite to the achievement of acceptable
operating costs.
The empennage has a T!tail configuration to minimize downwash variation at
the stabilizer with the chosen high wing arrangement. A flying horizontal
stabilizer with a 35 percent chord geared elevator and a kO percent chord
double hinged rudder are provided. The latter incorporates "eyebrows" which
introduce a slot at the leading edge of the primary rudder surface and
sustains its efficiency at high rudder angles. A dorsal fin is fitted to
accommodate high yaw angles in STOL operations. Lateral control is provided
by 3^ percent chord blown ailerons and differential operation of the upper
surface spoilers. Direct lift control (DLC) is provided by symmetrical
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OVERALL DIMENSIONS
HEIGHT 35 1 FT (10 70m)
SPAN 95 7 FT (» 17m)
LENGTH 135 FT (41 15m)
POWER PLANT
TYPE
UNINSTAUEDS L S Т
FPR
MAXIMUM NACELLE WIDTH
MAXIMUM NACELLE DEPTH
MAXIMUM NACELLE LENGTH
TRAIUNG!EOGE FLAP
% WING SEMI!SPAN 13 9 ! 70 I
AREA/SIDE 100 FT 2 (9 29m*)
TOTAL FLAP CHORD/LOCAL WING CHORD 35 !l
AILERON (BLOWN)
* WING SEMI!SPAN 30
AREA AFT OF HINGE/SIDE 48 5 FT
% WING CHORD AFT OF HINGE 34
DEFLECTION + 50 DEG
DDA PD287!4 VP
17,145 LB (76 25 kN)
1 32
6 TV FT (2 07m)
7 «3 FT (2 33m)
21 17 FT (6 45m)
LEADING!EDGE FLAP
% WING SEMI!SPAN 139!100
AREA/SIDE 70 FT 2 (4 50m2)
FLAP CHORD/LOCAL WING CHORD 17
HORIZONTAL STABILIZER (FLYING TAIL)
SPAN 32 54 FT (9 92m)
AREA 235 3 FT 2 (21 86
CENTERLINE CHORD 10 33 FT (3 15m)
TIP CHORD 4 13 FT (1 26m)
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD 7 58 FT (Z 31m)
ASPECT RATIO 4 5
TAPER RATIO 0 4
QUARTER!CHORD SWEEP 30 DEC
SECTION f/c 12
VOLUME COEFFICIENT 0 8
ELEVATOR
%SPAN
AREA AFT OF HINGE
% CHORD AFT OF HINGE
DEFLECTION
100
38 3 FT ' (3 54m2)
35
+15/!35 DEG
WING
SPAN (THEORETICAL)
AREA
TIP CHORD
CENTERLINE CHORD
BODY!SIDE CHORD
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD
ASPECT RATIO
TAPER RATIO
QUARTER!CHORD SWEEP
FRONT SPAR % С
REAR SPAR % С
TIP SECTION (t/c)
CENTERLINE SECTION (t/c)
94 54 FT (28 82m)
1375 Ft 2(127 74m2)
8 31 FT (2 53m)
20 78 FT (4 33m)
19 08 FT (5 82m)
15 45 FT (4 71m)
6 5
0 4
30 DEG.
20
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MOD SUPERCRITICAL! 1144)
MOD SUPERCRITICAL ( 1497)
LANDING GEAR
TRACK 22 83 FT (6 96m)
WHEELBASE 44 3 FT (14 llm)
TIRE SIZE (MAIN) 44 X 16 TYPE VII
FUSELAGE
OVERALL LENGTH 122 25 FT (37 24m)
MAXIMUM WIDTH 13 0 FT (3 96m)
MAXIMUM DEPTH 13 0 FT '3 94m)
INTERNAL WIDTH 12 33/11 58 FT (3 74/3 53m)
CABIN HEIGHT (AISLE) 7 08/4 33 (2 M/1 93m)
SURFACE AREA (GROSS) 4500 FT 2 (418 OSm2)
000000000000000000 П 000000
VERTICAL STABILIZER
SPAN (THEORETICAL)
AREA
ASPECT КАТЮ
ТАЮ «АТ1О
tooT octo (THfomicAi)
TIP CHORD
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD
QUARTER!CHORD SWEEP
SECTION l/c
VOLUME COEFFICIENT
RUDDER
TYPE
AREA AFT OF HINGE
% CHORD AFT OF HINGE
DEFLECTION
18 37 FT (5 60m)
241 FT 2 (22 39m*)
1.4
0.1
14.58 FT (4.44.)
11 47 FT (336m)
13 17 FT (4 Olm)
35 DEG
13
0 II
DOUBLE HINGED, SLOTTED
59 FT 2 (5 48m2)
40/20
+ 30/40 DEG
FRAME
Figure 26. 3000 ft OTW Airplane
FOLDOUT FRAME
modulation of spoiler angle from an initially uprigged datum position on the
approach. The datum setting is a function of wing incidence to avoid any
loss of C, M.v from the use of spoilers for this purpose. Lift dumping afterJj
touchdown is accomplished by full spoiler movement in the normal manner.
The airplane is powered by four turbofan engines with a fan pressure ratio of
1.325 which are scaled to the 17*,1^ 5 lb. (76 KN) rated thrust requirement of
the optimized vehicle.
2.2.3-1 OTW High Lift System - The pure OTW vehicle is equipped with simple
hinged trailing edge flaps of constant 35 percent overall chord which extend
from the fuselage side to the aileron junction at the 70 percent semi-span
station and full span leading edge flaps of 17 percent chord. The latter are
identical with those of the EBF vehicle described in Section 2.2.1.1. The
conceptual arrangement of the trailing edge flap is presented in Figure 27 .
The upper surface radius of curvature, upon which the thrust deflection depends,
and the chordwise extension for maximum L/D in the takeoff and go around set-
tings are maximized by the selected center of rotation which is. well below the
plane of the flap. In order to accommodate wing flexure, the flaps are
divided into three spanwise sections per side, each of which is supported at
two points by roller carriages on circular arc tracks which react the major
components of the applied flap loads. The flaps are extended with transla-
tion of the carriages by chordwise screw jacks which are driven by duplicated
hydraulic motors through a torque shaft along the rear beam and bevel gear
boxes. Pure conical flap motion about a swept hinge line would require the
tracks to be angled to the aircraft centerline and would lead to crossflow
airstream disturbances at each screw jack. The suspension system is there-
fore designed for streamwise flap motion in which the in-plane angular move-
ment of the flap is accommodated by gimballed attachments to the roller
carriages at the ends of each flap section and the spanwise translation by a
swinging link at each outboard end. Hence, all end thrust components of the
flap loads are reacted at each inboard end. "Alternate load paths are provided
for fail safety in both the structural and mechanical actuation components,
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e.g., by the use of dual shear webs in the support ribs and dual screw jacks
on either side of the flap carriages.
2.2.3.2 OTW Power Plant Installation - The OTW power plant installation
shown in Figure 28 consists of a Detroit Diesel Allison PD287-6 engine, sized
to correspond to a sea level static thrust of 17»1^ 5 lb (?6 KN), installed
in a nacelle which, in addition to carrying the engine loads to the wing
box-beam provides the acoustic treatment necessary to meet the 95 EPNdB,
500 ft (150 m) sideline requirement.
The engine, engine inlet, fan cowl doors, and engine gear-box accessories
are assembled in a Quick Engine Change Unit, QECUj the aft portion of the
nacelle and exhaust system remain with the airplane. The QECU can be
replaced by removing a portion of the wing leading edge, opening the lower
nacelle access doors, detaching the unit at the disconnect points and lower-
ing it to a transportation trailer. The new unit can be installed by revers-
ing the procedure. The QECU is interchangeable in all engine locations. Due
to the high wing and OTW engine location foreign object ingestion will not be
a problem.
Inlet and Fan Cowl - The inlet and fan cowl structural arrangements are of
similar type construction on all concepts and are described in a common
section, 2.2.6.2.
Fan Duct - The upper fixed portion of the fan duct outer-surface is con-
structed from aluminum alloy skin and hat section rings. The engine assembly
is attached by forward and aft mounts to two main frames in this structure.
The forward mount carries vertical, side and longitudinal loads, the aft
mount carries vertical and side loads and torsional moments about the engine
longitudinal axis. Thrust from the forward mount is reacted through a
diagonal member located on the nacelle centerline and transmitting the load
into the nacelle outer surface skin through a longeron. The engine mounts
and diagonal thrust member are enclosed by a fairing within the fan duct.
The duct outer surface structure continues to the aft end of the nacelle but
due to the primary exhaust' duct passing through the fan duct upper surface
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the structure takes the form of two beams, one on each side of the nacelle.
Two heavy frames in the nacelle pass the engine and nacelle loads into the
wing!box. These frames use aluminum extruded caps, sheet webs and extruded
stiffeners and are skewed to suit the sweep back of the wing box. The nacelle
is attached to the wing!box through k fittings on these main frames. The two
forward fittings attach to mating fittings on the wing front spar while the
two aft fittings attach to mating fittings located forward of the rear spar
and backed'up by main ribs in the wing box. Longitudinal shear is carried
into the wing box at the aft fittings, the nacelle skins being attached to the
wing covers by only a fairing strip. A structural analysis was conducted for
this type nacelle and is described in Section 2.3Л.
The inner surface of this portion of the nacelle is of similar construction '
to that of the inlet duct. The lower portion of the fan duct consists of'two
access doors hinged along their upper edge to the fixed engine support struc!
ture. The lower edge of the doors mate with a service trough provided for
routing engine services to the wing leading edge. The inner surfaces of the
doors are formed^  of acoustic sandwich panels and are shaped to direct the
flow upwards over the wing box.
The aft portion of the fan duct is gradually modified from the circular
section at the fan to a rectangular section at the fan nozzle. For reverse
thrust operation, a combined blocker door and fan air inlet door is provided
in the upper surface of the nacelle on each side of primary tail pipe. In
addition to this inlet, suck in doors are also provided in the fan duct access
doors.
The inner face of the fan duct shrouding the engine is constructed from
titanium honeycomb sandwich with a perforated acoustic outer face!sheet.
Primary Tail Pipe
The general construction of the primary tail pipe is similar to that described
in Section 2.2.6.2. A special feature of this installation is the shaping of
the pipe so that it discharges approximately co!planar with the fan exit
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nozzle b'ut above it so that the hot primary exhaust is prevented from touching
the surface of the wing or flap.
2.2 Л OTW/IBF Concept Description
The configuration of vehicles embodying the internally blown flap (IBF)
concept is strongly influenced by duct space provisions in a manner comparable
to the augmentor wing. The practicality of the latter is contingent upon the
use of a relatively high fan pressure ratio, to permit high duct mass flow
without excessive thrust loss. This precludes the enclosure of ducts within
primary structure because of the duct failure hazard. The IBF concept is
restricted to low fan pressure ratios by the noise limits imposed on the
undiverted fan flow. However, provision can be made for inadvertent pressur!
ization of primary structure in the event of duct failure without substantial
weight penalty when the fan pressure ratio is of the order of 1.3! Thus the
wing volume which may be utilized for cross ducting is rather greater for IBF
concepts and is further supplemented by the internal volume of the expanding
type of flap. Nevertheless, as the parametric studies of Phase I have indi!
cated, only a proportion of the fan flow may be diverted to the flap without
excessive thrust loss because of increasing significance of small losses in
dynamic pressure as FPR is diminished (See Figure 29 ). Thus far, it has not
been possible to conceive a practical configuration in which the total fan
flow may be diverted to the flap. All IBF concepts are therefore hybrids
in which the residual fan flow is used to develop propulsive lift by alternate
means. Whereas the auxiliary use of vectored fan thrust was used in Phase I
studies, the more effective use of this thrust in an OTW configuration has
been selected for the Phase II studies. The point design vehicle which has
been derived is illustrated in Figure 30 and has a field length of 3000' ft
(910 m), a cruise speed of Mach 0.8 at 30,000 ft (9100 m) and a capacity
payload range of 500 n.mi. (930 km) with 148 passengers.
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OVERALL DIMENSIONS
HEIGHT 38 33 FT (11 68m)
SPAN 105 8 FT (32 25m)
LENGTH 135 08 FT (41 12m)
TRAILING!EDGE FLAP
% WING stMi!ffAN a ! т
AREA/SIDE 177 FT *
TOTAL FLAP CHORD/LOCAL WING CHORD 35
AILERON (BLOWN)
«WING SEMI!SPAN 30
AREA AFT OF HINGE/SIDE 43 6 FT ' (4
% WING CHORD AFT OF HINGE 34
DEFLECTION + 50 DEG
POWER PLANT
TYPE
UNINSTALLEDS L S Т
FPR,
MAXIMUM NACELLE WIDTH
MAXIMUM NACELLE DEPTH
MAXIMUM NACELLE LENGTH
DOA P0287!6 VP
34,811 IB (163 74lcN)
I 325
(3 02л)
(3 39m)
9 91 FT
II 12 FT
30 5 FT (9 3m)
LEADING!EDGE FLAP
%WING SEMI!SPAN 35!100
AREA/SIDE 64 FT 2 (5
FLAP CHORD/LOCAL WING CHORD 17
HORIZONTAL STABILIZER (ftYING TAIL)
SPAN 37 83 FT (11 53m)
AREA 318 FT * (29 54m2)
aNTERLINE CHORD I) 94 FT (3.65m)
TIP CHORD 4 8 FT (1 46n)
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD 8 91 Я (2 72m)
ASPECT RATIO 4 5
TAPER RATIO 0 4
QUARTER!CHORD SWEEP 30 DEC
SECTION r/c 12
VOLUME COEFFICIENT 0 8
ELEVATOR
%SPAN
AREA AFT OF HINGE
, % CHORD AFT OF HINGE
DEFLECTION ,
100
52 5 FT 2 (4 88m2)
35
+15, !35 DEG
WING
SPAN (THEORETICAL)
AREA
TIP CHORD
aNTERLINE CHORD
BODY!SIDE CHORD
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD
ASPECT RATIO
TAPER RATIO
QUARTER!CHORD SWEEP
FRONT SPAR % С
REAR SPAR % С
TIP SECTION (l/e)
CINTERLINE SECTION (t/c)
104 9 FT. (31 97m)
1571 FT 2(145 95m2)
6 52 FT (1 99m)
26 07 FT (7 95m)
23 67 FT (7 21m)'
17 71 FT (5 4m)
7 0
0 25
27 5/30 0£G.
20
«0
MOD SUPERCRITICAL ( 1147)
MOD SUPERCRITICAL (.142)
LANDING GEAR
TRACK 22 83 FT (6 96m)
WHKLBASE 46 4 FT (14 14m)
TIRE SIZE (MAIN) 44 X 16 TYPE VII
FRAME /
FUSELAGE
OVERALL LENGTH 122 25 FT (37 26m)
MAXIMUM WIDTH 13 0 FT (3 96л)
MAXIMUM DEPTH 13 О Я (3 96m)
INTERNAL WIDTH 12 33/11 58 FT (3 76/3 53m)
CABIN HEIGHT (AISLE) 7 08/6 33 FT (2 16/1 93m)
SURFACE AREA (GROSS) 4500 FT 2 (418 05m2)
VERTICAL STABILIZER
SPAN (THEORETICAL)
AREA
ASPECT RATIO
TAFfft RATIO
ROOT CHORD (THEORETICAL)
TIP CHORD
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD 14.89 FT
QUARTER!CHORD SWEEP 35 DEC
SECTION l/c
VOLUME COEFFICIENT
20 74 FT (6 32m)
307 3 FT 2 (28 55m2)
1 4
Ов
16 46 FT
11 85 FT
13
0 11
(5 02ni)
(3 61m)
(4 54m)
RUDDER
TYPE
AREA AFT OF HINGE
% CHORD AFT OF HINGE
DEFLECTION
DOUBLE HINGED. SLOTTED
128 FT 2 (11 9m5)
40/20
+ 30/60 DEC
Preceding page blank
Figure 30. 3000 ft OTW/IBF Airplane
Important characteristics are as follows:
98,253 lb
lW,3^ 9 lb
]A6,U86 lb
OWE
ROW
TOW (Lift!off)
W/S @ Takeoff
Uninst. Thrust/Eng.
Installed Thrust/Eng.
Inst. T/W
FFR
Airframe Cost
Engine Cost
DOC
93!2 lb/ft
36,811 lb
33,179 lb
(^ ,597 kg)
(66,882 kg)
(66,lA5 kg)
1.32
6.380 $ м
2.970 $ м
1!797 0/ASSM
kN)
kN)
kN)
Additional data are provided in Figure 30.
The selected twin engine configuration yields lower operating costs than the
four engine alternative.^  Whereas the optimum aspect ratio for the four engine
vehicle is approximately 6.5 and is largely determined by cruise L/D and wing
weight considerations, a higher aspect ratio of
 7.0 is required by the hybrid
OTW/IBF vehicle in order to achieve the L/b, in the one engine inoperative
takeoff configuration which satisfies the critical second segment climb '
gradient requirement. At the selected engine fan pressure ratio of 1.32
comparative studies have indicated that the diversion of approximately
10 percent of the nominal fan gross thrust to the IBF
 is near optimum to
maximize STOL takeoff and landing performance. As illustrated by the installed
thrust limits shown in Figures 31 and
 32 for the appropriate duct and wing
configuration, up to 15 percent of the fan thrust can be diverted to the IBF !
flap if the thrust!recovery at the IBF nozzle is not to fall below 85 percent"
Since the proportion of undiverted OTW fan flow is large, the rolling moment
induced by engine failure is constrained by an inboard engine location which
implies a highly tapered planform with a correspondingly far inboard location
of the major flap area for maximum OTW lift increment and maximum cross duct
stowage volume. A compound taper planform with an overall taper ratio of
0.25 and a planform break station at 70 percent semispan has been selected
Preceding page blank
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to preserve flap duct continuity over its span. By restriction of the inner
panel taper ratio to 0.375, an excessive additional local lift coefficient at
the break station which might not be readily reconciled with satisfactory
stalling and cruise drag characteristics by twist and the basic lift dis-
tribution is avoided.
The airplane is powered by two turbofan engines which are scaled to the
36,8ll Ib (l6k kN) rated thrust requirement of the optimized vehicle. The
design fan pressure ratio of 1.325 is slightly higher than that recommended
for the IBF in Phase I but complies with the 95 PNdB sideline noise guideline
because of the substitution of an OTW component in Phase II for the vectored
thrust component of Phase I. The permissible spanwise location of these
engines, as restricted solely by roll and yaw control criteria in one engine
inoperative conditions, is presented in Figure 33 as a function of the .cross
flow required to preserve trim and IBF/OTW thrust split. The use of the inner
wing box structure for cross ducting also requires the most inboard possible
engine location to reserve sufficient volume in the outer wing for the mission
fuel and has defined the adopted engine location at B.L. l6o.
The point design presented here is conservative in that the entire IBF flow
is cross ducted. Figure 33 indicates that 50 percent cross flow would suffice ,-
for adequate roll control. Moreover, the field performance is predicated
upon the existence of separated flow over one outer flap in the event of
engine failure which it now appears can be avoided by cross ducting no more
than 67 percent of the IBF flow in a suitable duct arrangement.
The inboard nacelle location precludes a low wing installation and only
allows a minimal fuselage-nacelle clearance in a high wing installation.
The latter configuration necessitates the use of a T-tail empennage to mini-
mize the effects of downwash at the horizontal stabilizer. Although a plane
stabilizer is shown in Figure 30, it is considered likely that further investi-
gation of power effects with the high nacelle location relative to the wing
may require stabilizer dihedral.
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2.2Л.1 OTW/IBF High Lift System ! The hybrid OTW/IBF vehicle is equipped
with an expanding duct, internally blown flap extending from the fuselage
side to the 70 percent semi!span position and a full span leading edge folded
Krueger flap of 1? percent chord. Figure 3^ presents the general arrangement
of this system and the actuation of the internally blown flap is shown in
Figure 35. The leading edge flap is identical with that of the EBF vehicle
shown in Section 2.2.1.2 with respect to both structural and mechanical
actuation arrangements. :
The internally blown flap consists of two essential elements.
• An upper surface element which is track mounted, has a near!circular
arc leading edge profile, and is blown by a BLC slot within the shroud
to the extent required to maintain flow attachment at the maximum
deflection.
• A lower surface element approximating to a split flap which is pivoted
immediately aft of the rear beam lower cap and to the upper surface
element as indicated in Figure 35. The internal airflow entering the
flap, which is not used for BLC purposes, is exhausted at the trail!
ing edge of the lower flap element, thus providing a jet!flap lift
component.
Because of their different hinge lines, the upper and lower element separation
increases with flap deflection to provide an expanded duct of large cross
section at the landing flap setting which is capable of cross ducting sub!
stantial airflows at low pressure. In order to minimize the rolling and
yawing moments attendant upon an engine failure, the fan air diverted from
an engine is independently ducted across the aircraft to the flap system on
the opposite side. Hence, the rolling moment due to the loss of OTW lift on
the dead engine side may be largely compensated by a loss of IBF lift on the
opposite side.
The BLC nozzle area, is determined by the gap between the trailing edge shroud
and the upper flap profile. The latter is contoured to close the slot when
retracted and to regulate the _gap as a function of flap setting. A BLC flow
which is just sufficient for attached flow over the flap is maintained in
both takeoff and landing configurations., The residual flap air is exhausted
!
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at the trailing edge jet flap slot and is regulated correspondingly by the
IBF choke which is linked to the fixed flap brackets. This arrangement
maintains a constant total flap nozzle area over the working range of flap
settings and closes the slot when the flap is retracted. Vectoring of the
jet flap flow through a total angle of 60° for direct drag control is achieved
by means of the small simple!hinged control surface shown in Figure 35 at the
flap trailing edge. An interlink between the drag control flap and the IBF
choke linkage preserves a constant jet flap nozzle area in this case. It is
proposed that the drag control be used as a two position device which adds
the drag appropriate to its full deflection on a normal approach and is
moved to restore the jet flap thrust component for go!around. Approach path
flight control can be provided by this flap but is more effectively accom!
plished by the use of a spoiler as a direct lift control. Since a spoiler
is required for dumping of the OTW lift after touchdown and for supplementary
roll control, its extension to the DLC function is readily achieved.
The foregoing is predicated on experimental confirmation of the BLC Cp.
required at the knee of the hybrid IBF/OTW flap to maintain attached flow.
This has been estimated to correspond approximately to 50 percent of the
total flap airflow when allowance is made for the shallow upper surface
curvature demanded by the OTW component. Were a substantially higher BLC C\i
to be required to attain the desired CT Mftv and the jet flap Ст to be reducedJj MAX. (J
correspondingly it would be necessary to introduce a more complex form of
flap nozzle control. A variable BLC nozzle control or choke!would be intro!
duced which would be ganged to the jet flap choke to preserve a constant
total nozzle area at all settings. The BLC choke setting would be regulated
as a function of incidence using the same incidence!signalling circuit as the
original spoiler in order to provide the maximum required BLC flow at stalling
incidence and thus to preserve the design С
т Ш
у* At normal approach inci!
dence, the BLC flow would be reduced to an acceptable level enabling suffi!
cient drag control power to be developed by the correspondingly enhanced jet
flap flow.
2.2Л.2 OTW/IBF Power Plant and Ducting Installation ! The OTW/IBF power
plant installation is very similar to the OTW arrangement shown in Figure 28
and described in Section 2.2.3.2 except for the ducting of 10 percent of the
fan air through the wing front spar to the internally blown expanding flap.
The power plant selected for the design point airplane is the Detroit Diesel
Allison PD287!6, FPR 1.325 engine sized to a SLS thrust of 36,800 Ib (l.6k kN).
A structural analysis was conducted for this type of nacelle to confirm
feasibility (see Section 2.3Л).
Approximately 90 percent of the fan air is exhausted at the OTW nozzle in the
STOL mode and the residual 10 percent is ducted to the IBF flaps. The nozzle
area presented by the IBF flap system is maintained at a constant value in
STOL operations by appropriate regulation of the discrete BI£ and jet-flap
exit nozzles within the flap system as described in Section 2.2Л.1. Hence,
the provisions for varying the (OTW) fan exit area of the PD287!6 engine
between takeoff and cruise conditions which have already been described
include a flap position feedback signal to the nozzle actuation system to
accommodate the following OTW nozzle operating conditions:
a Cruise power. Flaps up. Wo fan air to the flap.
e Take off power. Flaps down. Maximum airflow to the flap (Take off
or landing flap settings).
• Take off power. Flaps up. No fan air to the flap. (Final go!around
condition.)
• Take off power. Flap movement from retracted to takeoff or landing
settings. Fan air to flap increasing from zero to maximum.
(Transient condition requiring correlation between OTW nozzle
area and instantaneous flap nozzle area.)
Figure 3^ presents the general arrangement of internal flap ducting in which
there is 100 percent cross flow of the IBF air to deliver air from the left
hand engine to the right hand flap and vice versa. The path followed by the
flap airflow involves a number of sharp changes in direction which are
potential sources of large losses of dynamic head. In order to maintain the
target 85 percent thrust recovery from the fan air, it is necessary to
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eliminate many of these changes of direction, to use extensive vaning in the !
unavoidable bends and to maintain a low Mach .number in the ducting. Pre!
liminary studies of the duct system performance, reported in Section 2ЛЛ.З,
disclose high losses arising at the initially proposed tapping of the engine
fan duct air (in the upper cover of the wing box). The relatively high Mach
number in the engine fan duct (approx. O.U) was a contributing factor. In
the definitive arrangement, one right angle change of flow direction is
eliminated by an engine tapping immediately aft of the fan casing from this
point the flow is ducted to the wing box through the Warren truss front beam.,
The flow is diffused to the maximum extent possible within the length of the
multiple wing entry ducts (i.e., from OA M to 0.2 M) . The right angle
junctions of the latter with the cross flow duct in the wing box are internally
vaned. The entry and crossflow ducts are rigidly supported at the front beam
within the nacelle area. Longitudinal expansion of the wing entry duct is
accommodated by a sliding coupling at the diffuser throat. The crossflow duct
is rigidly supported at the wing root rib and expansion joints are provided
on either side of this rib. Because of the restrictions on the size of duct
which can pass through the heavily loaded inboard engine support rib, the
duct Mach number rises to 0.35 at this station and this peak is maintained
through the center section. It does not appear possible to achieve any
worthwhile diffusion through this area with a net gain in thrust recovery
because of the "s" bends required in the center section cross!over where
the left and right hand duct systems pass from the forward to the aft side of
the wing box structure as shown in Figure 3^. The ducting in this area passes
through the upper wing profile but is contained within the center section
fairing which necessitates the termination of the distributed bending material
in the box covers at the fuselage side and the reversion to a two!spar center!
section wing structure.
The flap delivery duct extends from the wing root rib, where it is rigidly
supported and provided with an expansion coupling, to the outboard engine!
support rib where it is again rigidly supported. The delivery duct tapers
sharply over this span and passes air to the flap interior via multiple short
branches with internal vanes. Each branch passing through the rear beam web
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is provided with a flexible seal allowing minor expansion movement. The
upper and lower surfaces of the flap itself provide the pressure retaining
structure within the flap. There is a minimum of internal structure obstruct!
ing the 'free passage of the air in both the spanwise and chordwise direction.
Because of the expanding form of flap used, there can be no rigid vanes intro!
duced to direct the flow. The attainment of the desired flow distribution is
therefore dependent upon: the accuracy within which the exit slot profiles •
can be maintained; the large flap cross section forming a plenum with low
flow velocities; and a correspondingly acceptable pressure drop over its
span.
2.2Л.З QTW/IBF Duct Installation Studies ! Reference has been made to
the inherent advantages of internal flow lift concepts (such as the IBF and
AW) with regard to minimizing engine!out lift asymmetry. The lift asymmetry
of the pure IBF may be completely eliminated by symmetric duct and nozzle
arrangements in which 50 percent of the wing flow is cross ducted but, in the
hybrid OTW!IBF concept, the high engine!out rolling moments associated with
the OTW lift component are to be compensated by extensive cross ducting of
the IBF flow. The necessary degree of cross ducting is aggravated by a twin
engine configuration (compared with a four engine vehicle) and by the low
fan pressure ratio demanded by the OTW elements in compliance with the noise
criteria. Thus the internal duct losses are potentially high and limit the
OTW/IBF thrust split to 85:15 in the selected point design. In this case
the entire IBF flow is therefore crossducted to reduce the rolling moment of
the relatively large OTW component. The most efficient means of accomplishing
this would involve a plenum connecting both engines were it not for the
restrictions placed upon parallel engine operation and already discussed in
the context of the AW duct installations. For the twin engine OTW/IBF point
design, the limitations would be even more severe and would restrict the
thrust split, to 5:95! Hence only independently ducted systems have been con!
sidered for this vehicle.
The most effective nacelle location from OTW considerations alone would be
33!7 percent semi!span. This would lead to exorbitant IBF duct requirements
as indicated in Figure 36 which presents the total duct cross-sectional area
required as a function of percentage crossflow for the two nacelle locations.
This configuration is ideal from the OTW effectiveness and IBF duct stand-
points. With 100 percent IBP crossflow the most-inboard possible' location is
desirable to reserve both duct space and fuel storage space outboard of the
nacelle. The nacelle location selected is as far inboard as necessary to
accommodate the nominal mission fuel in the outer wing and the corresponding
duct mass flows and aggregate duct areas are presented in Figure 37.
Data are presented in Figure 38 comparing the installation efficiencies (3.)'
of twin and quadruple duct arrangements which pass through webbed and truss
ribs. These indicate that the most effective system using discrete ducts,
which is illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 39 is fairly complex with twin
ducts associated with each engine (i.e., four ducts in all). The alternative
system which is shown diagrammatically in Figure UO has also been examined.
In this concept, the entire wing box structure between engines forms integral
ducts with the provision of a third beam in the inner wing. Spar cap con-
tinuity is maintained across the center section but the web terminates at the
fuselage side and the vertical shear is reacted by an intermediate fuselage
spar frame. The duct cross-over function is effected by a twisted center
section diaphragm as illustrated in Figure UO. In order to minimize the
internal flow obstruction in this concept, consideration has been given to
the use of external rib structures which might be contained within the
nacelle and fuselage profiles but this has proved impractical. Consequently
the use of a minimnn number of internal ribs of truss construction with
intermediate intercostal members for cover support has been assumed. These
are of the minimum depth and stiffness required to determine the desired,
skin-stringer panel buckling mode in the compression covers. . -
The preliminary design of the ducting system in either case has been predi-
cated upon the achievement of 85 percent fan gross thrust recovery at the IBF
exit nozzles. Ducts have been sized for both installation concepts and the
pressure losses estimated as a function of dynamic head and Mach number at a
reference station. The component losses and local Mach numbers at the more
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significant stations at maximum take off power (95°F, sea!level) and mass
flow are tabulated in Figure 1+1 for each concept. These comparisons are
based upon a common IBF/OTW thrust split of 15:85! The estimation of the
losses due to the multiplicity of structural obstructions presents a problem
which does not appear to have been treated in published test data and litera!
ture. On the assumption that each obstruction will be a bluff body from which
separation will occur with substantial vortex dissipation of the dynamic head,
the ribs have been treated as a cascaded succession of sudden contractions and
expansions which leads to the loss data shown in Figure h2. Estimates of the
area contractions have been made from representative rib structures which
indicated that, even in the open forms of truss construction, the blockage
was surprisingly high because of the depth of rib cap below the stringers ! !
and the superimposed shear cleats attaching it to the skin. Comparison of
the candidate duct configurations, indicates that the cross!sectional area
advantages of integral ducts are outweighed by the multiple losses incurred
and discrete ducting has been selected for this vehicle. It should be noted,
however, that this conclusion would not necessarily apply to any IBF/OTW
vehicle in which the percentage crossflow was amended. The effects of the
duct pressure losses upon the nozzle pressure ratio, thrust recovery, and
mass flow of the two systems is presented in Figure 1*3. The mass flow and
pressure recovery capabilities of the selected system, over the working range
of engine power settings are presented in Figure 1*1+ as the equivalent func!
tion of fan pressure ratio (FPR) for a design FPR of 1.325. These data are
not to be confused with the effects of changing the engine design FPR which
would entail variations in nozzle area not represented in Figure kk.
s "
> 1
2.2.5 MF Concept Description . !t
A single MF point design has been sized for a kOOO ft (1220 m) field length,
148 passenger capacity, a 500 n.mi. (930 km) capacity payload stage length
,and a cruise speed of Mach 0.8 at 30,000 ft (9ЮО m). The general arrangement
of this vehicle is presented in Figure 1*5 and a description is provided in
'this section. A parametric excursion to 3000 ft (9Ю m) field length has
also been considered using a 2 engine arrangement and only minor configuration
differences from the point design described below.
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OVERALL DIMENSIONS
HEIGHT 34 6 FT (10 Sim)
SPAN 102 3 FT (31 18m)
LENGTH 138 2 FT (42 12m)
THA1LINO!EDGE FLAP
% WING SEMI!SPAN
AREA/SIDE 168 FT
TOTAL FLAP CHORD/LOCAL WING CHORD 35
(15
POWER PLANT
ТУРЕ
UNINSTALLED S L S Т
FPR
MAXIMUM NACELLE WIDTH
MAXIMUM NACELLE DEPTH
MAXIMUM NACELLE LENGTH
DOAPD287!11 FP
33,778 LB (150 33 kN)
1 35
9 67 FT (2 95m)
10 44 FT (3 18m)
22 46 FT (6 85m)
LEADING!EDGE FLAP I
% WING SEMI!SPAN !, !
AREA/SIOE 94 О П 2 (8 73m2)
FLAP CHORD/LOCAL WING CHORD 17
AILERON
% WING SEMI!SPAN 30
AREA AFT OF HINGE/SIDE 46 2 FT 2
% WING CHORD AFT OF HINGE 34
DEFLECTION + 50 DEC
HORIZONTAL STABILIZER (FLYING TAIL)
SPAN 32 29 FT (9 84m)
AREA 231 7 FT '(21 52m2)
CENTERLINE CHORD 10 25 FT (312m)
TIP CHORD 4 1 FT (1 25m)
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD 6 84 FT (2 08m)
ASPECT RATIO 4 5
TAPER RATIO 0 4
QUARTER!CHORD SWEEP 30 DEG
SECTION t/e 12
VOLUME COEFFICIENT 0 736
(4 29m2) I ELEVATOR
%SPAN
AREA AFT OF HINGE
% CHORD AFT OF HINGE
DEFLECTION
100
55 5 FT 2 (5 16m2)
35
+ 15/!35 DEG
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1462 FT 2(135 82m*)
6 67 FT (2 03m)
22 23 FT (6 78m)
20 35 FT (6 20m)
15 88 FT (4 84m)
7 0
0 3
30 DEG
20
60
MOD SUPERCRITICAL! 1147)
MOD SUPERCRITICAL) 1501)
LANDING GEAR
TRACK 22 83 FT (6 96m)
WHEELBASE 49 7 FT (15 15m)
•TI8£ SIZE (MAIN) 44 X 16 TYPE VII
FUSELAGE
OVERALL LENGTH
MAXIMUM WIDTH
MAXIMUM DEPTH
INTERNAL WIDTH
CABIN HEIGHT (AISLE)
122 25 FT (37 26m)
13 0 FT (3 96m)
13 0 FT (3 96m)
12 33/11 58 FT (3 76/3 53m)
7 08/6 33 (2 16/1 »3m)
' VERTICAL STABILIZER
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ROOT CHORD (THEORETICAL)
TIP CHORD
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SECTION t/c
VOLUME COEFFICIENT
RUDDER
TYPE
AREA AFT OF HINGE
% CHORD AFT OF HINGE
DEFLECTION
(5 42m)
2 (20 96m2)
17 77 FT
225 6 FT :
I 4
0 8
14 1 FT (4 39m)
II 3FT (3 44m)
12 83 FT (3 91m)
35 DEG
13
0 095
DOUBLE HINGED, SLOTTED
75 FT 2 (6 97m2)
40/20
+ 30/60 DEG
SURFACE AREA (GROSS) 4500 FT 2 (418 05m2) RECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
Figure 1*5. 1*000 Ft MF Airplane
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Important characteristics are as follows:
OWE 89,305 Ib C+0,535 kg)
RGW 136,9^ 8 Ib (62,160 kg)
TOW (Lift!off) 136,135 Ib (61,7^ 9 kg)
W/S @ Takeoff ' 93!1 lb/ft2 (k& kg/m2)
Uninst. Thrust /stag. 33,798 Ib (150
Installed Thrust/Eng. 30,290 Ib (135
Inst. T/W Л14!5
FFR 1.35
Airframe Cost 6.215 $ M
Engine Cost 2Л99 $ M
DOC 1.681 0/ASSM
Additional data are provided in Figure 45.
Little or no net advantage is to be expected from the association of direct
thrust vectoring with a mechanical flap because of the difficulties of vector!
ing low fan pressure ratio engines without excessivelosses and of the adverse
directional effect upon the noise footprint. There is no power dependent
lift increment with the mechanical flap concept adopted for this point design
and no engine out lift and roll control problems to be considered. Trade
studies of 2, 35 and h engine configurations were conducted and indicated a
net operating cost advantage for the selected twin engine arrangement at
kOOO ft (1220 m) field length which is indicated in Figure 46. _As in the
case of the twin engine hybrid OTW!IBF configuration previously described in
Section 2.2Л, the achievement of the second segment takeoff climb gradient
is a critical performance requirement and necessitates an aspect ratio of 7!0
to improve the takeoff L/D beyond that attainable with the aspect ratio
determined by cruise considerations. Similarly the absence of wing ducting
^
4
and critical engine and flap proportions which^ 'are implicit in powered lift
,v!
concepts, avoid the necessity for unusual planform taper ratios. A con!
ventional taper ratio of 0.3 has been selected for the MF concept from con!
siderations of wing weight, local lift distribution as it affects induced
cruise drag and stall characteristics. The high lift system comprises a full
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span 17 percent chord leading edge flap and a 35 percent overall chord double
slotted trailing edge flap. Because the MF vehicles are generally landing
critical, a triple slotted flap might be expected to provide higher landing
C, MAV in the selected twin engine configuration; the need for a high takeoffJj MAX. '
L/D and go-around consideration has indicated a net advantage to the selected
double slotted flap.
The airplane is powered by two turbofan engines with a fan pressure ratio of
1.35 which are scaled to the 33,798 lb (150 kN) rated thrust requirement of
the optimized vehicle. A conventional underwing pylon-mounted nacelle
arrangement has been adopted at a spanwise and vertical location which is
consistent with low wing/nacelle/body interference drag. A high wing location
and fuselage mounted landing gear have therefore been adopted in order to
provide adequate nacelle clearance and tip over angle. •
The empennage has a T-tail configuration to minimize the downwash effects at'
the stabilizer with the chosen high wing arrangement. A flying horizontal
stabilizer with a geared 35 percent chord elevator and a 35 percent chord
double hinged rudder are provided. A dorsal fin is fitted to accommodate the
development of high yaw angles in STOL operations. Lateral control is pro-
vided by 3^ percent chord ailerons and differential operation of the upper
surface spoilers. Symmetrical movement of the spoilers is used for lift
dumping after touchdown and for direct lift control (DLC) on the approach.
In the latter case, the spoilers are uprigged to-a datum position which reduces
with increasing wing incidence to zero at the stalling angle to avoid com-
promising CT MUY- Differential spoiler movement for control purposes takes
place about this variable datum position.
2.2.5.1 MF High Lift System - The MF high lift system consists of a double
slotted dual segment trailing edge flap with_a 35 percent retracted chord
length which extends from the fuselage side to the 70 percent semi-span
station, and a full span, leading edge flap of 17 percent chord.
Ill
The structural and mechanical configuration of the leading edge slat is
identical with that of the EBF vehicles described in Section 2.2.1.2. The
configuration of the trailing edge flap differs from that of the EBF only
with respect to the individual flap segment chords, slot gaps and profiles
which are defined for the specific settings required by the MF vehicle.
However, the general description of the trailing edge flap support structure
and flap actuation given in Section 2.2.1.2 is also directly applicable to
this vehicle.
2.2.5-2 MF Power Plant Installation - The MF airplane is powered by two
DDA/(M PD287-H 1-35 FPR fixed pitch fan engines sized to a S.L.S. thrust of
33,800 Ibs (150 kN). The engine is installed in a nacelle of similar design
to that used for the EBF airplanes except for the type of thrust reversing.
The nacelle is located lower from the wing and not as far ahead of the leading
edge compared to the EBF installation. This arrangement provides acceptable
aerodynamic interference characteristics and improves the structural efficiency
of the pylon. Due to the high wing location, the engines are sufficiently
high above the ground that foreign object ingestion will not be a problem.
A cascade type thrust-reverser with blocker doors is installed in the fan
duct access doors so that as the cascades are uncovered, the blocker doors
are operated. Due to the forward location of the nacelle, air from the
reverser can be directed forward and up over the wing and forward and side-
ways under the wing. Cascades are not installed in the lower centerline area
to avoid creating an ingestion problem off the ground.
The construction of the nacelle and pylon and the provisions for removal and
installation are similar to the EBF installation discussed in Section 2.2.1.2.
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2.2.6 Installations Common to All Concepts
The following descriptions are common to all concepts.
2.2.6.1 Power Plant Installation - The inlet, fan cowl" and primary tail
pipes of all concepts are similar in structural arrangement and are covered
by the following general descriptions.
Inlet - The engine inlet is designed to include anti-icing of both the nacelle
leading edge and the leading edge of the suppressor rings by a system energiz-
ed from the compressor bleed system of the engine. The leading edge of the
nacelle and the suppression rings are aluminum and contain the anti-icing
system ducts. The external surface of the inlet is of fiber glass skin and
stiffener construction with three full bulkhead rings. The inner skin and
suppression rings are constructed of a fiber glass inner sheet, a honeycomb
core and a glass-fiber/resin laminate acoustic face sheet. The suppressor
rings are supported from the bulkheads by three pylons in the forward portion
of the rings to provide a structural load path in both reverse and forward
thrust.
Fan Cowl - The upper portion of the fan cowling is fabricated of fiber glass
skin and rings. The lower portion includes two 90°  segment, hinged doors to
provide access to the accessory section of the engine for maintenance in-
spection purposes. The doors are of fiber glass skin and zee section stringer
construction with latches on the bottom centerline.
The aft bulkhead of the fan cowling interfaces with the airplane portion of
the nacelle in a slip type compression seal. This will allow the fan cowl
and inlet to rotate with respect to the airplane nacelle under the stator load
during power changes.
Primary Tail Pipe - The primary tail pipe is constructed of a welded stain-
less steel or inconel honeycomb with a perforated inner sheet to form Helmholtz
type resonators sufficient to attentuate the sonic noise of the primary to
an acceptable level. Included in the primary tail pipe is a "V" band coupling
disconnect for engine change and a two layer laminated bellows section to
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isolate tail pipe moments and loads from the engine. The tail pipe is covered
with an insulating blanket which, in combination with a cooling air flow,
ensures that the effective surface temperature of the tail pipe will not
exceed 500°F (2бО°С). The blanket will be fabricated of Johns !Man sville
'Super!X', or equal, with quartz thread cloth as a surface material.
2.2.6.2 Structure
Criteria ! The point!design airplanes comply with the strength and stiffness
requirements of Federal Aviation Regulations Part 25 and the FAA Tentative
Airworthiness Standards for Powered Lift Transport Category Aircraft (FAR XX) .
Figures k7 through 52 show the design weights for all the point!design
airplanes. Consideration of the approach airspeeds and glideslope angles and
the possibility of inadvertently exceeding target touchdown velocities in an
unflared landing established the design landing impact sink speed of 15.0 fps
(U.6 m/sec) . The 15!0 fps (k.6 m/sec) landing with mission fuel and 9!0 fps
(2.7 m/sec) with maximum fuel, sink speeds provide similar margins of safety
to the 10.0 fps (3!0 m/sec) and 6.0 fps (1.8 m/sec) specification values for
transport category CTOL aircraft where the ILS approach rate of sink is of the
order of 10 fps (3.0 m/sec). Structural reserve fuel weights as indicated in
the figures have been used in determining the minimum flight weights. The
design airspeeds for the airplanes are also shown in Figures ^7 through 52.
The design dive speed, У
П
/Ц., provides for a 7!5 upset and recovery after
20 seconds from all initial speeds up to V /М.„. The landing, approach, and
takeoff design flap speed, У„, provides adequate margin for all gross weights,
г
flap settings, and power settings to facilitate transition between flap
settings. The selected design flap speeds equal or exceed the CTOL design
standards .
The V!n diagrams for maneuvering in the flaps !extended configurations are
shown in Figures 53 through 58 for the maximum flight and design landing
weights and the minimum flight weights. The symmetric maneuver load factor
range of from 0 to + 2.0G up to the design flap speed is the design require!
ment. The rolling pull!out symmetrical load factor range is from 0.5 to 1.5.
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Figures 53 through 58 also show the V!n diagrams for maneuvering flight in
the basic configuration of each design!point for the flight gross weight
range. The gust load factors are superimposed at 20,000 feet (6100M) for
the 66, 50 and 25 fps (20, 15 and 7.6 m/sec) gust requirement at V , V , and
V^, respectively. The positive symmetrical maneuver load factor limit is
2.5 and the negative maneuver load factor is !1.0. The rolling maneuver
symmetrical load factor, limits are 0.0 to 1.67.
Fatigue Resistant Design ! Each of the point!design vehicles is designed to
achieve a safe life of 30,000 flying hours which is associated with 50,000
landings in this period. It is assumed that the average life cycle may be
represented as:
• 1500 hours expended in STOL training flights of 15 minutes average,
duration at altitudes which do not exceed 500 ft (150 m). Touch and
go landings are regarded as multiple flights.
• 28,500 hours expended in service, route proving and routine!training
flights of 35 minutes average duration. 50 percent of these flights
are assumed to be associated with the 30,000 ft (9100 m) design
cruise altitude, and 25 percent associated with (АТС restricted)
cruise altitudes of 20,000 ft (6100 m) and 25,000 ft (7600 m)
respectively.
In this context, the safe life is defined as the average fleet life expectancy
divided by a scatter factor of ^ .0 and assumes the absence of initial material
flaws and surface defects incurred in the process of manufacture. These
traditional safe life requirements are augmented by damage tolerance design
criteria which also have endurance implications and are discussed in sub!
sequent paragraphs.
In addition to the use of restrained working stress levels in all fatigue
sensitive structural members, specific fatigue resistant design features
are incorporated in the wing box structure and elsewhere. A particular
example is the center!wing cover panel which is fabricated from aluminum
alloy skin, rivet!bonded stringers and boron/epoxy reinforcing strips. The
rivet!bonding considerably improves the fatigue resistance of the skin!to!
stringer! joint while the composite reinforcing strips effectively reduce the
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stress-levels in the aluminum structure. Because of its higher modulus,
boron-epoxy exercises a more powerful constraint upon the stress-levels in the
parent metal than graphite-epoxy. It is therefore the more effective
composite material for this purpose, despite its higher cost. The amount of
composite reinforcement incorporated is such that the aluminum structure
(alone) is capable of carrying limit load without failure. Thus the proportion
of composite in the reinforced structure is quite modest.
There is an airline aversion to integral construction which stems from the
difficulty with which it may be repaired by comparison with discrete skin and
stringer construction and it is therefore generally avoided in the selected
structural arrangements. A local exception is made to this rule where there
are cutouts or other stress raisers in fatigue critical areas which it is
impractical to eliminate. For example, the removal of fuel booster pumps
through a rear beam panel and access to them is impractical in all vehicles
other than MF because of the extensive wing ducting for either aileron BLC or
flap air supplies. Hence, there will be one unavoidable cut out in the cover
(per fuel tank) and it is considered that wing life considerations should
transcend repairability in this area. Accordingly one narrow machined plank
is introduced into the cover on each side which integrates the skin, stringer
and cut-out reinforcement in a well blended profile to minimize the local
stress concentration around each booster pump.
Particular attention is directed to the promotion of joint fatigue life with
established techniques ensuring repeatable characteristics. Practical
difficulties are associated with the achievement of consistent, repeatable
life improvement in interference fit taper fasteners. Hence, it is consider-
ed more desirable to use Hi-Lok fasteners which are soft-copper plated and
wet-assembled in cold-worked close-tolerance reamed holes. The repeatable
cold-working methods which are used to develop residual compressive strains
in the metal around all holes in tensile structure include mandrelizing,
bearingizing and expanding bushing depending upon the size of hole. A
sacrificial soft aluminum shim is bonded to faying surfaces to provide
fretting protection and extend joint life.
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Damage Tolerant Design - The damage tolerance design criteria currently
applied by the FAA recognize the need for residual static strength "following"
conceivable failures of a structural element but do not consider fracture
mechanics. Accordingly, the structural design of the study vehicles is
assumed to embody fail-safe concepts in all primary structure which reserve"
limit static strength following the failure of any single structural element.
These are embodied in one of the following ways:
• By the provision of multiple load paths in statically indeterminate
structural redundancies or in the subdivision of statically determi-
nate members.
• By the provision of reserve members which only assume load shed by
a,failed member, e.g., double pane transparencies.
• By "the provision of crack arresters.
Because of the magnitude of the negative wing bending moments in ground cases,
which results from the use of a fuselage mounted landing gear and because of
the large number of landings represented in the fatigue criteria for the study
vehicles, composite reinforced covers are used in both upper and lower wirig-
box covers. The inherent multiple load paths in the multiple skins, reinforce-
ment and discrete stringers provide fail safety. Two piece rivet-bonded webs
and split caps are used to preserve this structural philosophy in the front and
rear beam construction and major ribs, e.g. engine and flap support ribs.
Minor ribs which are not subject to significant point loads generally have
single webs supplemented by the crack retarding effects of weld bonded
stiffeners.
Longitudinal skin splices and weld-bonded stiffeners provide a comparable
level of circumferential crack containment for the fuselage shell. Axial
crack containment is dependent upon the use of circumferential titanium
crack stoppers at the heel of each frame and at intermediate stations. All
frames consist of back-to-back channel sections with discrete shear cleat
attachments to the skin which are notched for the passage of stringers and
longerons.
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Critical fittings including flap support brackets, pylon fittings, landing
gear fittings, etc. are back-to-back forgings in the most heavily loaded
areas and built up from dual members in others.
All enclosed structural areas are provided with access panels permitting either
direct visual inspection and/or non-destructive inspection methods to be applied.
Radical amendments to the FAA damage tolerance requirements which necessitate
fracture mechanics analyses can be expected in the near future, i.e. within
the postulated time scale of the study vehicles. Although their format remains
conjectural it is to be assumed that their impact upon structural weight will
not be as severe as the currently evolving military requirements. Because of
these unknowns, no additional weight allowance for such developments has been
included in the study.
The future damage tolerance design criteria to be applied to these vehicles
will assume the existence of an initial material flaw or an initial crack
incurred in component fabrication which is not detected in service before the
crack has progressed through a principal structural element. In general, com-
pliance with these requirements will require both the provision of fail safety
(i.e., the provision of alternate load paths which at least enable the limit
load static strength to be maintained after a single element failure) and the
achievement of a prescribed residual life. For fail safe structure the mode
of compliance is expected to be dictated by its inspectability in the following
manner, which is of military origin:
• Readily inspectable structure is required to achieve a residual
fatigue life exceeding two total inspection periods subsequent to
the loss of a principal structural element. In integral tank structure
where fuel leakage can be expected to betray the presence of a crack,
this period may be reduced to one inspection period. (A still shorter
period may be admissible in pressure shells where a short crack may
be readily detected by failure to maintain pressure).
• Non-readily inspectable structure is required to achieve a crack
growth period, beyond the initial flaw, and a residual fatigue life
subsequent to the failure of a principal structural element which
together exceed the declared life of the airplane. A scatter factor
of two is applied in the determination of residual fatigue life.
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• Wherever alternate load paths are impractical or the working stress
level is necessarily low, compliance depends upon slow crack propaga!
tion i.e., the achievement of a period of crack growth to the critical
length which exceeds the life of the vehicle.
The use of skin!joints, rivet!bonding of discrete stiffeners and boron!epoxy
reinforcement in the wing!box covers of the study vehicles is consistent
with meeting the postulated damage tolerance criteria at minimum weight penalty.
Materials ! The primary structural materials used are aluminum 'alloy sheet
and strip such as 202U, 7075 and 7^ 75, extrusions 7075 and 7050, and forgings
70^ 9. Chrome molybdenum alloy steels, corrosion resistant steels and titanium
are incorporated where their use is required or is cost effective. The us'e
of boron/epoxy reinforcement of the aluminum alloy center wing!box and
horizontal stabilizer structures is proposed since it has shown to be cost
effective.
Aeroelastic Considerations ! The design!point airplanes are designed to be
free from flutter, divergence, and control reversal at speeds up to 1.2 V
n
in compliance with Paragraph 25.629 of the FAR. Since the design dive speed
for all the airplanes is UlO KCAS (760 km/hrCAS) the required minimum flutter
speed is ^ 92 KCAS (912 km/hrCAS), or U86 KEAS (902 km/hrEAS) at the estimated
wing!flutter!critical Mach number (.825) and altitude (бООО ft; 1800 m). The
wing stiffness required for flutter prevention was estimated on the basis of
limited flutter analyses and experience with similar configurations. Because
of the relatively high dive speed and low wing loading, some wing!stiffness
weight!penalty\is incurred on all configurations. The penalties range from
approximately six to seven percent of the wing structural weight for the
3000 and ^ 000!foot takeoff configurations to eight and fifteen percent for
the 2000!foot takeoff augmentor wing and EEF configurations, respectively.
The large penalty on the 2000 ft EEF configuration is attributable to its
very low wing loading and extreme forward engine locations. Considerable
additional torsional material is required on this wing box inboard of the
outboard engines in order to achieve adequate wing torsional frequencies for
flutter prevention. These penalties are offset to some extent by reduced
fatigue weight penalties. In fact, the fatigue weight!penalties are virtually
eliminated on both 2000!foot takeoff configurations.
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Strength-designed engine-support structure is estimated to have adequate
stiffness for flutter and divergence prevention on all configurations except
the EBF and mechanical flap configurations. The pylon structures on these
configurations require additional stiffening because of the forward position
of the engine relative to the wing box.
Aileron-flutter is prevented by the use of dual hydraulic actuators in each of
the configurations. Partial mass balance (approximately 50 percent of static
balance) is included to prevent flutter at speeds up to Vn in the event of
simultaneous hydraulic failures on the same aileron (some credit is taken for
the residual damping provided by the controlled leak design of the piston in
the hydraulic actuators). Adequate roll control is maintained at high speeds
through the combined use of ailerons and two outboard spoilers on all configura-
tions. (The roll effectiveness of the outboard-located ailerons alone would
be marginal at V_ due to aeroelastic effects.) Prevention of flutter in the
antisymmetric T-tail mode is achieved primarily by adequate fin torsional
stiffness. The vertical fins of all configurations are therefore torsional-
stiffness critical, and the fin weights have been estimated on the basis of
C-lUl and C-5A experience. The large double-hinged rudders constitute
potential flutter problems in the event that the gearing linkages fail or are
insufficiently stiff. Multiple drive rods are therefore incorporated on each
aft rudder segment to provide adequate stiffness and fail safety. No rudder
mass balance is required, although small dampers may be required on the lower
forward rudder segments to prevent rudder flutter in the event of a complete
loss of actuator restraint.
Adequate stiffnesses for stabilizer bending-torsion flutter prevention are
estimated to result from "strength" sizing of the horizontal stabilizer
structures of all configurations. Flutter involving stabilizer-pitching
coupled with stabilizer-bending on the flying-tail configurations is prevented
by three separate hydraulic servo actuators, any two of which will suffice at
speeds below 1.2 Vn and any one of which will prevent flutter below V_. The
stiffnesses of the elevator gearing mechanisms on the flying-tail configura-
tions are not sufficient to prevent flutter at speeds up to 1.2 Vn. Therefore
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weight allowances based on L!1011 experience have been included to account
for partial mass!balance of these elevators.
Structural Arrangement ! All the point designs have wing!mounted engines. All
have a high wing location", a T!tail, fuselage mounted landing gear, a capacity
of lU8 passengers and a 0.8 Mach cruise speed at 30,000 feet (9ЮО m). Because
of these common features, the fuselage, wing and empennage arrangements are
generally similar for all concepts and are described in this section; the high
lift system arid power plant structural aspects are concept!oriented and are
therefore described in Sections 2.2.1 through 2.2.5!
Fuselage ! The fuselage is constructed of clad aluminum alloy skin, stiffened
by weld!bonded Z!section stiffeners and supported by formers, frames and
bulkheads. Titanium crack!stoppers are bonded to the skin where for formers
and frames are rivet!bonded or fastened to the skin. Machined main frames
are provided at the wing front and rear spar, and landing gear attachment
locat'ions. The provision of fuselage crushing strength to withstand the
combined mass of the wing and fuel in a wheels!up landing, and thus protect
underwing passengers, is facilitated by the fuselage mounting of the landing
gear and the additional strong frames which it implies. The fuselage is
pressurized to 8.8 psi (6l kn/n2), providing a 3000 ft (910 m), cabin altitude
at 30,000 ft (9ЮО m) and permitting the airplane to rapidly descend without
exceeding a 300 ft/min (91 m/min) rate of change of cabin altitude.
A two!panel, curved, glass/acrylic laminate windshield is provided. Passenger
windows, each consisting of two acrylic panels, are installed between each
pair of frames and are mounted in forged window units.
The two main entry doors, two service doors, and two emergency exits are
outward!opening plug!type installations. The built!in stair!units extend from
separate openings below each main entry door. The cargo/baggage doors pro!
viding access to the compartment below the passenger floor are outward opening
non!plug type doors. Doubling skins are bonded to the primary skin panels
around all these door openings.
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The cabin floor is constructed of foam-core, aluminum faced sandwich panels
supported on propped cross-beams. The props are located to permit 707/DC8
cargo containers to be carried in the belly.
Wing - The wing primary structure consists of a two-spar aluminum alloy box ,
incorporating boron reinforcement of the upper and lower cover penals in the
area between the inboard engines. The box is made in three pieces, a center
section covering the fuselage area, and left and right outer-sections. The
center section box consists of stiffened sheet webs and 7^ 75-T76l skin and
7050-T76511 "Z" stringer cover panels. The stringers are rivet-bonded to the
aluminum skins which are reinforced with strips of boron-epoxy, bonded
adjacent to the stringers.
A trade study was conducted to determine the effect on airplane size, weight,
cost and DOC of this type of composite-reinforced construction which was based
on the work carried out for NASA by Lockheed on a C-130E airplane and reported
in NASA CR-112126 (see Figure 59). The results of the study indicated that
the reduction in wing weight (k percent) reduced the OWE sufficiently to
actually reduce the total airplane cost and DOC slightly even after accounting
for the cost increases due to the composite reinforcement. Whereas graphite-
epoxy is to be preferred for all-composite construction (of the type envisioned
in the trade studies reported in Section 2.12), the optimum material for
reinforcing metallic structure is less readily defined. In the latter case,
the strength of the "compound structure" is highly dependent upon the differ-
ences in thermal expansion coefficient, elastic modulus and strength properties
between the metal and composite, the curing and bonding procedures followed
and the working temperature range of the structural component. The thermal
property "mismatch" between graphite and aluminum exceeds that between boron
and aluminum and the modulus disparity favors a boron-aluminum combination for
fatigue life improvement. Moreover, substantiated design data is the level
required for accurate prediction of the strength of a reinforced structure is
only available from the MSA/Lockheed Boron-epoxy C-130 program. Hence, the
consideration of graphite epoxy reinforcement is outside the scope of this
study and must wait .resolution of the problems noted.
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The two outer-wing sections are of the same basic construction as the center
box and are attached to it at the fuselage side by aluminum joint plates and
forged stringer brackets. The "kick-loads" induced by the change in panel
direction at the joints are reacted by a fuselage side rib which is built into
the outer wing section. Integral fuel tanks are located in each outer-wing
section, the inboard bulkhead being the fuselage side rib and the outer bulk-
head being outboard of the outer engine rib, (except in the case of the
OTW/IBF configuration where the tanks are located completely outboard of the
engines). In addition to the engine ribs, heavy fabricated ribs are provided
at the trailing edge flap supports, aileron hinges and actuation bracket
locations. The remaining ribs are light pressed ribs with weld-bonded
stiffeners.
Access is provided into the center-section wing through an access panel in the
front spar web. Access into the fuel tanks is obtained from the center section
wing through access panels in the tank bulkhead ribs. Access into the wing,
outboard of the fuel tank area, is provided through panels in the lower cover.
Structural Analyses - Wing structural analyses have been conducted for all the
point design airplanes using the Lockheed Wing Multiple Station Analysis
Program. Inputs to the program include geometry, stiffness requirements and
tension-allowable cut-off (50,000 psi; 3^ >000 kN/m for the design point
airplanes). The program calculates the flexible load distribution, internal
loads and then determines component sizes at 11 wing stations. The process
iterates until all the requirements are satisfied. An example output from the
program and the key to the abbreviations is shown in Figure 60 (Sheet 1 and 2).
Empennage - All the design-point airplanes have T-type empennages including a
flying-tail with geared elevator and a double-hinged rudder.
The vertical stabilizer primary structure is a swept-back, single-cell, skin
and stringer box attached to the fuselage skin and multiple fuselage frames
through a main rib and multiple bath-tub fittings. The rudder consists of
upper and lower sections, each of which is powered by dual hydraulic servo-
actuators and supported by three hinge fittings. In the double-hinged design
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each aft segment is attached to the forward segment through three hinge
fittings and is operated through multiple gearing links. The rudder segments
are of aluminum alloy skin, stiffener and rib construction weldbonded and
rivet-bonded together.
The horizontal stabilizer primary structure is a swept back, single-cell, skin
and stringer, aluminum alloy box with boron-epoxy reinforcement of the•upper
and lower surface panels in a manner similar to that described for the"wing.
Each elevator is mounted on three hinges at the stabilizer rear spar and is
geared to the stabilizer movement by multiple links. The elevators are of
aluminum alloy skin, stiff ener and rib construction weld-bonded and rivet-
bonded together. To minimize flexural interaction between the elevators and
the stabilizer with elevator movement, each elevator is split at the center
hinge for the aft 50 percent of its chord. This arrangement lowers the bend-
ing stiffness while retaining a high torsional stiffness.
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2.2.6.3 Flight Control Systems - Figure 61 summarizes the control surfaces
used on each concept to perform each control function. The shaded blocks
indicate the surface systems which are not common to all concepts. However,
the differences between these installations and the equivalent installations
on the other concepts are relatively small and can be readily described as
alternatives. The flight control systems for all concepts are therefore
described in this common section to avoid extensive repetition.
Primary flight control is provided by the pitch, roll and yaw control systems
which consist of mechanical, electrical, and hydraulic mechanisms integrated
to form a safe, reliable and effective total system. Transport-aircraft
type wheel, column, and pedal control installations are provided; disconnect
mechanisms permit individual pilot control movement in the event of a mech-
anical failure. Feel and pilot input position are provided by springs and
output position transducers located at the pilot and copilot controllers.
Cable systems mechanically link the pilot controllers to the multihydraulic,
fully-powered, irreversible servoactuators in each control axis. A flight
augmentation path also links both pilots' controllers through position trans-
ducers to the electrohydraulic valves of the servoactuators. In order to
avoid possible system input summing problems at the servo, a sleeve-spool
hydraulic valving arrangement is used for electromechanical valve position-
ing. This blend of mechanical and electrical paths affords a high degree of
reliability and the ability to tailor airplane response through a three-axis
flight augmentation system (FAS) which combines both control augmentation
(CAS) and stability augmentation (SAS) functions into a single system and
enhances the stability and control characteristics inherent in the basic
airplane. The FAS is triple channel from sensors through electronics with
multi-hydraulic servo loops paired in active and standby sets. This design,
successfully employed in the C-5 augmentation equipment, provides internal
monitoring techniques insuring confidence for failure survival.
Pitch Axis Primary Flight Control System - This system, shown in Figure 62
provides pitch control through the flying tail and elevators, and direct
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lift control in conjunction with the spoilers or augmentor chokes. The
elevators are mechanically geared to the flying stabilizer which is powered by
a triple!actuator hydraulic servo. The pitch FAS provides airplane pitch
stability, control augmentation, and direct lift control during landing
approach. The augmentation system employs model following techniques to shape
the airplane response and control!column!displacement to a model which blends
pitch rate and normal acceleration weight functions and provides increased
stability in the low speed regime by low!gain feedback of these parameters.
Column input to the direct lift control commands symmetrical deflection of
the inboard spoilers which have an uprigged neutral position in the landing
flap configuration. The spoilers are downrigged as a function of increasing
angle of attack to avoid loss of CT at or close to the stall. Similarly for
ъ
the AW airplane the augmentor chokes are partially closed in the neutral posi!
tion. Stick shaker electromotors are located on each column to provide stall
warning signals. Pitch trim is accomplished through an electro!mechanical
actuator adjusting the input to the primary stabilizer actuators. Artificial
pilot control system feel is provided by a fixed rate mechanical spring and
a hydraulically powered unit which varies feel force as a function of "q".
The selection of a flying!tail rather than the more conventional trimmable
stabilizer is discussed in Section 2.J.
Roll Control System ! This system, illustrated in Figure 63 , uses two ail!
eron and eight spoiler surfaces. The ailerons, shown in Figure 61+ , are
drooped on selection of the flaps, and are provided with boundary layer con!
trol air through a duct installed within the aileron. The air source is the
APU for all concepts except the AW which uses engine bleed. The BLC supply
is cut!off on retraction of the flaps. Each aileron is powered by dual hy!
draulic actuators, controlled by electrohydraulic servo valves from both
mechanical and electrical input signals.
Each spoiler panel is powered by a single electrohydraulic servo actuator
controlled by electrical input signals. Multiple hydraulic supplies are pro!
vided to the spoiler system with a single supply to each individual panel.
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BLC CONTROL VALVE
AILERON SERVO-ACTUATORS
USED ALONE FOR CRUISE-SPEED ROLL CONTROL; WITH SPOILERS FOR
LOW-SPEED ROLL CONTROL
DEFLECTION-DEGREES
PERCENT WING SPAN
PERCENT WING CHORD
±50°
30
34
• BLC ON UPPER OR LOWER SURFACES; DUCT AND SELF-OPERATED,
CONTROL VALVE BUILT IN AILERON; SUPPLIED FROM APU
• ONE SPAR, CLOSE PITCH RIBS, SHEET-METAL SKINS, THREE FAIL-SAFE
HINGES, MASS-BALANCE ON HORN
• EACH AILERON OPERATED BY TWO HYDRAULIC SERVO ACTUATORS;
TWO HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS; MANUAL AND AUGMENTATION INPUTS.
Figure . Section Through Aileron
Should a hydraulic system fail, the affected spoiler panels are prevented
from floating during cruise by lockdown mechanisms.
The roll FAS provides augmentation of the basic airframe stability, and con-
ditioning of airplane roll-rate response as a function of the signals from
the control wheel and an electric mix box. The mix box provides wheel to
spoiler gearing for roll control, control of the spoilers on landing ground
roll and for direct lift control.
The augmentor wing system is similar except for the use of augmentor choke
flaps in lieu of spoilers for low speed control and lift dumping.
Yaw Axis Primary Flight Control System - This system, illustrated in Figure
65 provides yaw control through the kO percent chord upper and lower,
double-hinged, slotted rudders. The upper and lower rudder assemblies are
each powered by dual hydraulic servo actuators which are controlled by manual
pilot inputs and electrical inputs from the pilot and augmentation system.
The aft rudder sections, as shown in Figure 66, are mechanically geared to the
forward rudder sections to provide 60 degrees maximum deflection. The upper
rudder is automatically locked in the neutral position at high speeds to
reduce the sensitivity and available power of the system. Movable "eyebrows"
are automatically positioned by movement of the rudder surfaces to provide
aerodynamically efficient slot contours as shown in Figure 66. The use of a
single-hinged rudder with boundary layer control was considered but the high
blowing requirements resulted in a higher weight penalty as reported in
Section 2.2.6.11.
The yaw FAS provides the electrical path from the rudder pedals and the aug-
mentation systems to the servo actuators and results in improved directional
stability and control.
Automatic/Manual Flight Control System - The requirements for a STOL auto-
matic flight control system in the 1980 time frame should not differ sub-
stantially in the area of autopilot-autoland from those established for the
present day transports such as L-1011, i.e., the system will be required to
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MOVABLE "EYEBROWS"
RUDDER SERVO / SLOT
ACTUATORS
О UPPER AND LOWER RUDDERS, EACH ACTUATED
BY TWO HYDRAULIC SERVO ACTUATORS WITH
MANUAL AND AUGMENTATION INPUTS
DEFLECTION!DEGREES FWD±30
CHORD!PERCENT VERTICAL TAIL FWD 20
• UPPER RUDDER NOT USED DURING HIGH!SPEED
AFT ±60
AFT 20
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Figure 66. Section Through Rudder
provide automatic control of flight from takeoff to touchdown and rollout
with appropriate displays and annunciators to assure accurate pilot assess-
ment of system operation at all times. Primary evolution will be in the
areas of area navigation and microwave landing system interface and in system
component implementation, e.g., analog to digital, ADls to EADIs and others.
The same, however, cannot generally be stated for the flight augmentation
systems (FAS), which will be required to operate in five axes in lieu of the
conventional three, will share responsibility with the primary control system
for control of the aircraft force and moment producers and will be the system
on which gust alleviation, load alleviation^and relaxed static stability econ-
omies will be dependent. These increased functions and responsibilities will
require advancement in the technology of fail operative digital flight control
systems to maintain a reasonable ceiling on cost, total LRU count (with its
associated influence on maintainability and logistics) and reliability. Al-
through it is recognized that the autoland autopilot will have to be "fail
operative - fail safe," the PAS may very well be required to be fail operative
fail operative - fail to reduced function, to maintain aircraft safety in the
event of system malfunction.
Analog Versus Digital Implementation - As mentioned above, the L-1011
autopilot/autoland system is not unlike that which will be required for the
1980 STOL transport and for that reason is considered a good point of
departure for investigating the benefits of performing its functions by
digital rather than analog computation.
The STOL automatic system will include the following functions:
• Integrated autopilot and flight director computation with provisions
for fully automatic control of flight including takeoff and landing
• Integrated speed control and stall warning/go around computation
• Autotrim
• Federated computation of the pitch/speed and roll/yaw axes control
laws.
Elements of the analog L-1011 Avionics Flight Control System which provide
the functions outlined above are listed in Reference 1, pages 213,
, and 215. The weights listed in this reference exclude rack mountings
and ship's wiring. The computer units and pitch feel and trim assemblies
make up 70 percent of the total weight. Advanced technologies hold promise
for reducing weight and volume of these elements while increasing system re-
liability and enhancing performance. It is expected that simpler feel and
trim system interfaces can be effected which will reduce the overall weight
and volume of the pitch feel and trim assembly by Uo percent. Similar re-
ductions are possible when considering the use of general purpose digital
computers.
The feasibility of a hybrid digital automatic flight control system has been
investigated previously and the results of these studies published in reports
and trade journal articles. There is presently no reason to believe that
these general findings would not also apply to a STOL aircraft. In the case
of the United States SST development program, a prototype digital AFCS was
successfully developed on the SST simulator. This experience, coupled with
the experience of the Gemini and Apollo space programs, makes a persuasive
case for digital systems. With the emergence of digital techniques in related
avionics areas, i.e., area navigation, air data computers, microwave landing
system, and display systems, subsystem interfaces for a digital system are
becoming less complex than an analog system.
Candidate general purpose digital computers for AFCS applications were studied
and the characteristics are listed on the table in Reference 1, pages 2l6
and 217. This listing serves a double purpose. In showing that qualified,
state-of-the-art digital computers are available even today, it also shows a
wide divergence of weight and power requirements which are dependent for the
most part on the memory and logic circuit technologies used. The use of large
scale integrated (LSI) circuits for both read-only memory and much of the pro-
cessing logic has reduced weight and volume, and increased the reliability
of the newer model computers. Assuming the use of this technology in the
automatic manual flight control system computers and using the table as a
guide, the following conservative weight and volume targets are projected for
these computers: 30 lb (lk kg.), 970 in. (0.016 m ) (or 1 ATR short).
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The incorporation of four identical digital computers to replace the six
analog computers in the L-1011 system would result in a saving of slightly
more than 11 percent of total system weight and 19 percent of total system
volume.
In addition to the weight and volume savings anticipated for the digital sys-
tem, data bus transfer techniques will reduce interface wiring complexities.
System generated error will be reduced. Economies can also be realized be-
cause of -the proven high component reliabilities and the commonality of main-
tenance and ground support equipment requirements, particularly when consider-
ing that the FAS computers are likely to be identical to those used for the
autopilot/autoland system.
Integrated Autoland/Autopilot - Flight Director System - As shown in Figure
67, the system includes dual, self-monitored, general-purpose digital com-
puters (GPDC) coupled to dual servo systems through subsystem interface units
(SIU's) on both axes of control. All system input sensor and guidance data
will be pressnted to the GEDC's in a digital format, as will be the interface
with the EADI's. A fifth, small, special-purpose digital computer which has
dual logic channels is employed to process mode selections for progress dis-
play, and engage/disengage commands. The logic also accepts validity signals
from each computer, SIU, and sensor for channel/mode fault detection and
isolation, and for alarming the caution and warning system.
Integrated Autopilot/Flight Director - The autopilot and flight director por-
tions of the system are integrated and comprise common autopilot and flight-
director mode-selections and computations to provide automatic control and to
supplement manual control during all phases of flight. The autopilot
is fail soft as a minimum, during all automatic modes of operation. The
autopilot will have a selectable fail-passive and fail-operational autoland
capability during approach land (autopilot mode), in conjunction with other,
applicable aircraft systems and equipment.
The autopilot/flight-director (AP/FD) is comprised of two engageable channels
in both the pitch and roll axes, with each axis of computation packaged
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separately. Each channel provides isolated outputs for the autopilot servos
and flight director steering commands. The two computers are identical in
each axis and contain the software required for one completely self-monitored
channel of autopilot and flight director control, including the associated
servo D/A conversion, flight director drive, monitoring and self test elec-
tronics. Integrated AP/FD mode selection and independent autopilot and flight
director engagements are accomplished on the glareshield mounted control
panels. The flight director functions may be used either to monitor auto-
pilot operation or to provide flight director steering with or without auto-
pilot engagement. The two autopilot and flight director computation channels
are separately engageable.
Cruise Configuration - The autopilot is fail soft in the cruise configuration
for all automatic control'modes. In-line monitoring is provided to detect
faults affecting the fail soft status. Faults detected by the monitors will
automatically disengage the autopilot channel or cause reversion to the basic
configuration as appropriate, and annunciate the status change. Similarly,
the detection of failure affecting the flight director computations will
provide failure annunciation to the Electronic Attitude Director Indicators.
Fail soft autopilot performance during cruise will be assured by:
• Self-monitored digital command computation
• Attitude and attitude rate command limiting
• Autopilot servo monitoring
• Use of self-monitored sensor validities (air data, vertical gyro,
compass system or INS, R-NAV computer).
Approach Configuration - The autopilot will be fail soft as a minimum in the
initial approach configuration. Monitoring will be provided to detect all
probable faults affecting the fail soft status. Faults detected by the monitors
will automatically disengage the autopilot channel or cause reversion to the
basic configuration as appropriate, and annunciate the status change. Similarly,
the detection of failures affecting the flight director computations will
provide failure annunciation to the electronic attitude director indicators.
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Final Approach/Land Configuration - With both channels engaged,, the autopilot
will be fail operational after fail operational status is confirmed prior to the
first system failure and fail passive prior to a second system failure. With
only one channel engaged, the autopilot will be fail passive prior to the first
system failure. The occurrence of a failure affecting fail operational status
will not result in degradation of performance. Detection of a single failure
during fail operational control will result in the achievement of a fail
passive status with appropriate visual warnings. Detection of a single fail-
ure affecting the fail-passive status will cause disengagement of the auto-
pilot, or cause reversion to the basic configuration as appropriate. Fail
operational autopilot capability will be established at a predetermined time
if all system interlocks have been satisfied.
During approach/land, the flight director function may be used to assess
autopilot operation. If the autopilot is disengaged or in the basic config-
uration with control wheel steering (CWS) available, the flight director
functions will provide the capability for a Category II approach. The prob-
able failures affecting the flight director commands will be detected and
provide fault annunciation for the director indicators.
Fail operational and fail-passive autopilot performance during approach/land
will be assured by:
• Dual self-monitored digital command computations
• Autopilot servo monitoring
• Use of self-monitored sensor validities (MLS receivers and radio/
radar altimeter)
Fail passive approach/land operation will be provided when either channel is
engaged. Fail operational approach/land requires that both channels be
engaged.
Go-Around/Takeoff Configuration - During go-around and takeoff, the AP/FD
receives monitored pitch axis commands from the speed control portion of the
system. The AP/FD roll axis provides wings-level control during go-around
and takeoff maneuvers with the option of MLS coupling available to the pilot
when precise guidance is essential. Both modes are available for either
autopilot or flight director control. With both channels engaged, the auto-
pilot will be fail operational prior to a first system failure and fail pass-
ive prior to a second system failure. With only one channel engaged, the
autopilot will be fail passive prior to a first system failure., Fail opera-
tional and fail passive autopilot performance during go-around and takeoff
will be assured by:
• Dual self-monitored digital command computations
• Autopilot servo monitoring
• Use of self-monitored sensor validities (vertical gyro and angle of
attack).
Engagement and Selection - Operation of the autopilot/flight director is
integrally controlled from control panels centrally mounted in the glare-
shield. All mode selections and controls have tandem outputs to provide
electrical isolation for the dual AP/FD channels. Momentary switches, used
for mode selection, operate in a push-on/push-off manner to select or remove
selections. Background illumination is increased to annunciate the mode
selections.
Basic Configuration - Engagement in the basic configuration provides attitude
hold with control wheel steering capability in each axis., Upon initial auto-
pilot engagement, the existing pitch attitude and roll attitude or heading
(depending on bank angle) will be maintained. A new attitude reference may
be established in the respective axis by application of force to either con-
trol wheel, flying to the new attitude, and releasing the wheel. While in
the basic configuration it will be possible to control the aircraft with con-
trol wheel steering to follow a flight path command selected for the flight
director displays. In the basic configuration, provisions will be made
allowing engagement of altitude hold in the pitch axis and retain control
wheel steering capability in the roll axis.
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Mode Selections - Flight path mode selections axe provided by momentary
actuations of pushbutton switches. Operation of the switches provide a
signal to respective computers, and if all mode interlocks have been satisfied,
the mode is engaged. Upon mode engagement, an annunciation signal is provided
for cockpit verification. An existing mode is disengaged by selecting a
superseding mode or re-actuation of the pushbutton. It is not possible to
select a flight path mode unless an autopilot or flight director channel is
engaged.
The following operational modes are included:
• Area navigation
• Approach
• Approach/land
e Go-around
• Takeoff
• Turbulence
Additional single-axis modes (in pitch and roll) will be included as future
analysis and simulation studies indicate are required.
Servo Interface With Primary Flight Controls _ The dual autopilot servos will
interface with the primary control cable system in the pitch and roll axes
and with the yaw FAS for rudder control. Pilot input commands are generated
by position sensors located on conventional transport aircraft control wheel
and column cockpit controls.
Speed Control/Stall Warning - The speed control and stall warning portion of
the system provides automatic throttle control, takeoff and go-around com-
putations and stall warning control and annunciation. It exists in the two
pitch axis digital computers, each computer containing self-monitored compu-
tation channels, independent outputs to dual autothrottle servos, and dual
sensors inputs. Each channel is self-monitored in such a manner as to provide
fail passive operation in the cruise configuration. In the approach/land
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configuration both channels may be engaged to provide fail operational
autothrottle operation. The autothrottle function controls the engine
throttles through the autothrottle servos to maintain a selected pre-computed
angle of attack, which corresponds to a stall margin airspeed.
The normal mode of operation for the autothrottle, with the aircraft in the
cruise configuration, is airspeed select. In the approach and landing con-
figuration, the autothrottle will be operated in the stall-margin mode. At
the flare initiation altitude, the autothrottle switches to the flare mode,
which provides automatic closed-loop throttle control prior to touchdown. At
touchdown, the system switches the autothrottle operation to the touchdown
mode, and the throttles are driven to idle, whereupon the auththrottle auto-
matically disengages. The stall margin takeoff/go-around computation is
used by the APFD for use in controlling the pitch axis during takeoff and
go-around maneuvers. Stall warning computations based on angle of attack
modified by flap position, leading-edge slat position and coefficient of
thrust provide unmistakable aural annunication at a preset minimum above
stalling speed. If required, the computers will be capable of providing dual
stick pusher commands, if action is not taken by the pilot following the aural
warning. The system is normally operative as soon as electrical power is
applied to the aircraft busses.
The autothrottle function may be operated simultaneously with all autopilot/
flight director modes except indicated airspeed hold, Mach hold, and tur-
bulence. As well as providing commands for the autothrottle, both channels
of computation provide commands for the fast/slow indicators on the electronic
attitude director indicators for manual speed control and for monitoring the
system. The signals displayed by the fast/slow indicators are a continuous
function of the computational mode status of the pitch axis computers at all
times.
Flight Augmentation System - To achieve satisfactory flying qualities for the
approach, landing, go-around, and takeoff modes, the aircraft require a
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full!time, fail operative flight augmentation system. The FAS will comprise
the following functional subsystems:
• Pitch augmentation (P/A) to improve pitch response and damping
while minimizing coupling and trim changes
• Yaw augmentation (Y/A) for damping and turn coordination
• Roll augmentation (R/A) for damping and spiral mode stability
о Speed control to enhance speed stability and to control automatically
airspeed during STOL operation. In addition, the throttle servos
will provide thrust compensation during the flare maneuver
e Direct lift control (DLC) to improve vertical flight path control.
A general block diagram of the FAS is given in Figure 68 and as shown, the
FAS operates in series with the pilot controls to the stabilizer, rudders,
and ailerons and is exclusive to the spoilers.
Flight Augmentation System Configuration ! The FAS computers will be designed
to provide the monitoring, logic_and associated switching, and redundant
signal computation needed to provide nondegraded subsystem operation for any
single probable fault, and to automatically disengage the subsystem for a
second similar fault or combination of malfunctions which produce performance
outside of allowable limits.
Figure 69 is a block diagram of one of the redundancy techniques presently
being investigated for redundant digital systems and is generally considered
to offer a reasonable compromise in the total number of computers and fault
isolation.
As shown, the FAS would be triple redundant from sensor input through signal
computation and at least dual redundant for the servo loops (depending upon
the servo manifold arrangement of the given axis subsystem). Comparative
monitoring will be employed at each sensor interface and again at the servo
loop interface to detect failures for pilot warning and to provide automatic
disengage in the event of two similar failures. Engage swrtch, interface and
servo manifold monitoring will be contained in the individual subsystem servo
interface units.
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Figure 68 . FAS General Block Diagram
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The servo interface units will Ъе designed to accept an analog signal from
each of the three computational computers and process the commands to the
servo manifold. Figure 70 is a concept block diagram of the stabilizer
servo loop and is typical of the design of the interface units for the other
axes. As shown, the interface will consist of four median selectors with
four signal command/feedback loops and associated comparators. Two median
selects and feedback loops are used in a dual!sharing arrangement with each
mod piston.
In either servo loop, if Cl detects a difference in electrohydraulic valve
coil current, C2 detects the mod piston is not tracking the median select
command or the coupler shutoff sees а ДР across the mod piston greater than
a preset level, the associated mod piston loop will be disengaged. Disen!
gagement removes excitation from a solenoid pressure control valve, which in
turn removes pressure from the EH valve and mod piston coupler. The coupler
is thereby decoupled and free wheels while the mod piston internal centering
springs return it to neutral. The remaining unfailed mod piston continues to
operate normally to maintain undegraded system performance.
The comparators across the median selectors function to monitor the input
signals and disengage the appropriate servo loop for a median selector failure
or the entire axis for two input signal failures.
In addition to the redundancy shown on Figure 69 , primary damping or gearing
functions can readily be installed in parallel with the digital computer
complex in a single channel arrangement to provide some level of damping or
gearing should two of the digital computers experience total failure during
the approach. The feasibility and need for this additional level of redun!
dancy will depend on the extent of functions considered critical in each
axis and the reliability levels achievable in the digital computer complex by
the 1980s.
2.2.6Л Landing Gear ! The landing gear consists of left!hand and right!hand
main!gear units installed in fairings on the side of the fuselage and a nose
gear unit installed beneath the flight station. Each main gear consists of
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two wheel, tire and brake assemblies mounted on a single axle and long!stroke
оleо!pneumatic strut. The high!wing configuration and fuselage mounted land!
ing gear generally adopted for this type of airplane pose a problem regard!
ing tip over angle. The proposed landing gear shown in Figure 71 overcomes
this problem by rotating out of the fuselage about a fore and aft horizontal
pivot axis and then rotating to a wider track about a vertical axis. This
arrangement, while stowing within the fuselage and relatively small fairings
provides a tip over angle which is similar to existing contemporary low!wing
airplanes. The hk x l6 Type VII and the kj x 18 Type VII tires selected
for the 3000 ft and 2000 ft field length airplanes, respectively are inflated
to 185 psi (1,275 Щ
or concrete runways.
p
!  psi (1,275 KN/m ) and provide acceptable flotation from either asphalt
The gear is designed for a 15 fps (4.6 m/sec) limit velocity at touchdown
which is equivalent to landing at a 900 ft/min (270 m/mih) approach rate of
sink, without flare. The lo'ng stroke oleo will permit such a touchdown with!
out inducing excessive loading of the airplane structure.
The nose gear is of conventional twin!wheel design and incorporates a steer!
ing system. Main!wheel steering, to simplify cross!wind' approaches, has not
been incorporated since conclusive evidence, that it is necessary does not'
exist.
In estimating the weight of the landing gear it has been assumed that the use
of titanium for such components will be well established by the 1980's. The'
weight saving obtained by the use of titanium offsets the added weight of
providing the higher vertical velocity capability and the wider track.
2.2.6.5 Passenger Compartment ! A single aisle six!abreast seating arrangement
was chosen rather than the twin aisle arrangement since the twin aisle fuselage
would have been 2600 Ib (ll80 kg) heavier. Correspondingly the gross weight
of the aircraft would have increased by 3% and the direct operating cost would
have risen by 2%. The airline advisors retained for this study subsequently
expressed general agreement with the choice of a single aisle but indicated
that an increase in aisle width to approximately 27 inches (0.68m) might be
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the best compromise. However in all probability the need to adopt such a
width in order to permit passengers to pass a serving cart can be avoided with
the provision of an overhead cart suspended from ceiling rails!.
The passenger compartment is shown in Figure 72 and extends from the flight
deck bulkhead at fuselage station (FS) 155 to the aft, pressure bulkhead at
FS 12^ 1. A 20!inch wide aisle (0.51 m), up to 2k inches (0.6l m) above floor
level, and a minimum aisle headroom of 78 inches (2.0 m) are maintained
throughout this length. Above the level of the seat armrests, the aisle width "~
increases to 2k inches (.6l m), 1^ 8 economy class seats are arranged in 2k rows
of triple seats (6 abreast) and one row of double seats (k abreast) at 3k inch
(.86 m), pitch between FS 2 3^ and FS 1132. All seats are mounted on parallel
rails permitting the seat pitch and arrangement to be varied to suit specific
operators interior configurations. The assumed seat is illustrated in
Figure 73 and has a width of 17!5 inches (.kk5 m), between armrests permitting
an adequate level of comfort for short haul operations. Passenger service
units are rail mounted above each seat row. Dropout passenger oxygen pro!
visions are not required for this aircraft (see Section 2.2.6.11).
Passenger entry is afforded by outward opening, 32 in. x 72 in. (.8l m x 1.83 m)
doors at each end of the compartment; airstairs are stowed under the floor at
each entry location. (Passenger loading and unloading is discussed in
Section 2.8Л). Emergency egress is provided by the two entry doors which are
classified as Type I emergency exits, two Type I (2k in', x k8 in. (.6l m x
1.22 m)) exits located opposite each entry door and serving the dual function
as buffet servicing doors, and two Type II (20 in. x kk in.) (.51 m x 1.12 m)
floor level exits located amidship on each side of the aircraft. 30!inch
(.76 m)!wide clear aisles, and escape!chutes are provided at all six'exits.
Battery!operated emergency!lighting is provided at each exit and along the
main compartment aisle.
Three lavatories are provided, one being located at the forward end of the
compartment immediately aft of FS 155, and two immediately ahead of the aft
pressure bulkhead at FS 12^ 1. Four coat!stowages, each of approximately
i(!5 cu. ft. (1.27 m ) capacity are provided, two of which flank the forward
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passenger entry door; one is adjacent to the aft passenger entry door and one
is located between the aft toilets. A light!baggage locker, of approximately
10 cu ft net capacity, is provided above each seat row.
Similarly sized buffets are provided at the ends of the compartment each of
which can serve 80 snacks per flight and provide bar service. The facilities
provided in each buffet include:
• U x 2 gallon (7!6 liter) hot beverage containers
• 1 hot cup
e 2 gallons (7!6 liter) drinking water stowage
• Stowage for 80 paper cups
Q
• h cu ft (.11 m) bar!box stowage
Q
• 6 cu ft (.17 m ) trash disposal stowage
• 20 cu ft (.57 m ) snack!meal stowage
The entire compartment is trimmed with rigid PRD ^9 panels over the inner wall
and is carpeted. A 12 inch (.30 m) deep heavy ,PVC kicking strip is provided
at floor level on each side wall. Conditioned cabin air is supplied at floor
level and is extracted at roof level to pass through the intervening space
between the pressure shell and wall trim to the underfloor area which forms a
large extractor duct. Fiberglass blankets provide both thermal and acoustic
insulation over the external walls. Tip up seats for three cabin crew are
provided adjacent to the passenger entry doors.
о
A total of 900 cu ft (25 m ) of baggage stowage volume is provided by 12
underfloor containers which are of the standard size for B!707, B!727 and
DC!8 aircraft.
2.2.6.6 Flight Station ! The flight station is located as far forward as
possible in the fuselage forebody in order to'achieve adequate pilot vision
without excessive window size. The selected reference eye position enables
the vision requirements specified in the proposed FAA amendments to
Paragraph 25.773 of FAR Part 25 (1971) to be met. (The military requirements
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applicable to STOL transport pilot vision expressed in MIL-STD-850 are also
met.) The single curvature wrap-around windshield profile is similar to that
of the L-1011 and B-7^ T aircraft and is generated by a conical surface which
is tangential to the basic forebody profile.
The flight station provides for either two or three-man operation with a con-
ventional side by side pilot and co-pilot seat arrangement on ^ 8-inch (1.22 m)
centers to allow a wide console between them. A third crew member (flight
engineer) can be seated immediately aft of this console. In this aircraft the
discrete engineer-station normally provided to one side of the flight deck is
eliminated and the engineer's subsystem instruments and controls are provided
either on roof panels above the pilot or on the central console. The basic
arrangement provides a two-man crew capability but the possible need for a
third man is provided in recognition of current ALPA rules. Cost and weight
analyses includes the third man.
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2.2.6.7 Avionics ! The aircraft systems must be compatible with the
characteristics of the National Airspace System. The aircraft must be able
to navigate accurately on the established airways and terminal areas under
manual or automatic control, and must be fully responsive to air traffic
management requirements. It must be able to follow accurate three!
dimensional terminal area routes fashioned to minimize noise impingement in
terminal areas. Airline avionics design and system integration concepts are
followed that are compatible with the reports and proceedings of the Airlines
Electronic Engineering Committees. The system configurations will be con!
sistent with FAA safety requirements as contained in the Federal Aviation
Regulations.
Surveillance
ATCRBS/DABS ! The U. S. National Standard Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon
System is the АТС surveillance system used to supply position, altitude and
identity of aircraft in enroute and terminal area controlled airspace. It is
being improved and redeveloped in accordance with the recommendations of the
D.O.T. АТС Advisory Committee. The redeveloped system is designated Discrete
Address Beacon System ! DABS. It includes a two!way air/ground data link
which allows the implementation of Intermittent Positive Control (IPC) or
full АТС through the beacon. The STOL aircraft will carry the АТС beacon in
the form in which it exists for operational use at design go!ahead.
Weather Radar ! Airline type weather radar has reached a fairly high plateau
of development. ARINC characteristic 564 is the currently effective weather
radar document for the airlines. Evolutionary improvements are taking place
and will continue to occur. For example, a new antenna design was recently
announced that has significantly lower side lobes. Also, reliability is
improving. The STOL airplane will use weather radar of the type defined by
ARINC 56^ that is state of the art at the time of design freeze.
The weather radar display is configured so that it can serve also as a TV
display for closed circuit television aboard the airplane. This might provide
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such diversified functions as an aid to taxiing in close quarters, or for
inflight inspection of activities in remote parts of the interior of the
fuselage. The additional equipments, such as cameras, to perform these func!
tions are not included in the design point airplanes.
Independent Landing Monitor (ILM) ! An Independent Landing Monitor radar is,
under development for the Lockheed L!1011 TriStar. Flight test results are
promising and a system suitable for STOL aircraft may evolve. The system now
flying scans a sector of ±15° (0.262 rad) ahead of the airplane. This is
sufficient for crab angles expected in CTOL operations, but STOL aircraft
may exhibit up to a 25° (ОЛ37 rad) crab angle on final approach. A redevelop!
ment of the ILM for a greater sector scan is needed. Space provision only is
incorporated in the design point airplanes.
Collision Avoidance System (CAS) ! The ATA time/frequency Collision Avoidance
System is fully developed, an ARINC characteristic has been written, and
several avionics manufacturers are ready to supply the equipment. Controversy
exists due to the SECANT system proposed by RCA. FAA has been directed to
evaluate these systems and establish a U. S. National Standard for CAS.
The need for CAS stems from deficiencies in the АТС system in its inability
to prevent mid!air collisions. As the plans now underway to make major
improvements in the АТС system come into being, the pressure to install CAS
will lessen. If the АТС system does improve in effectiveness as planned, it
is unlikely that CAS will be carried, although some airlines may choose to
do so.
The STOL aircraft includes space provisions only for CAS.
Clear Air Turbulence Detection ! Clear Air Turbulence (CAT) is a threat
mainly to fast, high!flying aircraft. The desire for a means to detect and .
avoid it developed strongly as civil jet aircraft came into widespread use.
Airborne equipment has been developed and flight tested in airline service.
The results have been poor. There have been too many false alarms and not
all CAT was detected. Work on CAT avoidance continues since the problem
remains. Space only is reserved for CAT avoidance equipment.
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Navigation - Navigation within the continental U.S.A. in the National Airspace
System will require a full area navigation capability in the 1980 time-
period. VOR/DME provides the position input to the RMV computers.
Figure yU entitled, "Navigation Signal Flow and Interface Schematic," shows
the systems and their interrelationships. It is basically a dual system with
one system provided for the Captain and the other identical one for the First
Officer. The heart of each system is an area navigation computer which inter-
faces with the pilot through a control/display and is supplied with preassembled
digital flight plan data from a card reader or a flight data storage unit.
Dual digital air data computers supply air data parameters for display, for
utilization systems including the auto/manual flight guidance system, and (with
the gyromagnetic compass data) supply an air mass velocity vector for the
area navigation computer. The microwave landing system equipment supplies
accurate three-dimensional position data to the RWAV computer for accurate
definition of standard terminal approach routes (STAR) to the final approach
way point (FAWP) where straight-in guidance is provided from the MLS. This
concept of MLS/RNAV integration is shown on Figure 210 and discussed in the
accompanying text. The area navigation map continues to be displayed on the
electronic horizontal situation indicator (EHSl) for continued orientation in
case of a go-around.
If the STOL aircraft is entering a terminal area whose runway is equipped
with conventional ILS, the STAR approach will be flown under RNAV guidance
controlled by VOR/DME to the final approach way point where the ILS glide
slope and localizer course will be captured and followed for final approach
to the runway.
Dual radio altimeters provide altitude data for the flare computation which
occurs at the end of final approach. The electronic attitude director
indicator (EADl) displays the artificial horizon, flight director commands
to adhere to the selected flight path in both horizontal and vertical planes,
and other critical parameters as may be required. Air data is separately
displayed, but also may be integrated into the EADI. The RMI/DME display
provides full time heading, and bearing and distance to the selected VOR/DME
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facility for backup and blunder protection. Automatic navigation from
takeoff to touchdown is available. In this mode, the RMV C/D, VOR/DME C/D,
and MLS/ILS C/D display the status of operations. The pilots have the option
of partial or complete manual control of the operation as need dictates.
Communications ! The expected course of development of the АТС system as
indicated by FAA planning documents (References 2 and 3) require only
a continuation of voice communications for the third generation АТС system.
This will continue in the 118!136 MHz band for civil operators and the
225!UOO MHz,band for Government operators. The third generation system plan
includes upgrading the ATCRBS to include a discrete address data link mode to
provide the intermittent positive control service in mixed airspace. There
are no АТС system plans to make use of the VHP data link being developed by
the airlines in the control of air traffic, even though the airlines are
designing the system so that this could be done.
The data link, then, is considered as a functional system to serve airline
operational and administrative needs without an air traffic control function
included. However, discussion of possible uses of the data link for АТС in
the terminal area is included in section 2.8.3!5 of this study, and it is
interesting to note that in!service trials by UAL, Pan Am, and American
include the transmission of INS originated position reports through the
ARINC SFO communications station to the FAA Oakland ARTCC.
The kinds of possible inputs to the data link are as follows:
• Times out, off, on, and in (OOOl). These times are important in
airline recordkeeping on utilization of flight crews and aircraft
alike
• Operational parameters such as present position, ground speed, !track,
and wind vector from the area navigation computer data bus; and
airspeed, altitude, vertical speed, and static air temperature from
the digital air data bus
• Maintenance parameters from the airborne integrated data system
(AIDS) This could include real!time data, AIDS computer processed
data, and an'up!to!date listing of failed LRU's needing replacement
Preceding page blank
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о Passenger service terminal at an attendant station in the cabin
© Teletype terminal on the flight deck.
The data link formats the available data in a programmed manner and responds
to message requests when polled in sequence by the ground terminal.
The communication systems consist of the following:
© Dual VHF communications systems, with a third system as an option
о Single data link system that will need to be expanded to a dual
system if the FM adopts the VHF data link mode for АТС use
о Passenger service terminal in the cabin at an attendant station
о Air traffic control/display associated with the ATCRBS data link
for IPC and functioning with the VHF data link if and when it is
implemented for АТС
о Data inputs from
о Area navigation system
о Air data system
о AIDS
о Electronic clock
о The 0!0!0!1 switches.
Each of the VHF communications systems is controlled by an individual control
display unit that at all times reads out the operating mode and frequency
channel, and provides controls for direct manual operation, or allows control
to be assigned to the area navigation computer when the communication system
is assigned to the АТС function. If the VHF communication system is assigned
to company communications, channel selection may be automatically done by the
data link.
Audio and push!to!talk functions interface with the aircraft intercommunica!
tion system in a conventional manner for manually controlled voice
communications.
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The single data link system is provided for company operational and
administrative purposes. It provides operational, maintenance, and passenger
service data automatically through the ARIWC electronic switching system
(ESS) to and from addressed offices! on the system. . /
Auxiliary Systems
Integrated Flight Management Displays ! The major navigation and guidance
displays are color cathode ray tubes. One is an electronic attitude director
indicator (EADI) and the other is an electronic horizontal situation indicator
(EHSl). These displays perform their conventional roles and because of'their ч
flexibility allow the development of modified and additional display modes.
Considerable development effort is going into CRT's to perform the ADI and!
HSI function. The airlines electronic engineering committee is at present . >
working out a characteristic on both EADI's and EHSI's. Because of the
flexibility available through modern TV and digital'techniques, the designer
has many choices in the type, quantity, and manner of presentation. For
example, a CRT display has been demonstrated with the artificial horizon! ' !
across the middle with a synthetic pattern above and a live TV picture look!
ing down the approach and landing path below the horizon line. Other param!
eters, such as airspeed and altitude, can be easily added.
One problem area is inherent in the flexibility with which CRT type displays
can be synthesized. There has been displayed over the years a diversity of
opinion on how flight directors should be configured. Because of the elec!
tromechanical nature of the present type of ADI, a considerable constraint
is imposed on those who want something different. This constraint will be
considerably relaxed for the new electronic types. A diversity of presenta!
tions in the industry is not desirable from a safety and training standpoint.
Industry efforts to control this situation through the development of standards
would be highly desirable.
CRT's have drawbacks in aircraft service; they are fragile, and they are
awkward devices to mount in a cockpit instrument panel due to the depth ,
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required. Developments in light-emitting solid state technology show promise
as a replacement for the CRT that would overcome these two deficiencies.
Monitoring of Systems - Safety demands a knowledge of the operating status of
aircraft systems. Fail safe avionic systems are much desired, but difficult
of complete attainment. A fail safe system is one in which all failures are
detected by the monitoring used and no unsafe condition is produced. Where "
a fail operational situation is required, two independent fail safe systems
can be used. Where a sufficiently high level of fail safety is not avail-
able to match the criticality of a particular function, triply redundant
independent systems with a two out of three voting scheme will produce a fail
operational condition. The design of integral monitors has at times produced
as much hardware in the monitor system as in the system being monitored.
This has an undesireable effect on cost, weight, and reliability. A rule-of-
thumb has been developed in the airline avionics industry that says that a
monitor should add no more than 10 percent to the parts count.
Automated Onboard Systems Checkout - Preflight systems checkout has been a
way of life in the operation of aircraft since the beginning. A check list
is widely used. It is a time-consuming process and in today's complex air-
craft is extremely burdensome. An automated design where a single human
action activates a chain of events that occur automatically to test a com-
plex of systems in a predetermined manner is, of course, attainable by today's
technology. This process has not been carried as far as it should be in
commercial aircraft design. It is a complex subject that is worthy of a
separate study.
In the interest of standardization, the following is offered: Systems should
be configured so that individual boxes can be self-tested on a stand-alone
basis. It is suggested that the connector on each box have two pins assigned
to this function. One pin would be for interrogation of the box with the
question "Are you healthy?" by the application of, say, 28 vdc to that pin.
The box would respond with "yes" or "no" by exhibiting 28 vdc or 0 vdc on the
second. It would, of course, be the aircraft designer's job to produce the
system that tied the many boxes together in an automated arrangement.
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Operational Performance Data Logging - Automatic in-flight recording of
functional system parameters has been the subject of much study, development,
and some operational use. The airlines have had their AIDS (Airborne
Integrated Data System) program going for some years. The Airlines Elec-
tronic Engineering Committee has produced ARINC characteristics 573 which in
its minimum implementation describes an AIDS that is just the expanded-
parameter flight data recorder required by current FAA regulations. It has
the capability of being expanded to include extensive parameter recording,
and to add a .computer to process data for on-board fault analysis and data
reduction. One of the problems with AIDS has been how to manage the large
volume of data that can be accumulated. The availability of small computers
has opened the door to a considerable alleviation of this problem. A good
discussion of how the ARINC 573 AIDS is being implemented by several airlines
in 7^ 7, L-1011, and DC-10 aircraft is given in a recent issue of Airline
Management. (Reference 4 )
The flight data portion Of ARINC 573, which is the minimum implementation
needed to meet the FAR's, is an independent system that functions separately
from the maintenance data collection part of the system, but makes the flight
parameters available through an isolated output for maintenance recording
purposes. The FAA-required system must be functioning on departure, and is
therefore a dispatch item, whereas the result of AIDS would normally be left
inoperative if repairing it meant taking a departure delay. As long as the
system has a high reliability, an occasional outage will have no significant
effect on maintenance activities.
Aircraft engines are a prime candidate for condition monitoring because of
their high cost and essentiality. AIDS installations always include the
engines and may be extended to include other systems. A recent paper by
Kochanski and Leiby of General Electric (Reference 5) is a good exposition
of the state of the art of engine condition monitoring. They point out that
condition monitoring is an integrated system of techniques and methodology-
to provide problem detection, isolation, and trend monitoring. The tools
of condition monitoring include such disciplines as pneumatics, hydraulics,
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electronics, optics, infrared radiation, mechanics, radiography, and
thermodynamics. Some techniques are .applied in flight, either full time or
on a snap-shot basis, while others such as radiography and borescope inspec-
tion are used during shutdown inspections. AIDS has a definite place here,
and it is best determined during the design and development of the engine
so that proper placement of the needed sensors can be accomplished.
The malfunction, detection, analysis, and recording (MADAR) system in the
USAF/Lockheed C-5 Transport Aircraft is an AIDS-like installation that
probably provides the most complete monitoring and analysis capability in any
airplane to date. In addition to the recording and computer analysis of
data, it provides a comprehensive manual analysis capability through the
use of Data Retrieval Unit which provides a visual display of instrument
and subsystem diagnostic information via film projection. An oscilloscope
and digital voltmeter provide additional insight into malfunctioning systems.
This system was designed in response to C-5 operational requirements that
would take the airplane outside the CONUS for mission times up to 100 hours.
This called for a substantial, and substantially real-time, troubleshooting
capability in addition to the recording and subsequent ground analysis of
the data. The MADAR System as it might apply to commercial airline usage
is described in an SAE Paper (Reference 6 ) by Curtis and Elgin of the
Lockheed-Georgia Company.
Airline work is going forward on the use of AIDS as an on-board measuring •
and recording system to eliminate line check flights and refocus training
programs (Reference 7 )• There is substantial potential for cost savings
through an elimination of recurring pilot-evaluation flight time. The
ARINC 573 AIDS is quite capable of being configured to perform this opera-
tion. It will be picking up some parameters for maintenance purposes, and
others needed for pilot flight performance evaluation can be added. How
widespread this type of AIDS use will become remains to be seen. It
obviously is concerned with a sensitive airline-pilot situation, but the
potential savings and perhaps improvement in pilot proficiency will continue
to be interesting to airline managements.
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In summary, airborne integrated data systems will see increasing use in future
large aircraft. They will be used to fulfill mandatory data recording
requirements, plus maintenance data processing and recording, and pilot
flight performance data recording. Continuing advances in digital micro-
circuit technology will provide increasing versatility, higher reliability,
and smaller size and weight. While proper electronics design is essential,
this is not the true key to successful application of AIDS to future aircraft.
The key is knowledgeable analysis of the systems that are to be monitored
beginning at an early stage in their design. However, the monitoring system
cannot be regarded as a finalized system even when operational use of the -
aircraft begins. As pointed out in Reference 5, the monitoring system must
exhibit flexibility for change and growth to meet the challenges of engine
design improvements and changing engine distress patterns.
Systems Integration
The various subsystems and sensors performing communications, navigation, air
data, and similar functions must be integrated into a functional system that
on the one hand interfaces correctly with the aircraft, its systems and
operating environment, and on the other hand with the pilots so that they can
properly monitor and control the functioning of the aircraft. Integration
of controls and displays in the cockpit for maximum functional usefulness to
the flight crew is an old requirement. Increasing complexity of aircraft
systems has made this aspect of integration more important and more difficult
with each new model aircraft. Another aspect of integration that is of
increasing interest is at a technical level among systems, especially when
associated with the digital computer. Various aspects of this will be dis-
cussed in more detail below.
Historically, systems have'been added to each new model of aircraft as
increasing operational requirements dictated, and to be compatible with new
communication, navigation, and air traffic control systems coming into
service. Aircraft systems that are old functionally are upgraded to the
state-of-the-art as new models appear. The amount of technical integration
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that is acceptable is inversely proportional to how critical the flight
safety requirements are. The FAA Federal Aviation Regulations require
independence and duality of flight -critical instrument, navigation, and com-
munication systems and allow only highly selective integration of systems.
These regulations for transport category aircraft in airline service are
contained in FAR 25, 91, 121, and subsidiary regulations.
Flight instruments for airspeed, altitude, and vertical speed have been for
many years individual pneumatic instruments connected to a common pitot-static
system. In the last decade, transport category aircraft are making increas-
ing use of air data computers. Input parameters are static and dynamic
pressure and outside air temperature and outputs are calibrated and true
airspeed, altitude, vertical speed, and dynamic pressure. The first machines
were electro-pneumatic analog designs. Purely digital machines are available
and going into service in some trijet aircraft. This is an excellent appli-
cation for the evolving mini -computer technology. It is a dedicated fixed
program computer application that results in a small highly reliable solid-
state unit .
The airline industry, through the mechanism of the Airline Electronic
Engineering Committee (AEEC), has been developing ARINC characteristics for
digital avionics for about a decade. The first one to emerge was ARINC 56l -
Inertial Navigation System. This system was developed for the B-7^ 7 and many
systems by Delco and Litton are seeing service in that and other late model
aircraft. It uses a compact general purpose mini-computer to perform naviga-
tion computations. ARINC characteristics have been developed for airborne
integrated data system (AIDS), Mark 2 area navigation, digital air data
systems (DADS), electronic chronometer system (ECS) , and distance measuring
equipment (DME). In-work are characteristics covering digital data link,
Mark 13 area navigation electronic ADI, and electronic HSI.
ARINC Project Paper kl$ "Digital Data System Compendium" has been published.
This document sets forth essential elements of the several digital trans-
mission systems which have found acceptance in AEEC Equipment Characteristics
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These digital transmission systems are specified for inter-unit and in£er-
systems communications on board transport aircraft. The parameters specified
in these equipment characteristics are related to the transmission medium,
signal logic levels, digital word format, special digital coding, and the
input and output parameters of transmitters (line drivers) and receivers.
When an aircraft navigation system (for example) is configured as was done
in Figure 7^ of this study, the digital systems intercommunicate over multi-
plexed digital buses that transmit data on an asynchronous broadcast basis to
using systems. Isolation is included in these transmission busses to prevent
a fault in one system being propagated into another. Intra system communica-
tion (e.g., between a digital navigation computer and its control/display
unit) is unstandardized, can be two way and synchronous, and fault isolation
is not required. Figure 3.1 in ARIWC Ul9 illustrates these standards.
Figure TV of this study is consistent with Figure 3.1. The ARBFC ^ 19 digital
standards were developed primarily in association with navigation system -,
development. However, they are available for and should be used in other
avionic systems such as automatic flight guidance systems.
Installation Aspects - Avionics equipment is installed in several avionic
centers in the aircraft fuselage. The locations are chosen to provide for
proper performance, to minimize weight, and to cater to maintenance
requirements.
• Forward Avionics Center - This is the main avionics center and it is
in the forward fuselage just aft of the flight deck and above the
floor. Many avionics systems are associated with controls and dis-
plays used by the flight crew so it is logical to locate the asso-
ciated avionics boxes close by to reduce wire runs and thereby
minimize installation weight.
• Mid-Fuselage Avionics Center - Some equipment needs to be mounted in
the lower mid-fuselage area. An example of this is the radio altim-
eter system. Because the radio altimeter supplies altitude data for
the landing flare maneuver, the antennas associated with the system
must be near the center of gravity of the airplane. Because of the
high frequency of operation, the transmission line length between the
1 antennas and equipment must be kept short, and this leads to a lower
mid-fuselage mounting area requirement.
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« Aft Fuselage Avionics Center - FAA regulations require that the
record portion of the cockpit voice recorder and the flight recorder
be mounted in a well-protected location in the aft fuselage. This
is to provide maximum assurance of survival of the record in the
event of a crash, since these two systems are for accident investiga-
tion purposes. Having established this location, it is reasonable to
mount other avionics equipment, that is positioned in the rear of the
fuselage, with these recorders.
Avionic equipment must be cooled to ensure reliable operation. The hotter it
operates, the more often it fails. For many years, the airline industry has
used a technique of drawing cabin air through each box into a plenum in its
mounting shelf and exhausting the air overboard. Cabin differential pressure
is used to produce the air flow when the cabin is pressurized, and dual blowers
are usually included to move the air under conditions when cabin pressure is
absent such as when operating or maintaining the aircraft on the ground. Some
difficulty has been experienced by contaminants such as tobacco tars and dust
particles being deposited inside the boxes. This can be controlled by the use
of air filters. Most installations have not included air filters, but
operating experience indicates the need.
New Installation Concepts - There has been an increasing interest on the part
of avionics engineers in applying new installation concepts to future aircraft.
The desire is to identify and define new avionics equipment packaging and
installation techniques which can be used to reduce the airlines' operation
and maintenance costs in new aircraft. The major areas of interest include
the provision of a less hostile environment for avionics equipment, use of
advanced interwiring techniques (such as flat cable) with improved techniques
for functioning and improvements in avionics equipment packaging.
The Airlines Electronic Engineering Committee has begun active study of the
subject. Several airlines, avionics equipment suppliers, and aircraft manu-
facturers have pledged support to the effort. It appears that new installa-
tion standards can be developed in tune for application to STOL aircraft in
the 1980 time period.
Avionics (Comm/Nav/ATC) Equipment List - The equipment listed is that needed
to fulfill the operational requirements imposed on the STOL aircraft in its
1980 operating environment. The reference specifications called out are the
latest in existence today. Several of the ARINC characteristics listed are
still in the draft stage, but the hardware is sufficiently well defined for
the purposes of this study. The systems in this category include ARINC 583
Mark 13 Area Navigation, ARINC 586 Data Link, ARINC 588 Automatic Chart
System (EHSl), and ARINC 589 EADI. It is expected that a new generation of
equipment characteristics will be developed to replace these listed. Per-
formance in some cases will be upgraded as required by future improvements
in systems.
The equipment weights shown in Table VI are the estimated 1980 weights. These
are the probable weight reductions from today's weights on an individual
system basis. The installation weights are based on Lockheed experience in
installing similar systems in other aircraft. -
Avionics Trends - There is developing in the avionics user industry, both
civil and military, an increasing concern about the apparently ever increasing
cost of ownership of avionics. This manifests itself in acquisition costs
and in the continuing costs of keeping the equipment in operation. The air-
lines appear to have been more successful in their specification and procure-
ment activities than has the Department of Defense as shown by recent interest
in and plans to adopt airline avionics practices in modified form. (Refer-
ence 8 ). The airlines, nevertheless, are not satisfied with the reliability
and maintainability they are getting in service. As is pointed out in the
New Installation Concepts section earlier in this study, the airlines are
beginning studies in cooperation with aircraft and equipment manufacturers to
develop new equipment packaging and installation standards and to provide a
more benign environment, particularly in regard to temperature control.
These new techniques are expected to be available and in use by 1980.
Costs - The trend of avionics cost has been up over the years and will continue
in this direction, although at a decreased rate. Operating requirements have
been steadily increasing as the need for greater schedule reliability has
been demanded while air operations continue to become more congested. Digital
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TABLE VI. STOL AVIONICS EQUIPMENT LIST COMM/NAV/ATC
QTY SYSTEM REF. SPEC. (NOTE 1)
1980 WEIGHTS IBS (KG)
EQUIP. INSTALL. TOTAL
NAVIGATION
2 V.G./D.G.Unit
1 V.G. Unit
2 Area Navigation
2 VOR
2 DME
2 MLS
2 ILS
2 Radio Altimeter
1 Marker Beacon
2 Mag. Hdg. Ref.
1 Weather Radar
2 EADI
2 EHSI
2 RMI
2 DME Indicators
2 DADS
ARINC 569 HAS
_
ARINC 583, Mark 13
ARINC 579
ARINC 568
To be determined
ARINC 578
ARINC 552A
_
Sperry
ARINC 564
ARINC 589
ARINC 588 Auto.
Chart System
ARINC 579
ARINC 568
ARINC 576
40
(18)
11
(5)
98
(44)
19
(9)
28
(13)
19
(9)
19
(9)
20
(9)
2
(1)
12
76
(35)
66
(30)
66
(30)
5
(2)
4
(2)
24
(11)
12
(5)
4
(2)
30
(14)
65
(30)
18
(8)
65
(30)
8
(4)
15
(7)
4
(2)
7
(3)
30
(14)
20
(9)
20
(9)
2
(1)
2
(1)
45
(20)
52
(24)
15
(6)
128
(58)
84
(38)
46
(21)
84
(38)
27
(12)
35
(16)
6
(3)
19
(9)
106
(48)
86
(39)
86
(39)
7
6
(3)
69
(31)
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TABLE VI. STOL AVIONICS EQUIPMENT LIST COMM/MV/ATC (Continued)
QTY SYSTEM REF. SPEC. (NOTE I)
1980 WEIGHTS IBS (KG)
EQUIP. INSTALL. TOTAL
COMMUNICATIONS
2
1
3
1
VHP Comm.
Data Link
Intercomm.
P. A.
ARINC566A
ARINC586
_
ARINC 560
30
(U)
24
(10
15
(7)
7
(3)
30
04)
8
(4)
10
(5)
12
(5)
I!
60
(27)
32
(15)
25
" (П)
19
(9)
АТС
2 АТС Transponders ARINC 572
ARINC 573
ARINC 585
1 AIDS (FDAU,
DFDR, FDEP)
1 Digital Clock
1 Airborne Voice
Recorder
1 Audio Warning
System
Avionics Installa!
tion ! Racks,
Supports
ARINC 557
ARINC 577
Equipment Weight
Installation Weight
Total Weight
NOTE 1: Reference specifications are 1973 vintage.
Most will be superseded by 1980.
20
(9)
47
(21)
2
(1)
14
(6)
10
(5)
!
677
(308)
14
(6)
20
(9)
3
(1)
18
(8)
7
(3)
180
(82)
649
(295)
34
(15)
67
(30)
5
'(2)
32
(15)
17
(8)
180
(82)
1,327
(601)
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mini!computers and digital intercommunication techniques are being introduced
at an increasing rate and will be almost universal in 1980 vintage aircraft.
The increased precision of digital systems along with their increased relia!
bility will be an important factor in holding down cost increases.
The cost of airline avionics varies widely. This is clearly seen when the
cost is put in terms of dollars per pound. The example listed below shows
this clearly, with the cost varying more than ten to one from the $120 per
pound ($26VKg) of a public address amplifier to $1,310 per pound ($2880/Kg)
for an advanced!technology inertial navigation system.
Avionics cost examples:
Cost in Dollars
System Per Pound
Public Address Amplifier $ 120
VHP Communications $ 195
Weather Radar $ 237
АТС Transponder $ 288
Radar Altimeter $ 372
DME $ ^75
Autopilot $ 633
Inertial Navigation System $1,310
It is obviously cost!effective to concentrate attention on complex and costly
systems such as autopilot and advanced navigation systems in seeking to
decrease avionics costs.
2.2.6.8 Electrical System ! The electrical power requirements of each twin!
engine study aircraft (MF, hybrid OTW/IBF) and each four!engine aircraft
(AW, EBF, OTW) are more dependent upon the number of engines than the differ!
ences in their high lift systems. Accordingly, these requirements may be
represented adequately by the preliminary load analyses of Table VII. A
net generating capacity of 80 kVA is indicated when due allowance is made
for the need to accommodate variations in specific commercial customer equip!
ments (especially avionics, galley services, miscellaneous CFE).
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In the absence of the large heating loads which are associated with electrical
ice protection of empennages and engines, a constant frequency system is pre!
ferred to the frequency!wild alternative. Three!phase (UOO Hz) ac power is
generated at 115/200 volts by a 30 kVA generator and constant speed drive on
the accessory gearbox of each engine in the four!engine vehicles. Hence,
these aircraft may be dispatched with one alternator out and with the neces!
sity for only minor load!shedding should a second alternator subsequently
fail. An integrated type of oil!spray!cooled generator is assumed.
The four!engine parallel distribution system outlined in Figure 75 provides
for split bus!bar operation in abnormal circumstances. Thus, four main ac
bus!bars are supplied by individual engine generators via generator control
units (GCU) and contactors which share the least critical and engine asso!
ciated loads; e.g., booster pumps. A tie bus!bar provides for cross connec!
tion of all ac loads (including an external power receptacle). Either generator
on one side of the aircraft may be switched to the avionics bus!bar on that
side, the midships essential service ac bus!bar, and the 200 amp transformer
rectifier unit (TRU) supplying the dc services. Each TRU may be coupled to
the main dc bus!bar on the same side of the aircraft and the midship essen!
tial services dc bus!bar.
Since the AHJ is in continuous flight operation, it is provided with a 30 kVA
generator (which is identical to that on each propulsion engine) in order to
ensure the maintenance of essential services indefinitely in the event of a
total loss of main generation. The APU rpm is maintained within ±5 percent,
thus dispensing with the need for a constant speed drive but the emergency
supply circuits include the same GCU and TRU as the main circuits. Hence,
the APU is at least able to supply both ac and dc essential services. A
single Ni!Cd battery of 3^ amp!hour capacity is provided and may be coupled
directly to the essential service dc bus!bar as a final reserve supply source.
The twin!engine distribution system is outlined in Figure 76 and embodies
the same general features as''that described above except for the provision
of two бО kVA alternators instead of k @ 30 kVA. Hence, the two!engine
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9' MAI Mac BUS 91 MAI Mac BUS
#3
MAIN ac BUS V MAIN ас BUS
#2
EXTERNAL ac
POWER
ESS. ас SERVICES
BUS
AVIONICS ас BUS
#2
AVIONICS ас BUS
1
MAIN dc BUS
#2 .
ESS. dc SERVICES
BUS
MAIN dc BUS
/ Ni!Cd \
\34A.H/
Figure 75. Electrical System Schematic (^!Engine)
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MAI Mac BUS
#1
EXTERNAL AC
POWER
V
о
ac
TIE BUS
AVIONICS ac BUS
"l
ESS. ас SERVICES
BUS
MAIN ас BUS
" #3
ESS. dc SERVICES
BUS
MAIN ас BUS
#2
AVIONICS ac BUS
#2
MAIN dc BUS
#2
Figure 76. Electrical System Schematic (2!Engines)
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aircraft cannot be dispatched with an inoperative generator but load shedding
in the event of a further generator failure is unlikely. An oversize
generator (60 kVA rather than 30 kVA) is used for the ARJ emergency power
source in the interest of commonality with the engine generators.
2.2.6-9 Hydraulic System - Four independent, continuously operating hydraulic
systems are selected for all configurations. The four systems provide the
improved reliability and increased capacity necessary for the fully powered
flight control systems of STOL aircraft. The continuously operating systems
permit major power failures with minimum control degradation and elimination
of crew action during critical take-off and landing operations. The selected
arrangements use an engine driven pump in each system and auxiliary electric
motor pumps and power transfer units to share peak loads during landing and
takeoff, provide alternate power sources after an engine failure, and provide
onboard ground maintenance power through the APU generator.
The selected arrangements are shown in Figure 77 for the four engine study
aircraft (EBF, AW, OTW) and in Figure 78 for the twin engine aircraft (MF,
hybrid OTW/IBF). Only minor changes to the basic four engine arrangement are
made to provide equivalent redundancy in the two engine aircraft. Each engine
of the four-engine arrangement drives one pump. Each engine of the two engine
aircraft provides two hydraulic pump drive pads; engine No. 1 provides power
for Systems 1 and 2 and engine 2 provides power for Systems 3 and k. The
power transfer units are relocated to provide power to all systems following
an engine failure.
p
Each system operates at 3>000 psi, (20,700 kN/m ) using Skydrol or equivalent,
fire resistant hydraulic fluid which is compatible with materials and components
used on1most commercial aircraft. An increase of system pressure to U,000 psi,I-)
(27,600 kN/m ) is possible with approximately 5 percent reduction in system
weight; however, increased costs of component development, support equipment,
and maintenance will be incurred. Weight reduction is accomplished through
the use of 3AL-2.5V titanium high pressure tubing and permanent fittings
(welded, brazed or swaged). The return system tubing is the standard 6061T6
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"I AILERON |!
SPOILERS
STABILIZER
LOWER RUDDER |!
"f AILERON [!
SPOILERS
STABILIZER [!
!j UPPER RUDDER
PTU
оо
LEADING EDGE FLAP
TRAILING EDGE FLAP
H ALT. L.G. EXT
!\ APU START
I ALT. BRAKES
| LAND GEAR |!
| NLG STEERING
!| NORM. BRAKES [!;
С ACCUMULATOR
Figure 77! Hydraulic Power Generation and Distribution System (h Engine)
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SYSTEM
1
SYSTEM
2
SYSTEM
3
SYSTEM
4
ENG 1 ENG. 2
AILERON
!| SPOILERS \!
\ STABILIZER
j LOWER RUDDER j!
©
AILERON
SPOILERS
!| STABILIZER |
H UPPER RUDDER |!
PTU
Ч I.E. FLAP
!| TRAILING EDGE FLAP ~~\.
| ALT. L.G. EXT |
H APU START J
I ALT. BRAKES
I LAND. GEAR
.NLG STEER
С ACCUMULATOR JNORM. BRAKESЧ
Figure 78. Hydraulic Power Generation and Distribution System (2 Engine)
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aluminum with permanent fittings (swaged or adhesive). Extensive use of
permanent fittings reduces system leakage and materially improves system
maintenance requirements.
The power distribution to the flight controls is well balanced, eliminating
peak loads and providing power to all three aircraft control axes from each
of the four hydraulic systems. The leading and trailing edge flaps are each
powered by two systems and this simultaneous load is shared by the four systems.
Utility functions are divided between Systems 1 and k with normal and alter!
nate power sources for inflight or ground power requirements.
The variable displacement pump selected for each system will produce 22 gpm
(.0?4 m3/miri) at idle (l,?80 rpm) and ^ 3 gpm (.1^ 5 m3/min) at takeoff (3,3^ 0
rpm). During the STOL approach, high engine power settings will increase*
pump rpm and flow to approximately 32 gpm (.111 nr/min). The electric motor
о
pumps produce 8 gpm (.027 m /min) each in Systems 1 arid ^"increasing system
capacity at takeoff and landing. The power generating capacity and distribu!
tion of loads within the four systems are shown below for the EBF/2,000 ft
configuration which are considered to be the maximum for all configurations.
System 1 System 2 System 3 System k
о О "З О
Load GFM (m /min) GPM (m /min) GPM (пГ/min) GFM (m /rein}
Aileron
Spoilers (Roll)
Direct Lift Control
Ground
Stabilizer
Rudder (Upper)
Leading Edge Flaps
Trailing Edge Flaps
Leading Gear Ext/Ret
Nose Landing Gear
Steering
Brakes
APU Start
6.6
4.1
8.2
8.2
7.0
(.022)
(.014)
(.028)
(.028)
(.024)
(.024)
6.6
4.1
8.2
8.2
7!0
7!2
11.0
(.022)
(.014)
( .028)
(.029)
(.024)
(.024)
(.037)
6.6
4.1
8.2
7!0
11.0
(.022) 6.6
(.014) 4.1
(.028) 8.2
(.024)
(.037)
(.022)
(.014)
(.028)
П.О (.037) 11.0 (.037)
19.5 (.064/.017)
(.017)
l4.0 (.047)
(Alt)
Accum
5.0
14.0 (.047)
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The largest simultaneous flight control demand is in the roll axis with a
combined flow of 10.7 gpm (.036m /min) per system required. Priority valves "
protect flight control flow capability when secondary power or utility loads
are operated simultaneously.
2.2.6.10 Fuel System ! The fuel tankage for the four!engine study vehicles
(EBF, AW and OTW) is provided in integral wing tanks as follows:
• EBF 2000 ft ! k tanks, each of 10,ОбО lb (^ 566 kg) capacity
• EBF 3000 ft ! U tanks, each of 7000 lb (3177 kg) "+ 2 tanks, each of ,
2700 lb (1276 kg) capacity
• AW 2000 ft ! U tanks, each of 7550 lb (3^ 27 kg) + 2 tanks, each of
' ! 8100 lb (3677 kg) capacity
• OTW 3000 ft ! k tanks, each of 83^ 7 lb (3789 kg) capacity.
These tanks are located in the innermost wing section and the inter!engine
wing bay respectively in order to effect a compromise between their contribu!
tion to relief loads for in!flight and wing downbending in ground cases.
The total tankage provided is defined by the maximum (capacity!fuel) range
requirement which exceeds the fuel required for the capacity!payload stage
length of 500 n.mi. (930 km) by 15,000 lb (6800 kg) and therefore corresponds
to 50 percent capacity payload and the maximum takeoff weight. This require!
ment is predicated on the improbability of economic operation with a booking
load factor less than 50 percent (regardless of the route structure) and
assures a maximum range exceeding 1000 n.mi. (1850 km) for all except the
2000 ft field length vehicles. Tankage for the twin engine MF vehicle is pro!
vided in two integral wing tanks of 16^ 21 lb (7^ 5^  kg) capacity per side which
are inboard and outboard of the engine pylon and are similarly sized for the
capacity!fuel range. The hybrid OTW/IBF vehicle is also equipped with two
tanks of 97^ !8 lb (Mi!25 kg) capacity per tank for the capacity!payload range.
In this instance, the tanks are located outboard of the engine because of the
IBF ducts in the inner wing. Two additional tanks of 7^ 00 lb (3359 kg) each
are located in the fairing forward of the center section wing to provide the
additional fuel for the maximum range.
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Each tank is provided with two electrically driven booster pumps which are
connected to independent bus-bars and mounted at the outboard end of each
tank because of the wing anhedral. Filler material is used, locally at the
outboard end of the tank, between stringers and other interstices to prevent
any significant accumulation of unuseable fuel at any flight attitude, and/or
pump starvation. Provision is also made for inter-tank fuel transfer includ-
ing cross-feed but normal fuel management procedures will maintain engine-
tank independence throughout a flight. Each tank is vented to atmosphere at
the aileron/flap junction by the incorporation of a vent valve in a1 common
spanwise vent line which is formed by the enclosure of a pair of adjacent
upper surface stringers. Two pressure refueling/defueling points of 300 gpm
(l.02m /min) flow capacity are located in the right and MLG fairing, either
of which can fill all tanks simultaneously and provision is made to drain the
line between the refueling valve in each tank and the refueling point.
Defueling is accomplished with the aircraft booster pump but no provision is
made for in-flight fuel dumping since the aircraft are designed for landing
weights up to'the maximum takeoff weight.
2.2.6.11 Environmental Control System and BLC Air Supply - Early in the
Phase I study, the large engine performance penalties associated with engine
bleed airflow for environmental control and control surface boundary layer
control became evident. The low specific thrust of these engines amplifies
the performance penalties compared to engines of higher fan pressure ratio.
In Phase I, continuous-use auxiliary power units (APUs) were selected as a
means by which these large penalties could be avoided. A more definitive
evaluation has been made of the candidate systems in the Phase II study. The
airflow sources examined included engine bleed, engine-driven geared com-
pressors, and APUs. Airflow requirements were considered for the environ-
mental control system (ECS), aileron boundary layer control (ABLC), and
rudder boundary layer" control (RBLC).
The study was conducted for a 166,000 Ib (75,000 kg) G.W. baseline EBF air-
plane with four engines and 150 passengers, which was sized for a 2000' field
length, and a cruising speed of Mach 0.8 at 30,000 ft (9100m) altitude. The
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ECS airflow for cruise was determined to be 220 Ib/nin (100 kg/fain). Aileron
boundary layer control blowing of the upper surface of the down!going aileron
was found to require a blowing momentum (mv) of 380 pounds (l690N) to meet
the critical engine!out terminal area requirements. For similar conditions,
the rudder blowing (mv) requirement was found to be 868 pounds (386(Ж). AHJ
requirements for static operation on the ground required an airflow of 2бО 1Ъ/
min (120 kg/min).
Cruise operation of the ECS requires a fail safe or backup system. It was
concluded that the engine bleed or geared compressors could readily meet
these requirements by isolating the failed unit and either increasing the
bleed from the remaining three units, accepting the decrease in ventilation
for the remainder of the flight, reducing altitude or a combination of these.
The ART system selected for the study included two ART units, each supplying
half the cruise airflow requirement but individually capable of maintaining
cabin pressure altitude in event of a unit failure. In the failed AHJ case,
either the reduced ventilation could be accepted for the remainder of the
flight, the altitude could be reduced or the deficiency could be replaced by
engine bleed at cruise. In any of the systems, it was assumed that a portion
of the fuel reserves would be used in the event of a source unit failure. As
will be described later, it was assumed that the ECS would be shutoff in the
terminal area when the possibility exists that aileron or rudder boundary
layer control blowing would be required if an engine failed.
It was considered essential that aileron boundary layer control be available
any,time the airplane is in the STOL flight mode. This airflow would not be
required except in the event of an engine failure but at that time it would
have to be immediately available. Consideration was given to making this
airflow requirement continuous in the STOL mode and in addition to the ECS,
but airplane penalties to meet this requirement were excessive. Consideration
was also given to diverting the ECS air to the ailerons in event of an engine
failure but such a system would require pre!flight checkout and it appeared
doubtful whether response times would be short enough to meet all possible
conditions. It was therefore assumed that the ECS airflow would, be diverted
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to the ailerons any time the airplane was in the STOL flight mode with half
the flow going to each aileron in the four engine trimmed condition. The
total airflow of this system remains constant when operative. Several con-
figurations for this type of aileron boundary layer control "demand" system
have been designed by Lockheed and appear entirely satisfactory.
The rudder boundary layer control blowing is subject to the same considera-
tions as the aileron blowing systems and substantially the same conclusions
are drawn. Continuous blowing on the rudder is achieved by symmetrical blow-
ing of both sides in the trimmed position and progressive biassing of the
flow to the low pressure side as a function of rudder deflection. The high
blowing requirements of the rudder led to consideration of a double-hinged
rudder of larger area instead of employing boundary layer control blowing.i
The airplane requires a ground static operable ARJ which, with relatively
modest increases in size, weight and cost, is also capable of providing a
significant portion of the in-flight airflow requirements for either the ECS
system or for the boundary layer control systems. This APU was therefore
assumed to be continuously operative in flight to supplement any of the other
source systems. Failure of this unit on a flight is considered a single
failure and failure of any additional source unit or an engine on the same
flight would constitute a double failure for which there are no requirements.
Table VTII presents the comparative summary for these system/source combina-
tions with breakout of specific weight and performance increments. All incre-
ments are predicated on the basis that any specific increment common to all
combinations is not included. Thus the one continuous operation APU which is
common to all systems and required for ground operation is not chargeable to
any system and is not tabulated. All increments are on a total airplane
basis. Terminal area engine bleed airflow and power extraction penalties
were reduced to equivalent mission fuel weight and engine weight increments
required to provide the necessary energy to these systems with no decrease
in terminal area thrust. The engine bleed and geared compressor figures are
based on four units for ECS and three units for ABLC and RBLC, since the
latter are only required in the event of an engine failure. It should be '
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noted that the geared compressors are inadequate to meet the ABLC and RBLC
combined requirements and the engine weight increment reflects an additional
increment for supplementary engine bleed. APU figures are based on two units
meeting the total requirement. There is a significant ram drag associated
with bringing the ECS air aboard the airplane at cruise; this was also reduced
to an equivalent mission fuel weight increment to provide for the additional
thrust required to overcome this drag component.
The data in Table VIII also assume that the ECS requirement at cruise may be
met with the engine bleed or the geared compressor systems by increasing the
engine cruise power setting and therefore do not impact engine weight. This
is not necessarily true and can be evaluated by matching installed engine
data with the airplane through the airplane mission and sizing programs to
calculate the total impact of the engine performance decrements for bleed
or power extraction to drive the geared compressors. Table VIII presents
installed engine thrust decrements for the maximum cruise power settings that
are representative of the engine performance decrements that were input to
the airplane computer programs.
Table IX presents summation increments for combinations in which the systems
are sized by the requirements for the ECS, ABLC and/or RBLC. In Table VIII,
each system was sized for the specific function indicated and would not
necessarily be able to meet dual requirements (i.e., both ECS at cruise and
ABLC in the terminal area). This table also reflects an incremental weight
increase for the double hinged rudder (compared to the equivalent rudder
with boundary layer control) of kQO Ibs (220 kg).
The data shown in Table IX between a double-hinged rudder and a rudder with
boundary layer control indicate that the weight penalties for providing the
BLC bleed air for the rudder far exceed the penalties for a double-hinged
rudder. Further consideration of providing BLC for the rudder was discon-
tinued at this point in favor of the double-hinged rudder. The comparison
between engine bleed versus geared compressors indicates both a higher weight
penalty and a higher performance penalty for the engine bleed source. Engine
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TABLE VIII. FIRST COMPARISON OF AIR SUPPLY SOURCES
Function Air Source Increment
Weight Max.. Cruise
Lb (Kg) Thrust Penalty %
ECS
ABLC
ABLC + RBLC
Engine Bid. Fuel Wt.
APU APU Wt.
Fuel Wt.
Momentum Drg.
Total Wt.
Gear Compr. Fuel Wt.
Сотр. Wt.
Total Wt.
Engine Bid. Eng. Wt.
APU APU Wt.
Fuel Wt.
Total Wt.
Gear Compr. Compr. Wt.
Eng. Wt.
Momentum Drg.
Total Wt.
Engine Bid. Engine Wt.
APU
Gear Compr.
APU Wt.
Fuel Wt.
Total Wt.
Compr. Wt.
Engine Wt.
Momentum Drg.
Total Wt.
460 ( 209)
310 ( 141)
415 ( 188)
100 ( 45)
825 ( 374)
330 ( 150)
500 ( 227)
830 ( 377)
1400 ( 635)
475 ( 216)
60 ( 27)
535 ( 243)
500 ( 227)
100 ( 45)
30 ( 14)
630 ( 286)
10160 (4612)
3345 (1518)
140 ( 63)
3485 (1582)
500 ( 227)
2780 (1262)
35 ( 16)
3315 (1505)
! 7.1
0
! 4.2
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TABLE IX. SECOND COMPARISON OF AIR SUPPDT SOURCES
FUNCTION.
ECS + ABLC
-
ECS + ABLC
+ RBLC
ECS + ABLC
+ Doub. Hinge
Rud.
ECS from Eng. Bid.
WEIGHT
AIR SOURCE LB (Kg)
Eng. Bid.
APU Wfr.
Gear Compr.
Eng. Bid.
APU
Gear Compr.
Eng. Bid.
APU
Gear Compr.
1860
1050
960
10620
4000
3645
2340
1530
1440
1475
(844)
(477)
(436)
(4820)
(1816)
(1654)
(1062)
(694)
( 654)
( 669)
MAXIMUM CRUISE
THRUST PENALTY (%)
- 7.1
0.0
- 4.2
- 7.1
0.0
- 4.2
- 7.1
0.0
- 4.2
- 7.1
+ ABLC from APU
+ Doub. Hinge Rud,
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bleed for the entire system was therefore dropped from further consideration.
The comparison between the APU system and the geared compressor system is not
so obvious since the latter involves a performance penalty while the former
does not. These configurations were therefore input to the airplane sizing
program for an evaluation of the total impacts on the airplane.
 f The results
of this evaluation indicate that the DOC of an airplane with geared com!
pressors is 0.95 percent higher than one with an APU system.
It must be observed that this trade evaluation does not include some less
tangible considerations that are difficult to assess. The use of AFUs on a
full!time basis introduces some new operational problems and maintenance con!
siderations. In this system, the APU is a safety!of!flight item and, while
safe for an in!flight APU failure, it is recognized that the airplane probably
•
could not be dispatched with a failed APU. This contrasts with current APU
usage where the APU is ground operable only and has no impact on flight
safety. The maintenance costs of the continuous!operation APU are not readily
assessable but are unlikely to be negligible. Also, the penalties ascribed
to engine performance for bleed or geared compressor power extraction are a
function of the specific engine, engine cycle, and method of rating the engine
and may vary between engines. In view of these considerations, it is felt
that the APU system would be somewhat less attractive than is reflected by !
the data. In view of these considerations, a further configuration was
evaluated in which the ABLC air was supplied by APU's while ECS was provided
by the engines at cruise. This configuration appeared marginally better than
the APU's but with the total impact on the airplane not fully assessed. In
view of some of the previous considerations, the APU system has been used on
the airplanes with recognition that ECS may ultimately be provided by engine
bleed. This would be particularly true if the engine compressor was con!
figured for this level of continuous bleed extraction without penalizing the
turbine flow and TIT. The penalties associated with the APU are considered
realistic for this study and could probably be equaled or bettered by a more
thoroughly optimized airflow source.
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Air Conditioning1 System ! The air conditioning system for all airplane
configurations makes use of two air cycle refrigeration units. The system
is designed to maintain a 75°F (2U°C) cabin on a 103°F (39°C) day with both
units in operation. Sufficient capacity is available in one system to
maintain a 3000 ft (910m) cabin at 30,000 feet (9100m) and a cabin tempera!
ture of 88°F (31°C) at low altitude, or on the ground. The flow required to
accomplish the air conditioning and pressurization function varies from
approximately 260 lb/nin (128 kg/nin) at sea level to 220 Ib/faln (100 kg/kin)
at 30,000 feet (9ЮО m). •
To achieve'minimum block time, it is necessary to use an airplane rate!of!
descent in the order of 2,500 feet per minute (l6o m/min) which results in a
descent time of approximately 12 minutes from 30,000 feet (9100 m). In order
to restrict the cabin rate!of!descent to an acceptable figure (300 feet per
minute; 91 m/nin), it is required to limit the cabin altitude to 3,600 feet
(1100 m/nin). A value of 3,000 feet (910 m/nin) is proposed which results
in a differential pressure of 8.8 psi (6l kN/ta ) at 30,000 feet (9100 m).
Oxygen Provisions ! The need for a dropout oxygen system for the passenger
cabin has been examined on the basis of meeting the criteria shown in '
Figure 79! This cabin altitude profile is taken from FAA's White Book on
tentative airworthiness standards for the SST. The factors affecting the
rate and extent of cabin pressure change are the cruise altitude, cabin
altitude, descent rate, cabin volume and blow!out area. The primary factor
is airplane rate of descent; the airplanes being studied will have the capa!
bility of descending at greater than 5,000 feet per minute (1500 m/min) and
will be capable of meeting the requirement of Figure 79 • Sufficient oxygen
for 10 percent for the passenger capacity will be distributed throughout the
cabin.
2.2.6.12 Adverse Weather Protection ! Included in this area are the ice
protection systems, windshield rain clearing, and defogging of transparencies.
It is anticipated that the majority of these systems in 1980 will be of conven!
tional design, utilizing the best known and proven methods of protection. Rain
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clearing for the forward windshield panels is best accomplished with high
speed wipers for moderate rain conditions and with an in-flight applied
repellent for heavy rain. Ice protection and fog prevention for the wind-
shield is most conveniently handled by electrically supplied heat to the
inner and outer surfaces. A hot air defog system is supplied as a standby
in case of a failure in the electrical heating system.
Ice protection is provided for the engine inlet, wing leading sections con-
taining high lift devices and the horizontal stabilizer leading edge. These'
systems utilize engine bleed air to heat the areas which must not be allowed
to collect ice. The engine inlet anti-icing system includes provisions to
heat the lip and the acoustical suppression rings.
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,2.3 WEIGHT, BALANCE, AMD INERTIA
Weights !,The weight estimates presented represent a detailed analysis of
each group included in the functional weight breakdown. The initial weights
for each vehicle configuration were derived by a weight subroutine which is!
part of an overall sizing and performance computer program. The weight esti!
mating techniques initially used were general in nature and did not allow the
flexibility necessary to evaluate the design in detail from a weight stand!
point but they supplied a reasonable weight evaluation of the various study
concepts to arrive at the vehicle configuration which could then be analyzed
by the structures disciplines.
The wing weight was established in detail by the use of a wing multiple!station
structural analysis program using calculated loads, stiffness requirements
and dimensional data for each design configuration. These loads were convert!
ed into internal loads at eleven stations along the semi!span. The computed
cross sectional areas were then checked against a fatique allowable cut!off
о
stress (represented by a design ultimate of 50,000 psi (3^ ,000 KN/m ) for the
wing surfaces). Any overstressed areas were increased until the tension
allowable was reached and this penalty was recorded. Statistically derived
non!optimum factors were applied to these optimum weights to give the esti!
mated weights of the total box beam. Statistically derived weights for each
item of wing secondary structure were added. The program output was a com!
plete wing weight and a detailed print!out of all the various components as
shown in the example printout of Table X (3 sheets). The weights of the wing
trailing edge and high lift systems were estimated from layout drawings and !
data developed from Lockheed studies for other STOL systems including those
for the Air Force and the NASA!Questol program. A modified version of'this
station analysis program was used to estimate the weights for the horizontal
and vertical stabilizer.
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TABLE X. 2000 FT/EBF WING MULTIPLE STATION WEIGHT ANALYSIS
WT PENALTIES INC FOR TORSIONAL AND BEND STIFF AND FAT
ETAI
.95000
.85000
.75000
.65000
.55000
.1*5000
.35000
.25000
.12500
. 02500
TOTAL-A/C
TOR STIFF
.37215
9.1*096
22.1*71*
.70.981
11*0.88
235-12
293.1*1+
398.71
683.31*
211.U9
1*132.1*
STIFFNESS DISTR
ETAI
.95000
.85000
.75000
.65000
.55000
.45000
.35000
.25000
.12500
.02500
FOR LAST CYCLE
El
. 35823+10
. 67673+10
. 11*067+11
. 29U69+H
. 6028U+11
.10690+12
. 16382+12
.2533U+12
. 362^ 9+12
.U3033+12
BEND STIFF
.00000
.00000
.00000
.00000
.00000
.00000
.00000
.00000
.00000
.00000
.00000
GJ
FATIGUE
.00000
.00000
.00000
.57300
2.0380
1.7278
2.5585
3.7560
1.1+555
.00000
2U.218
CASE NSSS EBF
. 55133+10
.10360+11
. 23180+11
.1*9850+11
. 86500+11
.131*50+12
.20750+12
.291+58+12
.31*333+12
SW=2l*83.
BASIC STRUCTURE WEIGHT
CENTER WING INNER WING OUTER WING TOTAL WING
9
10
11
12
13
•FRONT -SPAR CAP
-CENTER-SPAR CAP
-REAR -SPAR CAP
•INTERSPAR COVER
•SPANWISE STIFF.
-JTS., SPL. , FAST.
-FUSE. JOINT -INCR.
-BREAK JOINT -INCR.
LOWER-FRONT -SPAR CAP
LOWER-CENTER-SPAR CAP
LOWER-REAR -SPAR CAP
LOWER-INTERSPAR COVER
LOWER-S'PANWISE STIFF.
LOWER-JTS., BPL., FAST.
1
2
3
1*
5
6
7
8
UPPER'
UPPER
UPPER'
UPPER.
UPPER.
UPPER'
UPPER'
UPPER.
21.
0.
1*6.
307.
0.
6.
201.
0.
27.
0.
59-
293.
0.
12.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
181.
. 0.
158.
3018.
0.
60.
22l*.
0.
229.
0:
205.
2879.
0.
115.
202.
0.
20U.
332U.
0.
. 66.
1+25.
_ 0.
256.
0.
26U.
-3172.
0.
127-
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TABLE X. 2000 FT/EBF WING MULTIPLE STATION WEIGHT ANALYSIS (Continued)
15 LOWER-FUSE. JOINT -INCR.
16 LOWER-BREAK JOINT -INCR.
17 SPAR WEB + STIFF.-FRONT
18 SPAR WEB + STIFF.-CENTER
19 SPAR WEB + STIFF.-REAR
20 INTERSPAR RIBS
21 (SUB-TOTAL WING BOX)
22 FIXED LEADING EDGE
23 FIXED TRAILNG EDGE
21* TIPS
25 TOTAL-BASIC STRUCTURE
CASE 2 NSSS EBF SW=2l*83
CENTER
(
WING
192.
0.
83.
0.
112.
81*.
11*1+1*.)
0.
0.
0.
11*1*1*.
INNER WING
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
( 0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
OUTER WING TOTAL WING
0.
781.
0.
720.
2038.
0.
861*.
0.
832,
2122.
) ( 10822.) ( 12266.)
WING WEIGHT SUMMARY
- UPR. SURF
- LWR. SURF
BASIC STRUCTURE
CENTER WING
OUTER WING
DOORS, PANELS, AND MISC.
ACCESS DOORS
ACCESS DOORS
WING-FUSE. FAIRING
PAINT AND MISC.
CONTROL SURFACES
AILERONS
STRUCTURE 818.
BALANCE WTS, HINGES, SPTS 8l8.
TRAILNG EDGE FLAPS
LEADING EDGE FLAPS
SPOILERS
TOTAL-WING WEIGHT
WING EXTERNAL GEOMETRY
DIMENSIONAL DATA
GROSS AREA (SQ FT) 21*83.0
EXPOSED AREA (SQ FT) 2308.3
EXPOSED WETTD AREA (SQ FT) 1*727-2
- ASPECT RATIO 6.5000
SPAN (FT) 127.01*
SWEEP @ 25$ CHORD -EQ (DEGS) 30.000
THEO. ROOT CHORD (IN) 335-05
MAX. ROOT THICKNESS (IN) 50.69!*
THEO. TIP CHORD (IN) 13U.02
MAX. TIP 'THICKNESS (IN) 15-1*93
"MEAN AERO CHORD (IN) 2U8.90
LEMAC (FUSE STA) (IN) 210.15
12551-
878.
166.
1636.
7067-
201*5-
1*77-
1135-
1*87.
107.
12551.
13995.
1062.
1135.
1*87.
107.
13995.
11221*.
26281.
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TABLE X. 2000 FT/EBF WING MULTIPLE STATION WEIGHT ANALYSIS (Continued)
CENTER WING
LAT POSITION OF MAC (BL) 326.68
TAIL LENGTH WG TO HT (IN) 925.00
INNER WING OUTER WING TOTAL WING
CONTROL SURFACES
AILERONS
TRAILNG EDGE FLAPS
LEADING EDGE FLAPS
SPOILERS
SECONDARY STRUCT
FIXED LEADING EDGE
FIXED TRAILNG EDGE
TIPS
PAINT AND MISC.
ACCESS DOORS ! UPR
ACCESS DOORS ! LWR
WING!FUSE. FAIRING
#
**
UNIT WT
(LT/SQ FT)
13.200
11.200
6.6000
2ЛООО
3.0000
3.0000
3.7000
.67000!01
.226U6!01
.21635!01
2.7000
AREA
(SQ FT)
123.93
625.Ui
309.80
198.6U
378 Л5
162 Л6
28.803
2U83.0
600.00
200.00
325!00
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The fuselage weight was estimated by a Lockheed derived equation for transport
type aircraft. This equation has been developed utilizing the RAE Structures
Report 122 for the primary structure such as skin, stringers and frames but
the overall equation has been modified by the addition of landing weight and
fineness ratio as parameters. Coefficients which have been derived from
historical data has been added to the equation to allow for such factors as
the wing and landing gear locations, cargo compartments, and miscellaneous
fuselage structure.
The basic nacelle and propulsion group weights were provided by the engine
manufacturer and included the acoustical treatment. These weights were ad-
justed to the appropriate engine size with scaling factors similarly provided
by the manufacturer. Nacelle and pylon weights were verified for both the
under and over the wing designs by detailed design layout drawings with stress
analysis. Propulsion systems such as fuel, instrumentation and controls were
estimated by statistical methods.
The landing gear group weight was estimated by statistical equations and veri-
fied with detailed drawings. The systems and equipment groups were initially
analyzed by statistical methods and further refined by design layouts, sche-
matics and component selection.
Balance - Preliminary balance calculations were made to determine that the
e.g. travel for each design point lay within the following limits:
CG Limits. 4, MAC
Configuration Fwd Aft
2000 ft EBF 20.5 0^.5
3000 ft EBF 19.0 39.0
2000 ft AW 18.5 38.5
3000 ft OTW 23.0 *6.0
3000 ft IBF/OTW 18.0 38.0
kOOO ft MF 17.0 37.0
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Inertia ! The roll, pitch and yaw moments of inertia at the design gross
weight (with 500 N.M (930 Kin) fuel and reserves) for the six design!point
aircraft were estimated utilizing "Chawla's Method." (Ref. Society of Aero!
nautical Weight Engineers Paper Number 78 entitled, Empirical Formulae for
Radii of Gyration of Aircraft) modified to reflect the characteristics of
these STOL configurations. The results are tabulated below and are compared
with a more detailed analysis of the mechanical flap/2 engine/l)000 ft air!
craft utilizing the "Datcom Method" (Ref. USAF Stability and Control Datcom
Handbook dated 1960, revised 1965)! The Datcom values show close agreement
with Chawla's method. The sizing of the control surfaces was conducted prior
to the availability of definitive inertia values but in all cases the moments
of inertia used were conservative.
Configuration
Design Gross
Weight
Lb
(kg)
Moments of
Roll Pitch
Inertia
Yaw
\ \ Xz
о о о
Slug Feet2 x 103
Product
of
Inertia
xz
о
Principal
Axis
Degrees
2000 ft/EBF
3000 ft/EBF
2000 ft/AW!2S
1*000 ft/MF/2 ЕИС
"DATCOM Method"
3000 ft/OTW!IBF
3000 ft/OTW
182,989
( 83,059)
11*6,669
( 66,573)
195, 711*
( 88,835)
136,91*8
( 62,161)
( 66,' 882)
136,372
( 61,899)
' 2766
(3750)
1399
(1897)
2838
(381*8)
1318
(1787)
1202
(1630)
1522
(2063)
11**5
(1552)
(kg.m2 x 103)
2320 5190
(ЗЛЛ5) (7036)
i860 3335
(2522) (1*522)
2l*8l* 51*38
(3367) (7373)
1737 3127
(2355) (!*21*0)
2100 3065
(281*7) (1*155)
ll*9
(202)
1868
(2533) (U710)
1728 2931
(23^ 3) (397*0
These inertia values are with respect to the aircraft eg
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2.3.1 EBF Weight, Balance and Inertias
Table XI (-5 sheets) provides weight data for the 2000 ft field length EBF
airplane in the AN-9103-D format. Note that item 5^ on page 217 allows a
contingency of 1,053 lb which is the residue of a contingency allowance in
the initial weight estimates (for vehicle sizing purposes) pending the esta-
blishment of the detailed weight estimates reported here. Similar contingencyi
allowances appear in the group weight statements for other point-design
vehicles. Table XII (5 sheets) provides similar weight data for the 3000 ft
field length EBF configuration. Space restrictions have precluded the quota-
tion of weights in SI units for tabulated data in AN-9103-D format. Tables
XIII through XVIII provide detailed breakdowns of the surface controls, hydrau-
lic system, electrical system, instruments and furnishing weights for the 3000
ft field length EBF airplane.
To confirm pylon structural feasibility and weights, pylon weights were esti-
mated for one of the earilier 2000 ft EBF airplanes (RGW = 166,000 lb) by a
variety of methods with the following results :
lb
(1) Lockheed conventional airplane pylon wt equation 2130
(2) Ratio of thrust, engine weights relative to L-1011 2000
(3) Structural sizing from layout (no stiffness criteria) 2Yjh
Including stiffness criteria 2702
The weights used in the point design airplanes are based on method (U)
2.3-2 AW Weight, Balance and Inertias
Table XIX (5 sheets) provides weight data for the 2000 ft field length AW
design point airplane.
2.3.3 OTW Weight, Balance and Inertias
Table XX (5 sheets) provides weight data for the 3000 ft field length OTW
design point airplane. '
ТАВЪЕ XI. CROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT: 2000 FT. EBF
AM* 103!D
SUPERSEDING
A1)!9IO)!C
НАЫЕ_
DATE
PAGE
HODEL_
RBPOKT
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
ESTIMATED • CALCULATED ! ACTUAL
(Croat out «Us* Mt applicable)
CONTRACT НО.
AIRPLANE, GOVERNMENT M0._
AIRPLANE. CONTRACTOR NO..
MANUFACTURED BY
2000 Ft. EEF STOL
Lockheed
Bl§
ъ
tt
Ш
MANUFACTURED BY
MODEL
MO.
MANUFACTURED BY
DESIGN NO.
NO.
MAIN
DDA
PD 287!5
AUXILIARY
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TABLE XI (CONT.)
AN!9103!D
NAME
DATE
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMBfT
«EIGHT EMPTY
PAGE _
MODEL
REPORT
1 «INC GROUP
2
3
4
5
в
J
8
9
10
11
12
CENTER SECTION . BASIC STRUCTURE
INTERMEDIATE PANEL • BASIC STRUCTURE
OUTER PANEL . BASIC STRUCTURE (INCL. TIPS LBS.)
SECONDARY STRUCTURE (INCL WINGFOLD MECHANISM LBS )
AILERONS (INCL. BALANCE
FLAPS. TRAILING EDGE
. LEADING EDGE
SLATS
SPOILERS
SPEED BRAKES
WEIGHT 3l8 LBS.)
13
M !
1.1M
12,551
1.062
1.646
7,067
2,0^5
1*77
15 TAIL GROUP
16
17
18
19
20
STABILIZER • BASIC STRUCTURE
FINS • BASIC STRUCTURE (INCL DORSAL LBS.)
SECONDARY STRUCTURE (STAB & FINS)
ELEVATOR (INCL BALANCE WEIGHT 376 LBS.)
RUDDERS (INCL. BALANCE WEIGHT LBS.)
21
22
2,717
It.Wa
684
1 14U
1.308
23 BODY GROUP
24
25
U
27
28
29
FUSELAGE OR HULL . BASIC STRUCTURE
BOOMS • BASIC STRUCTURE
SECONDARY STRUCTURE . FUSELAGE OR HULL
. BOOMS
. SPEEDBRAKES
• DOORS. PANELS & MISC
30
16.21U
81+2
k,77? ' '
31 ALIGHTING GEAR GROUP • LAND (TYPE. )
32
33
34
35
36
37
3t
39
LOCATION
Main
Hose
r^ r:;. — <°— '
3,177 2Д57 1,197
395 553 207
i
6.531
1.155
40 ALIGHTING GEAR GROUP • «ATER
41
42
43
44
45
LOCATION FLOAT! STRUTS CONTROLS
!
ГРХГ
~ .
44 SURFACE CONTROLS GROUP
47
48
49
COCKPIT CONTROLS
AUTOMATIC PILOT
SYSTEM CONTROLS (INCL. POWER & FEEL CONTROLS LBS )
SO
260 !
280
4,905
51 ENGINE SECTION OR NACELLE GROUP
52
53
54
55
INBOARD
CENTER
OUTBOARD
DOORS. PANELS & MISC.
!
•
56
6.6UU
6.69U
66
57 TOTAL (TO BE BROUGHT FORWARD)
26.282 !
10,283
91 ЯэЯ
7.686
UM5
14,.lK)U
84,Q28
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TABLE XI (COWS.)
AN!9103!D
NAME
DATE
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMEMT
«EIGHT СЫРТУ
PACE
MODEL_
REPORT
1 PROPULSION CROUP
2 AUXIl
ENGINE INSTALLATION
AFTERBURNERS (IF FURN. SEPARATELY)
ACCESSORY GEAR BOXES & DRIVES
SUPERCHARGERS (FOR TURBO TYPES)
AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM
EXHAUST SYSTEM
COOLING SYSTEM
10 LUBRICATING SYSTEM
11 TANKS
12 COOLING INSTALLATION
13 DUCTS, PLUMBING. ETC
U FUEL SYSTEM
IS TANKS ! PROTECTED
16 ! UNPROTECTED
17 PLUMBING. ETC.
18 WATER INJECTION SYSTEM
19 ENGINE CONTROLS
20 STARTING SYSTEM
21 PROPELLER INSTALLATION
22
23
24 AUXILIARY POWER PLANT GROUP
25 INSTRUMENTS & NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT GROUP
26 HYDRAULIC & PNEUMATIC GROUP
27
28
29 ELECTRICAL GROUP
30
31
32 ELECTRONICS GROUP
33 EQUIPMENT
34 INSTALLATION
35
36 ARMAMENT GROUP (INCL GUNFIRE PROTECTION
37 FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT GROUP
38 ACCOMMODATIONS FOR PERSONNEL
Л MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
40 FURNISHINGS
41 EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT
42
43 AIR CONDITIONING & ANTI!ICING EQUIPMENT GROUP
44 AIR CONDITIONING
45 AHTI!ICIHG
46
47 PHOTOGRAPHIC GROUP
48 AUXILIARY GEAR GROUP
49 HANDLING GEAR
50 ARRESTING GEAR
51 CATAPULTING GEAR
52 A TO GEAR
53
54 CGUTIIIGEUCY
55 MANUFACTURING VARIATION
56 TOTAL FROM PC 2
57 WEIGHT EMPTY
IA«T
LBS.)
M<
^x^
IN
16.726
Я07
1.022
ko*.
Ufiy
^.075
l,7Uo
5,526
315
2.U84
7S8
18,927
2f126
7nn
1Л82
2,031
1,327
10.656
3P2l*l
1,053
8^,428
.25Д71
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AN!910J!P
NAME
DATE
TABLE XI (СОЖ.)
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
USEFUL LOAD & GROSS WEIGHT
PAGE
MODEL_
REPORT
1
 LOAD CONDITION
2
3 CREW (HO. 3 + 3 )
4 PASSENGERS (HO. 148 )
5 FUEL
6 UNUSABLE
7 INTERNAL
8
9
10 EXTERNAL
11 '
12 BOMB BAY
13
T»*>
14 OIL
G.1S.
15 TRAPPED
16 ENGIHE
17
18 FUEL TANKS (LOCATION )
19 WATER INJECTION FLUID ( GALS)
20
21 BAGGAGE
22 CARGO
23
24 ARMAMEHT
25 GUNS (LMM^
26
27
28
29
30
31
32 AMMUNITION
33
34
35
36
37
38
Urn. w Fin. Qrr.
_
C.I
39 INSTALLATIONS (BOMB. TORPEDO. ROCKET. ETC.)
•40 BOMB OR TORPEDO RACKS
41 FOOD А1ГО BEVERAGE
42 WASH WATER
43
44
45
46 EQUIPMENT
47 PYROTECHNICS
48 PHOTOGRAPHIC
49
•50 OXYGEH
51
52 MISCELLANEOUS
53
54
55 USEFUL LOAD
56 WEIGHT EMPTY
57 GROSS WEIGHT
OPERATEJG
WEIGIET
1.051*
c70
101
202
2??
?2?
2Л71
125 Л71
127, 9U2
DESIGN
GROSS WT.
1.05U
2kth20
,
o70
25.UU2
101
202
5,180
222
222
57.518
125 Л71
182, 98U
'
„
!
_
!
_
'
.
_
.
*1| ом «perilled u «eight eopiy.
218
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TABLE XI (CONT.)
*M-»°3-D GROUP WEIGHT STAT
DATE
1 LENGTH - OVERALL (FT )
2 Main Floot. Au«. Float.
3 LENGTH • MAX (FT )
4 DEPTH -MAX (FT)
5 WIDTH - MAX (FT )
6 WETTED AREA (SQ FT )
•7 FLOAT OR HULL OISPL -MAX (LBS)
EMENT *£"
JRAL DATA ""p*
HEIGHT • OVERALL
Boo». F.u or Hull
122.5
13.1
13.1
U503
8 FUSELAGE VOLUME (CU FT ) PRESSURIZED
9
10 GROSS AREA (SQ FT >
11 WEIGHT/GROSS AREA (LBS /SQ FT)
12 SPAN (FT )
13 FOLDED SPAN (FT )
14
15 SWEEPBACK - AT 25% CHORD LINE (DEGREES)
16 -AT Я CHORD LINE (DEGREES)
•17 THEORETICAL ROOT CHORD ! LENGTH (INCHES)
18 !MAX THICKNESS (INCHES)
M9 CHORD AT PLANFORM BREAK • LENGTH (INCHES)
20 .MAX THICKNESS (INCHES)
'21 THEORETICAL TIP CHORD ! LENGTH (INCHES)
22 !MAX THICKNESS (INCHES)
KT
!STATIC (FT)
Inboonl
9!7
9.7
Count OirtWord
9.7
9.7
TOTAL
Wing
2Л83
127
30
335
51
131*
16
H Toll
324
58
30
220
2o
80
10
V Tall
74o
32
35
308
40
247
32
23 DORSAL AREA, INCLUDED IN (FUSE ) (HULL) (V TAIL) AREA (SQ FT )
24 TAIL LENGTH ! 25% MAC WING TO 25% MAC H TAIL (FT ) 77
25 AREAS (SQ FT.) FI... LE 310
26 lolotol Control. Slot.
27 Spood Broko. Wing
28
29
те и25 ELEVATOR 241
Ipollor. 199 Alloro». 12k
r>! ! "»" RUDDER 280
30 ALIGHTING GEAR (LOCATION)
31 LENGTH OLEO EXTENDED .<£ AXLE TO <fc TRUNNION (INCHES)
32 OLEO TRAVEL . FULL EXTENDED TO FULL COLLAPSED (INCHES)
33 FLOAT OR SKI STRUT LENGTH (INCHES)
34 ARRESTING HOOK LENGTH -<fc HOOK TRUNNION TO <t HOOK POINT (INCHES)
35 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM CAPACITY (GALS)
36 FUEL 4 LUBE SYSTEMS LO.MI.. H. To»k.
37 Fool Intornol Wing
38 Fuoo or Hull
39 f.mnol
40 Bar* Bo,
41
42 on
43
•*"Gol. Praoctod No Tank. ****Col. Unprotected
44
45 STRUCTURAL DATA • CONDITION
46 FLIGHT
47 LANDING
48
Fuol In Wing. (Lbo 1
25,^2
49 MAX GROSS WEIGHT WITH ZERO WING FUEL
SO CATAPULTING
51 MIN FLYING WEIGHT
52 LIMIT AIRPLANE LANDING SINKING SPEED (FT /SEC )
«Во. Сто» Wolgkt
182,989
182,989
158.287
Oil L F
3.75
14
53 WING LIFT ASSUMED FOR LANDING DESIGN CONDITION (%W)
54 STALL SPEED ! LANDING CONFIGURATION ! POWER OFF (KNOTS)
55 PRESSURIZED CABIN • ULT DESIGN PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL ! FLIGHT (P S 1 ) 1O.U '
56
57 AIRFRAME WEIGHT (AS DEFINED IN AN!W!11) (LBS)
*Lbi o( i» «aier (a> 64 Ib» /cu (t ***Pwmlltl to t mitpUac.
Huallcl to 4 ai 4 airplane ****ТоЫ онЫе opacity.
ovo BieeoO ^ 1
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TABLE XII. GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT: 3000 FT EBF
AM!9IOVD
SUPERSEDING
AN!910J!C
ЫАЫЕ_
DATE~
PAGE
MODEL_
IEPOKT
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
ESTIMATED • CALCULATED ! ACTUAL
(Сгам out Ими м*
CONTRACT НО.
AIRPLANE. GOVERNMENT NO.
AIRPLANE, CONTRACTOR NO..
MANUFACTURED BY
3 & FT. EBF STOL
LOG
f
1
MANUFACTURED BY
MODEL
NO.
MANUFACTURED BY
DESICNHO.
NO.
MAIN
DDA
PD 20 7!:
AUXILIARY
•
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TABLE XII (CONT.)
AN!910J!D
NAME
DATE
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
WEIGHT EMPTY
PAGE _
MODEL
REPORT
1 WING GROUP
2
3
4
CENTER SECTION ! BASIC STRUCTURE
INTERMEDIATE PANEL ! BASIC STRUCTURE
OUTER PANEL • BASIC STRUCTURE (INCL TIPS LBS )
S
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
SECONDARY STRUCTURE (INCL WINGFOLD MECHANISM LBS )
AILERONS (INCL BALANCE
FLAPS . TRAILING EDGE
. LEADING EDGE
SLATS
SPOILERS
SPEED BRAKES
WEIGHT 515 LBS.)
13
14
920
6,81*9
814
1.030
4.441
1.287
300
IS TAIL GROUP
16
17
18
19
20
21
STABILIZER • BASIC STRUCTURE
FINS . BASIC STRUCTURE (INCL DORSAL LBS.)
SECONDARY STRUCTURE (STAB & FINS)
ELEVATOR (INCL. BALANCE WEIGHT LBS )
RUDDERS (INCL BALANCE WEIGHT LBS )
22
1,078
1,762
270
1*50
519
23 BODY GROUP
24
25
26
27
28
29
FUSELAGE OR HULL ! BASIC STRUCTURE
BOOMS . BASIC STRUCTURE
SECONDARY STRUCTURE ! FUSELAGE OR HULL
• BOOMS
 H
! SPEEDBRAKES
. DOORS, PANELS 8. MISC
30
15,574
805
4.582
31 ALIGHTING GEAR GROUP • LAND (TYPE )
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
LOCATION
MAIN
NOSE
VHCCLl. BRAKE!
тт«.тив«.*« «•«»«•« «"««•»
2,5^7 1,729 960
417 Ma l6£
5.246
92^
40 ALIGHTING GEAR GROUP • WATER
41
42
43
44
45
LOCATION FLOATS STRUTS CONTROL!
,
^x^-
46 SURFACE CONTROLS GROUP
47
48
49
COCKPIT CONTROLS
AUTOMATIC PILOT
SYSTEM CONTROLS (INCL POWER *. FEEL CONTROLS LBS )
50
2CO
280
3,401
51 ENGINE SECTION OR NACELLE GROUP
52
53
54
55
56
INBOARD
CENTER
OUTBOARD
DOORS. PANELS & MISC
I ,594
4,628
ьз
57 TOTAL (TO BE BROUGHT FORWARD)
15,530
4,079
20,960
6,160
_
3,841
С),2бс,
59.845
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TABLE XII (COOT.)
AN!9103!D
NAME]
DATE r
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
WEIGHT EMPTY
PAGE
MODEL_
REPORT
1 PROPULSION CROUP
2 " AUXII
3 ENGINE INSTALLATION
4 AFTERBURNERS (IF FURN SEPARATELY)
5 ACCESSORY GEAR BOXES & DRIVES
6 SUPERCHARGERS (FOR TURBO TYPES)
7 AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM
В EXHAUST SYSTEM
9 COOLING SYSTEM
10 LUBRICATING SYSTEM
11 TANKS
12 COOLING INSTALLATION
13 DUCTS. PLUMBING. ETC.
U FUEL SYSTEM
15 TANKS ! PROTECTED
16 . UNPROTECTED
17 PLUMBING, ETC
18 WATER INJECTION SYSTEM
19 ENGINE CONTROLS
20 STARTING SYSTEM
21 PROPELLER INSTALLATION
22
23
24 AUXILIARY POWER PLANT GROUP
25 INSTRUMENTS & NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT GROUP
26 HYDRAULIC & PNEUMATIC GROUP
27
28
29 ELECTRICAL GROUP
30
31
32 ELECTRONICS GROUP
33 EQUIPMENT
34 INSTALLATION
35
36 ARMAMENT GROUP (INCL GUNFIRE PROTECTION
37 FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT GROUP
38 ACCOMMODATIONS FOR PERSONNEL
Л MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
40 FURNISHINGS
41 EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT
42
43 AIR CONDITIONING & ANTMCING EQUIPMENT GROUP
44 AIR CONDITIONING
45 ANTI!ICING
46
47 PHOTOGRAPHIC GROUP
48 AUXILIARY GEAR GROUP
49 HANDLING GEAR
50 ARRESTING GEAR
51 CATAPULTING GEAR
52 A TO GEAR
53
54 CONTINGENCY
55 MANUFACTURING VARIATION
56 TOTAL FROM PC 2
57 WEIGHT EMPTY
U«Y!
"
LBS.)
"
и*
:х:
!
IN
11Л56
210
7Ю
300
320
!
IK 075
l.TUO
1*,526
315
2Л83
678
12,99Ь
!
!
2,126
700
1,280
1.777
!
,
1,327
10
г
б5б
3,161
!
!
1,1*65
59,835'
95,323
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AN!9103!D
NAME
DATE
TABLE XII (COWT.)
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
USEFUL LOAD & GROSS «EIGHT
PAGE
MODEL _
REPORT
1
 LOAD CONDITION
2
3 CREW (NO. 3 + 3)
4 PASSENGERS (NO. ll*8 )
5 FUEL
6 UNUSABLE
7 INTERNAL
8
9
10 EXTERNAL
11
12 BOMB BAY
13
т».
14 OIL
C.l>
15 TRAPPED
16 ENGINE
17
18 FUEL TANKS (LOCATION )
19 WATER INJECTION FLUID ( GALS)
20
21 BAGGAGE
22 CARGO
23
24 ARMAMENT
25 GUNS (L««,!)
26
27
28
29
30
31
32 AMMUNITION
33
34
35
36
37
38
Flm. «. Fl.m. »» Col
39 INSTALLATIONS (BOMB. TORPEDO, ROCKET. ETC.)
•40 BOMB OR TORPEDO RACKS
41 FOOD AND BEVERAGE
42 WASH WATER
43
44
45
46 EQUIPMENT
47 PYROTECHNICS
48 PHOTOGRAPHIC
49
•50 OXYGEN
51
52 MISCELLANEOUS
53
54
55 USEFUL LOAD
56 WEIGHT EMPTY
57 GROSS WEIGHT
(ХШШ'ШК}
WEIGHT
1,051*
500
70
11*0
222
222
2,20B
95,323
97,531
DESIGN
GROSS WT.
1,05!*
21*, 1*20
500
ДЭ.538
70
ll*0
5.180
222
222
51,3^
95,323
11*6,669
,
*lt oat mptcthed •• vctgbi empty '
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TABLE XII (CGNT.)
ЛЫ!9103!D
NAME
DATE
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT **"
DIMENSIONAL & STRUCTURAL DATA ~°™!
1 LENGTH • OVERALL (FT )
2
3 LENGTH. MAX. (FT)
4 DEPTH !MAX. (FT.)
5 WIDTH !MAX (FT)
6 WETTED AREA (SQ FT)
•7 FLOAT OR HULL OISPL ! MAX (LBS )
8 FUSELAGE VOLUME (CU FT )
Mote Plooto A«>. Ploo»
IT
HEIGHT ! OVERALL ! STATIC (FT )
&M!. Pa.. ! Hull
122. !5
14. 1
14. 1
>»,503
PRESSURIZED
9
10 GROSS AREA (SQ FT )
11 WEIGHT/GROSS AREA (LBS /SQ FT)
12 SPAN (FT)
13 FOLDED SPAN (FT )
14
IS SWEEPBACK ! AT 25* CHORD LINE (DEGREES)
16 !AT X CHORD LINE (DEGREES)
47 THEORETICAL ROOT CHORD ! LENGTH (INCHES)
18 !MAX THICKNESS (INCHES)
'19 CHORD AT PLANFORM BREAK ! LENGTH (INCHES)
20 ! ! MAX. THICKNESS (INCHES)
'21 THEORETICAL TIP CHORD ! LENGTH (INCHES)
22 !MAX THICKNESS (INCHES)
|,Ьм^
8л
8/1
дай* o«tWoni
fi.l
8.1
TOTAL
<i4
1,563
101
40
266
ho
106
12
Н. Toll
331
38
40
lW
18
59
7
V Toll
&b
20
35
193
25
155
20
23 DORSAL AREA, INCLUDED IN (FUSE ) (HULL) (V TAIL) AREA (SQ FT )
24 TAIL!LENGTH ! 25% MAC WING TO 25* MAC H
25 AREAS (SQ. FT) FI*.
26 V.OM.HI C«Hrol.
27 Sr.nl 6.0k..
28
29
30 ALIGHTING GEAR
L f
II el»
TAIL (FJ.) 72
195
Wing
_
ТЕ 394
Spollo» 125 ! ЛИомо. 78
Fmo. о> Noll
(LOCATION)
31 LENGTH • OLEO EXTENDED !<t AXLE TO <t TRUNNION (INCHES)
32 OLEO TRAVEL • FULL EXTENDED TO FULL COLLAPSED (INCHES)
33 FLOAT OR SKI STRUT LENGTH (INCHES)
34 ARRESTING HOOK LENGTH !ф, HOOK TRUNNION TO <t HOOK POINT (INCHES)
35 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM CAPACITY (GALS.) '
36 FUEL & LUBE SYSTEMS
37 FMI . intanoi
38
39 ! i««!™i
40 ! B«* Boy
41
42 OH
43
Locate*
wi!g
FIIM 01 H.ll
!
No To!k.
>
••"Col. PiotocM
!
Но Ton.. ••••Ool. tb.~to.Ml
44
45 STRUCTURAL DATA ! CONDITION
46 FLIGHT
47 LANDING
48
P«ol l.«l«e. (LU.)
19,538
49 MAX GROSS WEIGHT WITH ZERO WING FUEL
50 CATAPULTING
51 MIN FLYING WEIGHT
52 LIMIT AIRPLANE LANDING SINKING SPEED (FT /SEC )
ttrau Gnu WolfM
1U6,669
1^6,669
127.871
Ult LP
3.75
15
53 WING LIFT ASSUMED FOR LANDING DESIGN CONDITION (*W)
54 STALL SPEED ! LANDING CONFIGURATION ! POWER OFF (KNOTS)
55 PRESSURIZED CABIN • ULT DESIGN PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL . FLIGHT (P.S.I.) 19 Л
s* .
57 AIRFRAME WEIGHT (ASDEFINEDINAN!W.il) (LBS)
*Lb. o( •«• «aier <P 64 Ib. /cu ft
**Hanaiel Ю <t «" 4 «uptane ****Teel вгаЫ* covaciqr.
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TABLE XIII. SURFACE CONTROL WEIGHT ANALYSIS
ITEM LB KG
AUGMENTATION CONTROL SYSTEM - 3 AXIS 159.0 72.1
AUTOPILOT 280.0 ' 127.0
PITCH AXIS PRIMARY CONTROL SYSTEM 670.0 303.9
ROLL AXIS PRIMARY CONTROL SYSTEM 443.0 200.9
AILERON BLOWING 150.0 68.0
YAW AXIS PRIMARY CONTROL SYSTEM 369.0 167.4
LEADING EDGE FLAP DRIVE 440.0 199.6
TRAILING EDGE FLAP DRIVE 1330.0 603.3
3841.0 1742.2
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TABLE XIV. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM WEIGHT ANALYSIS (1980!5)
ITEM
SYSTEM
ENGINE PUMP INSTALLATION
RESERVOIR INSTALLATION
ELECTRIC MOTOR/PUMP INSTL.
POWER TRANSFER INSTALLATION
PLUMBING (REF. TABLE XV)
ITEM A
В
С
D
E
F
G
H
SUB!SYSTEM TOTAL
#1
54
42
42
19
!
121
17
9
51
18
16
9
398
COMPONE
# 2
54
42
!
19
50
!
17
9
51
!
!
9
251
NTWEIGh
' 3
54
42
!
19
50
!
17
9
51
!
!
9
251
HT (LB)
# 4
54
42
42
19
121
17
9
51
!
16
9
380
TOTAL 1280lbs (581 kg)
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TABLE XV. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM WEIGHT ANALYSIS (PLUMBIN3)
ITEM WEIGHT (IBS)
A. Inboard Engines (54 gpm, 350 Inches) 50
Suction 18
Pressure 1 1/4 in. Ti @ 1.279 Ibs/ft 32
B. Outboard Engines (43 gpm, 700 Inches) 121
Suction 52
Pressure 1 1/4 in. Ti @ 1.279 Ibs/ft 69
C. Service Center To Ailerons (6.6 gpm, 550 Inches) 17
Pressure 1/21 n. Ti @ 0.2033 Ibs/ft 10
Return 7
D. Service Center to Spoilers (4.1 gpm, 250 Inches) 9
Pressure (5/8 in. ! 1/2 in. Ti @ 0.1157 Ibs/ft 5
Return (5/8 in. ! 1/2 in.) Alum. @ 0.0885 Ibs/ft 4
E. Service Center to Rudder & Stab. (14 gpm, 800 Inches) 51
Pressure 3/4 in. Ti @ .4600 Ibs/ft 29
Return 3/4 in. 22
F. Service Center to MLG & Brakes (15 gpm, 200 Inches) 18
Pressure 3/4 in. Ti A .4600 Ibs/ft 12
Return 3/4 in. 6
G. Service Center to NLG (8 gpm, 600 Inches) 16
Pressure 1/2 in. Ti @ 0.2033 Ibs/ft 8
Return 8
H. Service Center to Flaps (LE & ТЕ) (11 gpm, 200 Inches) 9
Pressure 5/8 in. Ti @ 0.3190 Ibs/ft 5
Return 4
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TABLE XVI. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM WEIGHT ANALYSIS (1980!5)
UNIT TOTAL
ITEM TYPE
Integrated Drive Generator 30/40 kva
Generator (APU) 30/40 kva
Generator Control Unit (Main)
Generator Control Unit (APU)
Bus Protection Panel
Current Transformer (Diff . , Fault)
Current Transformer (Load Division, Unbalanced
Current)
Oil, (Integrated Drive Generator)
Load Contactor
Contactor, Main
Contactor, Monitor
Contactor, Ext. Power
Contactor, Power Trans.
Relay, ac Bus Off
Relay, Nav. Bus Power
Transformer, Installation
Transformer, Avionics
Power Supply, dc 200 amp
Reverse Current Relay
QTY
4
1
4
1
1
6
4
12
4
4
2
1
2
8
1
5
2
2
4
WT
75
38
5
4
3
.5
к
. <J
2
1 5• • <J
6
4
6
4
.3
.8
1
1.5
30
2
WT (LB) REMARKS
300 Parallel System
38
20
4
3
3
0L.
24
X
о
400
24
8
6
8
3
1
5
3
58
60
8
Relay Battery 1 1 !
Relay, dc Bus Off 6 .33 1
Battery, Nicad 34 AH 1 80 80
Battery Charger 1 20 20
170
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TABLE XVI. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM WEIGHT ANALYSIS (1980!5) (Continued)
ITEM
Emergency Generator
Power Contactor, Emergency
Generator System
Voltage & Frequency Relay
Ammeters, Voltmeters etc.
Switches Rheostats, etc. & Panels
Grcuit Breakers, Fuses & Panels
Junction and Distribution Boxes & Panels
Receptacles & Plugs
Conduit
Outlets
Generator System Wiring
Feeders:
Outbd.( 2#8's/ = 6 x 62' =372' x 2 744')
lnbd.(2#8's/= 6 x 4 7 = 282' x,2 564')
APU(2#8's/ ! 6 x 41 ! 246')
Total 1385' x 6.5#/ЮО'
Control Wiring
Power Distribution
External Power
DC Power System Wiring
Lighting:
Exterior
Interior
UNIT TOTAL
TYPE
3 kva, ac!dc
QTY
1
3
1
WT
22
2
.5
WT (LB)
22
6
.5
28.5
REMARKS
Equipment Supports
5.2 C!5Wt
4.6 C!5Wt
100 C!5Wt= 141.8
28 C!5Wt
28 C!5 Wt = 47
25 C!5Wt = 64
5.8 C!5Wt
196.6
GRAND TOTAL
90
4 (Est.)
65 (Est.)
10
25 (Est.)
194
! C!5 = 70.9
105 L!1011 =220.4
445 C!5 = 359.1
L!1011 = 1092
140
T777LBS (806kg)
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TABLE XVII. INSTRUMENT WEIGHT ANALYSIS
COMPONENT WEIGHTS
ITEM
Flight & General
Altimeter ! barometric
Altimeter ! standby
Altimeter ! radio
Pitot System
Airspeed/Ma ch
Vertical Speed Indicator
Total Air Temp.
Electronic Attitude Director
Standby Horizon
QTY
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
Electronic Horizontal Situation 2
Radio Magnetic Indicator
Standby Compass
Turn & Bank
Marker Lights
Clock
Angle of Attack
DME Ind.
Engine
Engine Pressure Ratio
Exhaust Gas Temperature
RPM(N,)1
RPM (N2)
Oil Temp.
Oil Press.
Fuel Flow (with Integration)
Fuel Contents (Quantity)
Fuel Press Warning
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
IND.
3.6
1.8
INCL.
23.0
17.0
1.0
INCL.
4.0
INCL.
4.0
1.0
2.5
INCL.
1.0
2.0
INCL.
4.9
3.5
7.0
3.5
2.0
4.3
10.1
2.9
XMIHER
AMPL. INSTLL.
—
—
IN AVIONICS !!
10.0 26.0
—
—
—
IN AVIONICS
—
IN AVIONICS
—
—
—
IN AVIONICS
—
3.6 5.7
IN AVIONICS
.6
26.5
6.3 25.6
.5 5.7
5.6 Ю.6
36.0 20.0
30.0 40.0
8.6 21.8
TOTAL
Wt. (LB)
3.6
1.8
36.0
23.0
17.0
1.0
4.0
4.0
1.0
2.5
1.0
11.3
5.5
30.0
38.9
9.7
18.2
60.3
80.1
33.3
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TABLE XVII. INSTRUMENT WEIGHT ANALYSIS (Continued)
ITEM
Engine (Cont'd.)
Fuel Pump Ind.
Fire Detection Ind.
Fire Ext. Selector & Ind.
Thrust Reverse Lights
Fuel Filter Diff. Press Lights
Miscellaneous
Landing Gear Ind.
Door Warning Lights
Flap Position Indicator
L.E. Position Ind.
Assymmetry Ind.
Control Surface Position Ind.
.Master Warning Panel
Pitot Heater Lights
Cabin Conditioning
Cabin Altitude
Cabin Pressure
Cabin Temp.
Oxygen Contents
Warning Lights
Hydraulics
Pressure Gauge
Brake Pressure
Warning Lights
Reservoir Quantities
ЭТУ
4
4
4
4
4
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
3
4
2
8
4
Ч»ЧУГМГ>
IND.
4.0
1.7
3.4
1.7
2.0
.4
.9
.8
.8
2.1
1.5
2.5
.5
1.3
.7
.4
.5
1.0
.5
1.5
.5
•/ 1 4UIN 1 VV С 1
XMITTER
AMPL.
4.0
1.8
4.0
1.5
1.5
.7
1.2
.5
.5
4.5
4.1
16.0
.5
—
—
—
4.1
2.1
2.4
1.4
чзп и
INSTLL.
12.0
2.0
32.0
12.0
1.5
4.7
1.5
2.1
2.1
6.2
5.1
2.0
1.5
.1
1.2
1.3
1.2
4.6
2.3
3.6
3.0
TOTAL
WT. (LB)
20.0
5.5
39.4
15.2
5.0
5.8
3.6
3.4
3.4
12.8
10.7
20.5
2.5
1.4
1.9
1.7
1.7
9.7
4.9
7.5
4.9
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TABLE XVII. IISTRUMEOT WEIGHT ANALYSIS (Continued)
ITEM
Surface Controls
Hyd. Pressure Ind.
Electrical
Voltmeter
Loadmeter
Mag. Indicators
Warning Lights
Landing Lamp Ind.
Anti-Ice
Ice Warning
Mag. Indicators - Duct
A.P.U.
RPM
Exhaust Gas Temp. Ind.
Oil Temp.
Oil Press.
Fuel Press. Warning
Fuel Filter Warning
Fire Warning
Fire Ext.
Interconn. Wiring
TOTAL WEIGHT
QTY
COMPONENT WEIGHTS
XMITTER
IND. AMPL. INSTLL.
25
(4)
4+4
20
8
1
1
8
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
12.0
4.0
2.8
10.0
4.0
.5
.8
4.0
3.5
1.3
.5
1.0
.5
.5
.5
__
—
__
—
—
2.5
.5
1.2
—
—
.5
1.0
.5
.5
.5
__
2.8
1.9
12.0
1.2
1.2
2.1
1.6
4.1
.5
3.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
8.5
31.4
TOTAL
WT. (LB)
12.0
6.8
4.7
22.0
2.2
2.2
4.1
5.6
3,5
5.4
2.5
5.0
2.5
2.5
2.5
8.5
31.4
700.0Lbs (318kg)
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TABLE XVIII. FURNESHIIGS WEIGHT ANALYSIS (1980-5)
ITEM WT. - LB.
48 Triple seats (Hardman Aerospace)® 57.51 Ib 2,760
2 Double seats @ 40 Ib 80
Seat rails 444
Insulation and hard trim @ 1.2 Ib/sq ft 2,796
Window trim 100
3 Lavatories® 110 Ib 330
Carpet and floor covering , , 545
Overhead stowages 800
Passenger amenity panels 285
Crew seats (2 @ 50 Ib, 1 @ 25 Ib) 125
Attendant seats (3 @ 12 Ib) 36
Galley and Bar (2 @ 100 Ib) 200
Coat racks , 100
Baggage equipment 870
Emergency equipment 315
Slides 80
Airstairs(2@250,lb) 500
Exterior paint 120
Instrument panels, consoles and flight station equipment. 170
TOTAL WEIGHT 10,656 Lbs
(4,833kg)
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TABLE XDt. GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT: 2000 FT AUGMENTOR WING
AM!910)!0
SUPEKUDIHG
AH!fI03!C
HAME_
DATE
PACE
MODEL_
REPOKT
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
ESTIMATED • CALCULATED ! ACTUAL
(Doit art AM* «rt ej»UeoU.)
AUGMEHTOR ТОГО ! 2000'
CONTRACT МО.
AIRPLANE. GOVERNMENT NO. 2000 FT. AUGMENTOR WIHG ! STOL
AIRPLANE. CONTRACTOR NO.
MANUFACTURED ВТ LOCKHEED
I
1
MANUFACTURED ВТ
MODEL
NO.
MANUFACTURED ВТ
DESGNNO.
иа
MAIN
DDA
PD287!51
AUXILIARY
TABLE XDC (CONT.)
AM!910J!D
HAKE
DATE
GROUP «EIGHT STATEMENT
WEIGHT EMPTY
PAGE _
MODEL
REPORT
1 «INC CROUP
2
3
4
CENTER SECTION . BASIC STRUCTURE
INTERMEDIATE PANEL ! BASIC STRUCTURE
OUTER PANEL ! BASIC STRUCTURE (INCL. TIPS LBS)
5
6
7
8
, 9
' 10
' 11
, 12
13
SECONDARY STRUCTURE (INCL. WINGFOLD MECHANISM LBS.)
AILERONS (INCL. BALANCE
FLAPS! TRAILING EDGE
. LEADING EDGE
SLATS
SPOILERS
SPEED BRAKES
AUGMENTATION DUCTING
WEIGHT 787 LBS.)
14
1.372
13.9U7
1,842
1.574
6,077
1,066
Usfi
5,178
IS TAIL CROUP
16
17
18
19
20
STABILIZER • BASIC STRUCTURE
FINS . BASIC STRUCTURE (INCL. DORSAL LBS.)
SECONDARY STRUCTURE (STAB 4 FINS)
ELEVATOR (INCL. BALANCE WEIGHT 2fe LBS)
RUDDERS (INCL BALANCE WEIGHT LBS >
21
22
у П3б
•3 49O
ЧТО
Ячо
ОЙП
23 BODY CROUP
24
25
26
27
28
29
FUSELAGE OR HULL ! BASIC STRUCTURE
BOOMS . BASIC STRUCTURE
SECONDARY STRUCTURE ! FUSELAGE OR HULL
. BOOMS
!SPEEOBRAKE S
. DOORS, PANELS & MIS С
30
16 hnn
85?
1*
Г
826
31 ALIGHTING GEAR CROUP • LAND (TYPE )
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
3»
LOCATION
MAIN
HOSE
•HCCLS. MAKES
ran.™**» >T"ueTU" COHT"OLl
^,^Q8 2,407 l,28l
1*24 ЧОО ??1
6,086
1 pjk
40 ALIGHTING GEAR GROUP ! WATER
41
42
43
44
45
LOCATION FLOATS STRUTS CONTROLS
^ХГ
4Д SURFACE CONTROLS CROUP
47
48
49
COCKPIT CONTROLS
AUTOMATIC PILOT
SYSTEM CONTROLS (INCL. POWER 4 FEEL CONTROLS LBS.)
50
51 ENGINE SECTION OR NACELLE GROUP
52
53
54
INBOARD
CENTER
OUTBOARD
55 DOORS. PANELS & MISC.
56 AUGMENTATION ШСТ1Ю
5,8QQ
4,Qtl4
5Й
1 .бОП
57 TOTAL (TO BE BROUGHT FORWARD)
33,303
7,708
?P CTfft
8 ?20
Ur6U6
13 цпо
fl9tk44
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TABLE XDC (CQNT.)
AN!910J!D
NAME
DATE
CROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
WEIGHT EMPTY
PAGE
MODEL _
REPORT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
to
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
PROPULSION GROUP
ENGINE INSTALLATION
•
AUXILIARY
AFTERBURNERS (IF FURN SEPARATELY)
ACCESSORY GEAR BOXES & DRIVES
SUPERCHARGERS (FOR TURBO TYPES)
AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM
EXHAUST SYSTEM
COOLING SYSTEM
LUBRICATING SYSTEM
TANKS
COOLING INSTALLATION
DUCTS. PLUMBING, ETC
FUEL SYSTEM
TANKS . PROTECTED
! UNPROTECTED
PLUMBING. ETC
WATER INJECTION SYSTEM
ENGINE CONTROLS
STARTING SYSTEM
PROPELLER INSTALLATION
THRUST REVERSER
23
24
25
26
AUXILIARY POWER PLANT GROUP
MAIN
!xl
ifi ПРЬ.
210
830
чоо
Ч9П
1,600
INSTRUMENTS & NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT GROUP
HYDRAULIC & PNEUMATIC GROUP
27
28
29 ELECTRICAL GROUP
30
31
32
33
34
ELECTRONICS GROUP
EQUIPMENT
INSTALLATION
35
36
37
38
Я
40
41
ARMAMENT GROUP (INCL GUNFIRE PROTECTION LBS.)
FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT GROUP
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR PERSONNEL
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
FURNISHINGS
EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT
42
43
44
45
4
Г
07<5
1,7UO
Ц,ЧРЙ
415
AIR CONDITIONING & ANTI!ICING EQUIPMENT GROUP
AIR CONDITIONING
ANTI!ICING
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
PHOTOGRAPHIC GROUP
AUXILIARY GEAR GROUP
HANDLING GEAR
ARRESTING GEAR
CATAPULTING GEAR
A TO GEAR
2 МЦ
?Mt
53
54
55
56
57
COHTIIGEHCY
MANUFACTURING VARIATION
TOTAL FROM PC 2
WEIGHT EMPTY
lQr284
1 T52
7ПГ)
1 Ijkd
? 1?O
1,327
10,656
3jpp7
__
__
2,618
!
89,1*55
132,088
236
AN!9103!D
NAME
DATE
TABLE XDC (CQHT.)
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMEKT
USEFUL LOAD & GROSS WEIGHT
PAGE
MODEL_
REPORT
1
 LOAD CONDITION
3 CREW (NO. 4 + 4 )
4 PASSENGERS (HO. 1^8 )
5 FUEL
6 UNUSABLE
7 INTERNAL
8
9
10 EXTERNAL
11
12 BOMB BAY
13
Tr»«
14 OIL
Gmlf.
15 TRAPPED
16 ENGINE
17
18 FUEL TANKS (LOCATION )
19 WATER INJECTION FLUID ( GALS)
20
21 BAGGAGE
22 CARGO
23
24 ARMAMENT
25 GUNS (L««i!)
26
27
28
29
30
31
32 AMMUNITION
33
34
35
36
37
38
Pirn, w Pin. Of C.I
39 INSTALLATIONS (BOMB. TORPEDO. ROCKET. ETC)
•40 BOMB OR TORPEDO RACKS
41 FOOD AND BEVERAGE
42 WASH WATER
43
44
45
46 EQUIPMENT
47 PYROTECHNICS
48 PHOTOGRAPHIC
49
•SO OXYGEH
51
52 MISCELLANEOUS
53
54
55 USEFUL LOAD
56 WEIGHT EMPTY
57 GROSS WEIGHT
UPhKATlKj
WEIGHT
1 cfiU
717
110
205
PPP
222
2 540
14?, 088
I4k'fil8
JJiiJlUM
GROSS WT.
1 05U
Pb'upn
717
31 jkofi
110
205
R ТИП
222
222
64,626
149, ОЙ8
1ОЧ 7lll
*lf ом specified я» «eight eapty.
237
TABLE XDC (CQHT.)
AM!910J!D
NAME
DATE
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT *"*"
DIMENSIONAL & STRUCTURAL DATA RfPO
1 LENGTH • OVERALL (FT)
2 «oln Flom
3 LENGTH! MAX. (FT)
4 DEPTH !MAX (FT)
5 WIDTH !MAX (FT)
t WETTED AREA (SO FT )
•7 FLOAT OR HULL DISPL !MAX (LBS)
8 FUSELAGE VOLUME (CU FT )
A... Floot.
L
»T
HEIGHT . OVERALL ! STATIC (FT.)
Boo>. FIKO o> H.II
1PP.S
13.1
13!1
PRESSURIZED
9
10 GROSS AREA (SO FT)
11 WEIGHT/GROSS AREA (LBS /SO FT)
12 SPAN (FT)
13 FOLDED SPAN (FT)
14 1
15 SWEEPBACK • AT 25% CHORD LINE(DEGREES)
16 !AT Я CHORD LINE (DEGREES)
•17 THEORETICAL ROOT CHORD ! LENGTH (INCHES)
18 .MAX THICKNESS (INCHES)
•19 CHORD AT PLANFORM BREAK • LENGTH (INCHES)
20 !MAX THICKNESS (INCHES)
•21 THEORETICAL TIP CHORD ! LENGTH (INCHES)
22 !MAX THICKNESS (INCHES)
23 DORSAL AREA. INCLUDED IN (FUSE ) (HULL) (V TAIL)
24 TAIL LENGTH ! 25% MAC WING TO 25* MAC H TAIL (FT
25 AREAS (SO FT) Flop.
26 LoMtol Control.
27 Sp»d Broii..
28
29
30 ALIGHTING GEAR
L t 2Q8
Hot.
JutaBl
7 9
7,?
1 6^WoH
7!2
7т 9
TOTAL
•'•ч
2.388
1 2k
30
^27
53
130
15
N Toll
625
5^
30
202
2U
81
10
V Toll
55!5
ЭЯ
35
265
212
28
AREA (SO FT.)
) 76
WI4
т« Uq8 ELEVATORS lUl
Spoil.*. 3Q1 Allofoe. 11 Q
F.M. ~ H.II RUDDER 208
(LOCATION)
31 LENGTH • OLEO EXTENDED ! <t AXLE TO ф. TRUNNION (INCHES)
32 OLEO TRAVEL • FULL EXTENDED TO FULL COLLAPSED (INCHES)
33 FLOAT OR SKI STRUT LENGTH (INCHES)
34 ARRESTING HOOK LENGTH !fc HOOK TRUNNION TO <t HOOK POINT (INCHES)
35 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM CAPACITY (GALS)
36 FUEL & LUBE SYSTEMS
37 F.I . I.M.O)
38
39 E.Mmol
40 • Во!Ь вот
41
42 он
43
44
Location
•Ing
Fuu oi Hidl
Ho Toot. ••••Col. PrataclW No. To*t< "**6ol. (taprnwiW
!
!
45 STRUCTURAL DATA . CONDITION
46 FLIGHT
47 LANDING
48
Fool InWIog. (Lbo)
31Л96
49 MAX GROSS WEIGHT WITH ZERO WING FUEL
SO CATAPULTING
51 MIN FLYING WEIGHT
52 LIMIT AIRPLANE LANDING SINKING SPEED (FT./SEC )
SMM On.» w*i|hi
195.711*
195.71U
! Ift.958
Ull LF
3.75
19
53 WING LIFT ASSUMED FOR LANDING DESIGN CONDITION (*W)
54 STALL SPEED • LANDING CONFIGURATION ! POWEROFF (KNOTS)
55 PRESSURIZED CABIN • ULT DESIGN PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL . FLIGHT (P.S.I.) 19. 4!
56
57 AIRFRAME WEIGHT (AS DEFINED IN AN!W!ll) (LBS.)
*Lb» o( .«• water *» 64 Ite./cn ft
Humllel to <t «t t uipUae
***P«ndltl to ^  .
****Toel nubU с^ икНу.
238
TABLE XX. GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT: 3000 FT OTW
AH!910VD
SUPERSEDING
AN!910X
NAME.
DATE
PAGE
MODEL_
REPORT
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
ESTIMATED. CALCULATED ! ACTUAL
(Сгом M* |Ъои Ml «tvllcebU)
CONTRACT МО.
AIRPLANE, GOVERNMENT M0._
AIRPLANE. CONTRACTOR NO..
MANUFACTURED BY
3000 FT OTW STOL
LOCKHEED
г
f
MANUFACTURED BY
MODEL
иа
MANUFACTURED BY
DEHGNND.
NO.
MAIN
DDA
PD 287!6
AUXILIARY
239
TABLE XX (CONT.)
AN!910J!D
NAME
DATE
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
WEIGHT EMPTY
PAGE
MODEL _
REPORT
1 VINC GROUP
CENTER SECTION . BASIC STRUCTURE
INTERMEDIATE PANEL • BASIC STRUCTURE
OUTER PANEL ! BASIC STRUCTURE (INCL. TIPS LBS )
SECONDARY STRUCTURE (INCL WINGFOLD MECHANISM LBS )
AILERONS (INCL BALANCE WEIGHT 5U7 LBS)
FLAPS . TRAILING EDGE
. LEADING EDGE
10
II
12
SLATS
SPOILERS
SPEED BRAKES
13
14
1,027
5,0^
737
1.093
2. 351
1.132
26k
IS TAIL GROUP
16
17
18
19
20
STABILIZER • BASIC STRUCTURE
FINS • BASIC STRUCTURE (INCL. DORSAL LBS.)
SECONDARY STRUCTURE (STAB & FINS)
ELEVATOR (INCL. BALANCE WEIGHT 100 LBS.)
RUDDERS (INCL BALANCE WEIGHT LBS )
21
22
719
I.ITS
180
чро
5fe
23 BODY GROUP
24
25
36
27
28
29
30
FUSELAGE OR HULL ! BASIC STRUCTURE
BOOMS ! BASIC STRUCTURE
SECONDARY STRUCTURE . FUSELAGE OR HULL
. BOOMS
. SPEEDBRAKES
. DOORS, PANELS & MISC .
15,380
799 !
It. 526
31 ALIGHTING GEAR GROUP • LAND (TYPE: )
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
LOCATION
MAIN
NOSE \
WHfCLS. SRACCS
T,.«.TU«S.A,R '"UCTU" COMT"°LI
2,368 1.607 892
2* 4Г? 1*
U.867
861
40 ALIGHTING GEAR GROUP • WATER
41
42
43
44
45
LOCATION FLOAT! STRUTS CONTROLS
!
*
=^~=^
!
46 SURFACE CONTROLS GROUP
47
48
49
50
COCKPIT CONTROLS
AUTOMATIC PILOT
SYSTEM CONTROLS (INCL. POWER & FEEL CONTROLS LBS )
!
260
280
3.121
51 ENGINE SECTION OR NACELLE GROUP
52
53
54
55
56
INBOARD
CENTER
OUTBOARD
DOORS. PANELS & MISC.
1^ 70
U.501V
57 TOTAL (TO BE BROUGHT FORWARD)
2.721
20,705
!
5.728
!
3.661
9.01B
53,1+81
2UO
TABLE XX (CONT.)
AN!9103!D
NAME
DATE
CROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
WEIGHT EMPTY
PAGE
MODEL_
REPORT
1 PROPULSION GROUP
AUXIL
ENGINE INSTALLATION
AFTERBURNERS (IF FURN. SEPARATELY)
ACCESSORY GEAR BOXES & DRIVES
SUPERCHARGERS (FOR TURBO TYPES)
AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM
EXHAUST SYSTEM
COOLING SYSTEM
10 LUBRICATING SYSTEM
11 TANKS
12 COOLING INSTALLATION
13 DUCTS, PLUMBING, ETC
14 FUEL SYSTEM
15 TANKS ! PROTECTED
16 ! UNPROTECTED
17 PLUMBING, ETC
18 WATER INJECTION SYSTEM
19 ENGINE CONTROLS
20 STARTING SYSTEM
21 PROPELLER INSTALLATION
22
23
24 AUXILIARY POWER PLANT GROUP
25 INSTRUMENTS & NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT GROUP
26 HYDRAULIC & PNEUMATIC GROUP
27
28
29 ELECTRICAL GROUP
30
31
32 ELECTRONICS GROUP
33 EQUIPMENT
34 INSTALLATION
35
36 ARMAMENT GROUP (INCL GUNFIRE PROTECTION
37 FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT GROUP
38 ACCOMMODATIONS FOR PERSONNEL
39 MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
40 FURNISHINGS
41 EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT
42
43 AIR CONDITIONING & ANTI!ICING EQUIPMENT GROUP
44 AIR CONDITIONING
45 ANTI!ICING
46
47 PHOTOGRAPHIC GROUP
48 AUXILIARY GEAR GROUP
49 HANDLING GEAR
50 ARRESTING GEAR
51 CATAPULTING GEAR
52 ATO GEAR
53
54 CONTINGENCY
55 MANUFACTURING VARIATION
56 TOTAL FROM PC 2
57 «EIGHT EMPTY
u*r
LBS.)
M«
:xr
IN
9.277
200
690
2Ц6
265
U.075
1,7UO
U
 r 526
315
2,^ 3
658
10,678
2,126
700
1,220
1,705
1,327
10.656
ЗД
1
*!
!
!
1,006
!
зз.ад!
86,oUo
AN!9103!D
NAME
DATE ;
TABLE XX (CONT.)
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
USEFUL LOAD & GROSS «EIGHT
PAGE
MODEL_
REPORT
1
 LOAD CONDITION
2
3 CREW (NO. 3 + 3 )
4 PASSENGERS (HO. lU8 )
5 FUEL
6 UNUSABLE
7 INTERNAL
8
9
10 EXTERNAL
11
12 BOMB BAY
13
Tf».
U OIL
Gil».
15 TRAPPED
16 ENGINE
17
18 FUEL TANKS (LOCATION )
19 WATER INJECTION FLUID ( GALS)
20
21 BAGGAGE
22 CARGO
23
24 ARMAMENT
25 GUNS (t««i!>
26
27
28
29
30
31
32 AMMUNITION
33
34
35
36
37
38
Urn. w Pin. »f C.I.
39 INSTALLATIONS (BOMB. TORPEDO. ROCKET. ETC.)
•40 BOMB OR TORPEDO RACKS
41 FOOD AND BEVERAGE
42 WASH WATER
43
44
45
46 EQUIPMENT
47 PYROTECHNICS
48 PHOTOGRAPHIC
49
•SO OXYGEN
51
52 MISCELLANEOUS
53
54
55 USEFUL LOAD
56 WEIGHT EMPTY
57 GROSS WEIGHT
WEIGHT
1.051*
1*61*
60
120
222
222
2,11*2
86,01*0
88.182
GROSS WT.
1.051*
1*61*
1В.5ЭД
60
1?0
5,lBO
1
222
222
50,332
86,oi*o
136.372
*U not specified •• weight fmftj.
TABLE XX (CQHT.)
AN-9103-D
NAME
DATE
G
DIME
1 LENGTH - OVERALL (FT )
2
3 LENGTH • MAX (FT )
4 DEPTH -MAX (FT.)
S WIDTH -MAX (FT.)
6 WETTED AREA (SQ FT )
•7 FLOAT OR HULL DISPL - MAX (LBS )
8 FUSELAGE VOLUME (CO FT )
ROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT f£"
NSIONAL & STRUCTURAL DATA ""|~
Нот Float»
9
A». Floats
,
JT
HEIGHT • OVERALL ! STATIC (FT )
Boo.. Рим о» Hull
122.5
U.I
U.I
Ц, W ,
PRESSURIZED
10 GROSS AREA (SQ FT )
11 WEIGHT/GROSS AREA (LBS /SO FT)
12 SPAM (FT )
13 FOLDED SPAN (FT )
14
15 SWEEPBACK • AT 25% CHORD LINE(DEGREES)
16 !AT Я CHORD LINE (DEGREES)
'17 THEORETICAL ROOT CHORD ! LENGTH (INCHES)
18 !MAX THICKNESS (INCHES)
•19 CHORD AT PLANFORM BREAK ! LENGTH (INCHES)
20 !MAX THICKNESS (INCHES)
•21 THEORETICAL TIP CHORD • LENGTH (INCHES)
22 .MAX THICKNESS (INCHES)
23 DORSAL AREA. INCLUDED IN (FUSE ) (HULL) (V TAIL)
24 TAIL LENGTH ! 25Я MAC WING TO 25» MAC H
25 AREAS (SQ. FT) Fi<».
26 \.Лт,\ Centred»
27 Sp~d B>dk»>
28
29
30 ALIGHTING GEAR
TAIL (FT
l^ j^
7.7
7.7
" S$!Z* — "Ч000.4
7.7
7.7
TOTAL
•log
1,375
95
™
2U9
47
100
11
H Toll
235
33
30
12U
15
50
6
V Toll
21*1
18
Tj
175
21
lUO
18
AREA (SQ FT )
) 72
LI 172
Slot.
«Ing
т « SI1* ELEVATORS 77
Spollo» HO Allan» 83
P.» ! H.II RUDDER 59
(LOCATION)
31 LENGTH • OLEO EXTENDED • <t AXLE TO £ TRUNNION (INCHES)
32 OLEO TRAVEL - FULL EXTENDED TO FULL COLLAPSED (INCHES)
33 FLOAT OR SKI STRUT LENGTH (INCHES)
34 ARRESTING HOOK LENGTH -<fc HOOK TRUNNION TO <t HOOK POINT (INCHES)
35 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM CAPACITY (GALS)
36 FUEL & LUBE SYSTEMS
37 F~l 'люто!
38
39 E.Kmol
40 вовЪВог
41
42 on
43
44
Location
•lea
Ft,» otrMI
No Took» ••oo6ol. ptWM^( Но. Т»*. ••••Colo. Uovmomrf
45 STRUCTURAL DATA • CONDITION
46 FLIGHT
47 LANDING
48
Pool In Wing. (Loo)
IB, 590
49 MAX GROSS WEIGHT WITH ZERO WING FUEL
50 CATAPULTING
51 MIN FLYING WEIGHT
52 LIMIT AIRPLANE LANDING SINKING SPEED (FT /SEC )
Stan Сим »ol»>t
136,372
136,372
118,523
Ult LP
3.75
15
53 WING LIFT ASSUMED FOR LANDING DESIGN CONDITION (XW)
54 STALL SPEED ! LANDING CONFIGURATION ! POWER OFF (KNOTS)
55 PRESSURIZED CABIN ! ULT DESIGN PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL ! FLIGHT (P.S.I.) 1Q.U
56
57 AIRFRAME WEIGHT (AS DEFINED IN AN!W!ll] (LBS.)
*Lbi of sea water (°> 64 Iba /cu ft.
Parallel to 4 at 4 airplane
Parall*! to t abplaa».
'Toctl usable eaoacirjr.
O'O «HOOD ! I
2.3Л OTW/IBF Weight, Balance and Inertias
Table XXI (5 sheets) provides weight data for the 3000 ft field length OTW/IBF
design!point airplane. To confirm the structural feasibility and define
weights, a structural analysis of the engine installation was conducted and
included the structural sizing of three nacelle frames using a computer!gr!
phics program. This program is a two dimensional discrete element, displace!
ment type, redundant analysis. The frames analyzed were the forward engine
mount frame, the aft engine mount frame and the frame located at the front
spar . Engine mount loads were developed and applied to the models . The models
consisted of axial members representing the frame caps and stiffeners plus
quadrilateral shear panels representing the frame webs. The frames were
supported by the structural shell of the upper portion of the nacelle. Allow!
able stresses and minimum gages and areas were selected. Initial areas and
thickness were then used on the first run. The section properties were then
revised and the model was rerun until the desired stresses or minimum gages
were achieved. This sizing processwas accomplished with an average of three
iterations. An example of the graphic data display is shown in Figure 80.
The arranagement of the frame can be seen with the distribution of end load
in the caps superimposed (+ ve being tension). Data defining the cap between
two nodes and the shear panel between four nodes are also illustrated. The
structural component weights derived in this manner have been included with
the other components of the nacelle in the following total nacelle weight !
breakdown:
Ib
Nacelle shell and door structure
Engine and nacelle support structure including wing 5Ю
attachments .
Acoustic treatment 370
Miscellaneous 250
Total nacelle and support
TABLE XXI. GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT: 3000 FT OTW/IBF
SUPERSEDING
АМ!910Э!С
NAME.
DATE
PAGE
MODEL_
REPORT
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
ESTIMATED • CALCULATED • ACTUAL
(Croti out tint* M* applicable)
CONTRACT НО.
AIRPLAHE, GOVERNMENT M0._
AIRPLANE. CONTRACTOR NO..
MANUFACTURED BY
3000 FT. OTW/IBF STOL
LOCKJOD
IH§a
Ш
.J
_l
MANUFACTURED BY
MODEL
на
MANUFACTURED BY
DESIGN NO.
NO.
MAIN
DDA
PD!287!6
AUXILIARY
21*5
TABLE XXI (CONT.)
AN!910J!D
МАМЕ
DATE
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMB4T
WIICHT IMPTY
PAGE _
MODEL
REPORT
1 WINC CROUP
2
3
4
CENTER SECTION ! BASIC STRUCTURE
INTERMEDIATE PANEL ! BASIC STRUCTURE
OUTER PANEL ! BASIC STRUCTURE (INCL. TIPS LBS.)
5
6
7
SECONDARY STRUCTURE (INCL. WINGFOLD MECHANISM LBS.)
AILERONS (INCL. BALANCE WEIGHT 625 LBS)
8 FLAPS ! TRAILING EDGE
9
10
11
12
. LEADING EDGE
SLATS
SPOILERS
SPEED BRAKES
13
14
1.313
6ro4s
771
1.249
5
Г
373
1,294
302
IS TAIL CROUP
It
17
18
19
20
STABILIZER . BASIC STRUCTURE
FINS . BASIC STRUCTURE (INCL. DORSAL LBS.)
SECONDARY STRUCTURE (STAB & FINS) , '
ELEVATOR (INCL. BALANCE WEIGHT 147 LBS.)
RUDDERS (IHCL BALANCE WEIGHT LBS.)
21 j
22
1.056
1,727
265
441
509
23 BODY GROUP
24
25
24
27
FUSELAGE OR HULL ! BASIC STRUCTURE
BOOMS • BASIC STRUCTURE
SECONDARY STRUCTURE . FUSELAGE OR HULL
• BOOMS ~2
28 • SPEEDBRAKES
29 • DOORS. PANELS & MISC
30
14 ЧЯ?
810
4,586
31 ALIGHTING GEAR CROUP <• LAND (TYPE! )
32
33
34
35
34
37
38
39
LOCATION
MAIN
HOSE
m"LTU«r"« "RueTU" COHTM" '
2.559 1.737 964
318 445 166
5.260
929
40 ALIGHTING GEAR GROUP . WATER
41
42
43
44
45
LOCATION PLOATt STRUTI CONTROL I
рхГ.
4A SURFACE CONTROLS GROUP
47
48
49
50
COCKPIT CONTROLS
AUTOMATIC PILOT
SYSTEM CONTROLS (INCL. POWER & FEEL CONTROLS LBS.)
260
280
3,31?
51 ENGINE SECTION OR NACELLE CROUP
52
S3
54
55
Si
INBOARD
CENTER
OUTBOARD
DOORS. PANELS & MISC.
TBP DUCTING
• 4 874
4.909
48
боо
57 TOTAL (TO BE BROUGHT FORWARD)
16,3^ 7
ч ооЯ
20,078
6,189
3
Г
852
10 440
61,794
246
Г
TABLE XXI (CONT.)
AN!910J!D
NAME
DATE
CROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
«EIGHT EMPTY
PAGE
MODEL_
REPORT
1 PROPULSION GROUP
2 ! AUXILIARY
3 ENGINE INSTALLATION
4 AFTERBURNERS (IF FURN. SEPARATELY)
5 ACCESSORY GEAR BOXES & DRIVES
6 SUPERCHARGERS (FOR TURBO TYPES)
7 AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM
8 EXHAUST SYSTEM
9 COOLING SYSTEM
tO LUBRICATING SYSTEM
11 TANKS
12 COOLING INSTALLATION
13 DUCTS. PLUMBING, ETC.
14 FUEL SYSTEM
15 TANKS • PROTECTED
16 ! UNPROTECTED
17 PLUMBING. ETC
18 WATER INJECTION SYSTEM
19 ENGINE CONTROLS
20 STARTING SYSTEM
21 PROPELLER INSTALLATION
22 IBF DUCTING
23
MAIM
ЗИХ^Щ
10,27O
205
680
210
410
1,42Q
24 AUXILIARY POWER PLANT GROUP
25 INSTRUMENTS & NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT GROUP
26 HYDRAULIC & PNEUMATIC GROUP
27
28
29 ELECTRICAL GROUP
30
31
32 ELECTRONICS GROUP
33 EQUIPMENT
34 INSTALLATION
35
36 ARMAMENT GROUP (INCL GUNFIRE PROTECTION LBS )
37 FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT GROUP
38 ACCOMMODATIONS FOR PERSONNEL
Л MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
40 FURNISHINGS
41 EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT
42
U,074
1
 jT^n
h 49£
31 R
43 AIR CONDITIONING & ANTI-ICING EQUIPMENT GROUP
44 AIR CONDITIONING
45 ANTI-ICING
46
? 1*83ftft,
47 PHOTOGRAPHIC GROUP
48 AUXILIARY GEAR GROUP
49 HANDLING GEAR
50 ARRESTING GEAR
51 CATAPULTING GEAR
52 ATOGEAR •
5 3 . . . .
S* CONTINGENCY
55 MANUFACTURING VARIATION - -
56 TOTAL FROM PC 2
57 WEIGHT EMPTY.
!4,ooU
2.216
ynn
1 3n5
1,781
1,327
io,6s6
4,]SQ
216
fil 70U
Об ОЙЙ
AN!9103!D
NAME
TABLE XXI (COM1.)
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
USEFUL LOAD & CROSS WEIGHT
PAGE
MODEL_
REPORT
1
 LOAD CONDITION
2
3 CREW (NO. Ч + Ч)
4 PASSENGERS (NO. lU8
5 FUEL
6 UNUSABLE
7 INTERNAL
8
9
10 EXTERNAL
11
12 BOMB BAY
13
14 OIL
15 TRAPPED
16 ENGINE
17
18 FUEL TANKS (LOCATION
19 WATER INJECTION FLUID 1
20
21 BAGGAGE
22 CARGO
23
24 ARMAMENT
25 GUNS <L««I»)
26
27
28
29
30
31
32 AMMUNITION
33
34
35
36
37
38
39 INSTALLATIONS (BOMB.
•40 BOMB OR TORPE0
41 FOOD AND BEVERAGE
42 WASH WATER
43
44
45
46 EQUIPMENT
47 PYROTECHNICS
48 PHOTOGRAPHIC
49
•50 OXYGEH
51
52 MISCELLANEOUS
53
54 !
55 USEFUL LOAD
56 WEIGHT EMPTY
57 GROSS WEIGHT
)
Т„. С.1..
)
GALS)
Pla. «г 1Ч.Ж. ft* ЗД.
TORPEDO. ROCKET. ETC)
BRACKS
.
OPERATING
WEIGHT
irosU
502
60
IPS
!
222
222
p ifts
Об.'ОбЗ
Q8.254
DESIGN
GROSS WT.
2U.U20
502
fin
194
5.180
1
222
222
51 29lQ6/06S
ll»T,3l*9
J
.
•
,
,
*lf ooc «pecificd •• weight empty.
2U8
TABLE XXI (СОИТ.)
ЛМ!ЯОЭ!D 5
—^—^———^ DIME
DATE
1 LENGTH • OVERALL (FT )
2
3 LENGTH! MAX (FT)
4 DEPTH • MAX (FT )
S WIDTH • MAX (FT )
« WETTED AREA (so FT)
•7 FLOAT OR HULL DISPL. ! MAX (LBS )
8 FUSELAGE VOLUME (CU FT.)
ROW» WEIGHT STATEMENT ***£*
HSIONAL & STRUCTURAL DATA ~~
Hola FlMta
9
Ли. Plot»
L
ЛТ
BMBI FM. •» H.ll
1PP.S
13.1
13.1
45°3
PRESSURIZED
10 GROSS AREA (SO FT )
11 WEIGHT/GROSS AREA (LBS./SQ FT)
12 SPAN (FT ) ' !
13 FOLDED SPAN (FT )
14
is SWEEPBACK • AT is% CHORD LINE (DEGREES)
16 .AT Я CHORD LINE (DEGREES)
47 THEORETICAL ROOT CHORD • LENGTH (INCHES)
18 !MAX THICKNESS (INCHES)
'19 CHORD AT PLANFORM BREAK • LENGTH (INCHES)
20 !MAX THICKNESS (INCHES)
'21 THEORETICAL TIP CHORD ! LENGTH (INCHES)
22 !MAX THICKNESS (INCHES)
23 DORSAL AREA. INCLUDED IN (FUSE ) (HULL) (V. TAIL)
24 TAIL LENGTH • 25* MAC WING TO 25% MAC H
25 AREAS (SO. Fl) "°i» L с
26 ! LoMol CMral» Sim
TAIL (FT.
106
I.W!J
UL.2
11.2
" CIlS* — ft_A,uJ —
П.?
11.9
TOTAL
•'ч1,571
105
^0
^1314
11
 7
14
78
9
N TWI
318
38
30
il*
17
S8
7
V Tall
307
21
35
IPS
26
ike
18
AREA (SQ FT )
1 70
27 IP— J Brak.. Vine
28
29
30 ALIGHTING GEAR
т « Я58 ELEVATOR
1..1Ы. J26 Alb»., qej
•«. . н.11 RUDDER
(LOCATION)
31 LENGTH ! OLEO EXTENDED ! <t AXLE TO <t TRUNNION (INCHES)
32 OLEO TRAVEL • FULL EXTENDED TO FULL COLLAPSED (INCHES)
33 FLOAT OR SKI STRUT LENGTH (INCHES)
34 ARRESTING HOOK LENGTH !<t HOOK TRUNNION TO % HOOK POINT (INCHES)
35 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM CAPACITY (GALS )
36 FUEL & LUBE SYSTEMS LMai.n
37 F»l Inlwnol *<4
33 Рим «rM.ll
39 E«nn«l
40 . в~* вот
41
42 он
43
44
M. T«*. ••••Cd. PfMMtW M. T«b. ••"CM. UwmctW
45 STRUCTURAL DATA ! CONDITION
46 FLIGHT
47 LANDING
48
Рм.1 lnWI4. (Lb.)
19Л96
49 MAX GROSS WEIGHT WITH ZERO WING FUEL
50 CATAPULTING
51 MIN FLYING WEIGHT
52 LIMIT AIRPLANE LANDING SINKING SPEED (FT /SEC )
SMn вхи W«l(kl
1^ 7.3^ 91U7.3U9
128,593
Ull L F
3.75
15
53 WING LIFT ASSUMED FOR LANDING DESIGN CONDITION (%W)
54 STALL SPEED • LANDING CONFIGURATION • POWEROFF (KNOTS)
55 PRESSURIZED CABIN ! ULT DESIGN PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL ! FLIGHT (P.S 1.) 19 Л
56
57 AIRFRAME WEIGHT (AS DEFINED IN AN.W!11) (LBS)
*Lb» of «• water <fi> 64 Ite./cu ft.
H«*»IUI to 4 «I t «upl»K
ID 4 «iipUa».
Tool oubl* opacity.
END LOAD
DISTRIBUTION
•f TENSION
1 IN • .1459*06
FHD ENGINE MOUNT FRRHE
Figure 80. Example Computer Graphics Structural Analysis (Sheet 1 of 3)
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Figure 80. Example Computer Graphics Structural Analysis (Sheet 2 of 3)
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Figure 80. Example Computer Graphics Structural Analysis (Sheet 3 of 3)
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The-over-the-wing nacelle structure also was analyzed to determine its effect
upon wing flutter. The most critical vibration mode of the engine and nacelle
involves vertical translation and pitching relative to the wing structure.
The degree of participation of this mode in the critical wing flutter mode is
largely a function of its frequency proximity to the frequency of the critical
wing flutter mode. A frequency ratio of approximately 1.5 is usually suffi-
cient to limit the engine pitch mode participation such that the wing flutter
speed is not reduced significantly below that of a wing with ragidly mounted
engines. Based on a wing flutter frequency of 3-5 Hz., the minimum required
engine pitch frequency was estimated to be approximately 5.3 Hz. The nacelle
pitch flexibility (based on strength designed structure) was calculated by
assuming the nacelle structure to be a tapered beam pinned to the wing box at
the front and rear spars. The resulting estimate of engine pitch mode fre-
quency was approximately 5«9 Hz., which was considered adequate, based on the
above criterion.
It was concluded that this installation was structurally feasible and did not
produce large weight penalties relative to the more conventional under-the-
wing installations.
2.3.5 MF Weight, Balance and Inertias
Table XXII (5 sheets) provides weight data for the UOOO ft field length MF
design point airplane.
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TABLE XXII. (ШОЦР WEIfflT STATEMENT: ^00 FT MF.
AN!9IO)!O
SUPERSEDING
AH!910J!C
NAME.
DATE
PAGE
MODEL_
REPORT
GROUP WE8GHT STATEMENT
ESTIMATED • CALCULATED ! ACTUAL
(Cro*i oat Лом Ml applicable)
CONTRACT НО.
AIRPLANE, GOVERNMENT NO..
AIRPLANE. CONTRACTOR NO.
MANUFACTURED ВТ
4000 FT. MECHANICAL FLAP ! STOL
LOCKHEED
i
«
MANUFACTURED ВТ
MODEL
NO.
MANUFACTURED ВТ
DESIGN MO.
на
MAIN
DDA
PD 287!11
AUXILIARY
251*
TABLE XXII (CONT.)
AN!910J!D
HAKE
DATE
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
WEIGHT IMPTY
PAGE _
MODEL"
REPORT
1 «INC CROUP
a
з
4
CENTER SECTION . BASIC STRUCTURE
INTERMEDIATE PANEL ! BASIC STRUCTURE
OUTER PANEL ! BASIC STRUCTURE (INCL. TIPS LBS.)
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
SECONDARY STRUCTURE (INCL. WINCFOLD MECHANISM LBS )
AILERONS (INCL BALANCE
FLAPS ! TRAILING EDGE
. LEADING EDGE
SLATS
SPOILER?
SPEED BRAKES
WEIGHT 522 LBS)
13
14
1.099
5.332
780
i.oUs
3.061
1,197
281
IS TAIL CROUP
16
17
18
19
20
STABILIZER • BASIC STRUCTURE
FINS . BASIC STRUCTURE (INCL DORSAL LBS.)
SECONDARY STRUCTURE (STAB & FINS)
ELEVATOR (INCL. BALANCE WEIGHT 110 LBS.)
RUDDERS (INCL. BALANCE WEIGHT LBS.)
21
22
793
1,29^
198
331
481
23 BODY CROUP
24
25
26
27
28
29
FUSELAGE OR HULL • BASIC STRUCTURE
BOOMS • BASIC STRUCTURE
SECONDARY STRUCTURE ! FUSELAGE OR HULL
• BOOMS
. SPEEDBRAKES
. DOORS, PANELS & MISC
30
15.399
796
U,S41
31 ALIGHTING CEAR CROUP • LAND (TYPE )
32
33
34
35
M
37
38
39
LOCATION
MAIN
NOSE
•HI «LI. BIAII1
T..«.TU6IS.An, IT"UCTU" e°MTROLS
2,378 1,61^  896
296 IH3 155
U.888
861*
40 ALIGHTING CEAR CROUP ! WATER
41
42
43
44
45
LOCATION FLOATS STRUTS CONTROLS
рхГ
46 SURFACE CONTROLS CROUP
47
48
49
COCKPIT CONTROLS
AUTOMATIC PILOT
SYSTEM CONTROLS (INCL POWER & FEEL CONTROLS LBS.)
50
260
280
2,082
51 ENGINE SECTION OR NACELLE GROUP
52
53
54
55
INBOARD
CENTER
OUTBOARD
DOORS. PANELS ft, MISC
56
8Л22
4Q
57 TOTAL (TO BE BROUGHT FORWARD)
12.795
2,997
20,726
5.752
.
2.622
8.461
•5Ч.Т5Ч
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TABLE XXII (CONT.)
AN!9103!D
NAME
DATE
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
WEIGHT EMPTY
PACE
MODEL __
REPORT
1 PROPULSION GROUP
2 AUXIl
3 ENGINE INSTALLATION
4 AFTERBURNERS (IF FURN. SEPARATELY)
5 ACCESSORY GEAR BOXES & DRIVES
6 SUPERCHARGERS (FOR TURBO TYPES)
7 AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM
8 EXHAUST SYSTEM
9 COOLING SYSTEM
tO LUBRICATING SYSTEM
11 TANKS
12 COOLING INSTALLATION
13 DUCTS, PLUMBING. ETC.
U FUEL SYSTEM
15 TANKS • PROTECTED
16 ! UNPROTECTED
17 PLUMBING, ETC
18 WATER INJECTION SYSTEM
19 ENGINE CONTROLS
20 STARTING SYSTEM
21 PROPELLER INSTALLATION
И THRUST REVERSER
23
24 AUXILIARY POWER PLANT GROUP
25 INSTRUMENTS & NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT GROUP
2< HYDRAULIC & PNEUMATIC GROUP
27
28
29 ELECTRICAL GROUP
30
31 ,
32 ELECTRONICS GROUP
33 EQUIPMENT
34 INSTALLATION
35
36 ARMAMENT GROUP (INCL GUNFIRE PROTECTION
37 FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT GROUP
38 ACCOMMODATIONS FOR PERSONNEL
Л MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
40 FURNISHINGS
41 EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT
42
43 AIR CONDITIONING & ANTI!ICING EQUIPMENT GROUP
44 AIR CONDITIONING
45 ANTMCING
46
47 PHOTOGRAPHIC GROUP
48 AUXILIARY GEAR GROUP
49 HANDLING GEAR
SO ARRESTING GEAR
51 CATAPULTING GEAR
52 A TO GEAR
S3
54 CONTINGENCY
55 MANUFACTURING VARIATION
56 TOTAL FROM PC 2
57 WEIGHT EMPTY
uiT
LBS.)
MA
^X^J
IN
9,35Q
197
66?
210
401
irU?8
4,075
1.740
4.526
315
2.483
664
12.203
1,876
700
874
1.709 !
1,327
10,6^6
4.11*6
1,333
53.453
87,177
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AN!9103!D
NAME
DATE
TABLE XXII (COWT.)
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
USEFUL LOAD & GROSS WEIGHT
PACE
MODEL_
REPORT
1
 LOAD CONDITION
3 CREW (HO. ^ + 4)
4 PASSENGERS (MO. lt# )
5 FUEL
6 UNUSABLE
7 INTERNAL
8
9
10 EXTERNAL
11
12 BOMB BAY
13
Tf»«
14 OIL
6«b.
IS TRAPPED
16 ENGINE
17
18 FUEL TANKS (LOCATION )
19 WATER INJECTION FLUID ( GALS)
20
21 BAGGAGE
22 CARGO
23
24 ARMAMENT
25 GUNS (L««i!)
26
27
28
29
30
31
32 AMMUNITION
33
34
35
36 '
37
38
PU. «r Pin. »r C.I
39 INSTALLATIONS (BOMB. TORPEDO. ROCKET. ETC)
•40 BOMB OR TORPEDO RACKS
41 FOOD AND BEVERAGE
42 WASH WATER
43
44
45
46 EQUIPMENT
47 PYROTECHNICS
48 PHOTOGRAPHIC
49
•SO OXYGEH
51
52 MISCELLANEOUS
53
54
55 USEFUL LOAD
56 WEIGHT EMPTY
57 GROSS WEIGHT
WEIGHT
1,056
1*50
60
120
222
222
!
9 19Й
87
 r 177
8Q.305
DESIGN
GROSS WT.
2l4!,^20
U50
1B.W3
60
120
5.1BO
222
222
Uqr771
Й7
Г
177
*lf ом ipecUicd •« velgbt empty.
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TABLE XXII (ССЖ.)
AM!910VD
 c
— — DIME
DATE
1 LENGTH ! OVERALL (FT )
2
3 LENGTH !MAX (FT)
4 DEPTH !MAX (FT.)
S WIDTH !MAX. (FT)
6 WETTED AREA (SQ FT)
•7 FLOAT OR HULL DISPL !MAX (LBS)
8 FUSELAGE VOLUME (CU FT )
ЯОШ» WEIGHT STATEMEHT J^"
NSIONAL & STRUCTURAL DATA "" ""
Mala Float. Ay». Float»
tT
HEIGHT ! OVERALL ! STATIC (FT )
Bo». Fy»o at H.I1
122.5
14.1
H.I
It. 503
PRESSURIZED
9
10 GROSS AREA (SQ FT )
11 WEIGHT/GROSS AREA (LBS /SQ FT)
12 SPAN (FT)
13 FOLDED SPAN (FT)
14
15 SWEEPBACK ! AT 25% CHORD LINE (DEGREES)
16 !AT % CHORD LINE (DEGREES)
•17 THEORETICAL ROOT CHORD ! LENGTH (INCHES)
18 !MAX THICKNESS (INCHES)
•19 CHORD AT PLANFORM BREAK ! LENGTH (INCHES)
20 !MAX THICKNESS (INCHES)
•21 THEORETICAL TIP CHORD ! LENGTH (INCHES)
22 !MAX THICKNESS (INCHES)
23 DORSAL AREA, INCLUDED IN (FUSE ) (HULL) (V TAIL)
24 TAIL LENGTH ! 25% MAC WING TO 25% MAC H
25 AREAS (SQ. FT) Flop. L E
TAIL (FT
1B1
(„„„о!
10
10
г sxsn* —
.
fl.l,.'n,,|
. 10 '
10
TOTAL
•log
1,1^ 62
101
40
267
Uo
80
9
И Toll
232
42
40
124
15
kg
6
V Tall
226
18
45
16Q
22
135
IB
AREA (SQ FT)
) 7^
26 Lotoiot Central. Slot.
27 Spoo4 Bioko. Wlna
28
29
30 ALIGHTING GEAR
те 3^0 ELEVATOR 56
SPOII». 117 AIU*». 79
F.» ., Н.П RUDDER 75
(LOCATION)
31 LENGTH ! OLEO EXTENDED !^ AXLE TO £ TRUNNION (INCHES)
32 OllEO TRAVEL • FULL EXTENDED TO FULL COLLAPSED (INCHES)
33 FLOAT OR SKI STRUT LENGTH (INCHES)
-
34 ARRESTING HOOK LENGTH -<fe HOOK TRUNNION TO t HOOK POINT (INCHES)
35 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM CAPACITY (GALS)
36 FUEL & LUBE SYSTEMS LO.«IO.
37 Fyol hiMmal Wing
38 Fyu oiHytl
39 E«»n.ol
40 Boa* Bar
41
42 oil
43
44
-
Ho Tank» •***Cd. P,«~«d No Took. "'•Gel. Uitptonctod
,
45 STRUCTURAL DATA - CONDITION
46 FLIGHT
47 LANDING -
48
Fu.1 letting. (Lbo)
18.01*3
49 MAX GROSS WEIGHT WITH ZERO WING FUEL
SO. CATAPULTING
51 MIN FLYING WEIGHT
52 LIMIT AIRPLANE LANDING SINKING SPEED (FT /SEC )
ftrou Cn». Walakt
136.948
12U.020
119,6^ 5
Ult L F
3.75
15
53 WING LIFT ASSUMED FOR LANDING DESIGN CONDITION (%W)
54 STALL SPEED • LANDING- CONFIGURATION - POWER OFF (KNOTS)
55 PRESSURIZED CABIN • ULT DESIGN PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL • FLIGHT (P S 1.) 19 Л !
56
57 AIRFRAME WEIGHT (AS DEFINED IN AN!W!11) (LBS.)
*Lb»
 0( аса water 6» 64 Ita /cu ft
"Parallel to <t at 4 aupUnc •=«»»!?
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2 Л BASIC PROPULSION DATA
Parametric engine data for Phase I of this program were supplied by the engine
manufacturers participating in the Quiet Clean STOL Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
program under contract to NASA (Lewis Research Center) and were utilized in
corresponding parametric studies of the air vehicle. The joint recommendations
of the engine and airframe contractors regarding the preferred engine charac!
teristics for each high lift concept were subsequently embodied in specific
engine proposals for continued QCSEE program activity. The detailed informa!
tion presented for the specific QCSEE engines has therefore provided an appro!
priate basis for the propulsion systems considered in Phase II of this (STOL
System) Study. However scheduling and the availability of data have restricted
the candidate Phase II engines to those of the Detroit Diesel!Allison Division
of General Motors Corporation (DDA). From these the following have been selec!
ted as the most appropriate to each high lift concept.
Engine Type FPR Application !
PD267!5 VP!Geared 1.25 EBP
PD2&7!51 FP!Direct 3.00 AW
PD2&7!6 VP!Geared 1.32 OTW & OTW/IBF
PD2&7!11 FP!Geared 1.35 MF ! ?
All basic data for the selected engines, including performance, dimensions,
and weights, have been provided for the selected engines. These engines are
all of nominally fixed gas generator size for the purposes of the QCSEE pro!
gram and are not directly compatible with the sizes required for the Phase II
airplane study. This inconsistency has been circumvented by applying the
scale factors provided by the engine manufacturer in the Phase I study. The
engine manufacturers did not provide production engine cost data for these
Phase II engines, therefore, the Phase I cost data has been applied.
Engine installation, acoustic treatment, and noise data provided by the engine
manufacturer have been used as far as possible, consistent with the airplane
•installation configurations and the performance and acoustic ana3ysis. A
horsepower extraction penalty for 35 hp (26 kw) per engine has been included
in the installed engine data sets used for each four engine airplane, with
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70 hp (52 kw) per engine for each two engine airplane. With the exception
of PD287!51. no air!bleed extractions were assumed for the installed data
since the ECS and BLC requirements were met using flight rated APU systems..
The PD287!51 meets these air!bleed requirement by the extraction of fan air.
Performance and installation effects of the Detroit Diesel Allison engines
used for the Phase II effort are in the form of computer simulation decks.
These decks have the ability to calculate the performance of the entire in!
stalled propulsion system, including inlet and duct pressure losses and ex!
ternal nacelle drag. Any additional performance effects deemed necessary by
the airframe contractor can be incorporated into these decks with a minimum
of effort.
2Л.1 EBF Propulsion Data
The engine and propulsion data selected for the EBF baseline airplane is a
scaled PD287!5. The engine has been scaled to the size to properly match the
selected airplane. Scale factors for weight, dimensions and cost provided
by DDA for the Phase I effort have been reconfirmed by the manufacturer for
the Phase II study. Scale factors for acoustic treatment variation with
engine size have been derived from the engine manufacturers Phase I data to
account for engine performance losses.
The selection of this engine was based on the results of the Phase I work
which defined the optimum EBF engine as having the highest possible fan pres!
sure ratio consistent with the EBF noise criteria at the required thrust ,
level. The PD287!5 engine/installation meets this condition and reversal of
the variable!pitch fan airflow for braking purposes can be achieved,without
the mechanical complexity of the discrete reversers associated with a fixed
pitch fan.
2.4.1.1 EBF Propulsion Installation ! The EBF engine installation is a con!
ventional pylon mounted arrangement with deviations as necessary to meet the
specific requirements. A conventional inlet configuration,is used with length
adjusted to!provide for sufficient acoustic treatment as shown in Figure 8l.
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The fan exhaust is a short duct configuration with the length determined by
acoustic treatment requirements consistent with low internal duct losses and
low afterbody drag. The primary exhaust duct extends beyond the fan exit
with the length again determined by the acoustic treatment requirements.
Nacelle location is of a basically conventional design with the axial and
vertical location selected on the basis of a compromise between good flap
impingement, exhaust spreading, flap and wing generated noise, structure, and
interference drag.
Nacelle Location ! Initial optimization of the 3000 ft (910 m) field length
airplane resulted in relatively high wing loading and thrust loading (110 psf
ъ
(5.37 kg/m ) and 0.529 Ib F/lb wt respectively). These led to large engines
relative to the wing and to the span and chord of the flaps. Individual
nacelle mounting of the engines on this optimized airplane encountered con!
flicting requirements. Spanwise location of the nacelles to produce good
exhaust distribution over the flap with the outboard engines close enough to
the airplane e.g. for good engine!out control resulted in distances between the
inboard nacelle and the fuselage and between nacelles well under 0.5 nacelle
diameters. This spacing would have produced an unacceptable interference drag
at cruise with drag rise occurring well below the desired cruise Mach number
of 0.8. The alternative to this was a Siamese configuration wherein the engines
were double!podded and mounted on single pylons. There are several objection!
able considerations relative to a Siamese pod, the most notable being the
danger of a secondary engine failure in a Siamese pod resulting from a primary
failure of the adjacent engine. This was a specific objection raised by the
airline consultants on this program. In order to avoid the Siamese configura!
tion, the airplane was re!optimized and in the process, a number of altera!
tions were made with the most pertinent resulting changes occurring in thei!>
wing loading and thrust loading which reduced to 93 psf (kjk kW/m ) and
0.512 Ib F/lb wt respectively. Both of these reductions serve to reduce the
engine physical size relative to the wing and flap and also to relieve the
engine!out problem. The resulting configuration is a single!podded engine
configuration with spacing between the fuselage and inboard engine and between
the engines of 0.6 nacelle diameters. This spacing is closer than is desired
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from an interference drag standpoint but is felt to be acceptable for a fully
developed airplane configuration.
Reasonable lateral spacing of individual1у mounted nacelles is achievable on
the 2000 ft (6lO m) field length airplane as a result of the relatively lower
wing loading and larger wing and flap span. Nacelle spacing on this configura!
tion is in the order of 0.75 nacelle diameters which is close from an inter!
ference drag consideration but felt to be acceptable in a fully developed con!
figuration.
The axial and vertical nacelle location is primarily dictated by the require!
ment to achieve good flap impingement consistent with low noise and cruise
drag. For the STOL mode, the optimum selection was found to be dependent
upon the point of impingement of the jet exhaust on the flap/wing lower surface,
esentially ahead of the first slot. Lockheed wind tunnel investigations have
been carried out to evaluate the incremental performance of a fixed nacelle
nozzle combination. Figure 82 shows the resulting effect for a single slotted
flap and clearly demonstrates the low sensitivity associated with longitudinal
movement allowing structure weight or cruise considerations to dictate the
location in this plane. Spanwise location sensitivity had limited attention
in the wind tunnel program being restricted to conventional and Siamese engine
placement only. Test data, however, indicated that distribution and level of
momentum was unaffected by free stream flow and angle of attack variation.
Figure 83 shows the basis for this conclusion in that the curve represents the
level of dynamic head at the trailing edge with and without freestream q and
for a values of 0 and 10 . This motivated a supporting static test which
quantified and assessed the distribution of jet efflux momentum in the flap
slot from a pair of infinitely variable!position powered!nacelles. These
nacelles were capable of representing several fan bypass ratios at different
momentum levels and allowed an evaluation of optimum spanwise nacelle position.
Figure 8k summarizes the results from this test and shows the minimum nacelle
spacing and relatively small penalty in displacing the nacelles further apart
from their preferred locations.
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Consistent with the knowledge that the exhaust flow impingement point affects
the performance of the EBF system, several refinements were made to establish
the value of achieving the spread efflux distribution characteristic by alter-
nate methods. Including optimization within their deflection range, the
alternatives evaluated were:
• Vectoring the exhaust flow by means of an externally mounted
deflector plate
• Vectoring internally with a pair of Pegasus type nozzles
• Spreading the jet efflux within a nozzle with and without a
vector component.
Results from these tests are presented in Figure 85 and all show improvementi
in augmented circulation lift performance although the benefit is reduced
partly by lower thrust recovery figures. Trade studies have shown, however,
that the associated weight/structure penalties, in conjunction with cruise
considerations, may override any advantage for the above modifications for
the baseline performance requirements.
The selection of nacelle position is a compromise between consideration of
flap impingement for good augmentation of flap lift characteristics, flap
impingement noise, cruise interference drag, scrubbing drag, and structural
requirements. The specific selection of nacelle locations has been predicated
on maintaining the exhaust plume as close to the wing as possible without
incurring high scrubbing losses at cruise. It was also desired to locate
the nacelle well clear of the wing (to avoid interference effects) and to
locate the centroid of the exhaust plume as far forward on the flap as
possible. The positional variables considered include fore and aft location,
vertical location and exhaust stream angle relative to the wing. Exhaust
plume (free jet) profile data supplied by the engine manufacturer were used
to determine engine locations conforming with the preceding considerations.
The large diameter of the engine exhaust relative to the wing and flap chords
dictates that the engine be located close to the wing lower surface in order
to achieve the desired lift augmentation. Noise tests conducted in 1972 by
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Figure 85. Lift Augmentation Associated with Various Thrust
Vectoring Devices
Lockheed on a 1/5 scale EBF test model at static conditions provided a limited
amount of parametric data indicating that a nozzle!exhaust centerline location
of one exhaust diameter below the wing lower surface is no more than 0.5 PNdB
quieter than discharging the exhaust tangent to the lower surface. It is
therefore concluded that noise cannot be regarded as a major variable in selec!
ting the nacelle vertical location. The axial location of the engine requires
compatibility with structural constraints and the aerodynamic requirements
for sufficient flap impingement to assure good lift augmentation. The testing
noted above also indicated that, in the general range of flap deflections
representative of takeoff conditions, flap impingement noise varies less than
1 PNdB when the wxhaust!plane!to!flap!trailing!edge distance in increased from
2 nozzle diameters to k. In the range of flap deflections representative of
landing approach conditions, this same axial variation of nacelle position
changes flap impingement noise less than 0.5 PNdB. It has therefore been con!
cluded that the flap impingement noise cannot be significantly influenced by
variations in nacelle location within an acceptable range of configurations
based on aerodynamic and structural considerations.
These noise considerations led to the selection of 2q in the free jet as an
arbitrary criterion for exhaust plume impingement at approximately the .25 С
line at 80 kts (1^ 8 km/hr). Spreading of the plume as a result of impingement
on deployed flaps effectively increases the total pressure at the slots.
The nacelles were therefore located as far forward as structurally feasible
to reduce interference drag at cruise and to gain the small acoustic benefits
that may be available. The vertical location of the nacelle was dictated by
consideration of the minimum separation between the upper nacelle surface and
the wing undersurface consistent with nacelle/pylon/wing interference consider!
ations. This nacelle location was not consistent with the criteria for exhaust
plume impingement on the flaps necessitating a droop angle of the nacelle of
seven degrees as illustrated in Figure 86.
The remaining consideration is the scrubbing drag at cruise conditions.
Little data exists on exhaust plumes at cruise conditions, however, the super!
imposing of freestream velocity considerations on static exhaust plumes has
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been used in the past to address such problems. The DDA static exhaust plume
data were used in this manner and a line was constructed representing the ex-
haust velocity cone equal to freestream velocity also shown in Figure 86.
The nacelle was so located that this velocity line did not contact the lower
wing surface and therefore eliminated the possibility of scrubbing drag being
incurred on the lower wing surface. As a backup to this analysis, the
exhaust plume was determined by methods described by Kuchemann and Wber with
the conclusion that the cone where the exhaust plume velocity equals freestream
velocity is even farther removed from the wing surface than was indicated by
the DDA data. This was accepted as adequate basis for ascribing zero wing
scrubbing drag at cruise.
For structural considerations, it was desired that the relatively high
temperature primary exhaust not impinge on the flap structure. The primary
nozzle was therefore canted downward nine degrees relative to the engine
centerline such that the projected centerline of its exhaust would just in-
tersect the flap trailing edge. It was assumed that the fan stream, deflected
downward by the flap, would shield the flap from the hot primary exhaust and
deflect the primary exhaust under the flap. Verification and further adjust-
ment of this configuration would require test evaluation; however, there ap-
pears to be no obstacle that would prevent accomplishing the objective without
incurring significant performance loss.
Nacelle Inlet Design - The inlet alternatives included a. standard length duct •
with wall treatment for sound suppression, and a blow-in door inlet configu-
ration. External design considerations did not appear to impose any particu-
lar constraints on the internal inlet geometry; preliminary calculations indi-
cated that a 30 percent (area) contraction internal lip could be employed with-
out compromising the drag characteristics of the external nacelle. With this
much contraction, very little performance advantage could be shown for a
blow-in door inlet system. Noise levels are increased because available
treatment area is reduced and because of the interruptions in the slot flow
due to the inlet lip carry-through structure. Also, costs of developing and
testing the standard inlet are significantly lower than for the blow-in con-
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figuration. Thus, because of lower development cost and better noise reduc-
tion potential, a standard inlet duct was selected for this airplane.
Typical STOL operation necessitates adequate inlet performance at high angles
of attack, which usually means a high contraction ratio inlet lip is required.
Good cruise performance, however, is achieved with a slender nacelle of mini-
mum frontal area. This requirement reduces the allowable cowl and lip thick-
ness. Thus the selected inlet must be a carefully chosen compromise between
the conflicting low speed and cruise performance constraints.
High total pressure recovery during static, low-speed, and high angle of
attack operation is achieved for the configuration with a 30 percent con-
traction elliptical inlet lip, which has a length to height ratio of 2.0.
As shown in Figure 87, the static lip loss coefficient is very low, closely
approaching bellmouth performance. The 2.1 length to height ratio is an
acceptable compromise between the requirements for low and high speed opera-
tion. Figure 88 illustrates how the lip performance improves with slender-
ness as the speed goes up and the mass flow ratio goes down.
An inlet duct L/D of 0.8 would provide a low diffusion angle and allow for
dissipation of lip induced turbulence before reaching the fan face. This
inlet would be 7^ inches (1.88 m) in length. This duct length would not
provide sufficient length for the Lockheed evaluated wall acoustic treatment
of 55 inches (l.U m) if the forward edge of the acoustic treatment is suf-
ficently downstream of the inlet throat. Allowing for the wall treatment
would result in an inlet length of approximately 88 inches (2.23 m) which is
very close to the length chosen by DBA.
Further comparison of the performance of this inlet with that provided in
the computer deck by DBA indicates that complete inlet design and perform-
ance evaluation by Lockheed would be redundant to that already provided by
DBA. An analysis of the performance losses associated with the Lockheed
acoustic treatment was very close to that provided in the program by DBA.
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Exhaust Ducts - The most desirable exhaust configuration 'for the EBF airplane
would include the shortest feasible fan duct. The acoustic treatment re-
quirements and variable area nozzle requirements are clearly the dominant
factors.
The Lockheed assessment of acoustic treatment requirements did not differ
significantly from the DBA evaluation. The basic duct configuration detailed
by DBA to accommodate the acoustic treatment and variable area nozzle was
adopted by Lockheed with some alterations and reservations. The pylon struc-
tural requirements as defined by Lockheed required a 20 inch (.73 m) pylon
width rather than the 16 inch (.58 m) pylon indicated by DBA. This neces-
sitated alterations in the duct system to maintain the area distribution
detailed by BBA. The Lockheed evaluation of fan duct and acoustic treatment
losses was significantly lower than the BDA evaluation. In view of the con-
sideration that the BBA evaluation represents more or less current technology
while the airplane system study is directed toward 1980 - 1985 technology, the
decision was made to use the more optimistic Lockheed evaluation without
resolution of the differences. It is also observed that the duct Mach numbers
of the BBA configuration could be reduced providing further relief to the duct
and acoustic treatment losses. A reduction in duct Mach number could best be
accomplished by a change in the fan discharge from the engine and therefore
was not included in these evaluations. The BBA nozzle velocity coefficient
is lower than Lockheed experience would indicate is achievable and also lower
than BBA used in Phase I. There appears to be no reason that a higher velo-
city coefficient could not be achieved, therefore Lockheed selected the
higher coefficient of 0.985.
The DBA design for reversed thrust operation incorporates the fan reverse
pitch with an extended opening at the fan exhaust nozzle to provide better
entry conditions for the reversed flow through the fan. In addition to the
reversed fan flow, the core compressor inlet flow must also enter the engine
through the fan exhaust duct. It appears that the reversed flow through the
fan exhaust duct would likely separate from the outer fan duct wall at the
hinge point of the variable nozzle segments, the Mach number of the reversed
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flow at this point would be undesirably high for the configuration and there
would appear to be a high probability of primary exhaust reingestion. All
of these factors would significantly reduce the achievable reversed thrust.
The reversed thrust has not proven to be a constraint in the point design
airplane; consequently no effort has been made to improve these features of
the DDA reversed thrust system. Further test and design work would be re-
quired to realize the full potential of the reverser system.
Nacelle Forebody - Selection of the nacelle forebody length and diameter
ratios was dictated by inlet internal constraints, mass flow ratio, and
nacelle envelope dimensions. The availability of generalized design curves
made the NACA 1-series contour a natural choice for forebody shape. '
Correlations of high speed data developed by Lockheed for the NACA 1-series
shape were utilized for forebody design. Based on the cowl diameter ratio
determined for the nacelle from internal inlet requirements, the minimum
design mass flow ratio was determined. Below this minimum, cowl negative
pressure peaks would rise to excessive values and initate drag divergence.
The actual nominal value of cruise mass flow ratio for the nacelle provides
more than adequate mass flow margin covering the total range of cruise con-
ditions.
Analysis of the forebody additive drag for the PD287-5 engine failed to con-
firm the initial DDA analysis for the engine. This problem did not exist with
the other DDA engines. This discrepancy was iterated with DDA and it was con-
cluded that the evaluation provided by DDA in the PD287-5 computer deck was
in error. DDA subsequently provided a correction to the deck with the result
that sufficient agreement was found, to warrant use of the DDA analysis.
Comparisons of Lockheed and DDA analysis for other engines were also in
good agreement.
Nacelle Afterbody - Basic design of the nacelle afterbody for the EBF in-
stallation is dependent on the nozzle selection and fan duct length. Con-
sistent with this choice, a great deal of analytical work and test data was
available for use in design refinement. A fan cowl afterbody boattail angle
of lU* was chosen for application in conjunction with a circular arc contour.
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Although this angle is relatively high for a fan cowl boattail, it facilitates
design of the thrust reverse mode installation.
This configuration and its performance characteristics was found to be suf-
ficiently close to that provided by DBA that further design and analysis was
not warranted.
Noise Suppression Components - A preliminary analysis of the DDA PD287-3 EBP
engine (Phase I) indicated that the level of acoustic treatment and asso-
ciated duct losses used by DDA are consistent with Lockheed estimates and
will meet design goals. A similar analysis for the Phase II PD287-5 engine
shows the level of acoustic suppression to be adequate to meet the 95 EPNdB
500 ft sideline requirement. Based on these estimates, it has been decided
to use the acoustic treatment levels supplied by DDA.
2.IK 1.2 EBF Propulsion Performance Methods - The airplane/propulsion book-
keeping procedures adopted for the EBF concept are divided into terminal
area operation and cruise operation. The terminal area operations are those
flight operations in which the aircraft is in the high lift mode and cruise
operations are those for which the airplane/wing nacelle are cleaned-up for
climb and cruise flight.
Terminal Area Bookkeeping - The bookkeeping for the EBF propulsion system
performance for the terminal area is not amenable to conventional performance
presentation practices. Since the airplane high lift aerodynamics are ex-
pressed as a function of a gross thrust coefficient, the propulsive forces
are broken into gross thrust and propulsion system drag components. Installed
propulsion system performance is presented as the following forces, each of
which is corrected for the appropriate installation losses.
• Gross Thrust - Includes the thrusts of the fan and primary exhausts.
The basic engine data is determined by the computer deck, provided by
the engine manufacturer. The gross thrust is degraded for inlet re-
covery loss, power extraction, exhaust duct pressure losses due to
friction, and nozzle coefficients.
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• System Drag ! Includes the ram drag for the engine (after degradation
of the airflow for the appropriate losses discussed above) together
with appropriate allowances for nacelle forebody, skin friction,
afterbody boattail, base and scrubbing drag.
Cruise Bookkeeping ! Conventional CTOL thrust/drag bookkeeping procedures
have been employed for both climb and cruise data presentations in this study.
Propulsion system net thrust and fuel flow values are presented on the basis
of isolated nacelle forces acting at the bottom of the pylon. Pylon drag and
wing/pylon/nacelle interference drag terms are included in the airplane drag
and are discussed in the airplane aerodynamics section. These nacelle forces
include the basic performance of the engine, provided by the engine
manufacturer, degraded for inlet recovery loss, power extraction, exhaust
duct pressure loss due to friction, and nozzle coefficients. In addition
to these internal losses, this engine net thrust is further degraded for
external isolated nacelle drag including forebody, afterbody, skin friction,
and scrubbing drag to result in the net propulsive forces acting at the bottom
of the pylon.
2Л.1.3 EBF Propulsion Performance Data ! As previously discussed in Section
2.U, uninstalled and installed engine data have been provided by Detroit
Diesel Allison in the form of an electronic computer deck. Installed engine
performance for the EBF airplane has been generated using this deck.
The installation aspects as provided by DDA for the PD287!5 have been re!
viewed by Lockheed and most components agree closely with Lockheed evalua!
tions. Some installation penalties have been redefined by Lockheed as shown
in the table below. Initial comparisons of Lockheed nacelle forebody addi!
tive drag were much lower than the corresponding component of the DDA data.
Re!evaluation of this component by DDA resulted in close agreement between
i DDA and Lockheed calculation levels of the total nacelle drag as shown in the
following table for maximum cruise, 30,000 ft (9,100 m) 0.8 Mach number.
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Installation Parameter DM Lockheed
Inlet ДР/Р 0.008 0.008
Pan Duct ДР/Р 0.025 0.012
Primary Duct ДР/Р 0.00k O.OOU
Pan Nozzle Vel Coeff 0.975 0.985
Nacelle drag @ 0.8M:
Scrubbing drag ! 60 lb (.Mf KN)
Afterbody pressure ! 330 (l!^ 7)
Freestream friction ! ^30 (l«9l)
Forebody additive l6oib (.71 KN) 130 (.58)
Total Nacelle Drag 970 (U.35) 950 (^ .22)
It is noted that the independent estimates of nacelle drag agree within two
percent which amounts to less than 0.5 percent of installed performance. The
The DDA nozzle coefficient and fan duct losses appeared to be conservative
relative to Lockheed evaluations and experience. The more optimistic Lockheed
values were substituted in the installed performance evaluations.
The installed propulsion data that has been used for the EBF airplane present!
ed in Figure 89 and were scaled by the Airplane Sizing and Mission Programs
to properly reflect the thrust level required for the selected baseline aircraft.
Basic unit definitions and conversion factors applied to these installed data
conform to both NASA SP!7012 and SAE ARP 68lB documents. Nomenclature that
has been used for the terminal area (Figure 89) is explained below and con!
forms to the basic lift!bookkeeping definitions described in Section 2Л.1.2.
F0 ! Installed static total thrust
ь
IP
G ! Installed total gross thrust
DD ! Propulsion system drag.n
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Figure 89. PD287-5-(Scaled) Engine Terminal Area Operation
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2.U.2 AW Propulsion Data
The DDA PD287!51 engine and propulsion data have been selected for the AW
baseline, airplane. This engine has been scaled to the size to match the
selected airplane properly. Scale factors for weight, dimensions and cost
provided by the engine manufacturer for the Phase I effort were reconfirmed
by the manufacturer for the Phase II exercise. The effect of engine scaling
on required acoustic treatment and incremental performance losses was con!
sidered negligible. Adequate acoustic treatment of the inlet of this engine
requires a sonic choke to meet the noise limits. This type of acoustic
treatment is directly scaleable and no additional performance penalties
accrue with increase in size. Nacelle fan duct treatment is not affected
by engine size, the primary noise treatment being contained in the wing/flap
system. Primary exhaust treatment varies slightly with engine size but is
negligible.
The selection of this engine was based on the" results of the Phase I work
which defined the optimum AW engine as a two stream engine with the highest
fan pressure ratio possible consistent with acoustic treatment to meet the
noise criteria. A fan total pressure ratio of 3!0 used in conjunction with
a wing duct total pressure loss of 15 percent was considered to reduce the
wing slot nozzle pressure to a level that is amenable to meeting the noise
criteria with flap acoustic treatment. It was further established that wing
duct losses of 15 percent were compatible with passing the total fan flow
through the wing ducting for terminal area operation.
2Л.2.1 AW Propulsion Installation ! The AW engine installation shown on
Figure 12 has the unique requirement for a large duct to transmit the fan
flow to the wing and in addition, provide for directing this flow to a cruise
nozzle. The manner in which this is accomplished is largely a function of
the engine configuration which includes a fan discharge collector with pro!
vision for a single engine/airframe duct interface on top of the engine. In
this engine configuration, diversion of the fan flow between the terminal
area mode (fan flow to the wing) and the cruise mode (fan flow to the cruise
nozzle) is the total responsibility of the airframe company,and is accomplished
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in the pylon with the cruise nozzle at the pylon trailing edge. The nacelle
configuration is dictated by the large diameter of the fan and fan discharge
collector relative to the primary exhaust diameter creating a long afterbody
having a large taper. The inlet is of conventional configuration and is not
constrained by any requirements for acoustic treatment since the sonic guide
vanes provide suppression of fan noise. The nacelle location and pylon con!
figuration are largely dictated by the ducting requirements and interference
drag considerations.
Nacelle Location ! The basic spanvn.se positions for the nacelles on the AW
airplane were selected to provide good distribution of the fan airflow into
the wing and flap ducting with moderate pressure loss, to provide low inter!
ference drag and allow compatible structural characteristics. These conside!
rations present conflicting requirements, particularly when an upper limit
of 15 percent is imposed on duct thrust loss. A minimum separation of
nacelles from each other and from the fuselage of one nacelle diameter was
desired from the standpoint of interference drag but this location of the
outboard engine either restricted the wing ducting or imposed structural
problems due to aft wing spar location having to be too far forward. The
outboard nacelle was ultimately located one nacelle diameter from the inboard
engine by accepting some compromises on aft wing spar location. Vertical
and horizontal locations are dictated by the pylon structure and internal
ducting requirements with ground clearance as a further consideration. Some
freedom is available in the vertical and horizontal location to relieve any
adverse interference drag that might arise on deeper study of the selected
configuration.
Nacelle Inlet Design ! The inlet for this application was selected in general
conformance with the considerations discussed for the EBF configuration in
Section 2Л.1.1. The use of sonic inlet guide vanes to suppress the fan in!
let wall or splitter ring acoustic treatment. The^ inlet was therefore con!
figured by aerodynamic considerations only. The performance characteristics
of this inlet are conventional since the performance losses of the sonic inlet
guide vanes are included in the performance of the basic engine.
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Exhaust Data - The engine for the AW airplane includes a collector for the
fan exhaust flow and provides an interface with airframe hardware in the
form of an elliptical duct attach point at the top of the pylon. This en-
gine configuration dictates a single duct arrangement through the pylon with
a valve mounted in the pylon to divert the fan flow into the wing for termi-
nal area operation or to a cruise nozzle located at the pylon trailing edge.
An alternate configuration could be configured to a conventional annular fan
exhaust for cruise with blocker doors and a shutoff valve in the pylon duct
to divert the flow to the wing. Only a detailed trade study could determine
the optimum system. The configuration chosen provides a viable base for the
airplane study with reasonable performance penalties. The configuration
does not include any acoustic treatment in the engine/wing ducting since
target noise levels are achievable through multi-element nozzles and acoustic
treatment in the augmentor flaps.
The high fan pressure ratio of this engine would preclude achieving a noise
level in reversed thrust consistent with the noise criteria with any of the
more conventional reverser configurations. A number of reverser configura-
tions have been considered which include ducting fan flow forward through the
pylon leading edge, mounting cascades on the side of the pylon, discharging
the fan flow through the upper wing surface, and closing the augmentor flap
exit thereby diverting the fan flow out of the forward opening of the flap.
Of these, only the latter configuration would appear to offer a significant,
albeit unknown, reduction of reversed thrust noise level at some reduction in
reversed thrust performance but with excellent spoiling of wing lift. Inas-
much as the reversers are not required for the design point airplane to meet
the target field length, the reverser has not been defined and has been de-
leted from the specific configuration. The flap reverser configuration could
be exercised further if the AW configuration is considered attractive and
reversers should prove to be definitely desirable. To be consistent with the
other concepts and to avoid being overly optimistic in the airplane study,'
the weight of an engine mounted cascade reverser has been carried in the
airplane performance analysis and should be basically adequate to cover the
weight of any selected reverser configuration.
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The primary exhaust system is a conventional convergent nozzle with moderate
acoustic treatment for turbine noise. The turbine noise treatment delineated
i by the engine manufacturer was confirmed by Lockheed and used without modi!
fication. The primary exhaust thrust reverser of the engine manufacturersi
configuration has been deleted along with the fan thrust reverser although
the weight has been retained.
Nacelle Forebody ! The selection of the nacelle forebody design was based on
the same considerations as discussed for the EBF engine in Section 2Л.1.1
and is of conventional configuration.
Nacelle Afterbody ! The selection of the nacelle afterbody is largely dic!
tated by the basic engine configuration which necessitates a long afterbody.
The afterbody boattail angle was held to lV with a circular arc configuration
with modification dictated by the LP turbine case diameter and primary nozzle
exit in order to reduce nacelle length. This configuration is consistent
with current practice.
Noise Suppression Components ! The acoustic suppression of inlet noise on
the AW engine as provided by DBA is accomplished by engine furnished sonic
inlet guide vanes. These vanes are controlled by engine furnished actuators
and sequencing components. The performance penalties associated with this
equipment is included in the basic engine data. Lockheed concurs that this
is a feasible system for inlet noise suppression on this engine and offers
advantages over alternative means of sonic inlet noise suppression. Lockheed
also concurs with the DBA treatment for turbine noise in the primary exhaust
duct and the performance penalties associated therewith. Specific treatment
of the fan exhaust noise is all contained in the wing/flap system and is
discussed in Section 2.U.2.U.
2Л.2.2 AW Propulsion Performance Methods ! The airplane/propulsion book!
keeping procedures adopted for the AW lift concept are divided into terminal
area operation and cruise operation. The terminal area operations are those
flight operations in which the aircraft is in the lift mode and the cruise
operation are those operations for which the airplane/wing/nacelle are
cleaned!up for climb and cruise flight.
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Terminal Area Bookkeeping ! The bookkeeping for the augmentor wing propulsion
<j
system performance for the terminal area is not amenable to conventional per!
formance presentation practices. Since the airplane high lift aerodynamics
are expressed as a function of a gross thrust coefficient, the propulsive
forces are broken into gross thrust and propulsion system drag components о
Installed propulsion system performance is presented as the following forces,
each of which is corrected for the appropriate installation losses.
• Gross Thrust ! For this STOL concept, only the fan portion of the
total installed thrust is utilized for the aerodynamic thrust coef!
ficient. The basic engine data, as determined by the supplied
computer program, has been degraded for inlet recovery loss, engine
air bleed, power extraction, exhaust pressure losses (if applicable,
includes all flow collector devices, pylon/wing ducting, nozzles,
etc.), and nozzle coefficients.
• Propulsion System Drag ! This item consists the algebraic sum of the
engine ram drag (degraded by the appropriate installation losses),
the proper allowances for nacelle forebody, skin friction, afterbody
boattail, base, and scrubbing drag, and the installed primary gross
thrust. The primary stream acts in the axial direction opposite to
the direction of the nacelle drag and the ram drag. Since the pri!
mary thrust acts to negate the drag terms, proper accounting of these
forces must be exercised to insure correct usage of the drag charac!
teristics to apply to this STOL concept.
Cruise Bookkeeping ! Conventional CTOL thrust/drag bookkeeping procedures
have been employed for both climb and cruise data presentations in this study.
Propulsion system net thrust and fuel flow values are presented on the basis
of isolated nacelle forces acting at the bottom of the pylon. Pylon drag and
wing/pylon/nacelle interference drag terms are included in the 'airplane drag
and are discussed in the airplane aerodynamics section. These nacelle forces
include the basic performance of the engine, provided by the engine manufac!
turer, degraded for inlet recovery loss, engine air bleed, power extraction,
exhaust duct pressure loss due to friction, and nozzle coefficients. In
addition to these internal losses, this engine net thrust is further degraded
for external isolated nacelle drag including forebody, afterbody, skin fric!
tion, and scrubbing drag to result in the net propulsive forces acting at
the bottom of the pylon.
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2Л.2.3 AW Propulsion'Performance Data ! As previously discussed in Section
2.k, uninstalled and installed engine data have been provided by Detroit
Diesel Allison in the form, of an electronic computer deck. Installed engine
performance for the AW airplane has been generated using this deck.
The installation aspects of the PD287!51 provided by DDA were reviewed and
agree closely with Lockheed evaluations. Comparisons of fan duct pressure
losses, fan nozzle velocity coefficients, and nacelle drags used for the AW
concept showed close agreement between DDA and Lockheed calculations and
were not modified by Lockheed. Propulsion installation penalties used by
Lockheed are presented in the following table for maximum cruise at 30,000 ft
(9100 m) altitude and 0.8 Mach number:
Installation Parameter Penalty
Inlet ДР/Р 0.00^ 5
Fan duct ДР/Р 0.061
Primary duct ДР/Р 0.002
Fan nozzle velocity coefficient 0.985
Nacelle drag 328 Ibs (1Л60 kN)
Note that the inlet recovery value shown above includes only the basic inlet
loss, the variable guide vanes employed for sonic inlet acoustic treatment
are engine hardware and associated losses are included in basic engine per!
formance data.
The installed prpulsion data that has been used for the augmentor wing air!
plane are presented in Figure 90 and were scaled by the Airplane Szing and
Mission Programs to properly reflect the thrust level required for the
selected baseline aircraft. Basic unit definitions and conversion factors
applied to these installed data conform to both NASA SP!7012 and SAE ARP
68lB documents. Nomenclature that has been used for Figure 90 is explained
below:
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F - Installed static total thrust. This value is the total unin-
s stalled engine thrust degraded for "inlet pressure recovery, fan
duct pressure losses (including collector and all ducting.to
augmentor slot), primary-duct pressure losses, slot and primary
nozzle characteristics, all airbleed (ECS and aileron BLC)
penalties, and power extractions.
'F_, - Installed fan gross thrust. This value is the uninstalled fan
F gross thrust degraded by those of the above installation items
that affect the fan stream., This thrust represents the energy
available at the augmentor slot nozzle.
DR - Propulsive drag term. This value is the sum of the installed
ram drag plus the external nacelle aerodynamic drag minus the
installed primary gross thrust.
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Figure 90. PD287!51 (Scaled) Engine Terminal Area Operation
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2Л.З OTW Propulsion Data
The DBA PD287!6 variable!pitch geared fan engine has been selected for the CTW
configuration and the basic performance data provided by the engine manufac!
turer have been utilized. This engine differs from the PD287!5 engine se!
lected for the EBF configuration primarily in having a higher fan pressure
ratio. The fan pressure ratio of the EBF engine was limited to a lower value
because of the noise generated by flap impingement of the fan exhaust. The
OTW configuration does not have this constraint and the wing provides some
noise shielding. These considerations were found in Phase I to permit an
increase in fan pressure ratio to 1.325 while still meeting the 500 ft (152 m)
sideline noise limit of 95 EPNdB. The basic engine configuration and in!
stallation provided by the engine manufacturer were designed for this spe!
cific installation and were basically the result of conceptual studies car!
ried out between Lockheed and DDA in Phase I. The DDA Phase II configuration
is in basic agreement with the Lockheed Phase I configuration. The engine
has been scaled to match the point design airplane requirements. Scale fac!
tors for weight, dimensions and cost provided by the engine manufacturer for
the Phase I parametric study have been reconfirmed for application in the
Phase II study. The inlet acoustic treatment was scaled, however, the effect
of this scaling on inlet pressure losses was assumed to be negligible since
only the length of treatment was affected. The inherent pressure losses in
the fan exhaust duct overrode the losses associated with acoustic treatment
which was found to be negligible for the base engine size. Fan exhaust
acoustic treatment was therefore scaled but no corrections were applied to
the duct losses.
2.4.3.1 OTW Propulsion Installation ! The OTW engine installation is pri!
marily configured by the requirement that the fan exhaust discharge plane
be located tangent to the upper wing surface ahead of the flap leading edge
with the exhaust flow spread spanwise over the flap as much as is feasible.
The desirability of engine removal from the airplane by lowering it verti!
cally places a further constraint on the configuration. These requirements
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establish the basic location and configuration of the nacelle. The inlet is
of conventional configuration with required modification for acoustic treat-
ment.
Nacelle Location - The location of the OTW nacelle is a compromise between
spread fan exhaust flow over the upper wing and flap surface for good termi-
nal area performance, scrubbing drag losses resulting from fan flow over the
upper wing surface in cruise, and a reasonable structural configuration. The
selected configuration places the fan exhaust nozzle plane at the sixty per-
cent chord location on the wing. This location provides good attached flow
characteristics on the upper wing surface without suffering excessive scrubbing
drag penalties in cruise. Much of the data currently available on the OTW
configuration is for fan exhaust nozzle planes further forward on the wing
than the selected configuration. These forward locations increase scrubbing
drag losses at cruise, shorten the fan exhaust duct making the transition
from fan discharge annulus to nozzle exit more difficult with increased duct
pressure losses and/or impose severe structural problems as a result of the
large overhang of the engine while simultaneously restricting the structure.
The selected location also minimizes the effect of boundary layer buildup in/the exhaust flow at the flap knee thereby assuring better attachment of the
fan flow over the flap.
The desire that engine removal from the airplane be accomplished by lowering
the engine vertically was a strong input from the airline consultants. This
dictates that the engine be located forward of the front wing spar. This
location allows adequate fan exhaust duct length for the required transition
from the fan exit annulus to the desired rectangular nozzle exit. This
transition results in a rather abrupt angle on the upper aft facing surface
of the nacelle. To relieve this angle, the engine was placed as low as pos-
sible relative to the wing. The limitation on lowering the engine relative
to the wing was imposed by the requirement that the fan and primary exhaust
ducts pass above the forward wing spar without imposing a duct configuration
that would produce inordinate duct losses. To relieve this situation, the
forward wing spar was modified to provide a better fan duct configuration
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at the expense of a somewhat heavier wing box and engine support structure.
Optimization of the configuration can only result from a complex trade study
of the various constraining factors, however, the limited aerodynamic data
presently available on the OTW configurations does not justify the trade
study at this time. The location of the nacelle that has been selected is
a viable configuration for which the performance is reasonably assessable.
The spanwise location of the engines was chosen to avoid adverse interference
drag between the nacelles and the fuselage and to provide good distribution
of the fan flow over the flaps without impingement on the fuselage. Other!
wise the engines are located as far inboard as possible to minimize asym!
metric characteristics associated with engine out operation.
Nacelle Inlet Design ! The inlet for the OTW engines is not impacted by the
basic OTW nacelle configuration. A conventional inlet was therefore selected
as described for the EBF configuration in Section 2Л.1.1 with the length
modified from the purely aerodynamic requirements to accommodate the "acoustic
treatment.
Exhaust Ducts ! As indicated in the preceding discussion 9n nacelle location,
much of the configuration of the fan duct is delineated by the location of
the nacelle. The internal geometry of the ducting is configured to provide
as low a Mach number inside the duct during the transition from the fan annu!
lus to the rectangular nozzle exit as is possible within a reasonable nacelle
envelope. A smooth flow path with large radius turns is maintained to mini!
mize duct losses and distortions. The nozzle exit shape is determined by
the height of the nozzle exit relative to the radius of the flap knee to
maintain good Coanda turning characteristics of the fan flow over the flaps.
The basic Coanda turning characteristic derived by Poisson!Quinton and by
Lowery for static conditions was modified to conditions for the relevant
freestream q by application of Lockheed dynamic test data. The modified data
indicates that attached flow over the flap would be maintained at an h/r
ratio for stream height (nozzle height) to turning radius (flap knee radius)
of 1.25. Three dimensional effects and the effects of gusts that would be
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experienced under flight conditions would tend to reduce this allowable h/r
value. A conservative limit of h/r of 1.0 was therefore selected for this
configuration. The radius of the flap leading edge (knee) was increased to
the maximum to determine the maximum permissible nozzlQ height. A fan nozzle
height was ultimately selected that resulted in a rectangular nozzle height
to width of approximately 1:U for the terminal area mode of operation where
the flaps are deflected.
The engine manufacturer has specified a requirement for a fan nozzle area
variation in which the area at low flight speed is 16 percent larger than
the cruise area. The engine manufacturer specified a scheduled variation
in this area at flight speeds from approximately Mach 0.1 to ОЛ but agreed
that a compromise could be made on a two position nozzle. To meet this re!
quirement, a hinged flap was installed on the flat upper surface of the fan
exhaust at the discharge plane such that it could be raised when the flaps
are lowered to achieve the required nozzle area increase. The nozzle height
with this flap in the raised position is therefore the height that must be
matched to the flap knee radius. If it should prove to be necessary for the
nozzle area to vary continuously with flight speed, the resultant h/r for
intermediate conditions would always be conservatively low. It should be
noted the location of the fan exhaust nozzle plane in the low pressure field
of the upper wing surface has the effect of increasing the nozzle pressure
ratio. This effective increase in nozzle pressure ratio will increase the
nozzle discharge flow rate, all other parameters being equal, which will have
the same effect on the engine cycle match as an increase in exhaust nozzle
area. The variable area feature of the exhaust would be adjusted to compen!
sate for this consideration.
Any impingement of the primary exhaust flow on the airplane surfaces would
impose structural problems due to its elevated temperature. The possibility
of mixing the primary exhaust with the fan exhaust to reduce this effect was
explored with the engine manufacturer but could only be accomplished at some
performance loss and compromise of the engine cycle match. It was therefore
decided to discharge the primary exhaust flow above the fan exhaust flow
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thereby precluding any hot gas impingement problems. In this arrangement,
the fairing which directs the fan airflow around the engine mount structure
(shown in Figure 28) is extended over the primary exhaust duct as it crosses
the fan duct. Hence, little additional internal penalty is associated with
the diversion of the primary flow in this manner.
It may be noted that this configuration differs in several points from the
Phase II exhaust configuration of DDA. This is primarily due to the elimina-
tion of the flap BLC that was used in the Lockheed Phase I OTW configuration.
This deletion obviated the fan air bleed and ducting that passed under the
wing and into the flap BLC duct. This alteration led to the variable fan
exit nozzle and necessitated slightly larger fan ducting. The DDA side-
mounting of the engine was changed to a top mount system since the configu-
ration was changed from a Siamese configuration to individual mountings.
This resulted in the relocation of the engine mounting pylon duct splitter
to the top of the fan duct as mentioned earlier.
The variable pitch fan accomplishes thrust reversal by fan pitch reversal.
In this mode, the exhaust duct must pass the fan flow plus the core inle't
flow. This high flow requires a significant increase in duct entrance area
over and above the normal fan exhaust area in the low forward speed condi-
tion. Accomplishment of this area change by the same flaps used to achieve
the required change in fan exhaust nozzle area would require a hinge point
on these flaps well forward on the nacelle and would lead to a rather poor
entry conditions for the reversed flow. Further, the location of the pri-
mary exhaust above the fan exhaust would probably lead to primary exhaust
re-ingestion. To alleviate these problems, it was concluded that the inlet
for the reversed flow should be accomplished by auxiliary openings in the
upper or lower surface of the nacelle forward of the wing while the fan
exhaust nozzle should be closed completely to prevent re-ingestion. This
latter operation is accomplished by the same geometry employed to accomplish
the fan exhaust area changes in the forward thrust mode.
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Nacelle Forebody ! The selection of the nacelle forebody design was based on
the same considerations as discussed for the EBF engine in Section 2Л.1.1
and is of conventional configuration.
Nacelle Afterbody ! The.selection of the nacelle afterbody configuration is
largely a function of the considerations discussed previously relative to
nacelle location. The afterbody of the nacelle consists of the two side sur!
faces which are essentially axial and have no aft facing surfaces, the upper
nacelle surface which slopes downward and aft and is flattened toward the
rear and the lower nacelle surface which slopes upward and aft blending into
the wing lower surface. The upper and lower nacelle contours provide the
aft facing nacelle surface. The contours of these surfaces are of generally
circular arc configuration and conform to the criteria for good afterbody
design for conventional three!dimensional afterbodies. Inasmuch as the
afterbody of this configuration is essentially two!dimensional in character
this configuration is considered to be a moderate design.
Noise Suppression Components ! Inlet acoustic treatment for this installation
is of conventional design and necessitates a slight increase in inlet length
to accommodate the length of treatment required. The exhaust ducts provide
ample wall space for acoustic treatment of both the fan and primary exhausts.
The length of these ducts and the duct induced losses are such that the ex!
haust pressure losses resulting from acoustic treatment are not significant.
No significant discrepancies with the DDA acoustic treatment were disclosed
by Lockheed evaluations so the DDA data were adopted,
2.U.3.2 OTW Propulsion Performance Methods ! The airplane/propulsion book!
keeping procedures have been divided into the terminal area operations and
the cruise operations as with the other high lift systems.
Terminal Area Bookkeeping ! The bookkeeping of the OTW propulsion system with
its primary nozzle stream directed over and above the OTW nozzle stream is
quite similar to the bookkeeping philosophy applied to the AW concept (Section
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2Л.2.2). Both lifting schemes depend on installed fan gross thrust for
aerodynamic thrust coefficients and both have primary exhausts that are
considered not to be influential on the wing lifting characteristics.
Cruise Bookkeeping ! Conventional CTOL thrust/drag bookkeeping procedures
have been employed for both climb and cruise data presentations in this study.
Propulsion system net thrust and fuel flow values are presented on the basis
of isolated nacelle forces acting on the top of the wing with the wing in the
cruise configuration. Exhaust scrubbing drag on the upper surface of the
wing and, wing/nacelle interference drag terms are included in the airplane
cruise aerodynamic drag polar. These nacelle forces include the basic per!
formance of the engine, as determined by the computer deck provided by the
engine manufacturer, degraded for inlet recovery losses, power extraction,
exhaust duct pressure losses due to friction and acoustical material, and
nozzle coefficients. In addition to these internal losses, the engine net
thrust is further degraded for external isolated nacelle drag including fore!
body, afterbody, skin friction, and scrubbing drag to result in the net pro!
pulsive forces acting at the intersection of the nacelle and the upper surface
of the wing.
2Л.З.З ОВД Propulsion Performance Data ! Uninstailed and installed engine
data have been provided by Detroit Diesel Allison in the form of an elec!
tronic computer deck. Installed scaled engine performance for the OTW air!
plane has been generated using this deck.
The installation aspects of the PD287!6 as provided by DDA were reviewed and
agree with Lockheed evaluations. Comparisons of fan duct pressure losses,
fan nozzle velocity coefficients, and nacelle drags used for the OTW concept
showed close agreement between DDA and Lockheed calculations and were not
modified by Lockheed. Propulsion installation penalties for the PD287!6 used
by Lockheed are presented in the following table for maximum cruise at 30,000
ft altitude and 0.8 Mach number:
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Installation Parameter Penalty
Inlet ДР/Р 0.011
Fan Duct ДР/Р 0.275
Primary Duct ДР/Р 0.005
Fan Nozzle Velocity Coefficient 0.981
Nacelle Drag 890 Ib (3.96
The installed propulsion data that have been used for the OTW airplane are
;
 presented in Figure 91 and were scaled by the Airplane Sizing and Mission
Programs to reflect properly the thrust level required for the selected baseline
( aircraft. Basic unit definitions and conversion factors applied to these
! installed data conform to both NASA SP!7012 and SAE ARP 68lB documents. Nomen!
i clature that has been used is explained below:
Fg ! Installed static total thrust. This value is the total unin!
stalled engine thrust degraded for inlet pressure recovery
fan duct pressure losses, primary duct pressure losses, slot
and primary nozzle characteristics, and power extraction.
FG ! Installed fan gross thrust. This value is the uninstalled fan
F gross thrust degraded by those above installation items that
affect the fan stream.
DR ~ pr°Pulsion dra€ term. This value is the sum of the installed
ram drag plus the external aerodynamic drag minus the installed
primary gross thrust.
2ЛЛ OTW/IBF Propulsion Data
The engine and nacelle installation selected for this concept is the same
as that chosen for the OTW concept, namely the PD28?!6. The reasoning for
this selection has largely been outlined in Section 2Л.З, since the OTW
system is identical to the OTW/IBF system when the IBF flow is zero.
Another aspect of this installation that has been considered is the contri!
bution, if any, to the overall aircraft noise level made by the IBF system.
Since the IBF stream delivers about ten percent of the total system thrust
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at a slot nozzle pressure less than the OTW nozzle pressure, the OTW noise
will dominate and this has been recognized in selecting the engine cycle for
this hybrid lifting concept. With a proper account of the pressure losses
accompanying the IBF!flow collector, ducting, and flap/nozzle, the pressure
drop between the fan and the TEF nozzle becomes a significant proporation of
the fan delivery pressure. Hence, the IBF noise component is well below the
level of the fan and the OTW exhaust noise sources.
2ЛЛ.1 (Ш/IBF Propulsion Installation ! This installation is generally
the same as discussed for the OTW configuration in Section 2Л.3.1. The only
significant difference between the installations is that the OTW/IBF configu!
ration has provision for bleeding of 15 percent of the fan flow from the lowei
quadrant of the fan exhaust duct at a point forward of the wing front spar.
This flow is ducted through the wing spar and through a cross ducting system
to the flap of the opposite wing. This bleeding of fan air could relieve the
requirement for variable fan exhaust nozzle area, however, in the reverse
thrust mode it is still desired to block this area consequently the variable
feature described in 2Л.3.1 is retained.
2ЛЛ.2 QTW/IBF Propulsion Performance Methods ! As with the other lifting
concepts, the performance bookkeeping is divided into two distinct segments,
terminal area operation and cruise operation. This high lift system is unique
in that, for terminal operations, a portion of the fan exit flow is routed
through the wing and out of the flap trailing edge to aid in the creation of
the super!circulation flow field surrounding the wing. The remainder of €he
fan stream and the primary stream are directed through separate nozzles on
the upper surface of the wing. For climb and cruise operations the total fan
exit flow exhausts, along with the primary flow, through nozzles on the upper
surface and thus, lends itself to more conventional bookkeeping techniques.
Terminal Area Operation - The bookkeeping procedures for this lifting concept
are similar to those chosen for the OTW system explained in Section 2.4.3.2.
The exception is that since the lift aerodynamics of both segments of this
hybrid system are expressed as functions of a gross thrust coefficient, the
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propulsive forces are divided into three components, IBF gross thrust, OTW
gross thrust, and propulsion system drag. Terminal area installed propulsion
performance is presented as the following forces, each of which is corrected
for its appropriate installation losses.
• IBF Gross Thrust. OTW Gross Thrust ! The IBF thrust and OTW thrust
are derived solely from the installed fan gross thrust. The per!
formance bookkeeping assumes that any fan exit flow not ducted
through the IBF nozzles will be directed through the OTW nozzles,
the IBF duct/flap/nozzle arrangement losses being the difference
between the actual sum of the OTW component and the IBF component
and the ideal sum of 100 percent.
e Propulsion System Drag ! Identical to terminal area system drag
bookkeeping defined in Section 2.U.2.2.
Cruise Bookkeeping ! In the climb and cruise operation mode, there is no
bookkeeping difference between the OTW/IBF concept and the OTW concept.
Thus, the cruise bookkeeping is defined by Section 2Л.3.2.
2ЛЛ.З OTW/IBF Propulsion Performance Data ! As discussed in Section
2.k.k.2, the terminal area operations call for a segment of the flow from
the fan being routed through the IBF system. This aspect calls for an addi!
tional penalty, namely the calculation of the duct losses between the fan
and the IBF slot. The pressure losses in the ducting between the engine fan
discharge and the inlet to the IBF slot were calculated by Lockheed based on
the assumption that the design maximum duct Mach number must be in the order
of 0.3 with the design pressure head loss of ДР/q. = 1.67. Design analysis
of the wing planform selected for the OTW/IBF airplane indicated that the
critical flow passage would occur in the region of the cross!ship ducting/
wing box intersection. Adhering to the duct design parameters resulted in
the performance loss characteristics shown on Figure 92. The performance
bookkeeping methods used for this lifting system assume that any fan flow
not ducted through the IBF duct would be directed through the OTW nozzles;
the difference between 100 percent and the sum of the IBF thrust and the OTW
thrust is the duct system performance loss. More flow to the wing results
in higher wing lift performance up to the point at which the wing critical
flow area pressure~losses begin to exceed the performance gain of additional
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wing flow. The optimum fan thrust split for the PD287-6 engine is shown to
be approximately 10 percent to IBF, 88 percent to OTW with a 2 percent fan
thrust loss.
Other installation penalties, information, and data pertaining to the PD287-6
installation described in Section 2.4.3.3 are still valid for this lifting
concept. The only variation is the recognition that the thrust loss charac-
teristics given by Figure 92 must be used in conjunction with the terminal
area data presented on Figure 91. Note that the F term on Figure 92 when
F
it is applied to this lift system is split into an OTW component and an IBF
component of.which the IBF portion is the energy available to the IBF slot.
2.4.5 MF Propulsion Data
The engine selected to power the MF baseline airplane is the PD287-11. Scale
factors for weight, dimensions, and cost used for this engine were obtained
by methods similar to those used for the other Phase II engines. The nacelle
configuration chosen is similar to that used for the PD287-5 EBF installation
described in Section 2.4.1.1.
In keeping with the MF configuration sideline noise level constraints that
resulted from the Phase I effort, an engine with a maximum fan pressure ratio
of 1.33 - 1.35 was required. The PD287-11, fan pressure ratio of 1.35, has
the potential to easily meet this constraint. The MF nacelle retains the
inlet line and acoustic treatment of the PD287-11 OTW Nacelle as defined by
DBA, however, the fan exhaust duct will require more acoustical material,
including duct splitters, than the OTW configuration. The under the wing
installation of the MF nacelle will eliminate any aft fan and jet noise
shielding benefits that accompany the OTW installation.
2.4.5.1 MF Propulsion Installation - The selected MF configuration is very
similar to the EBF configuration discussed in Section 2.4.1.1 and the criteria
for the EBF selection generally apply to the MF with notable differences dis-
cussed or noted herein.
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Nacelle Location ! The nacelle location selected for the MF airplane is a
conventional under!the!wing configuration. The primary constraints were
wing/pylon/nacelle interference, avoidance of flap impingement, and adequate
ground clearance to avoid ingestion problems. These criteria were translated
into spacing of one nacelle diameter between the nacelle and fuselage, one
inlet diameter clearance from the ground, and placement such that the exhaust
plume passes below the landing flap trailing edge. These requirements were
readily met by the selected configuration.
Nacelle Inlet Design ! The inlet configuration was selected in accordance
with the criteria discussed for the EBF installation in Section 2Л.1.1.
Acoustic treatment requirements were in agreement with the DBA requirements
for this engine in the OTW configuration. The performance characteristics
were also in agreement with those of the DDA configuration and no further
evaluation was warranted.
Exhaust Ducts ! The exhaust configuration for this installation is basically
of conventional design. Constraints were placed on the configuration of the
fan ducts by the acoustic treatment requirements, reverser requirements, and
nozzle variations requirements. The engine required a lU percent larger fan
exhaust nozzle area at flight speeds below approximately 0.2 Mach than was
required for engine match at flight speeds above ОЛ Mach. In the intermed!
iate flight speed range, the nozzle area varies according to a predetermined
schedule of flight speed. This requirement for nozzle area variation is met
in the same manner as that employed for the EBF configuration and described
in Section 2Л.1.1. The MF installation required an increase in acoustic
treatment over that derived by DDA for this engine in the OTW configuration.
This was due to the shorter fan duct of the MF configuration. This require!
ment was met by increased length of both inner and outer wall treatment as
well as the splitter ring treatment immediately behind the fan exit flange
of the engine. Thrust reversing is accomplished by cascades in the upper
outer wall of the duct with a translating duct segment to expose them for
reverse with blocker doors also attached to this translating segment. This
reverser configuration has not been optimized or detailed and is not considered
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to be free of, re!ingestion problems; however, reversing has not proved to be
required for the MF airplane and is not considered a critical item. The
acoustic treatment in the wall and ring necessitates location of the reverser
well aft on the nacelle and selection of an acceptable afterbody configuration
incorporating the variable nozzle feature leads to a fan duct length extending
well aft of the engine turbine aft flange. This resulted in selection of
nearly co!planar fan and primary nozzles with the primary extending slightly
beyond the fan nozzle plane.
While this configuration of the exhaust system differs substantially from
the DDA OTW configuration, the increase in losses associated with the in!
creased acoustic "treatment offset the shorter and cleaner fan duct of the•
MF configuration such that the installed performance of the DDA configuration
could!'be used with slight error.
2Л.5!2 MF Propulsion Performance Methods ! The bookkeeping procedures and
techniques adopted for this system are identical to those employed for the
EEF concept, Section.2 Л. 1.2. The MF high!lift aerodynamics utilized for
the terminal area operation are expressed as functions of total sum of the
fan and the primary exhausts, gross thrust coefficients. The cruise book!
keeping assumed CTOL characteristics as discussed in Section 2.^ .1.2.
2.1±.5.3 MF Propulsion Performance Data ! The uninstalled engine data for
the PD287!11 engine as has been pointed out is available from a computer
deck provided by Detroit Diesel Allison. This deck along with the instal!
lation characteristics of the MF nacelle has been used to generate the re!
quired installed data.
Representative propulsion penalties calculated for the MF installation and
that are reflected in the installed performance are presented'in the follow!
ing table for maximum cruise power at 30,000 ft (9100 m) altitude and 0.8
Mach number:
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Installation Parameter Penalty
Inlet ДР/Р O.OlA
Fan Duct ДР/Р 0.018
Primary Duct ДР/Р 0.005
Fan Nozzle Velocity Coefficient 0.985
Nacelle Drag @ 0.8M 930 Ib (k.2.3
The MF terminal area data are presented on Figure 93, and are scaled by the
Airplane Sizing and Mission Programs to properly reflect the thrust level
required for the selected MF baseline airplane. Basic unit definitions
and conversion factors applied to these installed data conform to both NASA
SP!7012 and SAE ARP681B documents. Nomenclature that has been used for
Figure 93 is explained below:
F0 ! Installed static total thrust
о
F_, ! Installed total gross thrustG
D ! Propulsion system drag.R
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2.5 BASIC AERODYNAMIC DATA
Low speed data with flaps deployed were derived in Phase I using actual wind
tunnel test data modified to account for slight configuration differences.
These data include lift coefficients and horizontal force coefficients at
various values of thrust coefficient in the range of interest. Data were
modified further as necessary to account for configurational changes during
Phase II.
The high speed aerodynamic data used for Phase II development, sizing of all
configurations and to compute performance is estimated using proven subsonic
and transonic lift and drag estimation techniques as outlined in Section
2.5.2. These techniques have been validated by correlation with wind tunnel
test data as indicated by Figure 9k (taken from a previous systems study in
which high speed wind tunnel test data was available for correlation purposes),
2.5.1 Low Speed Data
A basic aerodynamic data bank for both powered and empowered high lift systems
was built prior to the present study using wind tunnel test results by Lock!
heed and other sources. This data bank and more recent data from Lockheed
and NASA tests has been utilized in developing low speed data for all con!
figuration concepts. Corrections to the experimental data were necessary for
each concept; however the magnitude of corrections was generally small enough
to asssure confidence in the resulting data. Specific comments on each high
lift system concept are included in the following sections.
2.5!1.1 EBF Low Speed Data ! The base set of experimental data comes from
Lockheed!Georgia wind tunnel test 076. This data was modified slightly for
configuration differences and used in Phase I. During Phase II, additional
study of the leading edge device used in Phase I indicated that some improve!
ment in С could be obtained by further optimization of the simple Krueger
T4AX
motion flap as indicated in Section 2.2.1.1. An adjustment of the basic data
has been made to account for this improvement.
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Based on examination of available results from previous wind tunnel tests,
the final high lift configuration also has double!slotted flaps rather than
triple!slotted. This choice was made due to the criticality of take!off
second!segment climb gradient and landing go!around climb gradient require!
ments. As illustrated in Figure 95 , the triple!slotted flap has a CTLMAX
advantage compared to the double!slotted; however the triple!slotted flap
produces less accelerating force for go!around and this factor plus the
additional mechanical complexity led to choice of the double!slotted flap.
Note also in Figure 95 that the most aft segment of the triple!slotted flap
is at 68° deflection compared with 58° for the double!slotted flap. Thus part
of the apparent CT advantage is probably due to this higher aft flap de!
T1AX
flection. Low speed data for the selected takeoff and landing flap settings
for the 3000 ft (9Ю n) baseline aircraft are plotted in Figues 96 through
103. In addition basic data tabulations are presented in Figures 10U and
105 for the 3000 ft (910 m) and 2000 ft (6lO m) point design aircraft..
2.5.1.2 AW Low Speed Data ! The base set of experimental data, which are from
NASA TMX!62029, have been trimmed and the ram drag of the primary air removed.
No scale effect correction to ram drag has been made nor corrections for
configurational differences. Blowing of the leading edge device described in
Section 2.2.2.1 is used. Low speed data for the selected takeoff and landing
flap settings of the 2000 ft (6lO m) point design aircraft are tabulated in
Figure 106. These data apply to all engines operating and critical engine
out cases.
2.5.1.3 OTW Low Speed Data ! The base set of experimental data are from
NASA Langley Working Paper 1022. First order corrections for aspect ratio,
flap chord ratio, trim drag, and ram drag have been applied and a BLC coef!
ficient of zero assumed for the simple OTW configuration. Further validation
of the modified data has been obtained by comparison with results of Lockheed
OTW tests and results reported in NASA MMO 5!1!59L. Low speed data for the
selected takeoff and landing flap settings of the 3000 ft (910 m) point de!
sign aircraft are tabulated in Figure 107.
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Figure 10U. Basic Aero Data for 2000 Ft EBF
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Figure 105. Basic Aero Data for 3000 Ft EBF
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Figure 107. Basic Aero Data for 3000 Ft OTW
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2.5!I!1* OTW/IBF Low Speed Data ! OTW data from Langley Working Paper 1022
and recent Ames IBF tests have been combined to provide a data base for the/
OTW/IBF configuration. First order corrections for aspect! ratio and engine!
out effects have been applied. Low speed data for the selected takeoff and
landing flap settings of the 3000 ft (900 m) point design aircraft are tabu!
lated in Figure 10&.
Further Lockheed!Georgia testing of the high lift concept is in progress.
Initial results which have become available at the time of compiling this
report have shown the estimated maximum lift coefficients used in this study
to be conservative.
2.5.1.5 jMF Low Speed Data ! Mechanical flap data have been estimated using
a generalized method based on past wind tunnel test results. Estimates were
!correlated against ^ everal aircraft presently in service for substantiation
of the predictions. Low speed data for the selected takeoff and landing
flap settings of the 1*000 ft (1220 m) point design aircraft are tabulated in
Figure/109 for all engines operating and engine out cases.
2.5.2 High Speed Data.
The parametric high speed drag calculation method used in Phase I has been
supplemented in Phase II with a more detailed method. The revised incremental
basic drag build!up method is summarized in Figure 110 and has been used in
Phase II for both parametric and final performance drag calculations. ACL ,
ДС
П
 , ДС and ДС values from available tests permit build!up of
COMP INT TRIM
the alternate configurations studied. Steps involved in the standardized
configuration build!up method are:
(l) The zero!lift drag of each component, C
n
 , is estimated by con!
sidering skin friction drag, with appropriate form factors, at
the flight Reynolds number. C_ calculations have been general!
ized from existing Lockheed and NASA tests on various types of
configurations. I
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Figure 108. Basic Aero Data for 3000 Ft OTW/IBF
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Figure 110. Drag Buildup Method
(2) A generalized change in wing profile drag, До , is applied
which is a function of departure from design values of either
Mach number and lift coefficient.
(3) A compressibility drag increment, ДС , is applied as a function
COMP
of increment from the design Mach number. Generalized data for
this increment are shown in Figure 110 . Generalized stored data
for this drag increment may be used or they may be over!ridden
manually if more data are available.
The drag build!up is completed in a conventional manner by adding
components to account for induced drag, CD ; interference, ДС ;
1
 INT
surface roughness, ^ CL ; trim, ДС ; and landing gear pod,
лр
 ROUGH TRIM
D^POD — !!!!!!! ! — — _______ _
(5) A miscellaneous drag increment, ДС
П
 , is available to account
MISC
for such items as flap!track fairings when appropriate. ДС
has also been used in drag level sensitivity studies. MlbC
As noted previously, a typical drag correlation for the method is presented
in Figure 91* . To illustrate typical results the 3000 ft EBF point design
aircraft high speed drag polars are presented in Figure 111. Cruise drag
breakdowns for all the design point airplanes are provided in Table XXIII.
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TABLE XXIII. START CRUISE DRAG BREAKDOWN OF DESIGN POINT AIRCRAFT
(COUNTS)
COMPONENT
Fuselage
Wing
Parasite
Induced
Horizontal Tail
!VerticaLTail
3000'
EBF
2000'
EBF
2000'
AW
3000' 3000' 4000'
OTW OTW/IBF MF
64.3 41.6 43.1 72.6 63.9
49.6 50.4 50.2 44.2 44.5
56.2 34.9 41.8 62.2 51.8
12.8 18.6 15.0 11.0 11.5
10.3 15.4 12.1 6.2 6.8
Pylons & Nacelle
I nterference
Landing Gear Pod
Miscellaneous, Roughness,
and Interference
Trim
Compressibility
Total Drag
Start Cruise L/D
18.0 16.4 14.8
5.0 5.0 5.0
12.0 12.0 12.0
68.5
49.4
51.8
9.9
8.6
12.7 11.2 14.9 14.5 13.4 11.3
9.5 6.0 6.2 10.8 9.5 10.2
18.0 17.0 17.8
5.0 5.0 5.0
12.0 12.0 12.0
250.4 211.5 215.1 256.5 235.4 244.5
12.81 П.96 13.58 13.17 12.87 13.10
1 Count = .0001 Л C
r
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2.6 AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
Takeoff and landing ground rules used in Phase II performance calculations are
the same as in Phase I with the following exceptions:
• Landing approach rates of sink are set at 900 fpm (270 m/min) as
determined in Phase I trade studies
• Landing touchdown rate of sink is set at 10 fps (3 m/sec)
• Takeoff pull!up load factor is varied as necessary from a limiting
value corresponding to 90 percent of С to determine the optimum
for performance.
The takeoff profiles considered in takeoff calculations are illustrated in
Figure 112. Takeoff distance is determined to be the larger of (l) 1.15 x
all engines takeoff distance, (2) engine!out continued takeoff distance, or
(3) accelerate!stop distance. The landing profile is illustrated in Figure
113 •
During Phase II, analyses of the capability of each point design aircraft
operating at combinations of ranges and altitudes in a schedule similar to
that noted below and consistent with the flight profile shown on Figure Il4
have been accomplished.
• Ranges!nm 100, 200, 300, UOO, 500, 1000
(km) 185, 370, 555, 7^ 0, 925, 1850
Cruise Altitudes ft 15,000, 20,000, 25,000, 30,000
(m) 1*500, 6100, 7600, 9100
For the analysis both long range cruise and high speed cruise conditions have
been considered. In some instances cruise speed may be restricted on the low
speed side of some minimum Mach number because of engine limitations, and on
the high speed side because of structural limit speeds.
2.6.1 Takeoff Performance
2.6.1.!1 EHF Takeoff ! Based on Phase II aerodynamic data, ground rules, and
revised engine data, a takeoff T/W versus W/S relationship using maximum flap
328
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\ \
CONTINUED TAKEOFF
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4 ENGINE
^*" A /*^CI r*B"~^ACCELERT
3 ENGINE
ACCELERATION
\\ \ \ \ \ N \ \ \ \ \ \ > \ \
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Figure 112 . Takeoff Profile
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capabilities has been developed and is presented in Figure 115. Significant
improvement over the Phase I level has been obtained as indicated in Section
2.5. For the selected 2000 ft and 3000 ft EBF point designs takeoff field
lengths as a function of gross weight are presented in Figure Il6 . Figures
117, 118, and 119, present lift!off speeds, power on stall speeds, initial
engine failure speeds and second segment climb capability as a function of
takeoff weight. Takeoff operational envelopes for the EBF point designs are
presented in Figures 120 and 121.
2.6.1.2 AW Takeoff ! The AW point design airplane takeoff field lengths as
a function of gross weight are presented in Figure 122. Figure 123 presents
corresponding lift!off speeds, power!on stall speeds, and critical engine
failure speeds as a function of takeoff weight and Figure 12^ presents
second segment climb capability. The takeoff operational envelope is pre!
sented in Figure 125.
2.6.1.3 OTW Takeoff ! The OTW point design airplane takeoff field lengths
as a function of gross weight are presented in Figure 126. Corresponding lift!
off speeds, power!on stall speeds, and critical engine failure speeds are
presented in Figure 127 while Figure 128 presents second segment climb
capability. The takeoff operational envelope is presented in Figure 129 •
2.6.1 Л OTW/IBF Takeoff ! The OTW/IBF point design takeoff field lengths
are presented in Figure 130. Corresponding lift!off speeds, power!on stall
speeds, and critical engine failure speeds are given in Figure 131. Figure
132 presents second segment climb capability and the takeoff operational
envelope is presented in Figure 133 .
2.6.1.5 MF Takeoff ! The MF point design takeoff field lengths are presented
in Figure 13^ . Corresponding lift!off speeds, stall speeds, and critical
engine failure speeds are presented in Figure 135. Note the significantly
higher speeds for the MF compared to the 3000 ft (910 m) propulsive high
lift concepts. The impact of these higher speeds on the need for thrust
reversing is discussed in Section~2.~8.U. Figure 136 presents second segment
climb capability and the takeoff operational envelope is presented in Figure
137.
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2.6.2 Landing Performance
2.6.2.1 EBF Landing ! Using the 900 fpm (270 m/min) approach rate of sink,
10 fps (3 m/sec) touchdown rate of sink, and revised engine data, a landing
T/W versus W/S relationship has been developed and is presented in Figure 138 .
These data indicate significant improvements over the Phase I level by using
a more effective leading edge device and an improved flap configuration. For
the selected 2000 ft (6lO m) and 3000 ft (910 m) airplanes, landing field
length as a function of gross weight is presented in Figure 139. Figure lAO
presents landing approach speeds as a function of landing weight. Figure 199
and 200 in Section 2.8.1 presents the landing operational envelope.
2.6.2.2 AW Landing ! 2000 ft AW baseline landing field lengths are presented
in Figure ll*l . Figure 1^2 presents landing approach speeds and Figure 201
in Section 2.8.1 shows the landing operational envelope of the AW aircraft.
2.6.2.3 OTW Landing ! 3000 ft OTW baseline landing field lengths are present!
ed in Figure 1^3« Figures 1^ and Figure 202 (Section 2.8.1) present respec!
tively landing approach speeds and the landing operational envelope for the
baseline OTW.
2.6.2Л OTW/IBF Landing ! 3000 ft OTW/IBF baseline landing field lengths are
presented in Figure 1^ 5. Figures lU6 and Figure 203 (Section 2.8.1) present
landing approach speeds and the landing operational envelope.
2.6.2.5 MF Landing ! ^ 000 ft MF baseline landing field lengths and approach
speeds, are presented in Figures 1^7 and lh8 . Note the significantly higher
approach speeds compared to the 3000 ft (910 m) propulsive high lift concepts.
The landing operational envelope is presented in Figure 20^ in Section 2.8.1.
2.6.3 Mission Performance
A sample output of the mission performance analysis conducted for each base!
line is given in Figure 1*4!9 for the 3000 ft baseline EBF configuration used in
economic and route analyses. An intermediate range of 200 h.mi. (370 km) a
cruise Mach number of 0.80 and a cruise altitude of 30,000 ft (9100 m) were
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MISSION SUMMARY
PAX .80 MACH MISSION PH 2 EUF JAN 6 1973 ND5WFL.B/03CRE
. RANGE = 200. N MI
PAYLOAD з 29600.
FLIGHT TIME= .660
RESEHVE FUEL= 5241.
CRUISE MACH = .800 CRUISE ALTITUDE = 30000. FT'
LB ! NO. PASSENGERS = 148. IENG =32 ^
BLOCK TIME= .743 BLOCK SPEED=269.2 BLOCK FUEL= 9054.
0.0. C.= 3.040 CENTS PER SEAT STATUTE MILE
MIS .ION SEGMENTS
1. WARM!UP AND TAKE!OFF
RAMP
IV Т
(LB)
141423.
WARM!UP/
G.M. TIME
(MIN)
2.00
TAKE! OFF
TIME
(MIN)
l.OU
WUTO
FUEL
(LB)
935.
3. CRUISE SEGMENT
START ' .
CRUISE WT
135469.
„CRUISE
TIME.,
! (HR)— :
.176
CRUISE
FUEL
1475.
• CRUISE
DISTANCE
82.9
5. DESCENT 2 TO 10UOO FT
START
(LG)
!133841.
7. HOLD
START "
HOLD.WT
(LB)
133479.
DESCENT
TIME
,<HR)
!.047
AT' 5000 FT
HOLD
TIME '
(MIN)
i
2.000i
DESCENT
FUEL
(LB)
'£87.
HOLD
FUEL
(LB)
344.
DESCENT
DISTANCE
(N MI)
18.5
HOLD
DISTANCE
(N MI)
9. APPROACH AND LANDING
START
(LB)
APPROACH
TIME
(MIN) ~"
APPROACH
FUEL
LANDING
WT
(LB)
2. HOLD AND CLIMB TO CRUISE ALTITUDE
START CLIMB
CLIMB WT TIME
( LB ) ( HR )
1404ЙЗ
4.
START
WT
JLB)
133994
6.
START
WT
133654
8.
START
WT
!(LB)
133135
.2i>9
DESCENT 1 TO
DESCENT
TIME
^ (HR)
.039
DESCENT 3 TO
DESCENT
TIME
(HR)
.043
DESCENT 4 TO
DESCENT
TIME
(HR)
.042
CLIMB
FUEL
(LB)
5019.
20000 FT
DESCENT
FUEL
, (LB) ! !
153.
5000 FT"
DESCENT
FUEL
(LB)
175'.
500 FT
DESCENT
FUEL
(LB)
180.
CLIMB
DISTANCE
(N MI)
57.0
DESCENT
DISTANCE
(N MI)
18.7
DISTANCE
(N MI)
12.1
DESCENT
DISTANCE
(N MI,)
10.9
RESERVE FUEL
EXTENDED 'FUEL
RANGE REG
(N MI) (LB)
LOITER
TIME
(MIN)
FUEL
REG
(LB)
132595. 200.0 3451. 15.00 1790,
Figure ' Typical Mission Profile for 3000 ft EBF
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chosen for illustration. The various mission segments are summarized and
perusal of results points up the relatively large fraction of block time
which is used for segments of the mission other than the climb and cruise
portions. Figure 150 presents as an example payload vs. range for the 3000
ft EBF airplane. The range is ihjO n.mi. (2722 km) with 50 percent capacity
payload. Figure 151 shows similar mission program data for the 3000 ft EBF
airplane flying a 500 n.mi. mission tabulated to illustrate the various
parts of the flight profile.
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2.7 НШШШ QUALITIES
The prime goal of handling qualities design is the achievement of fast,
accurate response to pilot commands, with a minimum of pilot effort or con!
fusion under all conditions relative to trimmed flight. While not minimizing
the importance of other flight modes, the landing approach mode is the most
critical design area in which to reach this goal for STOL aircraft. This is
a direct result of the need for low approach speeds and the effects of the
attendant high lift devices required to achieve them at reasonably cost!
effective wing loadings. The stability and control levels required about
each axis for good handling qualities in this low speed environment are set
by the following considerations.
The high lift devices produce large pitching moments and large downwash fields
in the vicinity of the horizontal tail. Large pitching moments require
sufficiently large values of tail lift for trim. Special effort is needed
to obtain the appropriate maximum lift coefficient on the tail (geared eleva!
tors and camber). Large downwash fields reduce the stability contribution of
the horizontal tail and require increased tail area for a given aft center
of gravity stability margin. These effects, combined with the pitch accelera!
tion required for maneuver at low speeds, result in large horizontal tail
volume coefficients relative to conventional aircraft.
The large lift and drag increments due to power for the approach configura!
tions of such concepts as EBF, lead to large asymmetric rolling and yawing
moments with engine failure. These moments, especially in roll, can deter!
mine the maximum required control power from rudder and aileron. Power
effects on these aircraft also cause large increases in the rolling and yawing
moment variation with sideslip which make the attainment of large sideslip
angles another limiting case for control power. The design point for both
aileron and rudder power is obtained from a combination of crosswind and
engine out requirements.
The relatively low speeds for STOL approach result in dynamic stability
characteristics that are unacceptable for good handling qualities in both
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the longitudinal and lateral-directional modes. Augmentation will be
required and will consist of:
• Pitch augmentation to improve pitch response and damping while
minimizing coupling and trim changes
• Yaw augmentation for damping and turn coordination
• Roll augmentation for damping and spiral mode stability
• Direct lift control for improvement of glide path control
• Throttle control for lift compensation during flare as a result of
lift losses due to ground effect.
i
The high lift for approach results in high drag levels and hence high power
settings at the design glideslope; the power margin available for go-around
is therefore low and, depending upon the configuration, may require augmenting/by drag reduction through automatic partial flap retraction.
Ride qualities, in terms of response per unit gust, are not as critical during
landing approach as for the high speed descent case. They may, however,
become marginal in this environment and require augmentation to obtain
a desirable passenger comfort level.
2.7-1 Handling and Ride Quality Criteria - Specific handling qualities
criteria are selected for evaluation of the concepts in sufficient depth to
assure attainable designs; they are taken from both military and civil
specifications and Lockheed derived data.
Control Power Criteria
Longitudinal - For STOL aircraft the trim requirement plus maneuver capa-
bility for landing approach at the approach speed is most critical and
will be used to establish the tail size and type of horizontal tail.
To the basic trim requirement is added a maneuver capability of 0.3 rad/sec
at the most forward center of gravity. This level of pitch acceleration
beyond trim produces a pitch angle in the first second of 4.3 degrees assum-
ing maximum control deflection is achieved in 0.3 seconds with a 0.1 second
transport lag and a time constant of 2.0 seconds..
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The recommendation of the various documents relating to control power are
expressed in terms of either pitch acceleration for maneuver at time zero,
or pitch response in the first second; NASA TN 559^  for example states a
requirement for a 10° pitch attitude change in 1.2 seconds and an accelera!
tion capability greater than 0.5 rad/sec within 1 second. The various
recommendations and their resulting control power are summarized in Table
XXIV. Lockheed studies of EBF and mechanical flap/vectored thrust configura!
tions show the 0.3 rad/sec level to be sufficient for good response
characteristics when basic handling qualities are satisfactory.
TABLE XXIV. PITCH RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS
MIL!F !8785В ^
MIL!F!83300 t1)
NASATN D!5591*
AGARD!^08
AGARD R!577!70
Lockheed
REQUIREMENT
6° /TIME SEC.
!
!
10°Д.2
5.3°Л!0
2.!Wi.o
!
!M MIN
~ I/SEC
!
!
!
0.25
1.00
0.50
0~RAD/SEC2
!
!
>o.5
!
0.05!0.2
0.3
CONTROL
POWER
! (M) S
e
~ RAD/SEC2
!
!
0.51*0 (2)
(3)
0.3^5
0.156 !0.312
(3)
0.3 (1*)
NOTES:
1. The military specifications for control power are in terms of specific
load factor and trim capability requirements and are not translated here,
2. 6 requirement was established for lightweight STOL vehicles, later data
show that 0.3 rad/sec^ is satisfactory for heavyweight transports.
3. Based on a control input ramp of 0.3 seconds with a 0.1 second transport
lag. "
h. Based on landing distances of.2000 ft (6lO m) and greater.
Зб2
lateral ! The criteria for lateral control power required is based on an
"~^ ™™ P
acceleration capability of ОЛ2 rad/sec at the landing approach speed in
symmetric flight. A further requirement is to retain 30 percent of this
control power for maneuvering after trimming a critical engine failure in a
25 knot crosswind at the approach speed.
The military specifications and NASA TN!5591»! recommendations for lateral
control power are expressed in terms of time to reach a 30° bank angle while
the AGARD recommendations are in terms of bank angle attained in the first
second and initial acceleration capability combined. Table XXV summarizes
the various levels of recommended control power.
Directional ! Directional control power requirements are expressed in terms
of the ability to trim the most critical engine failure in the presence of a
25 knot (14!6 Kin/hr) crosswind at the approach speed and an initial yaw accel!
"eration!capability!in trimmed flight, of O.l6_rad/sec .
Specification requirements are expressed in terms of engine out trim capa!
bility, heading change response in the first second, yaw acceleration and
the ability to overcome upsets during an engine out approach, with margins
above engine out trim requirements. ,Table XXVI summarizes the various levels '
of recommended control power.
Dynamic Stability Criteria
The requirements of MIL!F!83300 for dynamic stability will be used to estab!
lish the augmentation requirements as necessary. It is assumed that the
landing approach mode is the most critical for design purposes.
Longitudinal ! The longitudinal dynamic response requirements are shown in
Figure 152. The frequency and damping limits are based on the Level I re!
quirements of MIL!F!83300 as stated in Paragraph 3.3.2 of that document.
The need for augmentation is apparent.
Lateral!Directional ! The lateral!directional dynamic response charac!
teristics and the limits of MIL!F!83300 requirements are shown in Figure
153, for the dutch!roll mode. The roll mode time constant requirement
i
; is TD MAX = 1.0 seconds. This value is a little morert
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TABLE XXV. LATERAL CONTROL POWER
MIL!F!8785B
MIL!F !83300
NASA TN D!5591*
AGARD!^OS
AGARD R! 577 !700
LOCKHEED
REQUIREMENT
4>°/TIME SEC.
30°/2.5(1)
30°/2.5(1)
30°/2Л
10°/1.0
2°!U°/1. 0
!
Ф RAD/SEC2
!
!
оло
(2)
!
0.1!0.6
ОЛ2
т_ MAX
К
1Л
1Л
!
U.25
!
1.0
CONTROL
POWER
< L > 6 a
0.331<">
o.33i№)
Q.hko
0.650<">
.1U6!.292
0.126(3)
NOTES:
1. Class III aircraft, level I, landing configuration.
2. Applicable to kQ,000 Ib (21,800 kg) aircraft, can be reduced to 0.35 for
188,000 Ib (85,400 kg) aircraft.
3. This is a maneuver requirement over and above trim and side gust
capability.
U. Assume т~ = lA and 0.3 second ramp with 0.1 transport lag.
к
stringent than that of MIL!F!83300 (т_. MAX. = 1Л) for Level I operation.
к
The spiral stability requirement is the same as that of MIL!F!8300 i.e. the
time to double amplitude shall be greater than 20 seconds. The need for
augmentation is demonstrated for all configurations.
Ride 'Quality Criteria ! The criteria for ride qualities as outlined in the
work statement gave limit values of RMS acceleration and angular rates. The
analyses in the following sections are presented as a function of the speci!
fied .criteria for each concept. The specified RMS gust levels of 5!7 ft/sec
(1.7 m/sec)"for cruise, 8.2 ft/sec (2.5 m/sec) for descent, and 9.8 ft/sec
(3!0 m/sec) for landings were used. ! These criteria are sufficient to insure
that a design goal is achieved. However, since scale of turbulence is such
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TABLE XXVI. \ DIRECTIONAL RESKnNtJE REQUIREMENTS
MIL!F!8785B
MIL!F !83300
NASA TN D!559U
AGARD!U08
AGARD!577!70
LOCKHEED
REQUIREMENT
ф°/ТЗЖ SECS.
!
6.0/1.0
15. 0/2. 2^
3.2/1.0
15/2.0
!
Ф RAD /SEC2
!
!
0.16
!
0.15!0.25
0.16
NT МШ
!
!
0.25
0.2b(3)
!
оЛо
CONTROL
POWER
(N) 6R
!
0.21^
0.16
0.21(1)
0.21 '^ 1}
0.16
NOTES:
1. Based on NT МШ = ОЛО and 0.3 second ramp plus 0.1 second transport lag.
la. As in 1 but step input of control.
2. Based on a control ramp input of 0.3 seconds with 0.1 second transport
lag.
3. For 180,000 Ib (81,700 kg) aircraft.
4. In excess of trim requirement, engine out.
an important parameter which at times seems as arbitrary as the criteria, it
should also be specified. The values used in this analysis for the longitudinal
scale of turbulence were 3250, 1700 and 700 feet (990, 570 and 210 m) for the
cruise, descent, and landing approach conditions respectively. The velocities
considered were M = .8 at 30,000 ft (9100 m) for cruise, 250 knots (H63 km/hr)
at 5000 ft (1500 m) for the descent, and a velocity that varied with config!
uration (1.25 V ) at 500 ft (150 m) for the landing approach.
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It is felt that these criteria are possibly too stringent in some cases. A
criterion used by Lockheed is one based on combining the response of the
aircraft in.g's at discrete frequencies with that of human tolerance~ It is
well known that the tolerance"a human has for acceleration depends on the
frequency; this is evident in sea or motion sickness. A discomfort index is
developed for each flight condition. Another important factor is the dura-
tion or time of exposure to the accelerations. These criteria are discussed
in more detail in later sections and applied to the 2000 ft EBF configuration
as an example.
It is also believed that the rotational rate criteria are too stringent; this
is especially true for the roll mode.
2.7.2 Handling Qualities Data Common to All Concepts
2.7.2.1 Longitudinal Stability and Control
Horizontal Tail Sizing: The horizontal tail is sized to perform three major
functions:
1. Provide trim capability throughout the operational envelope
2. Provide longitudinal control capability sufficient for control of
the aircraft during commanded (and inadvertent) speed and attitude
excursions in smooth and turbulent air such that the operational
requirements can be met
3- Provide longitudinal stability throughout the operational envelope
sufficient for pilot control of the aircraft during maneuvers and
in steady flight.
The critical conditions for these functions for tail sizing are generally:
1. (a) Trim at the approach speed in the landing configuration at the
most forward center of gravity
(b) Sufficient control for flare in ground effect in the landing
configuration
2. Attainment of sufficient pitch acceleration capability in the
landing configuration at the most forward center of gravity so
that all necessary maneuvers, including go-around, <can be
performed
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3. Attainment of an adequate static margin in the landing
configuration at the most aft center of gravity. Attainment
of an adequate margin can also become critical in the high
speed, low altitude cruise condition.
It can be shown that, for conditions 1 and 3> the required tail size in terms
of the tail volume coefficient (v), can be expressed as:
/ЭС
"
C
MO/CL + R ! !3c МИ
Where:
CM_ = tail off pitching moment coefficient
R = required center of gravity range
я7Г~ = minimum allowable static margin
dCL
С! = tail lift coefficient required for trim
CT = lift coefficient at a given speed
C, _ = a.. • = tail lift curve slope
CT = a = wing lift curve slope
!;—! = rate of change of downwash with incidence
The tail CT required for trim can be attained by means of a stabilizer,L
elevator, or flying stabilizer. Only trimming stabilizers and flying
stabilizers have been used for the point!design airplanes because of the
large range of required effectiveness. For a trimming stabilizer the above
equation will size the tail for trim and then the elevator must provide the
requirements of Item 2. For the flying stabilizer a percentage of the total
lifting capability of the tail must provide trim and the remainder of the
maneuvering needs.
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Hence: С = С + (AC )
LTMAX LTTRIM LT
ё ! V ( A C L T ) .
Adding this requirement to the equation for V we have:
ЭС
v
тт г
MAX La Т
L L о*
k2
wWhere: К = — ££.
gC
К = radius of gyration in pitch
УУ
6 = angular pitching acceleration
This equation is presented graphically in Figure
The A 9 level required to cover all maneuvers over 'and above trim has been
shown in Lockheed!Georgia Report ER!10 k2h to be a function of the desired
landing field length. The real parameter involved is the approach speed
which can be shown to be a single value for a given field length and set of
landing criteria. The level of A 9 required from the control will also be
a function of the technique used for controlling the approach and flare to
touchdown. Thus the actual value of A9 will be chosen for each configuration
and will depend upon the glide path control characteristics and requirements
for 'that configuration. The suggested levels of NASA TW!559U, AGARD!R!577!70,
MIL!F!8300 and MIL!F!8785B will be used as guides in selecting the A 6 level.
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Figure 15^ !. Horizontal Tail Sizing
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G
For known aerodynamic and geometry data the tail size can be determinediby
use of Figure 15^ • The aft C.G. location then is established by:
AFT
Where AFT
ь„
aft C.G. in terms of the wing M.A.C.
tail off aerodynamic center in terms of the
wing M.A.C.
This equation is represented in Figure 155.
For STOL aircraft, !C.,._/CT will be large and positive thus requiring large
1
MU li
values of CT /CT if a reasonably sized tail is to be obtained. Since CT!'LTMAX L • *•
itself is large, the maximum lifting capability of the tail is strained to
the limits. Possible configurations and their CT values are presented in
%1AX
Table XXVII and Figure 156. These, or mixtures of these, have been'used for
all the concepts analyzed.
TABLE XXVII. i HORIZONTAL TAIL MAXIMUM LIFT
SURFACE TYPE OF CONTROL
'LTMAX
1. Symmetrical Airfoil
2. Symmetrical Airfoil + Gear Elevator
3. Inverted Camber ,(l.C.)
k. I.C. + L.E. Slat
5! I.C. + Geared Elevator!(slot) !
5a. I.C. + Geared Elevator + L.E. Droop '
6. I.C. + Geared Elevator + BLC Elevator
Trimming Stabilizer
Flying Stabilizer
Trimming Stabilizer
Trimming Stabilizer
Flying Stabilizer
Flying Stabilizer
Flying Stabilizer
1.00
1.60
1.50
2.20
2.10
2.1*0
2.80
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Figure 155. Aft C.G. Location
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Figure 156 . Horizontal Tail Lift Characteristics
2.7.2.2 Lateral-Directional Stability and Control - Fin and Rudder Sizing:
The fin and rudder are sized to perform the following functions:
1. Provide weathercock stability
2. Trim the most critical engine failure condition with 50$ of the .*.,
available control power
3. Develop ±25°  of sideslip
k. Perform decrab maneuvers in 25 knot (U6 km/hr) crosswinds up to a
sideslip angle of ±25°
5. Perform decrab maneuvers in 25 knot (MS km/hr) crosswinds with the
critical engine failed and safely land
6. Provide yaw acceleration capability to perform sudden heading changes
and coordinate turns
7. Provide sufficient fin height to maintain minimum downwash influence
_ on the horizontal tail.
The first item will usually be the least critical and will be discussed later.
Items 2 through 6 are rudder power requirements in order that the airplane
may be capable of performing maneuvers, such as go-around, and landing
under the most adverse weather conditions. The achievement of these
rudder power capabilities will design the fin size for each configuration.
Item 7 is a geometry limit resulting from the low fin aspect ratios usually-
allowable from struct-ural and weight considerations. Sufficient tail height
is required for the high wing configurations to avoid the downwash field
resulting from the high lift system.
For design purposes, the rudder systems are chosen from those shown in
Figure 157- These rudders consist of a conventional single hinge rudder, a
double hinge rudder and a blown, single hinge rudder. These data utilize
C-5 flight test data as a base to which are added the incremental effects
of blowing and slots as obtained from wind tunnel data and estimates.
Figure 158 shows the maximum yawing moment coefficient available as a function
of control effectiveness and fin volume coefficient (VF). The requirements of
items 1-7 are superimposed on this plot for each design concept. The lines
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on the figure, identified for each concept, illustrate the V and (CT )fi com!
binations required to meet the 25 sideslip requirements, power on. The
solid symbols show additional increment required with the critical engine
failed for the V_ used in the point design airplane. The limit lines re!
Г
presenting values of (С ), are for ф equals 0.16. Further discussion
of this figure is provided in each concept section.
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2.7!2.3 Lateral Control Power ! The roll control system will consist of
ailerons and spoilers in combination and the ailerons will be blown where
necessary to achieve the required power. The basic levels of effectiveness
assumed for this study are shown in Table XXVIII and are based on the results
of both the NASA QUE STOL and MST studies at Lockheed!Georgia. The functions
required of the roll control system consist of:
1. Provide trim capability for 25° of sideslip
2. Provide trim capability for engine failure conditions
3. Perform decrab maneuvers in 25 knot (U6 km/hr) crosswinds up to a
sideslip angle of 25°
U. Provide sufficient control margins to perform safe landings in
25 knot ( 6^ km/hr) crosswinds with the critical engine failed.
!The last item will establish the control power required for most of the con!
figurations. It will be assumed that 15 percent of the total control power !
should be available for maneuver after trim. For the engine failed case
with zero crosswind the maneuver increment will be 30 percent of maximum
control power which will provide approximately equal response capability for
both situations.
'TABLE xxvin.' LATERAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS
CONTROL
Ailerons
Ailerons and
Spoilers
BLC Ailerons
(С(л = 0.075)
BLC Ailerons
(Сц = 0.075)
+ Spoilers
AIL.
SPAN
ba/bw
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
AIL.
CHORD
ca/cw
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
AIL.
ANGLE
6a max
*0°
*0°
±50°
±50°
SPOIL.
SPAN
bs/bw
!
0.7
!
0.7
SPOIL.
CHORD
cs/cw
!
0.11
!
0.11
SPOIL.
AMJLE
6s max
!
!60°
!
!60°
С.1дтшх
0.100
0.220
0.225
0.3^5
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2.7!2Л Ride Quality ! Ride qualities were assessed by analyzing the
longitudinal and the lateral!directional modes of each aircraft separately.
Computer programs using power spectral gust techniques and the specific
stability derivatives for the given flight condition provide aircraft
response per unit of RMS gust velocity. The program also computes a dis!
comfort index based on the acceleration at specific frequencies. It is felt
that this is important since accelerations outside of the normal motion
sickness or resonant body!organ ranges can be tolerated ,to a much higher
degree than those within that range. Another factor considered was the
mission profile and therefore the time of exposure to the different flight
regimes. The flight profile shows approximately 17 minutes of elapsed time
till the start cruise point, kQ minutes of cruise at altitude, 12 minutes for
descent, and 2 minutes for approach to landing. The highest acceleration
level is produced at the end of the flight where wing loading is low, velocity
is moderately high, and atmospheric density is increasing due to the descent.
However, this 'is usually of short duration compared to the cruise portion of
flight. Sample output sheets from the computer program are presented in
Tables XXIX and XXX. Table XXDC provides a detailed analysis showing
the solution of the characteristic equation and the input derivatives as well
as information at selected frequencies to further analyze the aircraft rer
sponse, human response, gust input, etc. Table XXX is a simplified output
providing only the final answers desired. The RMS levels are per unit of RMS
gust and must thus be multiplied by the appropriate RMS gust level.
The results presented are for estimated rigid body characteristics and without
a stability agumentation system (SAS). Flexible effects can increase or de!
crease conditions and cannot be accurately estimated without detailed structural
design. SAS usually has an alleviating effect, but in some cases would
increase the accelerations.
Data for each'design point airplane are presented in the following sections.
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TABLE XXIX. EXAMPLE OUTPUT OF RIDING 'QUALITIES PROGRAM
RIDING QUALITIES PROGRAM
EBF 2000 FT. CRUISE (Ms,8 0 30 K)
INPUTS
VELOCITY= 795.000 FREQUENCY RANGE FROM .10 TO 10.00 CYCLES/SEC.
XU= !.06727 ' XW= .02120 2U= !.09^ 33 ZW=!1.06410
MU= !.00245 MW= !.00097 MQ=!2.89717 MWD= !,0'491
CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION HAS A OUINTIC NUMERATOR AND A QUAPTIC DENOMINATOR
SOLUTION OF COEFFICIENTS OF CHARACTERISTIC EOIlATIONc;~~r АР.'?! ! !
NUMERATOR
A= !.00357 B= .02901 C= .19491 D= .013ПЙ E= !.П0251 F= .П'П'М
DENOMINATOR
As 1.0ПООО B= 4.75283 C= 4.16777 D= .23041 E= !.OR093
SAMPLE SOLUTIONS ARE!
FREO!CPS
.10
.40
.90
1.60
3.00
4.00
5.00
8.00
10.00
HUMAN R SQ.
.100+01
.100+01
.100+01
.256+01
,900+01
.160+02
.160+02
.160+02
.152+02
GUST SPEC. AIRCRAFT R SQ.
.331+00
.418!01
.106!01
.390=02
.128!02
.769!03
.516!03
.223!03
.149!03
.715!03
.227!02
.260!02
.340!02
.659!02
.101!01
.146!01
.342!01
.522!01
DISCOMFOPT
PWR. SPEC.
.237!03
.946!04
.277!04
.3^ )9!04
.761!04
.124!03
.1PI!03
.12Я!03
.118!03
А/ С ONLY
PWP. SPEC
.237!03
.946!04
.277!04
.134!04
.845!05
.776!05
.754!05
,.761!05
.780!05
DISCOMFORT RMS IS .0791 /UNIT OF RMS GUST IN FPS.
THIS IS MEASURED !42.000 FEET FROM THE C.G.
ROOT MEAN SQUARE IN G»S/UNIT OF RMS GUST IN FPS. IS .03139
RMS PITCH VELOCITY IS .0428 DEGREES/SEC, /FPS OF GUST
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TABLE XXX. EXAMPLE OF SIMPLIFIED OUTPUT OF RIDING QUALITIES PROGRAM
RIDING QUALITY ANALYSIS
EBF 2000 FT. CRUISE (M=.8 0 30 K)
DISCOMFORT RMS IS .0791 /UNIT OF RMS GUST IN FPS.
THIS IS MEASURED !42.000 FEET FROM THE C.G.
ROOT MEAN SQUARE IN G»S/UNIT OF RMS GUST IN FPS. Iе; .03139
RMS PITCH VELOCITY IS .0428 DEGREES/SEC. /FPS OF GlJST
RIDING QUALITY ANALYSIS
EBF 2000 FT. DESCENT (250 KT. О 5К)
DISCOMFORT PMS IS .1750 /UNIT OF RMS GUST IN FPS.
THIS IS MEASURED !42.ООП FEET FROM THE C.G.
ROOT MEAN SQUARE IN G»S/UNIT OF RMS GUST IN FPS. IS .05624
RMS PITCH VELOCITY IS .0969 DEGRErS/bEC. /FPS OF
RIDING QUALITY ANALYSIS
ERF 2000 FT. LANDING
DISCOMFORT RMS IS .0852 /UNIT OF RMS GUST IN FPS.
THIS IS MEASURED !42. ООП FEi~T FROM THF C.G.
RO'<T MEAN SQUARE IN G»S/UNIT OF RMS GUST IN FPS. IS .02611
RMS PITCH VELOCITY IS .0908 DEGRErS/SEC. /FPS OF GUST
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2.7.3 EBF Handling Qualities
The most significant consideration for EBF handling qualities is the low
speed, highpower, condition attained in the landing approach mode. The low
speed results in sluggish response to the controls about all axes and to low
aerodynamic damping about all axes, except the pitch axis. The high power
reduces the available stability and control level. These effects are com-
pensated to some degree by the increased size of the control surfaces necess-
ary to meet basic response characteristics: however, the molding of these
controls into a satisfactory system for safe operation under all weather
conditions makes the use of augmentation, for both longitudinal and lateral-
directional modes, mandatory. This consideration may well be fortuitous in
that, once the penalties for redundant systems have been absorbed, the attain-
ment of low touchdown dispersions and short field lengths become a practical
reality, since these systems can be fully utilized to provide the pilot with
the degree of control he desires. ~ ~
Augmentation is required for the roll and yaw axes, pitch attitude control,
glide path control and speed control. The last, while not mandatory in the
present time span, may well become so for future airport operations and is
desirable as a means of removing one more need for the attention of the pilot.
Roll-yaw augmentation is required because of the basic dutch roll instability
of the EBF configuration. This instability is due to the high roll to yaw
ratio in side-slip and the effects of the rate derivatives at high lift co-
efficients. Turn coordination without augmentation is difficult at low
speeds due to the need for large coordinating ratios of rudder and aileron.
Similarly side-slip control becomes difficult due to the high lift coeffic-
ients at approach which result in small bank angles for side-force balance
and, thus, overly sensitive control.
Engine out control for the EBF aircraft not only provides critical control
sizing criteria for the rudder and aileron but also presents a different
problem to the pilot in terms of both control and initial recognition. The
first visual indication of an engine failure for conventional aircraft is
the yaw deviation; for EBF, however, the roll off with engine failure is the
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first indicator thus requiring somewhat different piloting techniques for
control. The probable restrictions in the number of operating runways at
STOL airports requires the establishment of design procedures that allow for
engine out control under crosswind conditions and continued flares to touch-
down. These requirements are stretching current control capabilities to the
limit and may result in the need for restricted operations under some weather
conditions in order to keep controls within practical bounds. The flare
maneuver itself is a most demanding task especially in crosswind and wind-
shear conditions and requires high skill and concentration levels from the
pilot. The loss of lift in ground effect requires a different flare techni-
que involving throttle and stick movements that require pilot training beyond
current methods.
All these requirements lead to the need for special attention to control
system design and the early recognition of hydraulic requirements to meet the
control rates used in STOL operations. Control sizing becomes especially
sensitive to rate requirements where influenced by aircraft time response
parameters.
2.7.3.1 EEF Longitudinal Stability and Control
Basic Data - The basic data for the EBF configuration are presented in
Figure 159 and have been derived from the results of numerous wind-tunnel
tests. The effects of engine failure on the aerodynamic data have been ex-
tracted from the NASA QUESTOL study contract, NAS2-6761, as well as the data
on ground effects and the non linearities at high angles of attack and power
coefficients.
Lift curve slope, and its variation with flap deflection and power are shown
in Figure 159 . Also shown is the variation of the downwash parameter,
(l-de/da), with flap deflection and power. The downwash at zero angle of
attack can be extracted from Figure 160 where the angle of attack is measured
from the fuselage reference line. Zero lift pitching moment and the aero-
dynamic center are shown in Figure l6l and l62 respectively1as a function
of flap deflection and power. The influence of ground effect on the
incremental lift and pitching moment at maximum lift are shown in Figure
381*
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1бЗ and l6k respectively as a function of wing height above the ground.
Downwash change due to the proximity of the ground are shown in Figure 165 and
166. These ground effect data are based on static wind tunnel testing and
need correcting for the effect of sink rate during the approach.
Analysis of data in NASA ТШ!658 showed that the effect of ground proximity
is delayed by an increment in time that is related to the time interval re!
quired for the air to pass over the wing, reach the ground and then trans!
mit a "ground signal" back to the wing. This incremental time dalay can be
expressed as:
At = 1^1 PL +£/ sin (a + 6F)1 sees.
where h = wing height
v = forward velocity - f .p.s.
с = wing mean chord
x = wing angle of attack
6p = flap deflection
The time At is analogous to the time required for wing circulation to be
established with a leading edge spoiler which results in a lag in effective!
ness of this type of control.
At can be converted into an equivalent Д(п/с) as follows:
due to Ь Д(п/с)' = At x-£- = -^ -|l +!Ё!/ sin (Q!+ 6F) ] h
then equivalent (h/c) = (h/c) + A(h/c)'
There exists a further delay in the downwash at the tail which can be approx!
imated by using:
At = !У c |"l + h/c sin (a + 6F)1 +
then Д(К/с)' =JilL Гц: h/c sin (a + 6F ) ] " + £t/c
where Ц = horizontal tail arm
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лThe influence of this parameter on the С loss due to ground effect is
shown in Figure 165 for the landing flap with an 800 fpm (2kk m/min) sink
rate. It may be noted that the tail!off pitching moment increment due to
ground effect opposes the pitching moment increment due to the reduction in
downwash at the tail. This effect, combined with the sink rate effect, should
result in a much reduced influence of the ground proximity on airplane design
factors.
Longitudinal dynamic derivatives were obtained from the QJJESTOL study, modified
for configuration differences by the methods of Datcom. These derivatives
are listed in Table XXXI Tor the cruise, descent and landing cases.
Horizontal Tail Sizing
The method for horizontal tail sizing is outlined in Section 2.7.2.1 and
Figures!154 and 155 show__the_ resulting tail volume^  coefficient and aft center
of gravity limits.
о
A level of Д в for maneuver of 0.3 rad/sec at the forward e.g. has been
chosen for this configuration. This is the recommended level from Lockheed!
Georgia Report ER!10U2U and will also meet the requirements of AGARD!R!577!70
assuming practical limits on system rates and lags. Previous tests for the
NASA QUESTOL and other STOL aircraft have shown that this level is sufficient
to control the flare maneuver, wind shears and turbulence, inadvertent speed
changes and go!around requirements. It is further assumed that the control
technique for approach and landing will require attitude changes for speed
control and DLC devices plus engine throttle for glide path control. A com!
bination of the two is assumed to be required for flare to touchdown.
The required e.g. range of 0.2 M.A.C. with a minimum static margin of 0.03с
can be obtained for the points shown in Figure 15^ representing the maximum
lift capabilities of various stabilizer design concepts shown in Table XXVII.
(These concepts are tabulated in order of complexity and cost). Thus it is
seen that a tail volume coefficient of 1.12 can be used on the 2000 ft EBF
vehicle with the flying tail and geared, slotted elevator concept and meet
the stated requirements with a degree of conservatism. The maneuvering
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TABLE XXXI. APPROACH STABILITY AND CONTROL BASIC DATA AND DERIVATIVES
FOR APPROACH CONDITIONS
k
» (SLUGS/П3)
(KG/M3)
U (ПЛЕС)
(M/SEC)
M
Ч (L8/TT2)
(1Ч/М2)
BOW (L8)
(KG)
lx (SLUGS/FT2)
(KGM2)
ly (SLUGS/FT2)
(KGM2)
lz (SLUGS/FT2)
(KGM2)
lxz (SLUGSAT2)
(KGM2)
С G
S (FT2)
(M2)
Ь (FT)
(M)
С (FT)
(M)
"
CL
CD
cLu
CL
dci/du
CL
 r
4,
d CD/du
X,
с
м„
dCM/du
CM
S
4°
sc
'p
c,r
С
'бо
с,
С„"
c
Cnr
С
OC!8
0
00238
(1 226602)
243 5
(74 22)
219
71 0
(3399 49)
190 000
(86 184)
3 090 000
(4 189 113)
2 940 000
(3 985 758)
5 580 000
(7 564 806)
28 000
(37 960)
0 15
2600
(241 54)
142 3
(43 37)
23 0
17 01)
0 98
0 1095
4 81
0
0 0002
0 328
0 487
0 00002
! 0 937
! 1 478
! 3 840
!0 000006
! II 7
! 0 8727
0
0 1865
!0 15815
!0 385
0 248
!0 086
0 0219
0 1633
!0 0873
!0 196
! 0 0106
E8F!2K
0
002378
(1 225571)
132
(40 23)
1184
20 7
(491 12)
181 645
(82 394)
3 462 653
(4 694 319)
3 386 000
(4 590 400)
7 059 584
(9 570 678)
144 700
(196 170)
AFT
2483
(230 67)
127
(38 71)
20 65
(6 29)
10 7
3 79
2 12
6 71
0
!0 0017
4 0
0 998
0
! 15 5
!0 181
! 20 8
0 012
40 0
! 2 447
0
0 486
!0 881
! 0 4156
1 309
!0 128
0 0476
0 516
! 0 5
!0 508
0 129
EBF!3K
0
002378
(I 225571)
169 5
(51.66)
152
34 1
(1632 71)
145 734
(66 105)
1 717 183
(2 327 985)
2 720 000
13 687 750)
4 545 480
(6 162 307)
0
(0)
AFT
1563
(145 20)
100 8
130 72)
16 45
(5 01)
12 0
2 93
1 484
7 1
0
! 0 004
2 88
1 2
0 004
! 12 5
! 0 213
! 15 8
0 669
! 30 0
! 1 945
0
0 303
! 0 583
0 404
1 013
!0 128
0 0209
0 214
0 371
!0 447
0 129
OTW/IBF
0
002378
(1 225571)
166
(5060)
172
32 7
(1565 68)
146 486
(66 446)
2 025 880
12 746 486)
2 730 000
(3 701 061)
4 579 460
(6 20B 374)
589 960
(799 809)
AFT
1571
(145 95)
104 8
(31 94)
17 1
(5 21)
0
3 04
0 38
6 55
0
!0 009
2 71
1 405
0 007
!0 181
! 16 8
0 007
!32 0
1 951
0
0 315
!0 676
!0 411
1 182
!0 128
0 0575
0 257
!0 379
!0 422
0 129
OTW
0
002378
(1 225571)
168
(51 21)
151
33 6
(1608 77)
135 570
(61 495)
1 464 073
(1 984 844)
2 530 000
(3 429 921)
3 923 615
(5 321 956)
302 305
(409 835)
AFT
1375
(127 74)
94 5
128 80)
15 46
(4 71)
3 1
3 14
0 45
7 04
0
! 0 015
2 39
1 103
0 006
! 1 1 1
!0 202
! 18 7
0 006
!36 0
! 2 110
0
0 282
! 0 712
!0 453
1 116
!0 128
0 038
0 250
!0 405
! 0 420
0 129
MF
0
002378
(1 225571)
201
(61 26)
18
48 1
(2303 04)
136 135
(61 751)
1 683 485
(2 282 301)
2 540 000
(3 443 478)
4 195 160
(5 687 378)
21 920
(! 29 717)
AFT
1462
(135 82)
101 2
(30 85)
15 82
(4 82)
В 5
2 07
0 45
6 02
0
0
1 93
1 1
0
!9 00
!0 181
! 9 7
0
!32 0
! 1 168
0
0 217
!0 304
!045 8
0 718
!0 128
0 0184
0 124
!0 294
!0 414
0 129
AW
0
002378
(1 225571)
133
(4054)
119
21 1
(1010 27)
193,764
(87 891)
3 704 980
(5 022 841)
3,610 000
(4 894 077)
7 186 115
(9 742 2i6)
753 210
(1 021 127)
AFT
2388
(221 85)
124 2
(37 86)
20 15
(6 14)
0 1
3 9
0 27
5 77
0
!0 065
3 3
0 23
0 014
! 12 5
!0 17
II 9
0 014
!33 0
! 2 003
0
0 374
!082 9
! 0 418
1 442
!0 128
0 063
0 435
!0 517
! 0 376
0 129
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function of this stabilizer uses 35 percent of the available lift capability
at the forward e.g. From Figure 155 it is seen that the aft e.g. for this
tail is at ОЛ1С and thus the forward e.g. is located at 0.21C.
The 3000 ft (910 m) EBF design approaches at a higher speed, and a lower
lift coefficient. The wing is smaller than the 2000 ft (6lO m) airplane,
hence the maneuver requirement is more critical through K9 (Figure 15^ ).
The design tail volume chosen is 0.9 which results in a e.g. range from 0.19
to 0.39 MAC.
Response Characteristics ! Analysis of the variation of the trim stabilizer
position with speed indicates a basic problem with this type of geared eleva!
tor control. The high effectiveness over the gearing range produces a sen!
sitive!control_and_will_result_in_indexing problems in the manufacture and
operation of the system. This characteristic is offset to some degree by
the compensating gearing at the stick so that stick force versus speed can
be designed to meet the requirements of MIL!F!83300. Stabilizer angle for
trim as a function of С and a is shown in Figure 167 . A further effect to
be considered is the trend towards tail stall as power is applied. As shown
in Figure 167 , this effect is not a problem if speed is maintained as power
is applied, however the control power available to reach airplane stall be!
comes limiting at high power settings. For the 2000 ft airplane, at a power
setting of 75 percent maximum, stall speed will be limited by control power
on the forward e.g. The 3000 ft (910 m) airplane will also be limited at
about the same power setting but will be slightly less critical because of
the lower landing flap setting; this will be offset by the slightly higher
thrust per unit wing area for the 3000 ft (910 m) airplane.
Maneuver requirements, in terms of stabilizer angle per g, do not appear to
be a. design problem. The range of values for forward to aft e.g. are slightly
less than 2 to 1, for the heavy weight case. This is a result of the large
tail damping contribution which produces a large maneuver margin. Since
landing speed will be held close to the same value over the range of landing
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weights, the heavy weight will produce"the highest control deflection per g.
Variation of the required deflection with С at constant Of is small over the
normal range since the reduction in maneuver margin with power is offset by
the higher lift coefficient. The 2000 ft EBF has an approach angle of attack
of 10.7° for a glide path angle of !6.5, which results in a pitch angle of
4.2°. This pitch angle is somewhat high for good pilot visibility of the
runway threshhold and it may be more cost effective to !increase the flap
angle for approach than face the cockpit visibility envelope problem. The
3000 ft EBF has a lesser flap angle for approach and a higher pitch angle,
(6.9°). The extra f!lap deflection could be absorbed by the present tail size
in both cases since some margin has been left for such contingencies.
Step and pulse responses to!the stabilizer, flap, thrust and both vertical
and horizontal gusts have been established using a three degree of freedom
linear representation of the»!airplanes. The stabilizer response is taken in
the stabilizer range over which the geared elevator is operating which has
the effect of quadrupling the basic stabilizer effectiveness. The gearing of
the stick movement to stabilizer movement will be correlated with the effec!
tiveness so that the control effectiveness in terms of stick movement will be
linear between the two ranges. It may be seen in Figure 168 that the basic
response of the aircraft to a step control input is unacceptable without aug!
mentation. Pitch attitude response is large for small increments in load
factor which creates a pilot disorientation since attitude is his normal
means of judging load factor requirements. Speed drop off with control input
is large and requires augmentation to remove this increment. Direct drag
controls utilizing the aft portion of the flap can be used for this function
but are undesirable both aerodynamically (because of lag problems) and struc!
turally. Throttle blending in combination with the DLC spoiler function
should be sufficient for adequate speed control. The system should be tied
to stick position in order to retain single control features as far as poss!
ible. The height response to an abrupt elevator command is 31 feet (9 m) in
five seconds for a load factor of 1.2 which is a reasonable level. Augmenta!
tion for speed control will help improve this value but DLC will be required
to obtain totally acceptable glide path response.
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The response to thrust inputs occurs at essentially constant speed, pointing
up the need to use attitude for speed control. The response to a horizontal
and vertical gust shows initial load factor increments followed by speed
bleed!off. Further shaping of pitch attitude, DLC controls, pitch rate and
normal acceleration feedback will be required to reduce the initial peak
response in load factor. Angle of attack feedback may also be required to
remove residue increments in load factor, since five to six seconds are re!
quired for the initial response to disappear. The longitudinal short .period
roots are shown in Figure 152 in terms of the requirements adopted from
MIL!F!83300. Both the aft and forward e.g. cases show two aperiodic roots
for the 2000 ft (6lO m) airplane. The 3000 ft (910 m) airplane,has a fre!
quency level on the aft e.g. well below the requirement. At the forward e.g.
the roots revert to an oscillatory mode well inside the boundaries. The
difference between the two airplanes is the result of the U derivatives dif!
ference. Both!airplanes!have aperiodicjr_qpts on the aft e.g. because of the
low С .
Ш
2.7.3.2 EBF Lateral!Directional Stability and Control
Basic Data ! Basic data for the EBF configuration have been generated using
the results of the NASA QUESTOL study and Lockheed Test data.
Incremental power effects have been taken from these data and are shown in
Figure 169 and 170 . A computer program is used to obtain the basic aero!
dynamic parameters, power off. This program uses the methods of DATCOM,
modified for high!lift effects where! necessary, and need only be fed the
basic airplane geometry and power increments as a function of CT and flap
setting. A listing of the derivatives obtained in this manner is contained
in Table XXXI.
The incremental effects of a failed engine, both inboard and outboard, have
been taken from the wind tunnel results used in the NASA QUESTOL study.
These data are available as a function of sideslip angle and angle of attack.
The angle of attack function was found to be negligible over the!range re!
quired for this study^and was not used. The non!linearities in the basic
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derivatives such as Сп„ and C1Q, with increasing sideslip also have beenP P
taken from the NASA STOL tests and the effects of angle of attack on these
terms have been included.
Control Sizing ! The rudder power required to perform the critical functions
listed in Section 2.7.2.2 is shown in Table XXXII and in Figure 171 for the
2000 ft EBF aircraft. The UO percent chord double hinge rudder chosen for
this configuration is capable of trimming the most critical engine failure
condition in a 25 knot (k6.2 Km/hr) crosswind at the approach speed with full
take!off power. This represents a sideslip angle of 18.8 . As may be noted,
25 of sideslip cannot be reached with a double hinged rudder at an 80 percent
power setting with an engine failed. However the 25 knot (U6.2 Km/hr) cross!
wind can be tolerated at maximum take!off power with some margin for maneuver.
2
A yaw acceleration capability of 0.19 rad/sec is available at the approach
speed in the most adverse loading condition. This value would increase to nearly
0.31 at a mid!loading condition. With this level of yaw acceleration reason!
able actuator rates can be used to obtain satisfactory loading change re!
sponse. The engine failed case at zero sideslip requires considerably less
than 50 percent of the available rudder power. The major influence on the
engine out condition comes from the effects of power on the sideslip deriva!
tives in roll and yaw. The rudder required to balance a 25 sideslip with
symmetrical engines is doubled from power off to approach power settings.
Also of interest is the shape of the tail volume curve at zero power compared
with approach power. This is a result of the change in sign of the tail off
CnR from negative to positive thus requiring decreasing rudder power as fin
size increases at approach power, and increasing rudder power with fin size
for the power off condition.
The 3000 ft EBF aircraft is far less critical in the engine out crosswind
case largely due to the higher approach speed and lower wing area. The
latter has a significant, effect on the tail off weather cock instability
since the bodies of all the concepts are the same. As the wing area decreases
the tail off Сп
й
 becomes more negative thus requiring less rudder for balance
koo
TABLE XXXIT. ROLL CONTROL POWER REQUIREMENTS ! EBF 2000 FEET
V APPROACH = 78 KNOTS (144
ROLL MOM. COEFF. ( (Cl) REQUIRED)
CONDITION FAILED ENGINE SIDESLIP ANGLE т?= 1.0 0.8
1
2
3
4
5_
6
Trim in Sideslip
Trim Engine Out
Trim
Trim
and
Trim
and
Trim
Engine Out
Engine Out
Sideslip
Engine Out
Sideslip
Engine Out in
—
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
1
2
1
2
1
±25°
0
0
+ 25
+ 25
+ 18.8
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
133
164
082
364
335
320
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
133
137
071 '
335
317
292
25 Knot (46.4 Km/hr)
Crosswind ,
7^ 0 Max = 0.42!
8 Trim Engine Out
+ Maneuver
Margin
9 Trim Engine Out
in Crosswind +
Maneuver
Margin
No. 1
0.242
0.235
No. 1 18.8 0.376
0.196(30%
Control
Power
Margin)
0.344 (15%
Control
Power
Margin)
П = Power Setting
! 1N3WOW ONIMVA
1Ю2
of a steady sideslip. This effect is illustrated in Figure 158 for each of
the concepts at 25 of sideslip and symmetrical power. The EBF 2000 ft and
AW 2000 ft" aircraft have approximately the same! wing !area while the remainder
have much lower wing areas. The increased requirement on the AW airplane
relative to the EBF 2000 ft is' due to the higher flap setting of the former
and its effect on the power increment; see Figure 169 . The engine out re!
quirement on rudder power in a crosswind is also non!critical for this air!
plane. The yaw acceleration capability of the EBF 3000 ft airplane is 0.19
p
rad/sec under the worst loading condition, which is the same level as the
2000 ft (6lO m) airplane. Thus, it is seen that yaw acceleration capability
is designing the 3000 ft'(910 m) configuration fin and rudder;
The roll power required to perform the functions listed in Section 2.7.6.2
..is shown jln Table XXXII. The critical item for the 2000 ft EBF is the ability
to trim an!engine out in a 25 knot (^ 6~Кт/пг~) crosswind!(fr!om!the !side oppo!
site to the failed engine). The blown aileron in combination with a full
flap!span spoiler is required to achieve this level of control power. A 25
sideslip condition at full take!off power can be trimmed with a small margin
for maneuver.
The EBF 3000 ft airplane has less critical roll requirements than the EBF
f
 о2000 ft for the crosswind, engine out case. A 25 sideslip can be controlled
with an engine out down to 10 knots (19 Km/hr) below the approach speed. The
bank angle required for this condition, hovrever, is in excess of 15 and
wo.uld be untenable. This higher bank angle is due to the higher approach
speed for this airplane. A 25 knot (1*6.2 Km/hr) crosswind only requires a
sideslip angle of 1^ and a much lower bank angle, about 10 at maximum
takeoff power
Lateral!Directional Response !"The engine out trim requirements in a cross!
wind have been shown in the previous section to design the fin and rudder for
the EBF aircraft, in particular the 2000 ft version. Rudder and aileron
required for trim are shown in Figures 172 arid 173 as a function of .speed for
various sideslip angles at a throttle setting of 80 percent power. The
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Figure 173 . Effect of Sideslip on Engine Out Capability
number 2 engine is shown to require more rudder than number 1 for all
sideslip angles at the approach speed and is a result of the interference
effects on the wing!body!fin combination for the inner engine. It is also
apparent that the crosswind coming from the dead engine side is the most
critical for rudder power and the wind from the other direction more critical
for aileron power. In terms of handling qualities it would appear that the
more difficult control case will occur with the wind from the working engine
side since both aileron and rudder reach quite high deflections, as shown in
Figure 173. Figure 17U, which shows the effect of sideslip and engine
failure at 5 knots (9 Km/hr) below the approach speed, demonstrates the amount
of bank angle required for a slipping approach. For most crosswinds the for!
ward slip method of approach to touchdown from 50 feet (15 m) altitude will
probably be the most satisfactory way of achieving good touchdown dispersion
values,.
Time histories of the aircraft response to aileron, spoiler, rudder, and side
gust increments have been obtained in the landing mode. Typical response to
the rudder, aileron and a side gust are shown in Figures 175? 176, 177?
respectively. It is apparent that the basic airplane response, unaugmented,
has unsatisfactory handling qualities and will require augmentation to rectify
this situation. Discussion of the augmentation system'is contained in a
later paragraph of this section.
The Dutch roll roots are shown in Figure 152 for the EBF 2000 ft and EBF
3000 ft airplanes for the unaugmented airplane in the landing approach mode.
These airplanes are unstable, as indeed are all the configurations. The
basic roll mode time constant is approximately 1.1 seconds for both air!
planes. The spiral mode of the EBF 2000 ft airplane is unstable and doubles
in amplitude in 15 seconds. Augmentation will take care of this level. The
EBF 3000 ft airplane has a slightly stable spiral mode with a time to half
amplitude of 52 seconds. In cruise, the basic airplane has in!
adequate Dutch roll damping for the 3000 ft (910 m) version (P = 0.07) and
a four .second period. The 2000 ft (7Ю m) airplane has a damping ratio of
0.15 and a 2.U second period. The major influence on the Dutch roll period
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JUG
of these aircraft, causing the widely differing periods, is the geometry
difference. The ratio QSb/Izz for the 2000 ft (6lO m) 'airplane is roughly
twice that of the 3000 ft (910 m) airplane. ! !
The Cn8 level for the 2000 ft, (6lO m) airplane is higher than the 3000 ft
due to the larger wing and smaller influence of the body. The resulting yaw!
ing acceleration due to sideslip (Nft) is 6.1 rads/sec /rad. for the 2000 ft
P(610 m) and 1.92 rads/sec /rad. for the 3000 ft (910 m) aircraft in cruise.
Augmentation ! Aerodynamic data representing the externally blown flap
configuration in the landing situtation was chosen as a representative
aircraft model to be used for the development of the control laws of a
lateral!'directional stability augmentation system. The unaugmented model was
determined to be uncontrollable or at best marginally so. The augmentation
system was designed to augment the handling qualities of the .basic airframe _
so that the requirements of MIL!F!83300, MIL!F!8785B, etc are met.
The system uses body roll and yaw rates, and roll attitude as feedbacks to
implement proper system response. In general roll and yaw rate feedbacks
are used to effect proper response of the dutch roll, and roll subsidence
modes. Roll attitude is fed back to roll and yaw control surfaces to provide
proper turn coordination, and body roll rate is fed back to the rudder to
improve turn entry. The roll and yaw axis stability augmentation systems!are'
shown in Figures 178 and 179.
A digital computer was utilized to develop the.augmented system using state
variable techniques. The basic stability parameters of the unaugmented and
augmented aircraft are tabulated below.
UNAUGMEKTED AIRCRAFT STABILITY PARAMETERS
MODE EIGENVALUES JL_ L^
Dutch Roll .Об? + 1.05 1.05 .064 ! 10.3
Roll Subsidence ! !9^ ! ! !7^
Spiral .01*5 ! ! 15!3
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AUGMENTED AIRCRAFT STABILITY PARAMETERS
EIGENVALUES ^nd g т|
! Л31 + !88j 1.06 Л1 1.6
! 1.13 ! ! .63
! .001 ! !750
where
"nd = Undamped natural frequency of dutch roll mode ! rad/sec
£ = damping ratio
T-g- = time to \ amplitude - seconds
TQ = time to double amplitude - seconds.
Flying Qualities - It is evident from the data that the unaugmented aircraft is
uncontrollable or is at best marginally controllable. This of course neces-
sitates a safety of flight augmentation system. With the developed augmen-
tation system operative, the flying qualities are brought within the range
of acceptable values. The augmentation was designed to meet the requirements
set forth in MIL-F-8330, Flying Qualities of Piloted V/STOL Aircraft. These
requirements were chosen because it was felt that they were representative
of, and at least as stringent as, other available requirements for the air-
craft configuration and task. It is noted that the analytical work performed
reflects the pilot task of landing a low speed STOL vehicle, and that for
tasks involving higher speeds, MIL-F-8785B applies. From the tabulated data
it is seen that the dutch roll parameters £ and ^nd are such that the aug-
mented aircraft meets level 1 requirements as shown in Figure 153 . Also the
roll mode time constant, т i
s
 calculated from the data as .89 which is well
below the minimum for a level one aircraft. The spiral mode time to double
amplitude is shown as 750 seconds which exceeds the level one requirement of
20 seconds. Hence it has been shown that the augmented aircraft meets the
basic requirements for a level one aircraft as given in MIL!F!83300.
2.7-3-3 EBF Ride Qualities - The ride qualities of the "2000 ft EBF
configuration are presented as a function of the study criteria in Figures
180 and 181. The longitudinal response as presented in Figure 180 shows
that the aft passenger seat exceeds the" acceleration limits for all three
flight conditions and the mid passenger seat is borderline or marginal for
the cruise and approach condition. As expected, the high speed descent case
is the most critical.
Using an RMS discomfort index which considers the frequency of the acceleration
with respect to human tolerance would give a different indication. It would show
that the center seats meet the requirements for all flight conditions. The
aft seat would not meet the criteria for descent, but would allow an exposure
of six hours for the level of RMS vertical acceleration at cruise and 5-9
minutes for the landing approach. The expected exposure time for the normal
mission is approximately k8 minutes at cruise and two minutes during landing
approach. The primary reason for exceeding the criteria appears to be the
comparatively low wing loading for this design during descent. Since the
mid seats indicate an acceptable ride it could be assumed that the normal
longitudinal stability augmentation system would dampen the pitch accelera-
tion and reduce the accelerations in the aft cabin to an acceptable level.
The lateral-directional response is presented in Figure 181. This shows
that lateral acceleration does not present a problem, but that the RMS roll
and yaw rates exceed the criteria for all three flight conditions.
A ride control system would be required if the study criteria are to be me't.
This would probably consist of symmetrically deflected ailerons and horizon-
tal tail deflections for vertical accelerations and pitch during cruise.
This would be augmented by uprigged spoilers for the low speed case. Lateral-
augmentation at high speed would consist of aileron deflection and would
probably be used in conjunction with a load alleviation system.
The longitudinal-plane response for the EBF 3000 ft configuration is
presented in Figure 182. Due to its higher wing loading, this configuration
is considerably better for passenger comfort than the 2000 ft EBF. The
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criteria for acceleration during descent are still exceeded. However, based
on the discomfort index, this condition could be tolerated for an exposure of
two hours versus the expected exposure of 12 minutes.
The lateral-directional response is compared to the criteria in Figure 183.
This again shows that lateral acceleration is not bothersome, but that the
RMS rotational rates will exceed the stated criteria of .5 deg/sec in cruise
and descent and 1.0 deg/sec during landing approach. The normal lateral-
"directional stability augmentation expected for the time era of these air-
craft would considerably reduce these rates and could easily make all con-
ditions acceptable except the RMS roll rate during landing approach. A ride
control system consisting of spoilers would be required to meet the stated
criteria.
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2.7Л AW Handling Qualities
The augmentor wing handling qualities are very similar to the EBF/2000 air!
plane. Longitudinally, the horizontal tail size provides a little more margin
over the basic trim requirements than the EBF version. The approach speeds
are very similar and the weights are similar. The higher flap deflection
results in a higher rudder power required for the sideslip trim condition.
This is offset to some extent by the use of cross ducting to virtually
eliminate the engine out trim requirement as a design feature.
Augmentation requirements will be very similar to the EBF/2000 ft airplane, in
both longitudinal and lateral!directional modes.
The use of augmentation choke for roll control, as proposed for this configura!
tion, may well be undesirable from some aspects. The wing flexibility is
sufficient to result in the need for spoilers for high speed roll control.
It may then be more cost effective to utilize these spoilers for low speed
control. Since the engine out trim requirement has been reduced, the size
of these controls will be dictated by the high speed roll response require!
ments as outlined in MIL!F!8785B.
2.7.U.I AW Longitudinal Stability and Control
Basic Data ! The basic data for this configuration have been derived from the
NASA QUESTOL studies and the reports listed in Section 2.5. Lift curve slope
and downwash data are shown in Figure 18U; the downwash at zero angle of
attack is obtained from Figure 185 of the EBF section. Сто versus flap de!
flection and С
ф
 is shown in Figure 185.
Tail Sizing ! As shown in Figure 151* and 155 the selected horizontal tail
size is conservative in relation to the requirements. This is a result,
primarily, of the lower Сто values predicted for this configuration in com!
bination with a low C_ value for the approach due to the low drag levels.
The present tail size has the effect of moving the eg further aft than the
EBF airplanes. If the available lower tail areas are used then, of course,
the eg range will move forward because of the stability limit. Since the
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size of this airplane and the approach speed are similar to the EBF/2000 ft
airplane, the demands of the pitch acceleration requirement are approximately
the same.
Response Characteristics ! Since the stabilizer is slightly larger than the
minimum possible size, this aircraft will not reach tail stall on the forward
eg under high power conditions and a large margin over tail stall exists at
the approach speed. Response characteristics to stabilizer increments are
similar to the EBF 2000 ft airplane but with a higher speed loss as the pitch
attitude builds up. A step thrust increase causes very little change in air!
plane characteristics. Speed increase 2 knots (h km/hr) in 10 seconds and
10 feet (3 m) altitude is lost relative to the original flight path. A step
horizontal gust results in a deviation of 77 feet (23 m) above the original
glide path in 10 seconds. Augmentation, similar to that proposed for the EBF
airplane, will reduce this level. A step up!gust of 5 knots (9 km/hr) results
in a deviation of 92 feet (28 m) in 10 seconds.
The longitudinal short term roots for this configuration are aperiodic on
aft eg becoming oscillatory on the forward eg. Both sets meet the basic
requirements of Figure 152, however augmentation for speed and altitude
control will be required. The long and short period frequencies are becoming
very closely coupled on the forward eg and will cause the pilot some concern
in his ability to judge load factor response input requirements. The augmen!
tation system will help remove this problem, especially the speed control.
2.7Л.2 AW Lateral!Directional Stability and Control
Basic Data ! The aerodynamic data used in the analysis of this configuration
has been obtained from the computer program discussed in the EBF section.
The incremental effects of power on the derivatives have been assumed to be
the same as those used for the EBF configuration.
The effects of an engine failure have been reduced to a non!critical level
by the utilization of cross!ducting within the augmentor system.
Control Sizing ! Figure 158 shows that the critical requirement! for rudder
power is the attainment of 25 degrees of sideslip at the approach power
setting. Some small margin is available for maneuver at this condition.
Again it may be desirable to consider only a 25 knot (h6.k km/hr) crosswind
requirement as a design criterion for these aircraft which would result in
more maneuver capability with the present tail under these conditions.
Lateral control power required to meet the roll acceleration requirements
will be critical in low speed flight and will require both spoilers and blown
ailerons. The (Cl) required is 0.2^ 7 to meet the specification of ф = ОЛ2.
If the estimates of control power from aileron and spoiler are reasonably
conservative it may be possible to eliminate blowing. A¥ chokes have been
proposed for use as a roll control for this airplane; а ДС1 of 0.1^ 7 would
be required to meet the specification without aileron blowing. However,
wing flexibility is such that ailerons alone will not be sufficient for
high speed roll control. Either inboard ailerons or a spoiler system will
be required. Thus it may be more cost effective to consider spoilers rather
than AW chokes for roll control if the flap augmentation continues to
function with spoilers disrupting the upstream flow of air.
Lateral!Directional Response ! Lateral!directional response characteristics
for the augmentor wing airplane during landing approach are very similar to
those of the EBF 2000 feet airplane. Time histories of the airplane response
to step and pulse control inputs show that augmentation will be required for
adequate turn coordination and control. Figure 153 shows the dutch roll mode
to be unstable and the frequency to be almost the same level as the EBF
airplane. The roll time constant is 1.12 and will decrease with augmentation.
The spiral mode is unstable and doubles in amplitude in less than 11 seconds.
Augmentation through yaw damping will improve this level.
The cruise mode shows a dutch roll period of 3!3 seconds and a damping of
0.12 which is reasonable. The spiral mode is slightly unstable and the roll
mode is well damped with a time to half amplitude of 0.6 seconds.
2.7Л.З AW Ride Quality ! Longitudinal ride quality data for the 2000 ft
augmentor wing configuration is presented in Figure 186. The acceleration
criteria are exceeded for both the descent and the landing flight conditions.
This is expected since the lift curve slope is fairly well compatible with
the EBF configurations and the wing loading falls between the two EBF
versions.
Based on a discomfort index the indicated level of RMS vertical acceleration
at the aft seat could be tolerated for exposure times of 8 minutes during
descent and 10 minutes during the landing approach configuration. Since the
majority of the descent time occurs above 5000 ft (1520 m), the average rate
during the descent is probably less than the value found at 5000 ft (1520 m).
Based upon this and the expected reductions due to the proposed longitudinal
stability augmentation system, it is not believed that a longitudinal ride
control system would be required.
The lateral!directional ride properties are presented in Figure 187 .
Acceleration criteria are met, but the rotational rate criteria' are again
exceeded for all conditions. If these criteria are to be adhered to a ride
control system would be required. It appears that the proposed lateral!
directional augmentation system would bring all the rates within the limits
except for the RMS roll rate during landing approach.
2.7!5 OTW Handling Qualities
Handling qualities of the OTW airplane are very similar to the EBF/3000 ft
airplane. The horizontal tail volume has been reduced to the limit, utiliz!
ing all the available maximum lift capability.
2.7.5.1 OTW Longitudinal Stability and Control
Basic Data ! The basic data for the EBF airplane have been used for this
configuration except for the Clot and downwash parameters. These are shown
in Figure 188.
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Figure 188. OTW Lift and Downwash Variation with Flap and Power
Tail Sizing ! The horizontal tail requirements are slightly more critical
than the EBF 3000 ft airplane as shown in Figure 15^ . The design tail volume
(V = 0.8) makes maximum use of the state of the art in achievable tail maximum
lift. The low tail volume also results in the aft eg limit moving forward to
0.38 M.A.C. as shown in Figure 155.
Response Characteristics ! The response data shows the airplane to be very
similar to the EBF/3000 ft configuration. Response in pitch attitude
is approximately the same and will require augmentation. A gust increment
of five knots will cause an 87 foot displacement above the glide slope in
10 seconds.
The short term response of this configuration in the landing mode is aperiodic
as shown in Figure 152. The forward eg configuration has an oscillatory mode
with a natural frequency of 0.83 and a damping ratio of 0.75! The aft eg
frequency falls below the specification requirement but will be improved con!
siderably with augmentation.
2.7.5.2 OTW Lateral!Directional Stability and Control
Basic Data ! The basic data for the OTW configuration has been derived from
the computer program, previously discussed, based on the methods of DATCOM.
The incremental effects of power on the derivatives are obtained from the data
in the EBF section. The computer results are shown in Figure 189.
Control Sizing ! The OTW configuration has a low wing area relative to the EBF
2000 ft and the AW airplanes. Consequently, the body contribution to CnR is
large and negative which reduces the tail!on level of weathercock stability.
This is the same situation as the EBF 3000 ft airplane. The power setting for
!the approach is higher than the EBF 3000 ft airplane hence the rudder power
required for a 25° sideslip is higher, as shown in Figure 158. This same
figure also shows that the engine out control with 25° of sideslip is less
critical for rudder power than the initial yaw acceleration requirement of
о
0.16 radians per second . As may be noted, .some reduction in either fin
size or rudder chord~could be realized"and~still meet the quoted condition.
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As was discussed for the EBF 3000 ft airplane the bank angle required for 25°
of sideslip is limiting in terms of bei/>3 practical arid it is recommended
that the sideslip angle be reduced to that required (15 degrees) for a 25 knot
(U66 km/hr) crosswind on the approach. No change in fin sizing would be
realised since the acceleration requirement is critical.
Roll control power required for this configuration, as for the EBF 3000 ft
will be less critical than the EBF 2000 ft for the engine out-sideslip com-
bination. Again, the bank angle required for 25°  of sideslip is too high
and is not practical. However, the roll control is adequate for this maneuver
10 knots (19 km/hr) below the approach speed. The roll acceleration require-
p
ment of O.U2 rad/sec can be satisfied with a Cl of O.lU from the ailerons
and spoilers.
Lateral-Directional Response - The response of this aircraft to yaw and roll
controls is similar to that of the EBF 3000 ft. Augmentation will be required
for good turn coordination. A 5 knot (9. km/hr) side gust results in a peak
offset from the glide path of 3^ feet (10 m) which is the same as the EBF
3000 airplane.
The roots of the lateral-directional motion in the landing approach mode have
an unstable dutch roll component, as shown in Figure 152. Augmentation will
be required to achieve the minimum specification damping ratio of 0.08. The
spiral mode is just stable with a time to half amplitude of 15^ seconds. The
roll mode is well damped with a time to half amplitude of 0.68 seconds. The
cruise configuration roots show the airplane to be stable in all modes, how-
ever the damping ratio of the dutch roll is below the requirements and will
require augmentation. The 250 knots (h6k km/hr) descent case has adequate
damping at 5000 feet (1520 m).
2.7.5.3 OTW Ride Quality - Ride quality data for the over-the-wing concept
is presented"in Figures 190 and 191. The longitudinal response of Figure 190
is very similar to the EBF 3000 ft vehicle. The descent condition exceeds
~the imposed criteria but would be satisfactory from a discomfort index view-
point. The normal augmentation system will probably bring all acceleration
within the limits. Pitch rate criteria are met for all three flight conditions.
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Figure 190. OTW Longitudinal Ride Quality
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Figure 191. OTW Lateral!Directional Ride Quality
The lateral!directional response is"compared to its criteria in Figure 191.
Acceleration limits are met for all conditions but the rotational rates are
exceeded for all three flight conditions. 'This condition is similar to the
characteristic of all these STOL concepts. A ride control system would be
required to bring the roll rate within the limits.
2.7.6 OTW/IBF Handling Qualities "
The OTW/IBF configuration will have handling characteristics very much the
same as the OTW aircraft. The horizontal tail size chosen for this airplane
is taking full advantage of the state of the art in tail maximum lift capabil!
ity but is a little less critical than the OTW. With the tail size there may
well be some minimum speed limitations at the lighter weight in a full power
go!around condition.
$.7.6.1 Longitudinal Stability and Control
Basic Data ! The source of the basic longitudinal data is the same as that
reported in the performance Section 2.6. The С data used for the OTW
configuration was increased by !0.20 to represent the blowing portion of the
flap. This is felt to be conservative since only 10 percent of the thrust is
being used for blowing. The downwash level is obtained by assuming a de/dC
of 0.08 for this configuration. The remainder of the data is the same as that
used for the EBF airplanes.
Tail Sizing ! As may be noted in Figure 15U, the tail volume of 0.8 chosen
for this configuration is using the state of the art limit on tail capability.
The aft eg is at 0.38 and the!forward eg at "6.18 M.A.C. The CM ratio is the
main reason for the more critical tail size and is due to the thrust and blowing
combination.
Response Characteristics ! Trim requirements are !similar to the OTW configura!
tion. The lighter weight! cases will be tarl stall limited in a wave off
condition at high power settings. However, judicious use of thrust appropriate
to the desired climb rate should resolve the problem.
The response to a step input of elevator is similar to the other aircraft
and will require augmentation to improve pilot rating and reduce the speed
changes and over response in pitch attitude. A horizontal gust of 5 knots
(9 km/hr) results in an 86 foot (26 m) departure from the glide path in 18
seconds. A vertical gust of 5 knots (9 km/hr) results in the same increment.
The longitudinal dynamic stability level is shown in Figure 152. The minimum
frequency requirement for the short term mode is not met on the aft eg
although the damping is adequate. On the forward eg the requirements are
met. Augmentation will be required for adequate handling qualities.
Separation of the short and long periods for the forward eg unaugmented is
about 10 seconds.
2.7.6.2 QTW/IBF Lateral-Directional Stability and Control
Basic Data - The data are derived from the computer program discussed pre-
viously and are based on the methods of DATCOM. Power effects are taken from
the data in the EBF section.
The cross ducting of the flap air, by which each engine supplies the flap on
the opposite side of the aircraft, will effectively reduce the engine out
roll requirement and should increase the yawing moment increment slightly.
The inboard location of the engines makes this configuration the least
critical for engine out control.
Control Sizing - Figure 158 shows the critical condition for fin size to be
2the attainment of the yaw acceleration of O.l6 rad/sec . The hQ percent
chord double hinged rudder allows some margin over this requirement. Once
again the large body effect has de-emphasized the power effects on the
directional stability, thus reducing the fin size required for sideslip
balance. The design level of 25 degrees of sideslip results in too high a
bank .angle as discussed in the other sections and it is recommended that the
sideslip be limited to 15°,i.e. that appropriate to 25 knots (U6 km/hr) in this
case.
43,6
The roll control power..required will be less critical than that for the OTW
configuration. To achieve a roll acceleration of O.h2 the Cl required from
the roll control is 0.15^ . The engine out condition can be controlled to
more than 10 knots (18.5 km/hr) below the approach speed.
Lateral!Directional^Response ! The response of this aircraft to roll' and yaw
controls is similar to that of the OTW configuration. Augmentation will be
required in order to achieve acceptable handling qualities. The offset due
to a side gust is 3^ ft (ЮЛ m) which is the. same as the OTW configuration.
The roots of the lateral!directional motion in the landing approach mode have
an unstable dutch!roll component, as shown in Figure 153,. This aircraft and
the "OTW aircraft have the least damping of the dutch roll mode with a time to
double amplitude of ЗЛ seconds. The spiral mode is virtually neutrally
stable and the roll mode damps to half amplitude in 0.71 seconds. Augmentation
will be required to achieve the minimum damping of Figure 153.
2.7.6.3 'QTW/IBF Ride Quality ! Longitudinal ride quality data for the over!
the!wing/internally blown flap concept is presented in Figure 192. The
acceleration criteria are met for the cruise case, are marginal for landing,
and exceed the criteria again for descent. Based on the discomfort index,
however, the descent condition could be tolerated for three hours versus the
expected exposure of 12 minutes. The pitch rate criteria are easily met.
These conditions are very similar to the< characteristics of the 3000 ft EBF
as expected since the wing loadings are similar and the lift curve slopes are
only slightly higher.
The lateral!directional response is presented in Figure 193' and compared to
the imposed criteria. Lateral acceleration is well within limit's, but the
rotational rates are exceeded for all three flight conditions. Roll is still
the predominant problem and would undoubtedly require a system to meet the
imposed criteria. The normal augmentation system should make yaw acceptable.
2.7.7 MF Handling Qualities. ! !
The higher approach speed for the UOOO ft mechanical flap aircraft results in
a lower fin size requirement to achieve the basic design criteria, however,
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Figure 192. OTW/IBF Longitudinal Ride Quality
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Figure 193. OTW/IBF Lateral!Directional Ride Quality
the minimum control speed aspect becomes critical and a 35 percent chord
double hinged rudder is required to avoid increased approach speeds at the
design weight. The high!lift for the approach results in an unstable dutch
roll mode and augmentation will be required.
2.7.7.1 MF Longitudinal Stability and Control
Basic Data ! The basic data used for this aircraft is the same as that of the
EBF designs at zero С
ф
.
Tailing Sizing ! The low level of C_. over CT ratio and the lower downwashMO L
level result in much reduced tail volume requirements as might be expected.
The selected tail volume of 0.7^  still has some margin over the design criteria
when using a geared elevator flying stabilizer as shown in Figure 15!*. As a
result of the larger stability contribution of the tail and the chosen tail
volume, the aft eg is well aft relative to the other concepts as shown in
Figure 155. It may well be desirable to reduce the tail volume further to
0.55 and move the aft eg to approximately ОЛ1 С.
Response Characteristics ! The higher speed and lower lift coefficient on the
approach relative to the other concepts requires a lower gearing of elevator
to stabilizer deflection so that this configuration does not become overly
responsive in elevator per g. The response to elevator inputs shows less
action in pitch attitude and less speed bleed off. However, augmentation is
still desirable to reduce the overall pilot work load. Response to a
horizontal gust results in a 37 ft (ll m) dispersion from the glide path in
10 seconds and a vertical gust results in 7^ ! ft (23 m) in 10 seconds.
The aft eg position leads to a breakdown in the short!period mode into two
aperiodic roots, due to the low CM . As shown in Figure i52, the frequency
falls below the required level. The forward eg condition has an oscillatory
short period mode and meets the specification requirements. The long and
short period modes are well separated for the forward eg.
2.7.7.2 MF Lateral-Directional Stability and Control
Basic Data - The basic data for this configuration are generated from the
computer program previously discussed and are based on the methods of DATCOM.
Control Sizing - This configuration has the lowest rudder power requirement
for balancing a 25°  sideslip and the lowest rudder power required for the
design acceleration level during approach. The higher thrust level from one
engine and the large engine arm result in larger increments in rudder power
to balance an engine out at the approach speed in a 25°  sideslip. Considera-
tion of the minimum oontrol speed at the design landing weight for this
configuration leads to the critical level of rudder power. This level can
be achieved with a 35 percent chord double-hinged rudder. The bank angle
in a 25°  sideslip, while not as high as the powered lift concepts, is still
too high to be comfortable. A 25 knot (!*6 km/hr) crosswind represents a
12 sideslip which is much easier to maintain. As shown in Figure 158, ,the
yaw acceleration requirement on the approach is non-critical.
The roll control power required to meet the design roll acceleration at the
approach speed is 0.18 and can be achieved with the ailerons alone. The roll
control power needed to balance an engine out case with 25°  of sideslip is
0.11 and can be achieved with blowing. However, spoilers will be required
for high speed roll control, so it is preferable to use them for low speed
as well.
Lateral-Directional Response - The response to an aileron pulse, while better
than the other configurations in terms of the sideslip transient shows
higher sideslip angles because of the higher speed.
Augmentation will be required for turn coordination and good "feet on the
floor" response characteristics. However, since the roll power requirements
are lower, some tailoring of the aileron spoiler gearing will improve the
sideslip transient response. The gust response shows a sideways dispersion
from the glide path of 32 feet (10 m) 10 seconds for a 5 knot (9 km/hr)
step gust.
The lateral-directional roots for the approach configuration show an unstable
dutch roll mode that doubles in 12 seconds. The spiral mode is stable and
reaches half amplitude in 31 seconds. The roll time constant is 1.17 seconds.
Augmentation will be required to achieve the specification requirements for
damping and to achieve satisfactory handling qualities.
2.7.7.3 MF Ride Quality - The longitudinal response for the UOOO ft mechani-
cal flap configuration is compared with the ride quality limits in Figure
19U. This configuration has ride characteristics very similar to the 3000
ft EBF configuration due to similar wing loadings and a slightly higher lift
curve slope. Criteria are met with respect to pitch rate, but acceleration
is exceeded for the descent case and the aft seat during landing. Based on
a discomfort index, this level of acceleration could be tolerated for
approximately 3 hours before the limit is exceeded. This is well beyond the
expected mission time. The lateral-directional assessment is broadly similar
to that of the other vehicles and is presented in Figure 195. Acceleration
is not exceeded but all rotational rates are exceeded. Although some rates
are very close and can probably be brought within bounds by the proposed
lateral-directional augmentation system, a ride control system would probably
be required to meet the roll rate during landing approach. As previously
stated, it is felt that this requirement is probably too stringent.
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2.8 OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
This section discusses the operational aspects of the airplanes and includes
flight operations, trailing vortex hazards, community noise and pollution,
air traffic control considerations, and ground handling.
2.8.1 Flight Operations
Maneuver Requirements ! Maximum advantage of the capabilities of an inte!
grated STOL system can only Ъе realized through efficient utilization of the
terminal air space. This utilization requires sufficient vehicle maneuver
capabilities, aided by automatic control and/or stability augmentation
systems, to take advantage of the available navigational aids. These maneuver
requirements include operational margins and climb capability, turn capability,
flight path control, flare capability, and go!around capability.
Flight Control Considerations ! In addition to providing normal vehicle
control, the flight control system provides improvement of ride and flying
qualities. It is anticipated that the normal approach and landing procedure
will incorporate the use of automatic control with a manual backup display
system and command augmented handling qualities to provide satisfactory
terminal area control within the limits of maximum wind shear and turbulence
requirements. The concept includes stall!warning and go!around systems to
insure the required minimum stall margins andiincludes wave!off decision
altitude annunciation along with an optimum climb!out display command.
Sufficient augmented control power is available to provide critical safety
maneuvers for all engines operating and for a critical engine failure. A
direct lift control (DLC) system provides precise flight path and incremental
altitude control during the glide path approach and landing phase and assists
in arresting sink rate during the flare maneuver. DLC is provided on the
point design airplanes through the use of pitch control and uprigged spoilers
or partly closed augmentor chokes as described in Section 2.2.6.3. This
system provides rapid response to pilot commands but does not result in large
speed changes since the DLC minimizes changes in aerodynamic drag during the
change in flight path. Accurate speed control is maintained by automatic
thrust and pitch blending.
Turn Capability ! The powered lift airplanes are provided with a minimum load
factor capability of 1.3 at lift!off and approach. Allowing 90 percent of
this capability in a constant!altitude turn results in a bank angle of 31°
and the turn radii tabulated below. The MF airplane has speed margins of
1.2 and 1.3 V
c
 during lift!off and approach which provide load factor capa!
ь
bilities of l.Ml! and 1.69 respectively. However, the stall characteristics
of this configuration are much more abrupt than those of the powered lift
configurations; therefore, both 90 and 80 percent maneuver margins are con!
sidered. For the 80 percent load factor case, resulting bank angles are
approximately 30 and k2 degrees for the lift!off and approach conditions.
The turn radii for the MF airplane are also tabulated below.
Turn Radius Capability
Configuration
EBF 2000 ft
EBF 3000 ft
AW
OTW
IBF/OTW
' C,
MF I L MAX
Takeoff
ft.
1080
1580
931*
1703
1703
2599
179^
m
329
1*82
285
519
519
792
5l*7
ft.
888
1519
888
11*60
1519
1389
1102
Approach
m
271
1*63
271
1*1*5
1*63
1*23
336
Flight Path Control ! Flight path control during the approach task includes
both glideslope and localizer tracking. Simulator studies have been con!
ducted for several types of STOL systems. The results of the EBF studies
will be discussed here as typical.
Figure 196 shows a typical glideslope capture and tracking for a 7-5 degree
glideslope angle. The following capture technique was determined to be
satisfactory:
• Main flap extension just prior to glideslope intercept
• Concurrently, nose down and gently decrease power
• If under or overshoot occurs, use DLC to correct the error.
The figure shows that, although a two-degree overshoot occurred, the blended
DLC provides a rapid flight path correction. The final approach down to flare
altitude, with the aid of the augmentation system, is accomplished relatively
easily. Automatic throttle, angle-of-attack and speed hold modes were also
evaluated. The speed hold mode was not considered desirable for this con-
figuration because of the strong thrust to attitude and airspeed to attitude
coupling, but the angle of attack hold mode provides greater flight path
maneuverability and speed variations with increased stall margins. The
effects of turbulence and headwind shear are discussed below.
For localizer captures, various ranges and intercept angles were evaluated.
Typical time histories are shown in Figure 197. The localizer capture
maneuver was accomplished with relative ease, even for 90 degree intercepts,
although for high bank angles, engine power has to be applied to minimize
altitude deviations. Pilot comments relate that localizer capture bank angles
exceeding 20 to 25 degrees were not desirable due to the necessity of sustain-
ing accelerated flight and the increased work load associated with maintain-
ing speed, altitude, and higher turn rates. Localizer tracking was considered
routine except for a mild piloted roll oscillatory condition aggravated by the
combination of desired low feel forces and high control power. Small lateral
acceleration and heading residuals were evident during the tracking task
although this response was minimized below 200 feet altitude. The effects
of turbulence and crosswind are discussed below.
Flare Control - The flare maneuver is considered to be the most critical and
difficult STOL flight task. This is due to the requirement to arrest the high
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Figure 196. Approach and Landing Task (Glideslope Capture)
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Figure 197. Approach and landing Task (localizer Capture)
glide path sink rates to touchdown values comparable with those of CTOL
within a reduced touchdown zone. For powered lift systems, such as EBF, the
maneuver is made even more difficult due to the loss-of-lift or suck-down
negative ground effect characteristic.
Simulator studies have shown that satisfactory touchdown dispersions can be
achieved if the flare is initiated at the proper altitude with a related
control input to counteract the suck-down effect, and minimize floating and
over rotation tendancies. The maneuver is improved significantly with the
incorporation of blended DLC and/or blended throttle control. The problem
still remains, though, that the flare technique, i.e., rotation altitude
and rotation rate, varies markedly not only between configurations but also
with speed and glideslope angle for a given configuration. A typical EBF
flare maneuver with blended DI£ and blended throttle is shown in Figure 198.
Normally, the glideslope transmitter is located at the threshold of the
touchdown zone and the flare is performed in a single maneuver. However, it
has been determined that more consistently satisfactory flares can be achieved
using a two-step flare. This is achieved by placing the transmitter 100-
200 feet short of the touchdown zone permitting the pilot to perform an
initial partial flare to a lower glideslope angle and then flying this
shallower flight path to the final flare. This technique both increases the
time available for the pilot to perform the maneuver and reduces the amount
of energy that must be changed in the final flare.
Go-around Capability - FAR XX.66 requires that in the landing configuration
with all engines operating the steady gradient of climb may not be less than
3.2 percent or 250 fpm (?6.3 m/min) whichever is critical. FAR XX6y(d)
requires that in the approach configuration corresponding to the normal all-
engines-operating procedure in which VMTN for this configuration does not
exceed 1.10 VMT for the related landing configuration, the steady climb out
of ground effect must be the greater of 2.1 percent gradient or 175 fpm
(53-U m/min) for two-engine aircraft, or 2.7 percent or 225 fpm (68.6 m/min)
for four-engine aircraft with the critical engine inoperative and a climb
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Figure 198. Flare Response
speed established in connection with normal landing procedures, but not
exceeding 1.5 ¥._„ or У.™, plus 20 knots, whichever is greater.
Figures 199 through 20U present landing operational envelopes for all the
point design airplanes and include the above go!around criteria. As an
example, consider Figure 203 which presents the data for the two!engined
OTW/IBF airplane. The outer boundary of the operational envelope is formed
by the various limiting conditions such as stall, 100 percent power, power
off. The normal operating point in the landing configuration is at the
intersection of the lines identified "landing power" and "R/S = 900 FPM"
from which it can be seen that the airplane is on a !5 degree flight path at
102 knots (189 km/for). The flap setting is 51 degrees and the stall limit is
at 80 knots (№> km/hr) and !13.6 degree flight path.
If a go!around is required with both engines operating it can be seen from
the figure that the pilot can apply 100 percent power to both engines, hold
speed constant and the flight path will change to +^ .9 degrees which com!
fortably exceeds the FAR XX requirement of 1.8 degrees at that speed. If
the speed drops to 80 knots during the maneuver the FAR can still be met. If
an engine fails in this configuration, by applying 100 percent power to the
remaining engine the flight path and speed can be maintained as shown by the
"l!engine 100 percent power limit".
In the approach configuration with a flap setting of 2k degrees the flight
path can be identical to the landing flight path but the airplane will be
flying at a higher speed with a lower power setting. As shown in the figure
the VMTW speed in this configuration meets the FAR requirement relative to
the equivalent speed in the landing configuration and at 1.5 \_»
т
 (136.5 knots)
the airplane has a climb angle of 2.6 degrees which betters the engine!out
climb requirement of the FAR.
All the point design!airplanes satisfy these requirements except the OTW
design, shown in Figure 202. In the four!engine case, to achieve the
required gradient the climb speed falls to 80 knots which does not provide
the required 1.25 margin above Vq. In the three!engine case, the flap angle
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required to achieve the required climb gradient is such that the !3 engine
stall speed in the approach configuration exceeds the 1.1 factor relative to
!1* engine stall speed landing configuration defined Ъу the FAR.
To meet these requirements the airplane requires to be slightly re!optimized
on T/W and W/S. Its field, performance will then better 3000 ft.
Go!Around Procedures ! The critical go!around task is> of course, arresting
the high rate!of!sink inherent in STOL approaches while minimizing altitude
and airspeed loss. In simulation tests, it has been determined that the
all!engine!operating go!around is a routine maneuver. Enough excess lift
capacity is available to rapidly establish a positive rate!of!climb with no
airspeed loss. The engine!failed go!around in the landing configuration is
more critical due to the reduction in excess lift available. For this condi!
tion, a configuration change to reduce drag is generally necessary to avoid
excessive loss in airspeed. Note, however, that the FAR's do not require
this capability in the landing configuration.
Minimum decision altitudes are functions of normal or engine!out condition,
wing loading, flap setting, and pilot reaction time as well as airspeed and
descent rate. Previous EBF simulation tests have shown that safe wave!offs
can be accomplished as low as fifty feet for normal engine operation and
below 200 feet (60 m) for a critical engine failure. Future advancement in
engine development and auto!go!around!control will further reduce these
minima.
The critical go!around procedure should be performed with minimum pilot work!
load and maximum climb!out performance which indicates consideration of auto!
matic control concepts. A pilot control mounted go!around button can be
installed to provide optimum climb!out information automatically and recon!
figure the vehicle to a reduced drag condition, using rapid flap actuation
if required. Automatic power advance may be required for some STOL configura!
tions to minimize the pilot workload. Simulator studies have revealed that
the go!around procedure for an EBF configuration is:
1. Advance power manually (if automatic requirement is not imposed).
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2. Activate the go-around button which rapidly retracts the up-rigged
spoilers to a closed position and activates the go-around computer -
and displays.
3. Activate the trailing and leading edge flap retraction to a "best
climb" configuration. Automatic flap retraction may be required
and could inexpensively be integrated into a flap load alleviation
system.
Effects of Atmospheric Disturbances - The low airspeeds and high descent rates
present during STOL approaches make these aircraft particularly susceptible
to atmospheric disturbances such as winds and turbulence. At these airspeeds,
moderate gusts or winds create large induced angles on the airplane which
causes trim and stability problems to develop. In recognition of this
problem, a simulation study was recently performed in which the effects of
turbulence and wind shears were examined. The study showed that the effect
of moderate turbulence was simply to increase the pilot workload. Where the
pilot maneuvering workload was low, the turbulence could be handled routinely.
However, where the pilot task already demanded high compensation, the
increased control demands of the turbulence could lead to pilot-induced oscil-
lation (PIO) tendencies.
Similarly, moderate steady-state or low shear crosswinds were not difficult to
control with the possible exception of the decrab maneuver. The decrab was
difficult because it occurred simultaneously with the already demanding flare
maneuver. Steady state or moderate shear headwinds simply necessitated
adjusting the rate-of-descent in order to track the geometric glideslope
angle.
Crosswinds with high shear rates have considerably more impact. The constant
need for retrinsming and the possibility of PIO's pose significant difficulty.
The decrab maneuver is correspondingly more difficult. High shear headwind
increases the piloting task through the continuous throttle and DLC activity
required to maintain the target airspeed and glideslope angles.
Advanced control concepts can moderate the effect of these disturbances. An
integrated control system djsign incorporating DLC and handling qualities
augmentation will alleviate the turbulence response and therefore improve
ride qualities and reduce structural fatigue effects. The crosswind effects
can be diminished through use of automatic decrab control or a cross-wind
landing gear. Also, Lockheed studies have shown that improved control of the
crosswind landing maneuver can be obtained by direct-side-force control,
providing steady-state runway alignment without bank angle and minimizing
wind shear effects on lateral touchdown dispersions.
Trailing Vortex Hazards - The hazards of encountering wake from other aircraft
are extremely important considerations'. In this study an attempt is made to
compare the vortex hazards of STOL aircraft with those of conventional air-
craft. T?his will obviously have a strong impact on aircraft spacing in
terminal operations. Considerable progress has been made in recent years
towards understanding the generation and dissipation of vortices. However,
much more work needs to be accomplished and validated before completely reliable
predictions can be made. This is especially true where powered jet sheet or
lift-jet wakes are concerned.
The following analysis is based on prediction techniques derived empirically
by McCormick. This method understandably is not completely satisfactory. It
was selected over classical theory since it predicts higher velocities which
is conservative, and it predicts much smaller core radii which agrees with
visual observations of tip vortices shed. The decay characteristics do not
account for such phenomena as vortex bursting, atmospheric conditions, ground
proximity, vortex interactions and many other considerations known to be
important in vortex life history. Since these considerations are variables,
a very complex matrix would1 be needed to consider their effects on each
individual configuration.
Another important effect to be noted is that the velocities and influences
shown are based on an assumed elliptical span loading. During airfield opera-
tions, the aircraft will be using take-off or landing flaps. Previous work
has shown that use of part span flaps tend to produce vortex separation from
the flap extremities which reduces and interferes with the tip generated
vortices. This factor alone can reduce results on the order of ho to 50
percent.
The foregoing discussion is not presented to invalidate the data shown. The
point is to make the users of these data-aware that the results are considered
conservative and to be used for comparative purposes only.' A lot of additional
work is needed in this complex field before true linnts 'on airfields can be
predicted accurately.
A comparjson of the maximum tangential velocities of the six STOL configura-
tions are presented in Figure 205 as a function of elapsed time. These are
the core velocities and are not indicative of the average flow field. The
predicted DC-8 and L-1011 values are also included for comparison with con- ,
ventional aircraft. These data are based on "approach" velocities. They ' :
indicate considerably higher core velocities, due primarily to the higher
lift coefficients of the STOL vehicles.
In an effort to convert these data to more meaningful numbers, a simple inte-
gration routine was developed to connect the velocity distribution across a
wing semispan to an induced roll. The result is an estimated required rolling
moment coefficient to offset the induced roll caused when inserting a wing tip
directly in the center of the vortex core. This is again conservative since
the opposite wing would probably be subjected to the same flow but at con-
siderably lower velocities. The result would be a net roll less than that
indicated. Figure 206 presents these data. For each configuration, it is
assumed that the vehicle encountering the flow field is of the same type as
that generating the flow field. This is the situation that would probably
exist around a STOL airport if that concept of STOL predominates. The two
conventional aircraft are again included. Since the roll capability of the
STOL aircraft is expected to be higher than conventional aircraft, repre-
sentative values of their capability are noted on the chart.
These results show that as the field length decreases the velocities induced
will increase. The 2000 ft (6lO m) configurations give the highest velocities,
then the 3000 ft (910 m) and the 4000 ft (1220 m) in order to the conventional
or high field length aircraft.
As previously stated, these results would be for very calm air and without
other normal dissipative influences. It is concluded that the time spacing
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Figure 206. Vortex Induced Roll Requirement vs. Time Separations
of CTOL aircraft behind STOL aircraft should be planned to follow the same
general safety rules as for aircraft such as the 7^ 7> L-1011, or DC-10,
until experimental flight data are available. Thus the intermixing of small
1 ;
aircraft with the flight paths of STOL aircraft involves hazards approxi-
mately equivalent to intermixing of small aircraft with CTOL aircraft larger
than 300,000 Ib (136,000 kg). For the case in which runways are dedicated
to STOL short-haul traffic, the capacity will not necessarily be limited
although considerably more data are needed on this point. The high available
roll power associated with STOL aircraft design can permit a safe operation
when a vortex is encountered. From a passenger comfort standpoint, a 1.5-'
minute spacing, and closely controlled glide slope, permit the vortex to
move down (nominally 750 ft (225 m))or away from the runway in the absence
of adverse winds. However, completion of the vortex detection program
currently planned by DOT and NASA, should result in a significant tool for
adjusting arrival and departure operations when wind conditions cause vortices
to dwell or move to where they ca'use a hazard.
2.8.2 Community Noise and Pollution
The attractiveness of STOL aircraft is not only their short take off and
landing but also their ability to operate within communities at acceptable
noise levels while providing a reasonable return on investment for the opera-
tors. The purpose of this section is to indicate the feasibility of meeting
stringent community noise limits with the design point STOL aircraft con-
figurations. For the present study, the noise goal is defined to be 95 EPNdB
at a 500 ft (152 m) sideline.
2.8.2.1 Airport Noise Level Contours - A noise "footprint" program has been
utilized throughout this study for the generation of airport noise contours.
Primary inputs to this program are the aircraft flight profile (takeoff
distance, climb angle, velocity, etc..), noise level and total airplane noise
spectra at 500' ft (152 m). The program includes the effects of fuselage
shielding, ground attenuation and directivity which is covered separately for
each configuration. Also included, of course, is the inverse square law for
sound attenuation with distance and atmospheric absorption. Standard values
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of atmospheric absorption at T7°F (25°C) and 70 percent RH for each on!third
octave band spectra have been taken from SAE ARP 866. The noise level (PNdB)
is finally converted to an EPNL (EPNdB) noise level as discussed in Sectioni
2.8.2.7! The effect of the ground!roll acceleration on the EPNL contours is
not considered in the present study. Contour areas are calculated by assum!
ing that the sideline noise level at liftoff is maintained constant from the
start of takeoff roll. In fact, the,sideline noise would be greater at that
point than at liftoff. Foot print output data from the program are provided t
in Appendix 1 for all the point design airplanes.
A summary of "footprint" areas for the 75 to 95 EPNdB contours, and noise
levels at the FAR 36 noise measuring points is provided in Table XXXIII. This
figure includes a summary of pertinent aircraft flight profile parameters
and the!maximum sideline distance to a 95 EPNdB noise level.
2.8.2.2 EBF Noise Analysis ! The following noise sources have been idertified
for this configuration:
• Fan Forward
• Fan Aft
• Fan Jet
• Primary Jet
• Flap Interaction
• Turbine and Combustion
The fan and jet noise components of the EBF aircraft total noise have been
calculated as discussed in Section 2.8.2.7. The Jet/Flap interaction noise
for this configuration and its directivity pattern (sideline!to!flyover) have
been estimated from the model test data of References 9j Ю, and 11. Flap
interaction noise is the dominant noise source for this configuration. Aero!
dynamic noise is very low and does not impact the total noise.
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TABLE XXXIII. FLIGHT PROFILE PARAMETERS,
NOISE LEVELS, AND FOOTPRINT
AREAS
APPROACH
AIRCRAFT
*EBF!2000 FT
*EBF!3000 FT
*AW !2000 FT
MF!4000 FT
MF!4000FT
*MF!4000 FT
! MF!4000 FT
MF!4000 FT
MF!4000 FT
•OTW!3000 FT
•OTW/IBF!
3000!FT
OTW/IBF!
3000 FT
OTW/IBF!
3000 FT
OTW/IBF!
3000 FT
NO. AND TYPE
POWERPLANTS
(4)
PD287!5 VP
(4)
PD287!5 VP
(4)
PD287!51 FP
(2)
PD287!5 VP
(2)
PD287!6 VP
(2)
PD287!11 FP
(2)
PD287!39 FP
(2)
RB211!56
(2)
JT8D!15
(4)
PD287!6 VP
(2)
PD287!6 VP
(2)
PD287!11 FP
(2)
PD287!39 FP
(2)
RB21 1!56
FAN PRESS
RATIO
1.25
1.25
3 0
1 25
1 325
1 35
1.4
1.57
1 98
1.325
1 325
1.35
1 4
1.57
SINGLE ENG
RATED THRUST
!LB
(KN)
29191
(129 8)
20306
(90.3)
20405
(907)
37227
(165.6)
34344
(152.7)
33798
(150.3)
30581
(136.)
28600
(127.2)
28400
(1263)
17145
(76.2)
36811
(163.7)
36700
(163 2)
32000
(142.3)
29200
(129.9)
VELOCITY^
LIFTOFF
!KNOTS
(Km/HR)
100.4
(186)
120
(222)
86 8
(161)
129
(239)
129
(239)
129
(239)
129
(239)
129
129
(239)
. 106 6
(197)
107.5
(199)
107.5
(199)
107 5
(199)
107.5
(199)
CLIMBOUT
ANGLE
!DEC
16
14 4
10.5
10.6
10.6
10.6
10.6
10.6
10 6
6.9
11.4
11.4
11.5
11.1
VELOCITY6 APPROACH POWER
APPROACH GLIDEPATH SETTING
!KNOTS
(Km/HR) !DEC
78 6.5 0.43
(144)
100.4 5 1 0.33
(186)
78 8 6.5 0.48
(146)
119 4.3 0.41
(220)
119' 4.3 0.41
(220)
119 4.3 0.41
(220)
119 4 Л 0.41
(220)
119 4.3 0.41
(220)
119 4.3 0.41
(220)
99.5 5.1 0.64
(184)
99.5 5 1 0.60
(184)
99.5 5.1 0.60
(184)
99.5 5.1 0.60
(184)
99.5 5.1 !0.60
(184)
SIDELINE DIS1
TO 95 EPNd
!FT
(METERS)
609
(186)
433
(132)
559
(170)
!
433
(132)
1005
(306)
5285
(1611)
449
(137)
524
(160)
833
(254)
1928
(588)
•DESIGN POINT AIRPLANES
FOLDOUT FRAME
FOOTPRINT AREAS ! SO. Ml. (Km2)
95 EP
Т.О.
171
(/442)
122
(.315)
191
(.494)
157
(.406)
.628
(1 63)
15 20
(39.4)
.205
(.530)
.174
(/450)
.384
(.994)
1.919
(4.97)
SUB
LOG
009
(023)
.002
(005)
030
(.077)
.028
(072)
105
(!271)
1.779
(461)
."057
(.147)
.059
(. 152)
162
(. 419)
416
0.08)
90 ЕР
Т.О.
.642
(1 662)
.439
'(1.14)
500
(1 30)
.375
(.971)
1.679
(4.35)
43.47
(П2.1)
.559
(1.45)
441
(1.14)
1.037
(2.69)
5 102
(13.2)
NdB
LDG
037
(095)
009
(.023)
.096
(248)
089
(.230)
337
(.872)
5 349
(13.9)
.181
(468)
.190
(.492)
510
(1.32)
1.318
(3.41)
85 ЕР
Т.О.
2 103
(5446)
1 497
(385)
1.160
(300)
923
(2.39)
4 288
(П.1)
—
—
1.522
(3.94)
1.132
(2 93)
2.557
(6.62)
12.97
(33.6)
NdB
LDG
159
(411)
.027
(.069)
315
(.815)
.288
(.745)
979
(2.54)
14.54
(37.7)
.560
(1 45)
584
(1.51)
1.543
(3.996)
3.629
(940)
80ЕРГ
Т.О.
6:203
(16 08)
4/24
(П.5)
2 773
(7.18)
(
i
i
I
2^263
(586)
1
i
1
10 91
(283)
—
\ —
i,
3:877
(10 04
2' 763i(7 16)
Ii
1
6.' 120
(15 9)
i
32 71
(847)
«ИВ
LDG
679
(1 56)
106
(274)
853
(2 21)
832
(285)
2 782
(721)
38.26
(99 1)
1.660
(4*30)
I 727
(4.47)
4.151
(Ю.8)
9.116
(23.6)
75 Ef
Т.О.
17 32
(449)
12 57
(32 6)
6 150
(15 9)1
5 636
(146)
27.40
(71 0)
_
_
9 276
(24 02)
6 437 ,
(16 7) ,
14 90 ,
(38.6) '
82 04
(212 5)
NdB
LDG
2 438
(631)
.463
(1.20)
2 049
(5 31)
2 375
(6 15)
7 308
(Ш.9)
97 80
(253 3)
4 434
(И 5)
4.565
(П 8)
10 17
(263)
72 69
(188.0)
EPNL@ FAR 36 MEASURING PTS
SIDELINE
83 1
80 A
78 6
82 .3
90 .5
106.2
79.2
84 Я
89.2
970
TAKEOFF
FLYOVER
82 1
8l 4
79 8
80 8 *
89 1
1050
83 5
784
82 9^
92 2
APPROACH
FLYOVER
85 0
79 5
88 0
88 0
94 5
106 5
91 0
90 5
95 0
99 5
1!1
FOLDOUT FRAME
The following is a summary of the component noise levels at a 500 ft (152 m)
sideline for the EBF airplanes excluding the effects of ground attenuation,
fuselage shielding and directivity.
Design Field Length
2000 Ft 3000 Ft
• Power Plant
• Fan Pressure Ratio
Four PD28T!5
VP Prop!Fans
1.25 1.25
100
89.5
100 (186)
78.5
92.8
96.9
93!7
98.3
87.8
120 (222)
75.6
92.1
95!7
91.8
• Single Engine Rated Thrust LBS (kH), 29Д91 (129.8) 20,306 (90.3)
• Fan Noise, Unsuppressed ! PNdB
о Fan Noise, Suppressed'! PNdB
• Velocity @ Liftoff ! Knots (km/hr)
• Jet Noise @ Liftoff
Velocity ! PNdB
9 Flap Interaction Noise !> PNdB,
• Total Aircraft Noise ! PNdB
• Total Aircraft Noise ! EPNdB
The'EPNL Contours for the EBF 2000 ft and 3000 ft field length airplanes are
tabulated ' in Figures !1! and 2 !of Appendix 1 respectively. An example
contour plot is shown in Figure 207* '!The rather acute "bulging!out" of the
contours is primarily caused by the relatively high noise directivity ofi '
this configuration (increase in PNL from sideline to flyover) and the steep
climbout angle with a rapid loss of ground attenuation. The comparatively
small landing approach contours result mainly from the low power settings
used on approach.
It will be noted from the tabulated contour data that while the EBF 3000 ft
airplane meets the 95 EPNdB at a 500 ft (152 m) sideline noise criteria the
EBF 2000 ft airplane is about 100 ft (30 m) short of this goal._ However, it
is believed that further optimization of the airplane design! for this
mission would, meet or approach the 500 ft (152 m) value.
i—
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Section 2.8.2.8 shows the effect of cutback during takeoff on the 80 EPNdB
contour for the EBP airplanes.
2.8.2.3 AW Noise Analysis - The following noise sources have been identified
for the configuration.
• Fan Forward
• Primary Jet
• Aug-Wing Noise
• Turbine and Combustion
The fan forward and jet noise components of this configuration have been
estimated as discussed in Section 2.2.8.2.7.
To attenuate the high fan noise component of the DDA. PD287-51 (FPR = 3.0)
engine it has been necessary to incorporate a near-sonic inlet in the nacelle
design. To meet the sideline noise requirements of this study it appears
that a fan inlet attenuation of approximately 30 dB is required. The data
of Reference 12 indicate that this is possible with near-sonic inlet designs.
In addition, qualitative testing of sonic inlet designs at Lockheed-Georgia
indicates that large noise attenuations are possible with these inlets.
The augmentor wing noise estimate and directivity patterns are based primarily
on the data of References 13 and Ik. The basic slot nozzle sideline noise
level has been estimated independently at the nozzle pressure ratio for this
configuration (NPR = 2.55)- As described in Reference 13, the basic slot
nozzle sideline noise level is attenuated about 25 dB at a NPR =2.55 through
the use of multi-element slot nozzles and a lined ejector with screech shields.
The following is a breakdown of the 500 ft (152 m) sideline primary component
noise levels for the AW configuration excluding the effects of ground attenua-
tion, fuselage shielding and directivity.
• Power Plant Four PD287!51 FP Turbofans
• Fan Pressure Ratio 3!0
• Single Engine Rated Thrust ! LBS <.kH) 20,*Ю5 (90.7)
• Velocity @ Liftoff ! Knots (km/hr^ 87 (l6l)
« Basic Slot Nozzle ! PNdB Il6
• Aug!Wing Noise ! PNdB 91
• Fan Forward, Unsuppressed ! PNdB 119!7
• Fan Forward, Suppressed ! PNdB 89.7
• Primary Jet Noise ! PNdB 79.1
• Total Noise ! PNdB 96.0
• Total Noise ! EPNdB 93 Л
The 75 to 95 EPNdB noise contours for the AW airplane are tabulated in
Figure 3 of Appendix A. Although the AW sideline distance to the 95 EPNdB
contour exceeds 500 feet (152 m) it has a relatively small footprint at the
lower noise contours. This is the result of the relatively high frequency
content of the total noise spectra of this configuration.
2.8.2Л OTW Noise Analysis ! The following noise sources are identified for
the over!the!wing configuration:
• Fan Forward
• Fan Jet
• Primary Jet
• Fan Jet Scrubbing
• Fan Jet Trailing Edge
• Turbine and Combustion
As with the other configurations, fan and jet noise are calculated as described
in section 2.2.8.2.7. The data of References 15, 16, 17, and 18 have been
utilized to estimate the effect of upper surface blowing on fan jet noise
alone. Consequently, in the acoustic analysis of this configuration, all
noise sources associated with the scrubbing airflow are combined into one
source
v
In general, the noise levels and directivity patterns of the over!the!wihg
configuration with scrubbing are not significantly different from a conven!
tional mechanical flap. This suggests that the shielding effect of the wing is
essentially offset by scrubbing and trailing!edge noise.
The component noise levels determined for the OTW 3000 ft field length air!
plane at the 500 ft (152 m) sideline excluding the effects of ground attenua!
tion, fuselage shielding and directivity are as follows:
e Power Plant Four PD287!6 VP Propfans
• Fan Pressure Ratio 1!327
• Single Engine Rated Thrust ! Lbs (kN) 17,1^ 5 (72.2)
• Velocity @ Liftoff ! knots (km/hr) 107 (197)
• Fan Noise, Unsuppressed ! PNdB 103.8
• Fan Noise!, Suppressed ! PNdB ! 92.4
• Fan Jet (including Scrubbing and , 92.7
Trailing Edge Noise ! PNdB
• Primary Jet ! PNdB 7^Л
• Aero Noise ! PNdB 78.!
• Total Noise ! PNdB 97!3
• Total Noise ! EPNdB 93!8
The airport noise contours for the OTW aircraft are tabulated in Figure U!!
of Appendix A.
2.8.2.5 OTW/IBF Noise Analysis - Fan and jet noise level estimates for the
OTW/IBF aircraft have been calculated as outlined in Section 2.8.2.7. The
other noise source levels and characteristics are treated similarly to the
OTW conf3guration just discussed. This configuration has the additional
noise source of the flap slot jet noise. The method of Section 2.8.2.7 has
been used to calculate slot jet noise when approximately 15 percent of the
fan airflow is directed to the ffiF slot. This noise source is not a signifi-
cant factor, its effect being felt by a reduction of fan jet associated
noise. The component noise levels at the 500 ft. (150 m) sideline for the
twin engined OTW/IBF configuration are shown in the following table together
with data for a number of configurations using other engines. These data
exclude the effects of ground attenuation, fuselage shielding and directivity.
TABLE XXXIV. OTW/IBF - 3000 FT FIELD LENGTH - 2 ENGINE AIRCRAFT
Power Plant **PD287-6 VP PD287-11FP PD287-39FP RB211-56
Fan Pressure Ratio 1-325 1.35 1.^ 0 J--57
Single Engine Rated Thrust - 36,8ll 36,700 32,000 31,500
Lbs (kN) (163.7) (163.2) (1^ 2.3)
Velocity @ Liftoff - Knots 108 108 108 108
(tan/hr) (199) (199) (199) (199)
Fan Noise, Unsuppressed - PNdB 106.7 10^ .0 112.2 110
Fan Noise, Suppressed - PNdB 95-3 92.2 99.9 100
Fan Jet Noise (including 90.7 92.1* 9^ .8 107-7*
Scrubbing and Trailing-Edge) -
PNdB
Primary Jet - PNdB 71.9 - 72.1
IBF Slot Noise - PNdB 62.0 68.6 75-7 83.!
Aero Noise - PNdB 78.5 78.5 78.3 78.3
Total Noise - PNdB 98.8 97.U 103 110
Total Noise - EPNdB 95.3 93-9 99-5 3.06.5
*Includes primary jet.
**Design point airplane.
The~airport noise contours for the OTW/IBF design point configuration are
tabulated in Figure 5 of Appendix A and partly plotted in Figure S!6. The
reduction in contour size for the OTW/IBF baseline compared to the OTW
configuration is primarily the result of a steeper climbout angle.
2.8.2.6 MF Noise Analysis ! The mechanical flap aircraft fan and jet noise
component calculations are discussed in Section 2.8.2.7. Directivity pat!
terns for the conventional mechanical flap configuration are based on the
data of References 95 Ю> И>
 an(i 15! The following is a summary of the
500 ft (152 m) sideline noise components excluding the effects of ground at!
tenuation, fuselage shielding and directivity, for the design point airplane
and a number of configurations using other engines.
TABLE XXXV. MECHANICAL FLAP ! kOOO FT FIELD LENGTH ! 2 ENGINE AIRCRAFT
Power Plant
Fan Press. Ratio
Single Engine Rated
Thrust ! Lbs (kN)
Velocity @ Liftoff !
Knots (km/hr)
Fan Noise, Unsup!
pressed PNdB
Fan Noise, Sup!
pressed PNdB
Jet Noise ! PNdB
Aero Noise ! PNdB
Total Noise ! PNdB
Total Noise ! EPNdB
Design Point
Obtained from airplane certified sideline noise levels (See Sec. 2.8.2.7)
***1980!1985 Technology, no suppression.
PD287!5
VP
1.25
37,227(165.6)
129
(239)
9,9!7
89.2
79 A
85.6
93.1
88.9
PD287!6
VP!
1.325
3^ ,3^
(152.7)
129
(239)
105.9
9^ .5
88.5
84 Л
98.1
93.9
*FD287!11
FP
1!35
33,798
(150.3)
129
(239)
103.6
91.8
89.5
.84 Л
96.7
92.5
PD287!39
FP
l.4o
30,581
(136)
129
(239)
112.0
99!7
89.6
!101.5
97.3
RB211!56
FP
1.57
28,600
(127)
129
(239)
109
99
101
_
104.8**
100.6
JT8D!15
FP
1.98
28,400
(126)
129
(239)
118.5
111.0***
117.3
_
**•
120.0
115.8
4?5
Figure 6 of Appendix A tabulates the noise contours for the mechanical
flap airplanes; the data is partly plotted in Figure S-6. It is significant
to note that the present analysis indicates that the 1+000 ft. MF baseline
airplane has the smallest 80 EBNdB footprint area, while the 500 foot (152 m)
sideline noise level compares to that of the EBF 3000 ft airplane. This can
probably be attributed to the fact that the dominant noise source of the EBF,
namely jet/flap interaction, is not affected by forward velocity to the same
degree as the statically dominant jet noise of the MF configuration. Other
factors include the higher directivity of the flap interaction noise and the
more favorable attenuation of the higher frequency content of the MF total
noise spectra.
2.8.2.7 Noise Data Common To All Concepts
Jet Noise - In all cases, jet noise calculations have been based upon the
procedure outlined in SAE Aerospace Information Report No. 8?6. This proce-
dure, developed into a computer program by Lockheed, includes the effects of
aircraft forward velocity, exhaust temperature and nozzle geometry on jet
noise for a given nozzle pressure ratio.
Fan Noise - A computer' program based on a Hamilton Standard proprietary
method utilizing prop-fan model test data has been utilized to generate fan
noise estimates for the DBA PD287-5> -6» and -11 engines. Parameter inputs '
to the program are fan tip diameter, pressure ratio, number of fan blade:s,
tip speed, fan airflow, and source to observer distance. The fan noise
levels agree closely with DDA estimates for the -5 and -6 engines. However,
Hamilton-Standard data predicts a 500 foot (152 m) sideline fan noise (PNdB)
level about 3 dB below the DDA estimate for the -11 engine. Since the
Hamilton-Standard data is applicable to single stage fans only, the -11 (1-1/2
stages) fan noise has been adjusted to agree with DDA values. This -differ-
ence in fan noise estimates appears consistent with the effect of number of
fan stages on fan noise at 500 feet (152 m).
Fan noise predictions for the PD287!51 are based upon an empirical equation
derived by GE from engine test data.
All fan noise predictions include an allowance for advanced technology
benefits of the early 1980's.
Fan noise estimates for the PD287!39 engine (FPR = 1Л) have been obtained
by extrapolation of the !5 and !6 noise levels.
Turbine/Combustion Noise ! For the purposes of this study, no special attempt
has been made to calculate or isolate turbine/combustion noise. It is recog!
nized, however, that these noise sources may present a problem in an actual
case. The turbine wall treatment indicated by DBA in Phase II is assumed to
be adequate to suppress turbine/combustion noise to a level well below the
total noise. In addition, turbines and combustors designed for low noise by
the 1980!85 time period should help validate this assumption.
Nacelle Acoustic Suppression ! The nacelle acoustic treatment indicated by
DBA in these nacelle designs has been used throughout the acoustic analysis
of this study. Independent checks by Lockheed during Phase I and II indicate
close agreement with DBA on treatment levels required to meet the design
noise goal. The final results shown in this report further confirm that the
appropriate levels of treatment have been used. For those STOL configurations
which did not exactly meet the noise goal, it is felt that a slight reoptimiza!
tion of the amount of acoustic treatment and/or the aircraft design itself
would produce the desired noise level.
Aerodynamic Self Noise ! Aerodynamic noise has been considered for those
STOL aircraft configurations where this source contributes to the total noise
level. Data available from the NASA on actual flyover power!off noise
measurements of several aircraft have been utilized in making these estimates.
Corrections to these "clean!wing" data for! gear extension and various flap
settings have been estimated.
1*7?
Ground Attenuation and Aircraft Shielding - Residual ground attentuation as
a function of sideline distance and elevation angle has been estimated using
the data of SAE Aerospace Information Report No. 923. This effect is
included in the computer program which generates aircraft noise "footprints".
The effect of fuselage shielding on sideline noise is also accounted for in
the "footprint" program. The amount of fuselage shielding has been estimated
for each design point airplane. Its value depends primarily on aircraft
geometry and number of engines. For the OTW configurations, the shielding
effect of the wing is included in the noise directivity which is discussed
separately under each concept.
PNL-To-EPHL Conversion - A computer program for the conversion of source
noise spectra at various flyover angles to effective perceived noise level
(EPNL) has been used to estimate a factor for conversion of maximum PNL to
EPNL. Sound pressure levels and directivity patterns representative of STOL
configurations were utilized. This conversion factor is included in the
noise footprint program as a function of source-to-observer distance and
aircraft velocity.
It should be noted that the calculation procedure for the duration correction
factor for conversion of maximum tone corrected PNL (PNLTM) to EPNL utilizes
a 10 dB down method in lieu of a 90 PNLT floor. At distances larger than
about 3500 ft. (1070 m) for the present study this results in an unfavorable
and perhaps too large conversion from PNL to EPNL. Except for the 75 and
80 EPNdB contours of the EBF configurations, the EPNL contours of the baseline
airplanes are unaffected. However, the EPNL contours of some of the parametric
airplanes, especially the JT8D configurations in Table XXXIII are exaggerated
as a result of the PNL to EPNL conversion at their larger sideline distances.
This analysis has indicated that a straight 10 dB down calculation method for
duration correction is overly conservative, but it is considered that the
current FAR 36 method of a 90 PLNT floor is overly optimistic.
RB211 and JT8D!15 Noise Estimates ! The 500 foot (152 m) sideline total noise
levels (PNdB) for the RB211 and JT8D!15 engines shown in Table XXXIII have been
derived from certified sideline noise levels (EPNdB) for the L!1011!1 (RB211)
and 727!200 (JT8D!15). These total noise levels and the fan and jet noise
components have been approximately verified by other methods. An empirical
equation for fan noise based on GEE TF!3^  test data and the SAE AIR 876 jet
noise prediction procedure were used. Component noise levels for the RB211
are based on measured data provided by Lockheed!California.
This data is provided in this section for consistency; it is referenced in
Section 2.11 when showing the effect of noise level requirements on aircraft
design, economics and community noise.
2.8.2.8 Noise Abatement Flight Procedures ! The effect of cutback on the
80 ЕРЖВ footprint area for the EBF !2000 ft and 3000 ft field length airplanes
is shown in Figures 208 and 209, respectively. The footprint areas for these
aircraft as shown in Table XXXIII appear to offer the greatest benefit for a
cutback maneuver. In addition, these aircraft have significantly steeper
climbout angles than the other STOL configurations. The cutback maneuver
is,assumed to occur at 700 ft (210'm) of altitude to a power setting esti!
mated to be consistent with current FAR 36 requirements. Cutback has no
effect on the 500 ft (152 m) sideline noise level but is seen to reduce the
80 EPNdB footprint area by 70 percent to 80 percent.
i
Reduced power settings for noise reduction on landing approach are considered
impractical for the present STOL aircraft as a result of the already
relatively steep approach angles.
2.8.2.9 Pollution
Solid Pollution ! The solid pollution is evidenced in the form of smoke
emitted from the engine. Engines'from both engine contractors to this study
meet or surpass the NASA' specified"limit of an SAE No. of !15 in accordance
with SAE Aerospace Recommended Practice No. ARP 1179. Since this value
represents an upper limit of. the smoke content in the exhaust of the engine, '
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the installation and airplane system configuration and flight procedures
exert no influence on this engine emission.
Liquid Pollution - It is anticipated that under all normal operating condi-
tions, engine vents and drains will be internal to the engine so that no
uncontrolled liquid drainage from the nacelle will be encountered. The only
functional" engine vent of any consequence is likely to be the engine oil
vapor overboard vent. The installation will be configured to accomplish this
venting in the primary exhaust-gas stream in a location selected to satisfy
the pressure-field criteria and the liquid oil drainage criteria for the
engine. These vents and drains have not been delineated by the engine
manufacturers.
The liquid fuel drainage from the fuel manifold on an engine shutdown is
collected for later controlled external drainage from the nacelle. A con-
tainer is provided in the nacelle with a capacity sufficient to collect two
manifold drainages. A push-to-drain valve is provided on the collector con-
tainer for controlled collection on the ramp. The specific requirements for
this system have not been delineated by the engine.manufacturers.
Gaseous Pollution - Gaseous emissions of the engines selected and sized for
the baseline engine meet the NASA limits for such emissions. The engine
manufacturer did not provide specific data for the Phase II engines selected
for the point-design airplanes; the Phase I data for corresponding engines
were therefore used and scaled to the specific engine thrust size required
for the airplanes using scaling data also provided in Phase I.
The following table compares the emission levels of each of the point design
airplane scaled engines with the MSA limits on the basis of Ibs (kg) of
pollutant per 1000 Ibs (1000 kg) of fuel burned.
POINT DESIGN AIRPLANE ENGINE GASEOUS EMISSIONS
(LB. POLLUTANT PER 1000 LB FUEL CONSUMED)
POINT DESIGN NASA EBF EBF OTW/IBF ' OTW AW MF
FIELD LENGTH Т.ТЩТ 2000 FT 3000 FT 3000 FT 3000 FT 2000 FT UOOO FT
Pollutant !
Takeoff
3.7
0.31
0.02
2.8
0.39
0.02
h.6
0.23
0.02
2.5 !
ОЛ?
о.оз
*K7
0.20
0.01
^•3
0.26
0.02
N02 6!12*
СО
СН
х
Idle
NO ! 12.3 8.6 16.3 7!9 11.6 15.0
СО 1Ю! 9!8 13 Л 7.9 1^ .2 11.1 8.3
СН 8 0.6 0.8 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.5
х
* At compressor pressure' ratios of 18 and 30 respectively.
It will be noted that all engines fall well below the NASA specified limit.
The total terminal area emission is considered as a reasonable measure of
urban !pollution for the baseline airplanes. The high lift system employed,
engine size, field length, climb and descent gradients, etc. are all factors
in the total emission. An evaluation was therefore made of this total
emission of the baseline airplanes. In this evaluation, it is assumed that
more efficient terminal area operations and the close proximity of the terminal
to the runway reduces the taxi time to two minutes. The general thrust to
weight ratios, of these airplanes will permit taxi at idle power which is also
desirable from a noise standpoint. Takeoff power is assumed from brake
release with the evaluation of emissions terminated when the airplane passes
483
over the 35 ft (ll m) obstacle. Landing emissions include the final approach
at part power conditions and a taxi to the terminal at idle power after land!
ing. Based on these assumptions, the total terminal area emissions are
presented in the table below showing total pounds (kg) of pollutant emitted
to the atmosphere:
POINT DESIGN AIRPLANE TOTAL TERMINAL AREA EMISSION
POINT DESIGN EBF EBF OTW/IBF OTW AW MF
FIELD LENGTH 2000 FT 3000 FT 3000 FT 3000 FT 2000 FT i+OOO FT
Pollutant
N02
CO
CH
X
11.1
(5.0)
5!3
(2Л)
0.32
(0.15)
6.5(3.0)
(2.'l)
0.29
(0.13)
9!1
2.6
(1.2)
0.17
(0.08)
U.2
(1.9)
(г!о )
(o!n)
18.1
(8.2)
8.3(3.8)
0.53
(0.25)
8.1
(3.7)
2.7
(1.2)
0.16
(0.07)
It will be noted that the AW configuration is the highest polluter on all
counts. This is a consequence of an airplane configuration that requires
both the highest total fuel consumption in the defined terminal area and an
engine cycle having relatively high emission rates as indicated on the
previous table. The high emission rates are primarily the consequence of
the low bypass ratio of the engine which results in a high core airflow and
fuel flow per pound of thrust in the terminal (low flight speed) area. Also,
there is a general increase in N0p emission rate (per fuel rate) with increas!
ing core airflow while CO and CH generally vary inversely with core airflow.
This is probably the consequence of combustor mixing and dwell time. Even
though the AW point design airplane has a low terminal area thrust require!
ment compared to the other configurations, the core airflow and the fuel con!
sumption of the scaled engines are by far the highest.
Similar reasoning may be applied to the other point design airplanes and it
is concluded that the emission characteristics are somewhat inherent with the
high lift system. These emission characteristics could of course be improved
in every case by selection of higher bypass engines at the expense of poorer
airplane economics.
Comparable values for the JT8D have been derived for comparison to the two
preceding emissions tabulations. These values have been deduced from data
presented in a Cornell Aeronautical Laboratories report entitled "Analysis
of Aircraft Exhaust Emission Measurements ! Statistics" Ш.!5007!К!2, 19 Nov.
1971. This report contains data for the JT8D in accordance with the EPA
Proposed Standard entitled Control of Air Pollution from Aircraft and Aircraft
Engines which represents a standard terminal area total emission below
3000 ft (910 m) altitude. A further breakout of these emissions was made
relying on various other sources including a Pratt and Whitney Aircraft
measurement on a single engine.^
JT8D ENGINE EMISSIGNS
SINGLE ENGINE COMPARABLE AIRPIANE
NO,
CO
CH
LBS/1000 LBS FUEL
Kg/1000 kg FUEL
Т.О.
ll*4.0
0.2
14.2
IDLE
2.2
124.0
8'.9
IBS (Kg)
BASED ON
EPA STD.
6.9
(3!D
17!3
(7!9)
3!9
(1.8)
LBS (Kg)
BASED ON
EPA STD.
20.7
(9.4)
51!9
(23.6)
Ц!.6
(5.3)
LBS (Kg)
BASED ON
ASSUMED
CTOL OPER.
10.8
(4.9)
99!8
(45.3)
7.1
(3.2)
LBS (Kg) BASED
ON ASSUMED
STOL OPER.
17!3
(7.9)
41.0
(18.6)
24.9
(П.З)
The first two columns for single engine Takeoff and Idle emissions may be
compared directly with the values shown on the preceding Point Design Airplane
Engine Gaseous Emissions table and are presented as weight!units of emission
per 1000 weight!units of fuel burned. The third column presents the single
engine emissions based on the EPA standard. The remaining columns present
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total terminal area emission in Ibs. (kg) based on an airplane of comparable
size to that of the 150 passenger point design airplanes of this study. The:
fourth column presents the airplane terminal area emission using the EPA ^
thrust ! time standard while the fifth column uses an assumed terminal area
thrust ! time schedule derived from the fleet experience of one airline. The
last column presents data for the STOL terminal area thrust time schedule
for final approach and takeoff over 35 ft (11 m) obstacle and is directly!
comparable to the table presented previously for the Point Design Airplane
Total Terminal Area"Emission. The last column was scaled up to provide
airplane total thrust values comparable to the mean of the previous table.
It will be noted that the latter comparison shows much higher emission,
particularly CO and CH , for the JT8D STOL airplane than for the study engines
used on the point design airplanes.
2.8.3 The National Airspace System (Air Traffic Control) ! It is a prime
function of the air traffic control system to assure that aircraft flying in
common airspace under its jurisdiction be kept safely separated and move
expeditiously. It is assumed that the National Airspace System will develop
substantially as stated in the National Aviation System (NAS) Policy and the
NAS Plan (References 2 and 3 )« These volumes set forth the plans and
programs for improvement in the NAS through 1982. Even later information is
available in a presentation by D. R. Israel of the FM to the International
Air Transport Association (Reference 19). STOL aircraft are, of course,
included in these programs. The various aspects of the developing NAS are
discussed below.
2.8.3.1 Surveillance !. The means for tracking all aircraft will be an
improved АТС radar beacon system (ATCRBS) that will provide altitude report!
ing and aircraft identification. The beacon system in use today has well
recognized deficiencies and problems. The FAA has initiated a large R&D
effort to investigate all possible means of improving this system. This
effort includes an electronically scanned "ground antenna, consideration o'f
improved mechanical antennas, development of various ground and airborne
performance monitors, continuing attention to side-lobe suppression devices
and techniques, improvements to detectors and processing equipment on the
ground, and possible improvements in airborne equipment and antennas.
It is recognized that the Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) is under
development to further extend the beacon system operational capability. " '
Schedules indicate that DABS may be ready to begin its service life by 1980.
However, because of unknowns in the development program, delays are likely;
ATCRBS or DABS can be specified when an airplane specification is -finalized,
the choice being made on the basis of implementation plans at that-future
time.
Satellite systems have been studied extensively by various investigators for
surveillance, communication, and navigation. They show promise for eventual
use for over-ocean communication surveillance; and perhaps navigation.
Satellites may see service for STOL aircraft some day, but it is unlikely
by the 1980 time period,
2.8.3.2 Navigation - The short-range nav-aid in the U.S. is the VORTAC
system. The characteristics of the system are given in the U.S. National
Standard for VORTAC (Reference 20). The VORTAC (VOR-TACAN) system is a
short-range rhotheta air navigation system which provides properly equipped
aircraft with bearing, identification, and distance data referenced to the
ground facility. When the airborne equipment includes suitable area naviga-
tion components, non-radial routes are afforded in addition to'radials from
the selected ground facility. The ground facility consists of co-located
VOR and TACAW stations. Civil users obtain bearing from VOR and distance
from the distance function of TACAW. Military users obtain bearing and
distance from TACAN, and some carry VOR receivers in addition.
There has been a continuing study (both in government and"industry) of ways
to improve the -several elements that make up the VORTAC system. In order to
achieve a coordinated direction to this effort, the Radio Technical Commission
for Aeronautics (RTCA) was requested by the FAA to study the problems involved
and produce recommendations that are aimed at achieving an improved VORTAC
system for the 1980 time period. RTCA established its Special Committee 121
- VORTAC Improvements - in March of 1970 and the work is still in progress.
The Terms of Reference for SC-121 are contained in RTCA Paper 92-70/SC121-1.
Among the objectives are (l) assess the degree to which the present VORTAC
meets current and foreseen requirements; (2) review the several most promising
techniques for improving VOR course accuracy and quality and assess the degree
to which they meet foreseen requirements; (3) review the potentialities of
TACAN and ME with respect to increased traffic handling capacity and develop
recommendations for system changes to provide the capacity desired; (U) develop
concepts for the use of digital techniques in the VORTAC system both for data
and navigational information.
It is expected that the VORTAC system will be improved sufficiently and
adapted to the needs of area navigation so that it can continue as the U.S.
Standard Short-Range Navigation Aid into the 1990 time period.
There has been some concern that VORTAC may not fully meet STOL navigation
requirements because it is a line-of-sight system, and that a low-frequency
nav-aid such as LORAW-C or Omega might provide a means of supplying signal
down to the ground. The implication is that STOL aircraft might need to
carry both VORTAC and LORAW-C (or Omega). This is a penalty that can be
ill afforded, and is not believed to be necessary. STOL aircraft, except
in the immediate vicinity of STOL runways will fly in the same airspace and
traffic patterns as CTOL aircraft, and it is believed feasible to site VORTAC
facilities so they provide suitable STOL coverage. It would be an unneces-
sary economic burden to require STOL aircraft to carry both VORTAC and a
low-frequency aid for the same purpose.
Conventional ILS will continue in use for some years, but it is not adequate
to serve the needs of STOL landing operations. The development program under
way to produce a microwave landing system is on schedule and should provide
the equipment by 1980 (Reference 2l).
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FAA has plans for procurement of an Interim Microwave Landing System. The
specification is expected to be available before mid-1973. The impact on
STOL aircraft development is not clear at this time.
2.8.3.3 Area Navigation - The Federal Aviation Administration is developing
plans to transition the National Airspace System airways from Victor airways
to area navigation airways. It is expected that RNAV will be operational by
1980. An extensive study of area navigation as it applied to CTOL aircraft is
contained in the NASA Advanced Transport Technology Study Control of Flight
support volume (Reference l). This study, in a large measure, applies to
STOL aircraft. The following summarizes the major findings.
• FAA Advisory Circular 90-^ 5» "Approval of Area Navigation Systems
for Use in the U.S. National Airways System," and its future revisions
will continue to set the guidelines for RNAV.
• Guidelines for vertical navigation will be included in AC 90-^ -5 at an
appropriate time.
• Standard Approach Routes (STAR) and Standard Instrument Departures
(SID) will continue to be used to configure the terminal area.
• RNAV routes will continue to be built on a sequence of way points and
altitudes, and eventually with assigned times at designated way points,
STOL and CTOL aircraft are indistinguishable in enroute operations. They
will both be flying area navigation routes at similar altitudes and airspeeds.
The STOL aircraft has one enhanced capability that can result in unique STAR
and SID's in the terminal area. This is the steep angle climb and descent
capability of this type of machine. In addition, the STOL aircraft will use
short runways that are exclusively assigned for a considerable portion of its
operations.
2.8.3A Terminal Area - This section includes a study of the Microwave Land-
ing System. Attention is paid to the airborne MLS equipment requirements.
The probable future role of conventional ILS is considered. The advantages
and problems associated with integrating MLS position information into the
area navigation computer are studied.
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Tune progress control along the approach path to achieve the precise control
of touchdown times necessary for maximum runway utilization is studied to
disclose problem areas and determine approaches to solutions.
Departures from the terminal area are considered. Obviously, the same number
of aircraft must leave an airport as arrive.
Microwave Landing System ! For over a decade investigations have been under!
way !aimed at ultimately producing a replacement for the conventional ILS now
in service which does not have the deficiencies of the latter system. There
had been a growing consensus that the microwave landing concept was best for
this application, and that it was adaptable to fixed wing and V/STOL use in
both civil and military environments. This consensus was solidified by RTCA
in their Special Committee 117, which produced a report in two volumes
entitled: "A New Guidance System for Approach and Landing," (Reference 22).
The system recommended consists of а С!band elevation and а С!band azimuth
guidance element, a DME at С!band, and a Ku!band elevation element for flare
guidance to touchdown. Seven configurations were devised from a simple one
most likely to be used for general aviation to a complex one for advanced
transport aircraft. All configurations maintain a compatibility for the
signal!in!space. The MLS is expected to provide low!noise courses free of
the perturbations that are so common on today's conventional ILS. This
should make automatic guidance completely acceptable to the occupants of the
aircraft. When auto!coupling to conventional ILS (or VOR) is used, the
inertia of the aircraft acts as a "final filter" that smooths the actual
track of the aircraft. Over!active controls, however, increase discomfort
and fatigue for the people in the airplane.
The ground component of the MLS does not define courses in space. What it
does do is to provide three!dimensional position fixes at a five Hertz data
rate. This occurs through the coverage volume of the ground configuration
chosen. It is the function of the airborne MLS installation to receive this
signal in space and translate it into a form suitable 'for use in the automatic
and manual guidance and control of the aircraft. This allows the airborne
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equipment to be tailored to do an optimum job for the aircraft in which it
is installed, and it means the ground MLS can serve a great variety of users.
Airborne MLS Requirements - The Operational concept for the Landing Guidance
System (LGS) is that it will supply three-dimensional position information in
digital form to the area navigation systems while the airplane is within the
the ground MLS coverage. It will also supply localizer and glideslope course
deviation signals and distance for use during final approach to touchdown and
roll-out. The aircraft installation will consist of dual independent systems
that are each fully monitored so that each is fail-safe. The dual installation
provides continuing guidance after any single failure to provide fail-operatio-
nal service. The three-dimensional output signals mentioned above are in
azimuth, elevation, and distance coordinates referenced to the runway. The
localizer (azimuth) course deviation is referenced to the runway centerline,
and the glideslope (elevation) course deviation is referenced to a preselected
glideslope angle. These latter two signals are delivered directly to the
auto/manual flight guidance system to provide straight-in final approach
guidance to touchdown and roll-out. Dual distance information is also deliv-
ered to the auto-manual flight guidance system to be used for localizer and ;
glideslope course width adjustment. Figure 210 shows the airborne MLS concept
diagrammatically, including the associated antennas.
Antenna requirements for the airborne MLS installation call for 360°  azimuth
coverage about the airplane and to the maximum bank angles expected in the
terminal area. This coverage of the C-band azimuth and elevation (az/el signal
energy can be accomplished by a properly designed nose and tail antenna as
shown on Figure 210. This is in accordance with the findings of the RTCA SC-117
airborne Systems Review Team (Reference 2, Vol. Two, Appendix J). Unfor-
tunately, on a large airplane, C-band energy received on the tail antenna
probably cannot be transmitted to the MLS receivers in the forward fuselage
at signal frequency. It must be down-converted to a frequency low enough to
be delivered over a coaxial cable without undue loss. This complication will
make the redundant and reliable design more difficult, but appears to be
necessary. There is some expectation that the down-converter can be dispensed
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Figure 210. Airborne MLS Installation
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with on smaller aircraft. The MLS DME is shown on Figure 210 as a separate
system - as indeed it is. The two C-band antennas are shown mounted on the
fuselage belly as is conventionally done for the L-band DME part of VOR/DME.
This may be marginal in performance, however, due to antenna shadowing. As
indicated by Note 2 on the figure, it may be feasible to operate the DME
through the nose and tail C-band antennas.
It does not appear that the Ku-band elevation component of the MLS is needed
in the airplane. As will be explained in a later section it is likely that
the conventional ILS will be carried as well as the MLS. This means that
low-range radio altimeter sensors will be carried to provide a signal for
flare computation. This implementation is good enough today to provide the
guidance signal for automatic touchdown under Cat. Ill-a visibility condi-
tions. There is no reason to believe it will not continue to be acceptable.
This eliminates the need to carry the Ku-band components.
Role of Conventional ILS - Conventional ILS is in wide-scale use and is being
increasingly implemented. These systems will continue in use in the NAS for
many years. If present plans hold, the MLS will begin operational use about
1978. Clearly, there will be an extended period when both conventional ILS
and MLS will be in use. Most STOL aircraft will have a need to land at
smaller outlying airports that will serve both STOL and CTOL aircraft. A
low-cos't conventional ILS will be the probable landing aid. It seems clear
that most STOL aircraft will need to be equipped with both MLS and conven-
tional ILS to'meet operational requirements.
Integration of Microwave Landing System and Area Navigation - VOR/DME position
data can be combined with air data in a digital computer to provide position
accurady substantially superior to VOR/DME alone (Reference 23). This navi-
gation accuracy is quite adequate for area navigation on the enroute air-
ways and for transitioning to the terminal area. When the airplane has
entered the coverage volume of the Microwave Landing System, the superior
accuracy of this system must be made use of to bring the airplane to the final
approach path with the required positional accuracy. The az/el/distance
output from the airborne MLS equipment is delivered to the area navigation
computers as digital information. When adequate signals are being received
and all validity checks have been made, the MLS equipment supplies a validity
signal authorizing use of the data by the R!NAV computer. The R!MV system
continues to perform in its programmed manner, providing a course to be
followed based on the waypoints of the particular STAR that leads from the
R!NAV airway to the Final Approach Way Point (FAWP).
The area navigation computer bases its computations on way!points defined to
the nearest tenth of an arc!minute of latitude and longitude. Since an arc!
minute at the equator is one nautical mile (1.852 km) this means that the
way points are specified to a resolution of боЦ! ft (l8^  m). This is adequate
for enroute operations, but is not in the MLS coverage area where position
information from this system is much more precise and area navigation guidance
to the Final Approach Way Point must be considerably more precise. Defining
the approach area way points to the nearest hundredth of an arc!minute may
be sufficient. The criterion will be the resolution required to cause the
airplane to make smooth and consistent captures of the localizer and glide!
slope at the Final Approach Way Point. This increase in the resolution of
the way points will require a similar increase in resolution in computation
in the digital computer, thus imposing increased demands on that machine.
Time!Progress Control on Approach ! Time!progress control during approach is
required in order to achieve the high precision of touchdown times needed to
secure consistently high hourly landing rates. The STARS serve as transition
routes from a number of enroute airways. Aircraft are metered and spaced
through approach gates so that they arrive at touchdown at nominally one
minute intervals. Aircraft enter the terminal area from enroute airways at
random times as far as terminal area operations are concerned. The enroute
airways and STAR's are constructed on way points designated in latitude,
longitude, and altitude and navigation fixing is provided by appropriately
located VOR/DME facilities when outside the range of the Microwave Landing
System. When within the MLS coverage, the airborne MLS equipment provides
precision position in azimuth, elevation, and distance to the area navigation
computer; localizer and glideslope deviation; and distance to the auto!manual
Flight Guidance System (FGS) . This has been discussed in more detail in a
preceding section.
Cherry, et al., have produced a significant study of the use of the microwave
MLS in improving the capabilities of high!capacity terminal areas (Reference
2U). One of the points analyzed in this paper is runway landing capacity
in terms of touchdown time dispersion. They show that the capacity is
с = збоо/(з.о9сг + t
where С = single runway landing capacity in operations per hour
a = dispersion or variance of t
t . = the maximum runway occupancy time in seconds plus a small
min
 guard time
Figure ?ll shows how the runway landing capacity varies as the touchdown
dispersion, tr ,e
seen that for
 varies from 0 to 20 seconds when t . = 50 seconds. It is
 mm
<r = 15 sec., С = В?!** landings/hour
<r = 5 sec., С = 55 landings/hour
о! = 0 sec., С = 72 landings/hour
The first case (cr = 15 sec.) is somewhere near today's conventional perfor!
mance, the second case is that recommended by the D.O.T. АТС Report (Refer!
ence /Up) , and the third is perfection. This trend makes it clear that
pressure to increase the precision of touchdown timing will be a continuing
one because of the increasing benefits in landing rate.
Moving Marker Time!Progress Control ! In order to achieve touchdown' time
dispersions of the order of 5 seconds, la , it is necessary to de!randomize
the aircraft as they arrive in the terminal area, establish their landing
sequence, and provide speed!control guidance to achieve the required
touchdown !time precision. Figure 212 shows this process graphically. Air!
craft proceed from the enroute zone into the transition zone at random times
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As the aircraft progress through the Transition Zone, they must be de!randomized
and sequenced to approximately one minute intervals referenced to the Final
Approach Way Point (FAWP) as they pass the gate on their particular STAR.
Several techniques are available to carry out this de!randomizing process.
Moderate speed!ups or slow!downs can be done by speed changes. Path!stretching
can produce a continuously variable slow!down also. Longer time delays are
obtained on an incremental basis using holding patterns. This sequencing
operation is an air traffic management function. The desirable way for this
to work is for АТС to assign the time through the gate as the aircraft enters
the Transition Zone and the aircraft makes this time good without further
assistance. This may not be feasible when aircraft arrive on a purely random
basis. Under heavy traffic conditions a queue will build up in the Transition
Zone and it may not be feasible to mechanize the area navigation computer and
to organize the airspace to handle the situation without further АТС inter!
vention. A better procedure may be for АТС to anticipate the situation and
begin the de!randomizing process earlier by adjustment of assigned times over
the last one or two way points before entering the Transition Zone.
The timing precision when passing the approach gate will be less than!a minute
in error, but somewhat shy of the five second requirement at the FAWP. The
accuracy of positioning up to the gate is dependent on VOR/DME. Beyond the
gate, the increased accuracy of the microwave landing system is available and
provides the precision assistance necessary to achieve the timing accuracy at
the FAWP. In order to achieve five seconds or better at the FAWP, it appears
that a moving marker pacing the aircraft symbol moving along the STAR as
displayed on the electronic horizontal situation display is required. The
reason for this is because of the lack of precision with which winds and wind
changes are known in the terminal area. It appears that the pacing function
should be generated by the ground АТС environment and real!time winds along
all approach routes must be known.
The wind vector is computed on a real!time basis in the airborne area naviga!
tion system in the airplane and is available in digital form on the computer
output bus. The VHF data link, already in the airplane for another purpose
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(and described later in this study), can be used to transmit the wind data
to АТС. In a busy terminal area, with most aircraft contributing wind data
as they progress, a good wind model can be built up in computer storage and
used in the computation of the aircraft pacing function. The pacing function
is transmitted to the aircraft on approach on an addressed transmission via
the VHF data link and used to position the time!progress marker displayed on
the map display. Each aircraft on approach is furnished this time!progress
marker for its own programmed flight path and touchdown time. As shown on
Figure 212, the tip of the arrowhead representing the airplane just touches
the time!progress marker when the airplane is on its time schedule. When
there is a gap or overlap, indicating that the airplane is slow or fast, a
signal is generated proportional to the time error and used for automatic
speed control through the appropriate thrust control system, and for processing
and display as~a flight director speed command on the electronic attitude
director indicator. . !
As each aircraft passes the FAWP and begins traversing the final approach!
segment to touchdown, the pilot will need to reduce the, speed of the airplane
for its best final approach and touchdown characteristics. This speed will,
in general, be different for each airplane, and is going to cause a reduction
in the runway acceptance rate. If all aircraft could be held to the same
airspeed, this reduction could be eliminated. The final approach segment from
the FAWP to touchdown should be made as short as aircraft guidance and control
characteristics will permit.
Aircraft in Trail ! Aircraft arriving at the FAWP come in from the several
STAR's to fill the final approach slots. This means that at times two or more
aircraft will arrive in trail from a single STAR. The Time!Progress Marker
thus has more to do than to guide each aircraft to the FAWP on time. It must
also assure that minimum spacing between following aircraft are not violated.
This, then, dictates a predetermined speed regime along each STAR to the FAWP.
Pilots and controllers alike are concerned about the separation between air!
craft, but from different viewpoints. The controller is concerned with all
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aircraft under his jurisdiction, and has a display to show the spatial
relationships between aircraft pictorially. The pilot is charged with the
responsibility of his aircraft only and so is concerned with other aircraft
only when they represent a potential threat. This situation is being catered
to by work being done at the MIT Lincoln Laboratory (Reference 25). Simula!
tion work is being done there where a CRT cockpit display shows the pilot
the terminal area in relation to his own aircraft, and also displays other
nearby aircraft progressing to the same runway he is headed for. Study is
continuing as to the adequacy of this approach both as a traffic monitor to
protect against blunders, and also to allow the pilot to exercise a measure
of traffic control by maintaining the spacing of his aircraft in relationship
to the aircraft immediately ahead.
Additional work is required to better understand how to best marshal aircraft
in the approach and landing area in order to maximize landing rates with a
high level of safety.
Departures ! In this section on the terminal area, a nominal landing rate of
one per minute, or 60 landings per hour, has been assumed along with a
terminal area environment that is capable of feeding the runway at this rate.
Obviously, a capability must exist to handle takeoffs at the same rate. This
may be accomplished by a dual lane runway (Reference 26, Vol. 2, page 115)
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or by an independent runway. The takeoff operation is an easier one than
the landing. The takeoff initiation time can be accurately controlled. It
appears that 1 minute intervals for departures is conservative.
2.8.3!5 Communications ! Short range civil air/ground communications have
been carried on in the 118!136 Mhz part of the VHF spectrum for decades now.
This band is assigned for this purpose on a worldwide basis, and will continue
in this service indefinitely. Voice communication has been the mode used and
will continue to be available. Airline operators are required to interface
with two communication networks, one is that serving the АТС system, and the
other is company communications through which operational and administrative
control of the aircraft is maintained. This is accomplished in the airplane
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through two (and sometimes three) independent airborne VHP communications
systems. Planning and development effort is underway that may bring a digital
air/ground data link into service in the relatively near future.
Data Link - Airline Plans - The airlines, through the medium of Aeronautical
Radio, Inc. (ARINC), are implementing a nationwide automatically switched
voice and data network to serve their point-to-point and'air/ground communi-
cations needs. The ground data link is in a developmental and service testing
stage. The overall system concept is given in Reference 27. The aircraft
is a communications terminal on this network.
The data link has the purpose of providing the communications channel for
airlines operational and administrative control of its aircraft while air-
borne. The data link will be designed, however, so that it can work in an
air traffic control mode with the expectation that it will ultimately inter-
face with the air traffic control system operated by the FAA.
The data link operates under the control of a ground-based processor which
initiates the sequential, transmission of digital signals to aircraft in the
system, coded addresses being used to associate particular signals with
particular aircraft. The airborne terminals respond in sequence as each
recognizes its own address, the nature of the response being determined by
the content of the signal received. This polling sequence is repeated at a
rate determined by the ground processor.
On the ground the processor routes received data through a point-to-point\communications network to a desired terminal by the use of standard routing
tables or by additional addresses provided in the air-to-ground messages.
Messages from points on the ground for aircraft participating in the system
are routed from their origins to appropriate transmitting terminals. The
terminal processors re-format the messages and forward them to the aircraft
whose addresses appear in the first line of the texts.
The fully automated data link will have the capability of providing dynamic
channel mangement and assignments for air/ground voice communications in
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addition to its digital communications capability. It can provide for the
assignment of voice channels needed by either the airborne or ground based
terminal and their automatic selection in the airborne radio equipment. It
can also make the necessary switching connections for the routing of voice,
signals through the ground communication network to the desired terminal.
Data Link ! Possible HAS Use ! While the airlines are moving towards imple!
mentation of a VHF digital data link to serve their operational and adminis!
trative needs, the planners for the National Airspace System are still in a
conceptual phase as far as a VHF data link is concerned. There is recognition
of a growing need for a data link as an АТС communication link, but exactly
how it would be used remains unresolved. The Department of Transportation
Air Traffic Control Advisory Committee (Reference 26) recommends the
redevelopment of the АТС RADAR Beacon System, presently a standard part of
the АТС system, to include a two!way data link with a discrete address mode
that would allow the automatic exchange of data between air and ground. This
is needed to implement the concept of Intermittent Positive Control (IPC)
recommended by the DOT АТС Advisory Committee, the need for which stems from
the collision hazards generated by aircraft flying VFR and IFR in mixed
airspace.
A suggestion for the use of the data link to supply terminal area АТС with
wind information in essentially real time is made in the Terminal Area
section of this study.
2.8Л Ground Handling
Ground' Maneuvering ! A desirable feature of a STOL airplane operating into
perhaps small secondary airports will be good maneuverability on the ground.
Figure 213 shows the turning radii of the outer edge of the main gear, outer
edges of the nose gear, wing tip and horizontal stabilizer tip for each point
design airplane. To achieve these turns the nose wheel is steered through
only 60 degrees, thus minimizing scrubbing, of the tires, particularly since
the landing gear arrangements do not incorporate bogie beams. Larger steering,
angles could reduce the turning radii if necessary due to runway width
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limitations. As tabulated in Figure 213, the sum of dimensions A and В
equals the minimum runway width for a l80° turn. The most critical airplane
is the "AW concept with a minimum runway width of 101.2 ft (30.8 m) required.
The critical clearance radius from buildings is the tip of the tail on the
2000 ft (610 m) field length EBF airplane which is 106.2 ft (32!5 m) radius.
Ground Stability ! The main landing,gear retraction mechanism of each point
design airplane provides a folding action enabling the track to exceed the
distance between the MLG pintles. Hence, a track of sufficient width is
obtained without an excessive size of MLG fairing. Ground roll stability is
most critical with the highest, most forward e.g. Accordingly, in calcu!
lating the tip!over angle, the e.g. has been assumed to be at the forward
limit, with full mission and reserve fuel and no passengers. Because of
variations in component weights, engine locations and landing gear length,
the height of the airplane e.g. above the ground varies from concept to
concept.
As shown in Figure 213 all the airplanes have acceptable tip!over angles.
All except the EBF 2000 ft field length and AW airplanes are significantly
better than the Lockheed C!130 Hercules; all are better than the McDonnell!
Douglas 188 STOL demonstrator which has a tip!over angle of approximately
60 degrees.
/
The provision of an acceptable tip!over angle ensures that the airplanes will
(l) have an adequately small turning radius at high taxi speeds, (2) be
insensitive to parking direction in reasonably high winds, (3) have good roll
stability characteristics during the ground!roll with high cross!winds.
Engine Run!up !!The high thrust to weight ratios of STOL designs (0.59 for
the EBF 2000 ft F.L.) could pose a problem on running the engines up to
takeoff thrust prior to takeoff, if the coefficient of friction between the
tires and the runway is lower than the value of T/W. This situation is
aggravated on the powered lift concepts by the generation of some lift when
the aircraft is stationary, which effectively reduces the weight and thus
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SECTION X!X\
CONFIGURATION
EBF 2000 FT
EBF 3000 FT
AW
OTW
OTW/IBF
MF
FT
A (M)
55.2
(16.82)
55.0
(16.76)
59.0
(17.98)
54.8
(16.70)
55.1
(16.79)
58.5
(17.83)
FT
В (M)
40.3
(12.28)
40.2
(12.25)
42.2
(12.86)
40.2
(12.25)
40.2
(12.25)
42.0
(12.80)
FT
C(M)
94.5
(28.80)
79.8
(24.32)
94.5
(28.80)
76.6
(23.35)
75.3
(22.95)
81.3
(24.78)
FT
D (M)
106.2
(32.37)
90.0
(27.43)
99.8
(30.42)
87.8
(26.76)
88.3
(26.91)
87.7
(26.73)
a DEC.
56.85
51.3
57.5
51.7
52.8
51.0
Figure 213. Ground Maneuverability and Stability
the frictional force. However, the use of such a high instantaneous
acceleration will probably be unacceptable for passenger comfort and it will
be desirable to make a rolling start from an initial T/W of 0.35, with the
throttles being opened further immediately after brake release.
The takeoff performance data presented in Section 2.6 does not account for
such a rolling start but the airplanes with the highest thrust to weight
ratios do have better than required takeoff performance and can permit a
rolling start.
Passenger and Baggage Handling - To minimize turnaround time, the following
facilities are provided in the design-point airplanes:
• Built-in stains at both forward and aft main entry doors on the left
side of the airplane
• kOQ cubic feet (ll m ) of overhead baggage stowages and 180 cubic
feet-(5 m ) of coat stowages to encourage passengers to carry their
own baggage on board
• DC-8 sized underfloor container stowage, accessible from the right
"side through two cargo doors. These containers can be used for
baggage and are rapidly loaded and unloaded.
Rates of passenger loading and unloading were analyzed in the study of Intra-
urban Air Transportation. For arrangements similar to the 6-abreast,
single-aisle fuselage adopted as a baseline, rates of 16 passengers per
minute for loading and 36 per minute for unloading were shown. On this basis
a full lU8-passenger turnaround would require 13.^  minutes. At the average
55 percent load factor developed in the system simulation this time would be
7-5 minutes. Turnaround times of 20 minutes or more were used in the system
simulation.
Thrust Reversers - Thrust reversers are not normally installed in CTOL air-
planes to meet the FAR's but to minimize the wear on brakes with a resulting
advantage to airline operating expenses. STOL airplanes have much lower
touchdown speeds than CTOL designs so that the braking requirements are less
*WASA CRllU3l*0, Contract MAS 2-5989
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severe and although the brakes receive many applications in short!haul
service, it could be that the thrust reversers have no economic advantage.
Additionally, the percentage of the ground roll during which thrust reverse
can be used will be much shorter on the STOL designs unless automatic selec!
tion on touchdown is adopted and the problems of reingestion at lower speeds
are overcome. ! •
As reported in Section 2Л, problems require solving on some of the thrust
reverser installations. In particular, difficulty has been experienced in
defining a thrust reversing system for the AW concept which would provide
a 95 ЕШВ, 500 ft (150 m) sideline noise level.
Thrust reversal features have been incorporated into all the designs for com!
parison purposes but it is considered that the need for thrust reversers is
debatable unless operation on icy runways is required.
The performance data presented in Section 2.6 require an average deceleration
of .35 g and ОЛ g, respectively, for the landing and rejected takeoff stopping
distances. ' Figure 21^ shows typical data on the variation of braking coeffi!
cient with speed for wet and dry runways. From this data, the average values
of M! for a wet runway over the speed range from engine!out decision speed
D
to zero have been estimated for each design point and are as follows:
EBF EBF AW OTW OTW/IBF MF
DESIGN POINT 2,000 ft 3,000 ft 2,000 ft 3,000 ft 3,000 ft k,000 ft
Decision Speed!Kts
(Km/hr)
Average p. wet Л6 .k2k ' Л6 ЛО ЛО .36
Only the MF airplane has an average fi lower than the assumed deceleration
for the rejected takeoff case.
A similar analysis for the landing operation shows that for all concepts, ц
for a wet runway is greater than the .35 average used for the performance
estimates.
70
(130)
85
(157)
69
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98
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120
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Figure 2lU. Braking Coefficient vs. Velocity
. 50?
It can be concluded that based on this data only the MF would require thrust
reversers and then only marginally. Grooved runways will provide а ц of
В
ОЛ at 80 knots (lU8 Km/hr) on a wet runway and will, therefore, provide
adequate braking for all the concepts without thrust reversers.
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2.9 COST ESTIMATES
This section deals with the methodology used in the study for determining the
development, and production cost that were used throughout the study. This
section also includes a more detailed breakdown of the flyaway cost for the
point design vehicles. The cost estimates as provided by the development and
production cost models established during Phase I are at adequate level of de!
tail for the parametric analysis and the economic evaluations. The detailed
breakdown of the flyaway cost is provided as additional information.
2.9!1 Development Cost ! The development cost includes the cost elements
associated with design and development of the aircraft prior to certification.
These elements consist of:
• Preliminary design definition
• Air vehicle design
о Design support
e Ground test
• Flight test
• Product support
• Basic tooling
• Ground test articles
The equations used to estimate these basic development cost elements and
assumptions associated with this study follow by cost element.
• Preliminary design definition !
0.281COST = 1310 (RLE) WEMP (v) (SOA)
where:
V = cruise speed, KTAS
SOA = state!of!the!art factor which varies from 1 to 3.5 with
1 denoting off!the!shelf, 2 moderate development required,
and 3 extensive development required. For initial runs,
3 is being used for wing and 2 for rest of aircraft.
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WIMP = aircraft empty weight, Ibs. The empty weight may be
considered as a whole or by components. Also, the SOA
may be assigned by component.
RLE = engineering labor rate.
Air vehicle design -
COST'= 9^8 (RLE) [WEMP (v) (soA)|0^ 811*
where:
RLE, WEMP, V, & SOA defined previously under preliminary de-
sign definition element
Design support -
10.6522COST = 1505 (RLE) WEMP (SOA)
where:
RLE, WEMP, & SOA defined previously under preliminary design
definition elements.
• Ground test -
WEMP (v) (soA)]°-6999COST = 5.72 (RLE)
where:
RLE, WEMP, V, & SOA defined under preliminary design
definition element.
Flight test -
COST = 26 (RLE) [WEMP (V) (SOA) NTEST)! °'5237
where:
NTEST = number of test aircraft used in flight test program. Two
test aircraft are assumed for initial runs.
RLE, WEMP, V, & SOA previously defined under preliminary
design definition element.
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• Product support -
COST = RLE 2.65 (WHO5) - 300,000
where:
WEMP & RLE previously defined under preliminary design
definition element.
• Basic tooling -
COST = 0.123 (RLT) (KIT) (WTO0-^ ) (V1'07) j
where:
RLT - tooling labor rate
WTO - aircraft takeoff weight, Ibs.
V - cruise speed, KTAS
KFT - complexity factor for tooling, normally equal to unity.
• Ground test articles -
COST =0.9 (First unit cost of airframe manufacturing labor and
material)
2.9-2 Production Cost - The production cost for this study assumes a produc-
tion quantity of 300 aircraft. Elements that make up the production cost are
as follows:
• Manufacturing labor
• Manufacturing material
• Production start-up
• Sustaining tooling
• Sustaining engineering
• Subordinate
• Passenger equipment and interiors
• Avionics
• Engines
• Nacelles
The production cost elements are estimated using the following equations:
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• Manufacturing labor -
COST = 11.2 (RML) (KFML) (WTO°>7^ ) (V0* 3^) (KLC)
where:
RML = manufacturing labor rate
KFML = complexity factor for manufacturing labor. For initial
runs l.U is being used for wing and 1.0 for the rest
of aircraft. " -
WTO = aircraft take-off weight, Ibs.
V = cruise speed, knots
KLC = learning curve factor used to calculate cost for a
production quantity of 300 aircraft
• Manufacturing material -
COST = 0.1*85 (KFMM) (wro°-78) (v°-86) (KLC)
where:
KFNM = complexity factor for manufacturing material. For
initial runsl 1.07 is being used for wing and 1.0
for rest of aircraft.
WTO = aircraft take-off weight, Ibs.
V = cruise speed, knots
KLC = learning curve factor used to calculate cost for a
production quantity of 300 aircraft.
• Production start-up -
COST = (RP ) -1 (Basic Tooling Cost) +
0.15 (Air Vehicle Design Cost + Design Support Cost)
where: ' ,
RP = peak production rate of airframes per month. . A value
of 5 units per month is being used.
• Sustaining tooling -
COST = (HP0'4) [(NP0<l4) - l] (Basic Tooling Cost)
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where:
RP = peak production rate of airframes per month = 5
NP = number of production units = 300
о Sustaining engineering !
( Г
.012COST = [0.002 (TC)]
 +
 0.35 {l ! e 'Г0'
(Air Vehicle Design Cost + Design Support Cost
+ Ground Test Cost + Flight Test Cost)
where :
TC = months from start of construction of first airframe to
three months following delivery of last airframe. Assumed
equal to 60.
NP = number production airframes which is equal to 300.
e Subordinate !
COST = 0.11 (Manufacturing Labor Cost) + 0.01 (Engine Cost
+ Avionics Cost) <•*
о Passenger equipment & interiors !
COST = Ul5,000 (Number of Passengers per Aircraft)
о Avionics !
COST = Uoo,ooo (NP)
where :
WP = number of production aircraft = 300.
о Engines ! Engine costs were furnished by engine manufacturer for three
thrust values of 8,000, 20,000 and 30,000 pounds sea level static
uninstalled. A curve was fitted to the three thrust values in order
to estimate engine prices over the thrust range required in the study.
A production quantity of 1,500 engines was used for determining the
cumulative average cots (300 aircraft + 25% spares).
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COST = 83,680 (FN°>37) (UP)
where:
FN = sea level uninstalled thrust per engine
NP = number production aircraft = 300
• Nacelles ! The cost for the engine nacelles are provided by the engine
manufacturer, the costs were furnished at the three engine thrust
values. A curve was fitted to the three nacelle prices at a produc!
tion quantity of 1,320 nacelled, 300 aircraft plus 10$ spares, in
order to estimate nacelle prices for the parametric analysis.
COST = [28,^ 8 (FN0'51)] ! [83,680 (FN°!37)] NP
where:
FN = sea level uninstalled thrust per engine
NP = number production aircraft = 300.
The effort subsequent to Phase I for the costing routine has been to update
the factor used in determining production cost. The costing routine used for
estimating the aircraft cost is updated for Phase II to reflect more accurate!
ly the cost differences between the different lift systems. The effects on
cost of applying composites to the wing and horizontal tail structures to
lighten the airframe weight have been investigated by value engineering and
related to C!lUl!type aircraft labor and material experience through the labor
(KFML) and material (KFMM) complexity factors. Also, an additional structural
cost component for the wind ducts in the augmented wing configuration is
included in the cost equations which now allows the expanded cost equations
to handle up to an eight!component breakdown of the aircraft structure. The
structural breakdown now consists of wing, horizontal tail, vertical tail,
fuselage, nacelles, pylons, wing ducts, and the remaining structure. State
of the art and complexity factors are estimated for the externally blown
flap (EBP), augmented wing (AW), mechanical flap (MF), over the wing (OTW),
and combined over the wing and internally blown flap (IBF) lift systems. The
latest data from the engine manufacturer on the Phase II engines and nacelles
used with these configurations are used to update the equations for estimating
5ЛА
the engine and nacelle cost. The flyaway costs derived by the method describ-
ed in the Phase I report are used for the calculations of DOC/IOC and ROI for
the Riase I and II economic analysis.
2.9.3 Detail Flyaway Cost - The material in this section deals with the de-
tailed cost estimates for each aircraft as derived from the parametric
estimates.
The production cost produced by the production cost model as indicated in the
previous paragraphs are broken down into cost elements as specified in the
standard Group Weight Statement (AN-9103-D). Table XXXVI summarizes the
production cost breakdown for the six basic STOL aircraft. These costs are
summarized into the four major categories of structure, airframe and the fly-
away (excluding R&D), and flyaway (including R&D). Tables XXXVII through
XLII provides the detailed breakdown of the labor and material cost for the
airframe for each of the STOL aircraft.
Table XLIII is a further subdivision of the cost for the furnishing and equip-
ment for the STOL aircraft. The airframe production cost is determined by
assigning labor hours and material dollars to each component of the standard
Group Weight Statement (AN-9103-D). The cost for each element designated by
the group weight statement is determined by assigning labor hours (hrs/lb
factors) and material dollars to each component and determining their cost by
the weight and complexity of the element. The labor hrs/lb and material
dollar factors for each element of the structural and nonstructural items of
the airframe are not the same for each aircraft because of a sizing factor
and the complexity of the element. The sizing factor relates the STOL vehicle
size to a baseline vehicle size that is related to the labor hours and
material dollar factors used in the estimate. In general the cost per pound
for production reduces with increase in vehicle size of the airframe. The
labor and material factors are based on Lockheed experience on the Electra
airplane, but modified for the added complexities for configuration and added
lift devices. The production costs provided here show the direct production
effort associated with the manufacturing and assembly of the airframe, and
then adds to this the costs for the supporting functions such the Sustaining
Engineering, Tool Maintenance, Quality Assurance, and some miscellaneous items.
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TABIE XXXVII. STRUC'i'UKAOj COST-
EBF/3000/.8.
Wing
Tail
Body
Landing Gear
Nacelles
Surface Controls
Engine Controls
Air Conditioning
Instruments
Hydraulics
Electrical
Furn & Equip
Engine Instl
Avionics Instl
Fuel System
Lube System
Start System
Aux Power
Anti Icing
System Integration
Thrust Reversers
TOTAL
.LABOR
U76,036
73,897
581*, 196
8,683
172 ,202
!*9>225
121
57,1*78
9,39^
30,832
35,771
107,256
23,062
16,775
9,528
2,818
1*29
10,333 -
15,659
120,216
0
$1,803,911
MATERIAL
21*1*, 796
13,U6l
138,336
118,1*95
1*18,501*
101,122
9,1*21
55,503
1*3,961*
38,161
39,570
77,360
0
9,103
lU,86l*
,^396
10,593
98,010
22,998
1,861*
0
$1,1*60,521
TOTAL
720,832
87,358
722,532
127,178
590,706
150,31*7
9,5^ 2
112,981
53,358
68,993
„ 75,31*1
I8l*,6l6
23,062
25,878
21*, 392
7,2ll*
11,022
108,31*3
38,657
122,080
0
$3,26U, 1*32
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TABLE XXXVIII. STRUCTURAL COST
EBF/2000
Wing
Tail
Body
Landing Gear
Nacelles
Surface Controls
Engine Controls
Air Conditioning
Instruments
Hydraulics
Electrical
Furn & Equip
Engine Instl
Avionics Instl
Fuel System
Lube System
Start System
Aux Power
Anti Icing
System Integration
Thrust Reversers
TOTAL
LABOR
681,950
317,1^
606,252
10,150
180,883
52Л87
lU7
52,853
9,39^
32,811
37,551
107,256
31,l8U
16,775
12,622
3,791
579
18,332
16,13^
2,381
0
$2,190,676
MATERIAL
306,328
29,711
120,855
129,669
529,1!ЮО
102,683
11,1^5
U8',703
38,520
38,776
9,908
77,360
0
9,103
18,7*0
5,630
! 13,673
165,983
1*4,867
1^6,211
0
$1,817,268
TOTAL
988,278
3*46,855
727,107
139,819
710,283
155Д70
11,292
101,556
**7,91**
71,587
1*7,^59
184,616
31.18U
25,878
31,365
9Л21
lU,252
18 ,^315
31,001
li*8,592
0
$11,007,9^4
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TABLE ХЫХ. STRUCTURAL COST
AW!2S/2000/. 8
!
Wing
Tail
Body
Landing Gear
Nacelles
Surface Controls
Engine Controls
Air Conditioning
Instruments
Hydraulics
Electrical
Purn & Equip
Engine Instl
Avionics Instl
Fuel System
Lube System
Start System
Aux Power
Anti Icing
System Integration
Thrust Reversers
TOTAL
LABOR !
704,519
126,720
606,311
10,735
179,986
80,235
108
67,926
9,39^
33,915
38,761
107,256
29,5^
16,775
10,138
2,565
393
9,823
15,661
152,211
144, oo4
$2,346,980
MATERIAL
309,807
22,024
120,1*56
137,136
527,171
106, 134
8,164
62,593
43,964
40,079
40,968
77,360
0
9,ЮЗ
14,456
3,809
9,266
88,940
14,431
2,28l
19,1^ 3
$1,657,285
TOTAL
1,011*, 326
148,744
726,767
1^ 7,871
707,157
186,369
8,272
130,519
53,358
73,99^
79,729
184,616'
29,5^
25,878
2^ , 59^
•6,374
9,659
98,763
30,092
154,492
163,147
$4,004,265
519
TABLE XL. STRUCTURAL COST
OTW/3000
Wing
Tail
Body
Landing Gear
Nacelles
Surface Controls
Engine Controls
Air Conditioning
Instruments
Hydraulics
Electrical
Furn & Equip
Engine Instl
Avionics Instl
Fuel System
Lube System
Start System
Aux Power
Anti Icing
System Integration
Thrust Reversers
TOTAL
LABOR
390,185
56,698
536,000
8,89^
150,000
Uo,ooo
118
63,209
9,39^
25,000
Ul,897 '
107,255
21,000
16,775
11,000
3,000
i*23
20,911
16,000
120,000
0
$1,637,759
MATERIAL
Iif5,000
9,900
129,000
116,000
U50,000
90,000
7,500
58,331
U6,128
1Ю, 360
30,939
77,360
0
9,103
16,000
h,hOQ
9,8il
18^ ,710
15,000
1,800
0
$i,Wn,3te
TOTAL
535,185
66,598
665,000
12U,89U
600,000
130,000
7,6l8
121,51*0
55,522
65,360
72,836
l8U,6l5
21,000
25,878
27,000
7, ^00
10,23^
205,621
31,000
121,800
0
$3,079,101
520
.„[CABLE XU. STRUCTURAL COST
OTW/IBF/3000
!
Wing
Tail
Body
Landing Gear
Nacelles
Surface Controls
Engine Controls
Air Conditioning
Instruments
Hydraulics
Electrical
Furn & Equip
Engine Instl
Avionics Instl
Fuel System
Lube System
Start System
Aux Power
Anti Icing
System Integration
Thrust Reversers
TOTAL
LABOR
1*08,11*1*
71,073
597,555
8,557
170,332
1*8,1*1*1
83
56,1*03
9,39^
30,729
35,719
107,256
20,283
16,775
8,936
5,869
1*08
15,313
15,355
119,782
! 0
$1,7^6,1*07
MATERIAL
163,332
12,330
132, 081*
111,1*00
1*93,566
9^,927
6,161*
51,95*+
U3,96l+
36,278
37,122
77,360
0
9,103
12,686
1,331
9,682
137,1*89
ll*,lU5
1,776
0
$1,1*1*6,693
TOTAL
571Л76
83,1*03
729,639
119,957
663,898
ll*3,368
6,21*7
108,357
53,358
67,007
72,8Ul
l8U,6l6
20,283
25,878
21,622
7,200
10,090
152,802
29,500
121,558
0
$3,193,100
521
TABLE XLII. STRUCTURAL COST
MF/3000
Wing
Tail
Body
Landing Gear
Nacelles
Surface Controls
Engine Controls
Air Conditioning
Instruments
Hydraulics
Electrical
Furn & Equip
Engine Instl
Avionics Instl
Fuel System
Lube System
Start System
Aux Power
Anti Icing
System Integration
Thrust Reversers
TOTAL
LABOR
398,195
59,812
537, ЗЛО
8,928
137,339
36,978
93
63,209
9,39^
23,179
1*1,897
107,255
20,896
16,775
9,880
2,918
1*5^
22,063
16,937
122,175
132,000
$1,767,517
MATERIAL
1^5,972
10,385
129,701
Il6,2l*7
1Ю1Д87
72, 53^
6,919
58,331
1*6,128
27,381
30,939
77,360
0
9,103
li*,6l*9
^,326
9,5^6
198,75^
! 15,575
1,811
17,610
$1,39^58
TOTAL
5^,167
70,197
666, 8Ui
125,175
538,526
109,512
7,012
121,5^0
55,522
50,560
72,836
18U,615
. 20,896
25,878
"2^,529
7,2U1*
10,000
220,817
32,512
123,986
1^9,610
$3,161,975
522
ТАВ1Я ХЫ11. FURNISHINGS AND EQUIIMENT BREAKDOWN
EBF/3000/.8
Pass Furn
Crew Furn
Trim & Insul
Other
Carpeting
Trim, Insur & Carpeting
Lavatories
Galley
Baggage Equip
Emergency Equip
Slides
Airstairs
TOTAL
WEIGHT
3,569
331
3,696
220
5U5
M6l
330
200
8?0
315
80
395
500
10,656
COST
$ 55,000
6,000
70,000
,^000
3,000
$ 77,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
5,000
1,616
6,616
10,000
$l8H,6l6
523
The categories of cost presented here are not the same as noted in the para!
metric model. In the parametric model some of these supporting functions are
an integral part of the manufacturing labor and material cost.
The engine and engine nacelle costs are provided by Allison and G. E. The
engine cost is used as provided but for the detailed breakdown the nacelles
are costed on the basis of Lockheed's historical data.
There are common costs in regards to these six STOL aircraft. These are as
follows:
• The avionics packages are identical for each concept and their
installation costs are equal.
• The furnishings and equipment is the same for each aircraft (each
have lh8 seats) (see Table XLVl).
• The instruments are identical for each aircraft and the cockpit
configurations are very similar therefore, the installation costs
for the instruments is constant for all aircraft.
The remainder of the elements differ between concepts as noted by the config!
urations and the weight statements, and the resultant cost breakdown.
The assumptions and factors used to calculate the production cost are outlined
below:
• Airframe production quantity 300
• Engine production quantity
\« Four engine aircraft 1500
• Two engine aircraft 750
• Learning curve slopes
• Labor 75%
• Material
о Engines
• Avionics 100$
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The avionics equipment is considered off!the!shelf and its cost does not
change with quantity.
2.9Л CTOL Configurations
The CTOL aircraft used in the fleet mix for the short!haul system are not
specifically designed for the system. The CTOL aircraft consists of the
Boeing 727!200, the Douglas DC!9!30 and a typical new design twin engine
aircraft.
In placing the CTOL aircraft in the proper context with the STOL aircraft in
regards to noise, it is reasonable to assume that the CTOL aircraft will be
forced, through government and public pressures, to be more quiet than they
are today. For this reason it is assumed for this study that the CTOL air!
craft will have to meet the FAR Part 36 regulation minus 10 EPNdB.
The cost penalty to meet FAR Part 36 ! lOdB. is greater for the jets designed
in the late 1950Ts and early I960 than the current jumbo jets because of the
incorporation of quiet engine technology into the wide bodied jets. The wide
bodied aircraft start at a lower point on the noise scale than the DC!9, or
the B!727 aircraft. The cost penalty to meet the 1985 noise criteria is a
doubling of the engine cost for the DC!9 and the B!727 and a 50$ increase
for the wide bodied twin. These percentage increases were determined with
the help of Lockheed!Georgia and the engine contractors.
The sensitivity of the DOC/IOC/ROI to engine cost is explored and the results
are presented in Paragraph 3.2.3.6. The flyaway costs for the CTOL aircraft
are presented in the following table.
Airframe
Engine
Total
CURREM AIRCRAFT PART 36 !10 EPNdB AIRCRAFT
DC!9
3,600,000
750,000
$4,350,000
В 727
5,960,000
1,440,000
7,400,000
TWIN
11,400,000
2,200,000
13,600,000
DC!9
3,600,000
1,500,000
5,100,000
в 727
5,9бо,ооо
2,880,000
8,840,000
TWIN
11,400,000
3,300,000
14,700,000
525
2.9-5 STOL/CTOL Flyaway Cost Comparison
The CTOL aircraft are required to meet the FAR Part 36 -10 EPNdB criteria
whereas the STOL aircraft incur the additional penalty of meeting the 95
EPNdB criteria. The difference in cost between the STOL and CTOL aircraft
is shown on Figure 215. The solid line is derived from a plot of current
prices of many CTOL aircraft. To prevent confusion only three points Eire
shown on the graph. (DC-9, B-727, and the B-707). The dashed line represents
the cost for the quiet CTOL aircraft (FAR Part 36 -10). The numbered points
indicate the costs for the STOL aircraft in relationship to the CTOL aircraft.
Four of the STOL aircraft are approximately the same operating weight empty
as the B-727. These are the STOL aircraft designed for the 3000 foot runway.
Whereas the larger aircraft (points 1 & 3) are designed for 2000 foot runways.
It is noticable that the costs for the STOL aircraft do not fall into a
smooth trend as does the CTOL aircraft. It is reasonable that they do not.
The CTOL aircraft are basically the same configurations and are designed to
approximately the same design criteria. The STOL aircraft differ in
configuration, and by type of lift augmentation. They represent a more
diverse solution to the same design requirement than the CTOL aircraft and
this is reflected in the cost.
526
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Figure 215. Aircraft Price vs. Operating Weight Empty
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2.10 SUPPLEMENTARY DESIGN POINTS
In addition to the detailed analyses of the six point-design airplanes,
parametric data have been generated for the eight supplementary parametric
points shown in Table IV as agreed with MSA at the beginning of Phase II.
The selected configuration in each case is optimized to provide minimum DOC
while meeting the performance requirements as outlined in Section 2.1. The
effects of the use of partpower during cruise and the limitations placed on
the configurations by geometric constraints have been determined.
The geometric constraints considered for the various concepts include:
• Nacelle/nacelle and nacelle/fuselage clearances for an acceptable
interference drag level
• Spanwise location of each thrust line relative to the centroid of
the associated flap area
• The ratio of flap chord to fan efflux diameter to ensure attainment
of the thrust deflection represented in the high-lift aerodynamic
base.
• Restriction on engine size to that for which available duct stowage
space within the wing ensures an acceptable level of fan pressure
loss
• The radius of curvature at the flap knee in relation to the thickness
of the fan air stream to ensure turning of the fan efflux by Coanda
at the appropriate FPR and a representative free stream dynamic
pressure
• The .rolling moment created by full power application following a
single engine failure relative to the control power available from
the control surface
• The yawing moment arising from engine failure on takeoff relative
to the vertical stabilizer and the control power available.
Each of these criteria can be represented in terms of a limitation on the
installed thrust per unit wing area (T/S) for any specified geometry. The
most critical T/S value is used in the parametric sizing of, the particular
airplane to ensure that the geometry of the selected airplane will be accep-
table.
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The important characteristics of each of the eight supplementary parametric
points are as follows:
AW Concept
Field length ! ft (m) 3,000 (9lU)
Pax. capacity lU8
OWE ! Ib (kg) 9^ ,621* (1*2,950)
RGW ! Ib (kg) 11+7,539 (66,968)
W/S ! lb/ft2 (kg/m2) 106.9 (522)
Rated Thrust/Eng. ! Ib (kW) 11,636 (51.76)
Inst. T/W .289
FPR 3.0
Airframe cost ! $M 6.213
J
Engine cost ! $M 2.753
500 N.M. DOC !0/ASSM 1.817
500 N.M. Mission Fuel ! Ib (kg) 17,315 (7,859)
OTW Concept
Field length ! ft 2,000 3,000 3,000 U,000
(m) (610) (9lU) (9lU) (1,219)
Pax capacity 148 100 200
OWE ! Ib
(kg)
RGW ! Ib
(kg)
W/S ! lb/ft2(kg/""2)
Rated Thrust/Eng!lb (kn)
Inst. T/W
FPR
(51^927)
167,810
(7б,1б9)
73.2
(357)
25,089
(111.6)
.5^3
1.32
(28,'т9б)
96,958
(Mb 009)
98.5
12,676
(56Л)
М
1.32
116,010
(52,657)
179,822
(81,621)
98.5
22,628
(100.6)
Л57
1,32
85,386
(38,757)
133,076
(60,1+03)
109.1
(532)
16,630
(7^.0)
Л53
1.32
529
OTW Concept (Cont'd)
Airframe cost ! $M
Engine cost ! $M
500 N.M. DOC ! ф/PiSSM.
500 N.M. Mission Fuel ! Ib
(m)
MF Concept
Field length ! ft
(km)
Pax. capacity
OWE ! Ib
(kg)
ROW ! Ib
(kg)
W/S ! lb/ft2
(kg A2)
Rated Thrust/Eng ! Ib
(kN)
Inst. T/W
FPR
Airframe cost ! $M
Engine Cost ! $M
500 N.M. DOC ! 0/ASSM
500 N.M. Mission Fuel ! Ib
(kg)
Figures 216 through 223 present copies of the computer printouts for each of
these supplementary points.
7.283
U.163
2.1U3
17,071
(7,7^8)
3,000(610)
lU8
115,939
(52,625)
168,888
(76,658)
61.9
(302)
^3,951
(195!5)
Л?о
1.35
7.250
2.739
1.931
16,642
(7,55»*)
4.985 7.540
3.289 4.0Г7
2.347 1.598
9,676 17,045
(4,392) (7,737)
4,000
(914)
100
62, 426
(28,335)
95,280
(43,248)
93!3
(455)
23,125
(102.9)
.438
1.35
4.822
2.188
2.056
9,189
(4,171)
6.137
3.612
1.846
13,031
(5,915
4,000
(1,219)
200
118,092
(53,602)
181,363
(82,321)
88.0
(429)
42,608
(189.5)
.424
1.35
7.548
2.7Ю
1.451
1б,6ю
(7,539)
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1Л8 PAX ! .80 MACH ! 30UOFT ! AW2S ! MAR 2 1976 ND51SFCLB/03CRAW 11985=0 IVEC=0
STOU DISTANCE=300U.FT MACH= .80 RANGE= 50U.NM PAYLOAD= 403**O.Ub NO. OF SEATS=
START CRUISE ALT=300UO.FT SWEEP=30.0DEG AR=6.50 CDC=10. CDMISC= .00 DDM=.065 ,
ITR=1
IVER=3 IMACH=4 IENG= 34 V8ARH= .80 VBARV= .08 ETAPWR= .8(30 SFCFAC= .986
NO.ENG USED INITIAL CRUISE=4.
(«ISP, S TIN PR PRPP RAMPWT viZ W3 W^ Wb FUEL RESERV
FLTTIM DIST23 DIST34 CPSSM ROC N TWTO TWLG 2FWR T/W R W/S R W/S 5 FVR TOS j
101.' 1370. 11636. 3.00 3.00 147539Г 146421. 138879. 130650. 130224. 17315. 5217. 94624.
1.23 92. 108. 1.82 780. 0 *289 .289 1.000 .289 106.9 106.9 .608 30.8H5
OWE FUELWT
37124.
DRAG BUILDUP» MACH NO. = .80(10
INITIAL CRUISE LIFT COEFFICIENTS .361
COWING CDFUS CDPYL CDNAI CDHOR COVER CDPOD CDRUFF fDCOMP cDTRM CDMISC CDINT coo, GDI CDTOT
.00490 .00699 .ООП86 .00069 .00109 .00073 .00109 .00087 .0010) .0)n5o .00010 .00087 .01957 .00709 .02666
WETTED AREA/WING AREA |
WING=1.664 FUSELAGE=3.288 NACELLES= .932 PYLON= .351 И TAIL= .357 V TAIL= .260 STOT/SREF=6.85l
TOCWING SWING AR TAPER
.1391 1369.61 6.50 .40
WWNG WHOR WVER
17374.46 1482.91 1221.31
WELEC WAPU WINSTR
• 1782.77 1065.57 700.00
WNAC WPYL WOPIT
5249.62 " "1468.67 2201.27
SWING AK SWEEP
1369.61 6.50 27.09
TCROOT , TCTIP SHOR
14.74 11.27 241.12
RANGE/D.O.C. DATA
RANGE CPSSM
500. 1.817
TOTAL COST OF
A/C LESS ENG TOTAL ENG COMPLETE A/C
6213.553. 2752876. 8966229.
DOLLARS PER NAUTICAL MILE COST OF:
CREW FUEL INSURANCE A/C LABOR
.5bb .609 .200 .106
SOU. 1.817
400. 1.979
300. 2.248
200. 2.783
FUS LEN FUS SWET THRUST
122.50 4502.69 11636.35
WFUS
20932.20
WAV
1250.00
WEMTY
92422.59
WGRSS
147538. 53
SVERT
175.22
i
A/C MATL ENG
.093
WLG
6196.62
WAC
2482.70
OW
94623.86
WFUEL
22562.14
FLENGTH
122.50
LABOR ENG MATL
.064 .209
>
SHOR SVERT
241.12 175.22
WHYD
1285.24
DNAC
5.45
rfSC
3855.73
WAI WFUR
657.19 i0656.00
ZFW AMPR
124963.86 80191.99
PAYLD THRUST
30340.00 ' 11635.79
FUSAREA OELPRESS
4502.69 8.80
1
MTNCE BURDN DEPRECIATION TOTAL
.306 .954 3.097
TRVERT
.00
WPP
loaas.ia
DUCTW
3876.45
GW
147526.00
TAPER
.40
VDIVE
410.00
101. 1370. 11636. 3.00 3.00 147539. 146421. 138879. 130650. 130224. 17315. 5247. 94624. 37124.
1.23 92. 408. 1.82 780. 0 .289 .289 1.000 .289 106.9 106.9 .608 10.885
FRAME)
i.oouo i.oooo i.oooo i.oooo i.oooo 1,0000
1.0000 1.0000 1,0000 1.0000 I.OOOO 1.0000
l.OOOU 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
DOVRS 000000 FPOF O O O O U O FPUF 000000 ERMD O O O O O O l
***** 1972 CMPTNG UNITS THIS TASK=1 ACCUM TTL=48 *****
Figure 216. AW, lU8 PAX, 3000 Feet
Printout
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FOLDOUT FRAMS
148 PAX ! .80 MACH ! 2000FT OTW ! MAR 2 1973 ND6SFCLB/03CROTW 11985=0 IVEC=0
STOL DISTANCE=2000.FT MACH= .80 RANGE= 500.NM:"" PAYLOAD= 30340.LB NO. OF SEATS= 148
START CRUISE ALT=3000U.FT SWEEP=30.0DEG AR=6.50 CDC=10. CDMISC= 1.44 DDM=.065
ITR=0
IVEK=7 IMACH=4 IENG= 33 VBARH= 1.00 VBARV= .12 ETAPWR= .900 SFCFAC= 1.035
NO.ENG USED INITIAL CRUISE=4.
WSP S TIN PR PRP"
FLTTIM DIST23 DIST34 CPSSM
RAMPWT W2 W3 W4 W5 FUEL RESERV
ROC N TWTO TWLG ZFWR T/W R W/S R W/S 5 FVR TOS
OWE
71. 2275. 25089. 1.32 1.32 167810. 166634. 161555. 151177. 150739. 17071.
1.22 50. 450. 2.14 1597. 0 .543 .543 1.000 .543 73.2 73.2 .254
5984. 114401.
39.768
DRAG BUILDUP» MACH NO. = .ROT1
INITIAL CRUISE LIFT COEFFICTFNT= .Я53
COWING CDFUS CDPYL CDNAI CDHOR CDVE° CO^OD CDRllFF CDCOMP CDTRM CDMISC CDINT CDO
.00504 .00421 .00000 .00082 .00162 .00112 .00065 .00072 .00100 .00050 .00014 .00072 .01655 .
л/ETTED AREA/WING AREA
FUSELAGE=1.979 NACELLPS= .850 PYLON= .001 H TAIL= .576 V
FUELWT
90642.
GDI CDTOT
00347 .02002
= .502 STOT/SREF=5.660
TOCWING SrtING AR
.1480 2275.42 6.50
W.VNG WHOR
21238.23 3969.35
— WELEC WAPU W
1924.67 ГЯ 71!. 02
WNAC
13297.57
SWING
2'47b.42
TAPER FUS LEN FUS SWET
.40 122.50 4502.69
WVER WFUS
3922.93 21452.86
INSTR WAV
—701). ПО IPSfl.Ol)
WPYL WOPIT WEMTY
,OU 2382.52 112018.09
AR SWEEP WGRSb
6.50 27.09 167810.37
TCROOT TCTIP SHOR SVERT
15.69 11.99 64b.42 562.83
THRUST SHOR SVERT
25093.38 645.42 562.83
WLG WHYD WSC
7048.04 1399.23 41
WAC WAI WFUF
2482.70 7ЛЧ.Р1 1 r\f
ow.
114400.61
WFUEL
23054. b6
FLENGTH
122.50
DNAC
9.27
.97.68
I
»Sft! nil
ZFW AMPR
144740.61 93926.66
PAYLD THRUST
30340.00 25089.24
FUSAREA DELPRESS
4502.69 8.80
TRVERT
.00
WPH
15868.60
DUCTW
• 00
GW .
167795.17
TAPER
.40
VDIVE
410.00
RANGE/D.O.C. DATA
RANGE CPS^M
500. 2.143
TOTAL COST OF
A/C LESS ENG TOTAL ENG COMPLETE A/C
7283471. 4162979. 11446450.
DOLLARS PER NAUTICAL MILE COST OF!
CREW
,5lj6
bO'J.
400.
300.
20'J.
FUEL
.600
2.143
2.325
2.628
3.231
INSURANCE A/C LABOR A/C MAFL ENG LABOR ENG MATL MTNCE BURDN DEPRECIAT
.254 120 109 .094 .315 .385 1.220
71. 227b. 2b089. 1.32 1.32 167810. 166634. 1615'зЬ. 15117^. 150739. 17071.
1.2И 50. 450. 2.14 1Ь97.!0 .543 .543 1.000 .543 73.2 73.2 .254
l .O!M J 1.00 JO l .OOJ'J l.OUO'J 1.0000 1.0000
l . U J j ' j l . U O J ' l 1.0'JOU .8^00 1,0000 1.0000
1.00)4 l.fjori 1.000') l.OOUO l.OOUU .0000
DOVRS O O ' J J J ' J FPOF 0') j ) ' ) 'J FHijF O O O O O ' j ERMD 000000
**!!*» 1972 CMPTNG UNITS THIS TASK=1 ACCUM TFL=17
5984. 114401.
39.768
ON TOTAL
3.652
90642.
Preceding page blank
Figure 217. OIW, lU8 PAX, 2000 Feet
Printout
E%D№ ШЕ SUNK NOT FILMED 533
100 PAX ! .80 MACH ! 30UOFT OTW ! MAR 2 1973 ND6SFCLB/03CROTW 11985=0 IVEC=0 ; ITR=0
STOL DISTANCE=30Ul).FT MACH= .80 RA(MGE= bOO.NM PAYLOAD= 2050U.LO NO. OF SEATS= 10(J.
START CRUISE ALT=30lU)U.FT SWEEP=30.0DEG AR=6.50 CDC=10. CDMISC= 1.ЦЦ DJM=.065
IVER=7 IMACH=4 IENG= 35 VBARH= .80 VBARV= .08 ETAPWR=1.0(KI SFCFAC= l.OUO
NO.ENG USED INITIAU CRUISE=4.
WSP S TIN PK PRVP RAMPdT W2 W3 W4 W5 FUEL RESERV
FLTTIM DIST23 DIST3^ CPSSM ROC N TWTO TWLG ZFrtR T/W R W/S R W/S 5 FVR TOS
9b. 978. 12676. 1.32 1.32 96958. 96363. 92905. 87502. 87282. 9676. 3270.
1.24 69. Ц31. 2.35 951. 0 .474 .474 .999 .474 98.5 98.5 .570 46.747
OWE' FUELWT
63441., 22732.
DRAG BUILDUP» MACH NO. = .8000
INITIAL CRUISE LIFT COEFFICIENTS .338
 (
CDWING CDFUS CDPYL CDNAI CDHOR COVER CDPOD CDRUFF CDCOMP CDTRM CDMISC CDINT CDO ,l GDI CDTOT
.00506 .00728 .00000 .00101 .00106 .00060 .00152 .00088 .00100 .00050 .00014 .00088 .01993 i00622 .02615
WETTED AREA/WING AREA !
WING=1.664 FUSELAGE=3.432 NACELLES=1.000 PYLON= .001 H TAIL= .336 \' TAIL= .247 STOT/SREF=6.678
TOCWING SWING AR TAPER FUS LEN FUS SWET THRUST
.1412 977.95 6.50 .40
WWNG WHOR WVER
Й276.2 994.15 828.13
WELEC WAPU WINSTR
1428.71 1452.00 700.00
WNAC WPYL WOPIT
6627.09 .00 1810.65
SWING AR SWEEP
> 977. 95 6.50 27.09
TCROOT TCTIP SHOR
14.97 11.44 161.65
RANGE/D.O.C. DATA
RANGE CPSSW
500. 2.347
TOTAL COST OF
A/C LESS ENG TOTAL ENG COMPLETE A/C
4984523. 3289313. 8273836.
DOLLARS PER NAUTICAL MILE COST OF:
CREW! FUEL INSURANCE A/C LABOR
.550 .341 .186 .077
500. 2.347
400. 2.547
300. 2.878
200. 3.540
95. 978. 12676. 1.32 1.32 96958. 96363
1.24 69. 431. 2.35 951. 0 .474 .
107.90 3355.88 12676.44
WFUS WLG
14486.16 4072.24
WAV WAC
12bO.OO 1971.59
WEMTY ,OW
61629.97 63440.61
WGRSS WFUEL
96958.00 12946.63
SVERT FLENGTH
118.81 107.90
A/C MATL ENG LABOR ENG MATL
.075 .066 .251
. 92905. 87502. 87282.
474 .999 .474 98.5 98.5
SHOR SVERT DNAC
161.65 1
WHYD
974.21
WAI
616.46
2FW
83940.61
PAYLD
2050U.OO
FUSAKEA
3355.88
18.81 6.59
li
,1
wsc
2922.63
WFUK
7200.00
AMPR
52439.66
THRUST
12675.60
DELPRESS
8.80i
!
.
i
!1
TRVERT
.01)
WPP
783P.39
DUCTW
.00
GW
96887.24
TAPER
.40
VDIVE
410. OU
..
MTNCE BURDN DEPRECIATION TOTAL
.259
9676. 3270.
.570 46.747
.898 2.703
к
•
63441. 22732.
! ^ж.
. , !m.
^ "
V
 ?M
,^ '' " " •?!
•! с , ,!
u
1
 _
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Figure 218. OTW, 100 PAX, 3000 Feet
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FOLDOUT FRAME
200 PAX - .80 MACH - 3000FT OTW - MAR 2 1973 ND6SFCU3/03CROTW 11985=0 IVEC=0; ITR=0
STOL DISTAN€E=3000.FT MACH= .80 RANGE= 500.NM PAYLOAD= 41000.1.6 NO. OF SEATS= 200.
START CRUISE ALT=30000.FT SWEEP=30.0DEG AR=6.50 CDC=10. CDMISC= 1.44 DDM=.065
IVER=7 IMACHS4 IENG5 33 VBARH= .80 VBARV= .08 ETAPrtR= .950 SFCFAC= 1.016
NO.ENG USED INITIAL CRUISE=4. |
WSP S TIN PR P'RPP RAMPWT W2 W3 W4 W5 FUEL RESERV OWE FUELWT
FLTTIM DIST23 OIST34 CPSSM ROC N TWTO TWLG ZFWR T/W R W/S R W/S 5 FVR TOS
95. 1815. 22628. 1.32 1.32 179822. 178761. 172414. 163172. 1&2777. 17045. 5670. 116010!. 59870.
1.23 73. 427. 1.60 949. 0 .457 .457 .999 .457 98,5 98.5 .379 44.968
DRAG BUILDUP» MACH NO. = .8000
INITIAL CRUISE LIFT COEFFICIENTS ..438
COWING CDFUS CDPYL CDNAI CDHOR COVER CDPOD CDRIJFF CDCOMP CDTRM CDMISC CDlNT CDO'
.00495 .00614 .00000 .00093 .00105 .00059 .ОП082 .00077 .00100 .01)050 .00014 .00077 .01768, .00622 .02390
WETTED AREA/WING AREA I,
WJNG=1.714 FUSELAGE=3.053 NACELLES= .962 PYLON= .001 H TAIL= .351 V TAIL= .252 STOT/SREF=6I|.333
GDI CDTOT
TOCWING SWING AR TAPER FUS LEN FUS SWET THRUST SHOR SVERT
.1412 1814.88 6.50 .40 150.75 5541.06 22635.44 313.98 225.28
WWNG
18820.. 27.
WELEC
2008.76
WNAC
11968.34
SWING
1814.88
TCROOT
14.97
RANGE/D.O.C.
WHOR
1930.
WAPU
2508.
WPYL
*
AR
6.
TCTIP
11.
DATA
96
00
00
50
44
WVER
1570.19
WINSTR
700.00
WOPIT
2790.93
SWEEP
27.09
SHOR
313.98
WFUS
27038
WAV
12ЬО
WEMTY
113218
WGRSS
179822
SVERT
225
.09
.00
.90
.35
.28
WLG
7552.54
WAC
2754.13
OW
116009.83
WFUEL
22714.51
FLENGTH
150.75
WHYD
1464.55
WAI
693.60
2FW
157009.83
PAYLD
41000.00
RJSAREA
5541.06
w
DNAC
8.81
sc
4393.65
WFUR
TRVERT
.00
WPP
14165
DUCTW
14400.00
AMPR
96563.95
THRUST
GW
179724
TAPER
22627.98
DEL'PRESS
8.80
VDIVE
410
.82
.00
.34
.40
.00
RANGE CPSSM I
500. 1.598
TOTAL COST OF
A/C LESS ENG TOTAL ENG COMPLETE A/C
,7540212. 4017296. 11557508.
DOLLARS PER NAUTICAL MILE COST OF:
CREW FUEL INSURANCE A/C LABOR A/C MATL ENG LABOR ENG MATL MTNCE 8URDN DEPRECIATION TOTAL
r
.564
500.
400.
300.
200.
.600
1.598
1.738
1.970
2.435
.259 123 .114 .089 .306 382 1.243 3.679
95. 1815. 22628. 1.32 1.32 179822. 178761. 172414. 163172. 162777. 17045.
1.23 73. 427. 1.60 949. 0 .457 .457 .999 .457 98,5 98.5 .379
l.OOOU 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
l.OOOU l.OOOU 1.0000 .8800 1.0000 l.OUUO
1.00'JO l.OOUO 1.0000 1.0000 l.OOUO ,.0000
DOVRS 000000 FPOF OOUOOO FPUF 000000 ErfMD 000000
5670. 116010
44.968
59870.
П
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Figure 219. OTW, 200 PAX, 3000 Feet
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148 PAX ! .80 MACH ! 4000FT OTW ! MAR 2 1973 ND6SFCL9/03CROTW 11985=0 IVEC=o! ITR=0
STQL DISTANCE=400U.FT MACH3 .80 RANGE= 500.MM ' PAYLOAD= 30340.LB NO. OF SEATS= 1^ 8.
START CRUISE ALTS3000U.FT SWEEP=30.0DEG AR=6.50 CDC=10. CDMISC= 1.41 DUM=.06b
VBARVS .08 ETAPWR=1.00') SFCFAC= l.ODO
OrtE FUEL^T
IVER=7 IMACH=4 IENG= 33 VBARH= .80
NO.ENG USED INITIAL CRUISE=4.
WSP , S TIN PR PRPP RAMPWT W2 W3 W4 W5 FUEL RESERV
FLTTIM DIST23 DIST34 CPSSM ROC N TWTO TWLG 2FWR T/W R W/S R W/S 5 FVR TOS
105. 1212. 16630. 1.32 1.32 133076. 132296. 127276. 120335. 120045. 13031. 4310.
1.24 79. 421. 1.85 781. 0 .453 .453 1.000 .453 109.1 109.1 .577 49.480
85386. 30044.
DRAG BUILDUP» MACH NO. = .8000
INITIAL CRUISE LIFT COEFFICIENTS .374
COWING CDFUS CDPYL CDNAI CDHOR COVER CDPOD CDRUFc CDCOMP GDTRM CDMISC rDTNT cDO i Г01 CDTOT
.00487 .00790 .00000 .00105 .00105 .00059 .00123 .0008» .00100 .00050 .00014 ,0)')84 .02008 .00760 ,0?768
WETTED AREA/WING AREA
WING=1.640 FUSELAGE!3.715 NACELLES=1.058 PYLON= .001 H TAIL= .336 V TAIL= .244 STOT/SREF=6'.994
TOCWING SWING
.1379 1212
WWNG
11679.39
WELEC
1681.53
WNAC
8741.76
SWING
.1212.15
TCROOT
14.61
AR
.15 6.50
WHOR
1234.68
WAPU
1871.02
WPYL
.00
AR
6.50
TCTIP
11.17
TAPER FUS LEN FUS SWET THRUST SHOR SVERT
.40
WVER
1016.87
WINSTR
700.00
WOP I Т
2125.32
SWEEP
27.09
SHOR
200.76
122.50 4502
WFUS
20624.04
WAV
1250.00
WEMTY
83261.01
WGRSS
133075.66
SVERT
145.89
.69 16630.35
WLG
5b89.18
WAC
2482.70
ow
85386.33
WFUEL
17341.01
FLENGTH
122.50
200.76 145.
WHYD
1200.64
WAI
641.21
ZFW
115726.33
PAYLD
30340.00
FUSAREA
4502.69
DNAC
89 7.5b
1
WSC
3601.92
WFUK
10656.00
AMPR
71079.17
THRUST
16629.76
DELPRES'S
8.80
TRVERT
.00
WPP
10290.09
DUCTW
.00
GW
133067.34
TAPER
.40
VDIVE
410.00
RANGE/D.O.C. DATA
RANGE CPSSM
500. 1.846
TOTAL COST OF
A/C LESS ENG TOTAL ENG COMPLETE A/C
6136921. 3612324. 9749245.
DOLLARS PER NAUTICAL MILE COST OF:
CREW FUEL INSURANCE A/C LABOR A/C MATL ENG LABOR ENG MATL MTNCE BURDN DEPRECIATION TOTAL
.558
500.
400.
300.
200.
.459
1.846
2.007
2.273
2.806
.219 .098 .093 .076 .276 .312 1.056 3.146
105. 1212. 16630. 1.32 1.32 133076. 132296. 127276. 120335. 120045. 13031.
1.24 79. 421. 1.85 781. 0 .453 .453 1.000 .453 109.1 109.1 .577
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .8300 1.0000 1.0000
i.oood i.oooo i.oooo i.oooo i.oooo .0000
DOVRS 000000 FPOF 000000 FPUF 000000 ERMD 000000
4310. «5386^  30044.
49.480 Preceding page blank
Figure 220. OTW, 148 PAX, 4000 Feet
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148 PAX^ .80 MACH ! 300UFT * PH 2 MF!MAR 2 197,3 NL)llSFCU3/03CROTlrf 11985=0 IVEC=0 ' ITR=1i
STOL DISTANCE=3000.FT MACH= .80 RANGE= 50D.NM PAYLOAD= 30340.LB NO. OF SEATS= 1Ч)в.
i
START CRUISE ALT=30000.FT SWEEP=30.0DEG AR=7.00 CDC=10. CDMISC= 1.ЦЦ OL)M=.065 {
SFCFAC= 1.000 .
OWE FUELWT
IVER=1 IMACH=4 IENG= 51 VBARH= .80 VBARVz .10 ETAPWR=1.000
NO.ENG USED INITIAL CRUISE=2.
WSP S TIN PR PRPP RAMPWT W2 W3 W4 W5 FUEL RESEKV
rLTTIM DIST23 DIST34 CPSSM ROC N TWTO TWUG ZFWR T/W R rt/S R W/S 5 FVR TOS
60. 2710. Ц3951. 1.35 1.35 168888. 167831. 162628. 152646. 152246. 16642. 5835. 115939.
1.23 55. 445. 1.93 1298. О .470 .470 .999 .470 61.9 61.9 .188 29.090
DRAG BUILDUP» MACH NO. = .8000
INITIAL CRUISE LIFT COEFFICIENTS .214
COWING CDFUS CDPYL CDNAI CDHOR COVER CDPOD CDRUFF CDCOMP CDTRM CDMISC CDINT CDO
.00507 .00353 .00016 .00062 .00140 .00120 .00055 .00068 .00100 .00050 .00014 .00068 .01553
WETTED AREA/WING AREA
WING=1.768 FUSELAGE=1.661 NACELLES= .875 PYLON= .070 H TAIL= .501 V TAIL= .474 STOT/SREF=5.
119456.
CDI CDTOT
.00230 .01784
349
TOCWING SWING AR TAPER FUS LEN FUS SWET
.1491 2710.47 7.00 .30 122.50 4502.69
WWNG WHOR WVER WFUS
25178.83 4111.05 4410.60 21488.38
uiri pp i.l Л Oil I.ITMCTO I.I AW
n(_UC.w
1932.22
WNAC
7714.11
SWING
2710.47
2126.16 700.00 1250.00 ,
WPYL WOPIT WEMTY
3337.17 2331.14 113608.26
AR SWEEP WGRSS
7.00 26.58 168887.95
TCROOT TCTIP SHOR SVERT
15.80 12.08 668.46 632.80
THRUST SHOR SVERT
43949.92 668.46 632.80
WLG WHYD WS
7093.29 1003.55 3
1д/Др 1.1 A T uin 1
2482.70
OW
115939.40
WFUEL
22477.56
FLENGTH
122.50
DNAC
11.41
с
010.66
о
761.89 10656.00
ZFW AMPR
146279.40 97272.06
PAYLD THRUST
30340.00 43951.27
FUSAREA DELPRESS
4502.69 8.80
TRVERT
.00
WPP
16351.66
Г11 ipTuIUUU 1 W ! ! —
.00
GW
168756.96
TAPER
.30
VDIVE
410.00
RANGE/D.O.C. DATA
RANGE CPSSM
500. 1.931
TOTAL COST OF
A/C LESb ENG TOTAL ENG COMPLETE A/C
7249766. 2739490. 9989256. I
DOLLARS PER NAUTICAL MILE COST OFt [
CREW FUEL INSURANCE A/C LABOR A/C MATL ENG LABOR ENG MATL MTNCE BURDN DEPRECIATION TOTAL
.562 .585 .224 .124 .109 .069 .209 .347 1.064 j 3.292
500. 1.931 ,
400. 2.099
300. 2.376
200. 2.930
60. 2710. 43951. 1.35 1.35 168888. 167831. 162628. 152646. 152246. 16642.
1.23 55. 445. 1.93 1298. О .470 .470 .999 .470 61.9 61.9 .188
5835. 115939.' 119456.
29.090 Preceding page blank
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Figure 221. MF, 148 PAX, 3000 Feet
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100 PAX! .80 MACH ! 4000FT ! PH 2 MF!MAR 2' 1973 ND11SFCL8/03CROTW 11985=0 IVEC=0 ITR=1
STOL DISTANCE=400U.FT MACH= .80 RANGES 500.NM PAYLOAD= 20500.LB NO. OF SEATS= 100.
START CRUISE ALT530000.FT SrtEEP=30.0DEG AR=7.00 CDC=10. CDMISCs 1.44 DDM5.065
I\/EH=1 IMACH=4 IENG= 51 VBARH= .70 VBARV= .09 ETAPWR=1.000 SFCFAC= 1.000
NO.ENG USED INITIAL CRUISE=2. ,,
rfSP S TIN PR PRHH» RAMPWT W2 «3 W«* W5 FUEL RESERV ' OWE FUEuWT
FLTTIM DIST23 DIST34 CPSSM ROC N TWTO TWLG ZFWR T/W R W/S R W/S 5 FVR TOS
90. 1015. 23125. 1.35 1.35 95280. 9472<*. 91372. 86302. 86091. 9189. 3093. 62426. 2379Ц.
1.2t 71. 429. 2.06 865. 0 .438 .438 .999 .438 93.3 93.3 .516 40.862 '
DRAG BUILDUP» MACH NO. = .80СШ
INITIAL CRUISE LIFT COEFFICIENTS .320 '
COWING CDFUS CDPYL CDNAI CDHOR COVER CDPOD CDRUFF CDCOMP CDTRM CDMISC CDINT CDO GDI CDTOT
.OU507 .00701 .00023 .00091 .OQU95 .00083 .00147 .00087 .00100 .00050 .00014 .00087 .01987 ,00518 .02505
NETTED AREA/WING AREA
WING=1.659 FUSELAGE=3.305 NACELLES=1.229 PYLON= .099 H TAIL= .298 V TAILS .293 STOT/SREF=6.884
TOCWING
.1416
W.VNG
8646
WELEC
1416
WNAC
40U6
SWING
1015
TCROOT
15
RANGE/D.O
RANGE
SOU.
TOTAL COST
SWING
1015.24
WHOR
.56 916
WAPU
— Q£^ — 4-£.-C/*l• У6 lobu
WPYL
.99 1744
AR
.24 7
TCTIP
.01 11
.C. DATA
CPSSM
2.056
OF
A/C LESS ENG TOTAL ENG
AR
7.00
.23
n i \
• UU
.62
.00
.47
TAPER
.30
WVER
1022.63
WINSTR
700. 00
WOPIT
1780.06
SWEEP
26.58
SHOR
148.98
FUSi LEN FUS
107.90
WFUS
14451
WAV
1250
WEMTY
60645
WGRSS
95280
SVERT
146
SWET THRUST
3355.88 23125.53
.18
. 00
.91
.27
.72
WLG
4001.77
WAC
l!97"l!."59!
OW
62425.98
WFUEL
12282.42
FLENGTH
107.90
SHOR SVERT
148.98 146.
WHYD
687.81
WAI
6 18 • 85
ZFW
82925.98
PAYLD
20500.00
FUSAREA
335b.88
COMPLETE A/C
4822265. 2184055.
DOLLARS PER NAUTICAL MILE COST
CREW
.bbO
SOU.
400.
30').
20'J.
7010320.
OF:
FUEL INSURANCE A/C LABOR
.323
2.056
2.232
2.b23
3.105
.158 .077
A/C MATL ENG
.073
1
LABOR ENG MATL
.045 .167
DNAC
72
WSC
2063.
WFUR
7200.
AMPR
52111.
THRUST
8.28
43
00
29
TRVERT
.00
WPP
8297.
DUCTW
GW
95208.
TAPER
23124.98
DELPRESS
8.80
i
MTNCE BURDN DEPRECIATION
.220 .754 '2
TOTAL
.366
VDIVE
410.
31
00
40
30
00
90. 1015. 23125. 1.35 1.34 95280. 94724. 91372. 86302. 86091. 9189.
1.24 71. 429. 2.06 865. 0 .438 .438 .994 .438 93.3 93.3 .516
1.0'J'JJ 1.0'J'JU l.UU'J'j l.OOUU l.U'JUU 1.0000
l.OU'J!J l.OiJ'J'J l.OOUU l.OUOU l.OOUU l.OOUO
1.0'VJ'J 1.0'J'JU 1.0'J'J'J l.OUU'J l.OOUU l.OOUU
DOVRS O'i'J'J J'J FHOF OM J'JU'J FPiJF OUUOUU ERMD OUfJU'J'J
3093. 62426.
40.862
23794.
Figure 222. MF, 100 PAX, 4000 Feet
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200 PAX! .80 MACH ! 4000FT •• PH 2 MF^MAR 2 1973 ND11SFCLB/03CROTW 11985=0 IVEC=0 ITR=1
STOL ,DISTANCE=400!J.FT MACH= .80 RAN9E= 500.NM PAYLOAD= 41000.L8 NO. OF SEATS= 200.
I
START CRUISE ALT=30000.FT SrtEcP=30.0DEG AR=7.00 CDC=10. CDMISC= 1.44 DDM=.065
WER=1 IMACH=4 IENG= 51 VBARH= .70 VBARV= .09 ETAPrtRS .950 SFCFAC= 1.016
NO.ENG USED INITIAL CRUISE=2.
rfSP ! S TIN PR РКРЬ RAMPWT W2 W3 W4 w/5 FUEL RESERV OWE FUELWT
FLTTIM DIST23 DIST34 CPS^M ROC N TWTO TrtLG ZFWR T/W R W/S R W/S 5 FVR TOS j
85. 2049. 42608. 1.35 1.35 181363. 180339. 174180. 165142. 164754. 16610. 5529. 1180921. 72831.
1.24 71. 429. 1.45 915. 0 .424 .424 .999 .424 88.0 88.0 .304 37.301
DRAG BUILDUP» MACH NO. = .80')')
INITIAL CRUISE LIFT COEFFICIENTS .304 \
COWING CDFUS CDPYL CDNAI CDHOR COVER CDPOD CD9UF^ CDCQMP cDTRM CDMISC CDINT CDO i GDI CDTOT
.0049; .04544 ,0'J<J20 .04080 ,00')97 ,OU')84 ,00')73 .0')fJ75 .00100 .00050 .00014 .00075 .01710, .00462 .02173
л/ETTED AREA/Ji/ING AREA ;
FUSELAGE=2.704 NACELLES=1.122 PYLON='.090 H TAIL= .325 V TAIL= .313 STOT/SREF=6^278
TOC A/ING SWING AR TAPER FUS LEN FUS SWET
.1431 2049.17 7.00 .30 150.75 5l>41.06
W JNG WHOR WVER WFUS
21258. Ъ7 2018.58 2194.35 27085.64
•fl/tLtt ЛАИи wINSTR WAV
: 2019. 54 2850.00 700.00 1250.00
WNAC WPYL WOPIT WEMTY
7473.72 3234.18 2761.2^ 115331.17
SWING AR SWELP WGRSb
2049.17 7.0U 26.58 181363.38
TCRO'JF TCTIP SHOR SVEUT
15.17 11.59 328.22 315.55
RAUGE/D.O.C. DATA
RANGE CPS'jM
50.J. 1.4Ы
r
TOTAL COST OF
A/C LES1. ENG TOTAL ENG COMPLETE A/C
7547/13. 2709891. 10257604.
DOLLARS PER NAUTICAL MILE COST OF:
THRUST
42606.64
WLG
7617.26
" WAC
2754.13
OW
118092.39
WFUEL
22138.58
FLENGTH
150.75
CREW FUEL INSURANCE A/C LABOR A/C MATL ENG LABOR ENG MATL
.S67 .584 .231 .126 .114 .067
bOO. 1.451
40'). 1.579
300. 1.793
200. 2.219
j
8b. 2049. 426U8. 1.35 1.35 181363. 1803.59. 174180. 165142.
.207
164754.
1.24 71. 429. 1.45 915. 0 .424 .424 .44') .424 84.0 84.0
\ 1.0 1)4 1.0'M'J l . O O O j 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
1глттлОИТ FRAME \ i.lnjj I.OM!J i.oooo i.oooo i.oooo i.ooo«j
*^ 1.0 J iJ 1 . 0 0 J J 1.0 'JO!J 1.00')') l . O O J ' J 1.0000
UOVH'j 00 > t > i FHO^ 0 it 1 I t FHUF 0 J ' l O O !J EHMD 000000
SHOR SVERT 1 DNAC TRVERT
328.22 315.55
f
WHYD WSC
11.23 .00
WPP
1051.89 3155.66 15553.68
WAI WFUR UUCTW
708.98 14400.00 .00
2FW AMPR GW
159092.39 99346.15 181230.97
PAYLO THRUST TAPER
41000.00 42608.07 .30
FUSAREA DELPRESS VDIVE
5b41.06
I
1
i
8.80 410.00
MTNCE BURDN DEPRECIATION TOTAL
.349 1.096
!
!
i
\
16f>10. 5b29. 118092.
.304 37.301
3.341
72831.
Figure 223. MF, 200 PAX, 4000
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Figure 22h shows DOC plotted against field length for the point design
airplanes and the supplementary parametric points shown in Table IV.
Based on DOC, the OTW appears to be marginally better than the AW and EBF
concepts at 2,000 feet field length. At 3,000 feet the OTW/IBF concept is
marginally better than the other concepts. The MF has equivalent DOC to the
best of the powered lift systems at field lengths longer than 3,^00 feet.
Based on this data and the extensive parametric data of Phase I, it is con-
cluded that the DOC of the powered lift concepts reduces rapidly between
2,000 and 3,000 feet field lengths, then reduces slowly with further field
length increase. The mechanical flap DOC reduces rapidly to about ^,000 feet
and then continues to reduce at a slower rate. Hbte that these data and
comments only apply to airplanes designed to meet 95 EPNdB, 500 ft (152 m)
sideline noise level.
A number of additional parametric design points have been computed, primarily
to permit the effect of relaxing the 500 ft (152 m) sideline noise level
-requirement-on-the-airplane-size7~DOC~and community noise. These effects
are discussed in Section 2.11 but for completeness of the other parametric
effects the data are located in this section. Table XLIV summarizes the
characteristics of the additional parametric designs.
The MF and OTW/IBF twin-engine airplanes show promise of providing minimum
DOC in the 3,000 to 4,000 ft field length range, particularly if the noise
level requirements are relaxed which will permit the use of higher FPR en-
gines. Parametric relationships for these two" concepts are described in the
following paragraphs showing the effects on gross weight, thrust and DOC of
FPR and field length.
MF Cruise Sizing and Economics
Families of aircraft with different wing loadings and different installed
thrust were generated to cover a range of field performance and noise levels.
They are all capable of cruise at M 0.8, 30,000,ft and 500 n.mi range.
Preceding page blank
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POINT DESIGNS
SUPPLEMENTARY POINTS
2000 3000 4000 FT
600 800 1000 1200 m
FIELD LENGTH
Figure 22k. DOC vs. Field Length (Point Designs and Supplementary Points)
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Levels of high lift system performance for the mechanical flap aircraft are
consistent with high technology systems reported in Reference 28. Repre-
sentative results are shown in Figures 225 and- 226, in which the ramp gross
weight and engine thrust ratings are shown for aircraft with 90 psf start
cruise wing loading. The abscissa, expressed as percent power at cruise,
represents the degree to which the engines are oversized at cruise in order
to achieve different takeoff field lengths. The start-cruise wing loading of
90 coincides with a landing field length of ^ ,000 feet with FAR 25 margins
at takeoff weight. Takeoff field length for these aircraft is plotted in
Figure 227. Similar data were generated for other wing loadings and land-
ing distances. Direct operating cost in cents per available seat statute
mile for a 500 nautical mile stage length is shown in Figure 228 as a func-
tion of design field length.
Engine prices for DOC calculations were based on a production quantity of 750
engines (300 twin-engine aircraft plus 25 percent spares) except for the
FPR 1.98 engine. The latter price was scaled with thrust and represents 1972
price levels for production engines developed in the early 1960*3. Further
data on effect of engine price on DOC are plotted in Figure 229. In this
case doubling the assumed engine production quantity causes a decrease in
engine price to 80 percent and a decrease of k percent in DOC. With more
potential application for the FPR 1.57 engine, it may be appropriate to
assume this same price basis, and to differentiate in DOC calculations where
a particular engine cycle has less widespread application.
OTW/IBF Sizing and Economics
Sizing of aircraft for cruise and field performance requirements was based on
examination of variations of wing loading and thrust for minimum direct
operating costs. The takeoff field length for twin-engine IBF/OTW aircraft
with a start-cruise wing loading of 90 psf is shown in Figure 230 where the
variation in installed thrust is indicated by the percent power used in
cruise. Figure 231 shows the variation in DOC as cruise power varies. The
resulting relationship of field length and DOC is shown in Figure- 232 .
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Engine pricing for the twin-engine aircraft was based, as in the case of the
MF, on a production quantity of 750 engines. As in the MF case a more uni-
versally applicable engine such as the FPR 1.57 may well be priced on a
broader base such as 1,500 engines, leading to a reduction of approximately
k percent in the aircraft DOC.
Summary of DOC Versus Field Length (All Concepts)
A summary of the direct operating cost of the study aircraft is plotted in
Figure 233 as a function of field length, lift concept and engine fan pres-
sure ratio. All meet 95 EPNdB at a 500-foot sideline except for those with
1.57 fan pressure ratios. For FAR balanced field lengths below 3,000 feet
no clear preference for lift concept is shown as a function of economics,
although there is an indication of superiority in the twin-engine OTW/IEF con-
cept down to 2,500 feet field length and it appears superior to other pro-
pulsive-lift concepts at 3»000 feet. The mechanical flap aircraft at 3,000-
foot field length appear slightly inferior in-economics; at this field length
-the-wing_loading_of-65-psf-makes_it-difficult_to_achieve_ride-qualities
equal to the propulsive lift aircraft at a wing loading of 90 psf. At U,000-
foot field length, the mechanical flap aircraft ride qualities are excellent
(wing loading of 90 psf) and it is indicated to be clearly superior in
economics. Additional analysis and experimental data are warranted for eval-
uation of the 3,000 to 3,500-foot field length cases.
Effect of Increasing Design Range to 750 n'.mi.
During the course of the study the airline subcontractors- requested that a
parametric resizing of the 3,000 ft EBF design point airplane be conducted
with the design range increased from 500 n.mi.(926 km) to 750 n.mi. (1,390 km).
The following tabulation compares the design point airplane with the 750 n.mi.
airplane. Note that the 500 ,n.mi. design point airplane is actually a 2,800
ft field length airplane.
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Design Range n.mi. (km)
Field Length ! ft (m) '
Pax Capacity
OWE ! 1Ъ (kg)
RGW ! 1Ъ (kg)
W/S ! lb/ft2 (kg/m2)
Rated Thrust/Eng. ! Ib (kN)
Inst. T/W
FPR
Airframe cost ! $M
Engine cost ! $M '
500 n.mi! DOC !ф/ASSM
750 n.mi. DOC ! s£/ASSM
EBF POINT
DESIGN
500 ^ (923)
2,800 (853)
11*8
97,531 (1*1*, 269)
ll*6,669 (66,573)
93.3 -(1*55)
26,306 (90.3)
• 512
1.25,
6.373
3-870
1.9^3
--
EBF 750 n.mi.
DESIGN
750
3,020
11*8
97,789
151,496
99-3
20,1*85
.515
1.25
6.1*77
3.882
1.960
1.732
(13810
( 920)
(44,386)
(68,76!*)
(485)
(91-1)
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2.11 EFFECTS OF NOISE LEVEL REQUIREMENTS
To determine the effects on airplane design and economics of relaxing the '
500 ft sideline noise requirement from 95 EPNdB to 100 and 105 EPNdB a
number of 'parametric airplanes were sized using engines producing a range of
sideline noise levels. To assess the effect on community noise, the area of
the community subjected to 80 EPNdB was estimated. From the data of Sections
2.$.2 and 2.10, Figures 231 through 237 have been prepared, plotting RGW,
single engine S.L.S. thrust, DOC and 80 EPNdB noise level area against 500 ft
sideline noise level.
Due to the variety of concepts and power plants involved, exact relationships
cannot be determined but the data are adequate to indicate trends. Table XLV
summarizes the costs associated with potential field length and noise re!
quirements. The reference base for the comparison is the 1^8 pax, 6000 ft.
field length MF airplane with 1.57 FPR engines.
TABLE XLV. SUMMARY OF COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH POTENTIAL REQUIREMENTS
FIELD
LENGTH
(FT)
6000
4000
3000
2000
NOISE
RELATIVE
TO PART 36
PART 36!10
PART 36!10
PART 36!19
PART 36!10
PART 36!19
PART 36!10
PART 36!19
SQ Ml WITHIN
80 EPNdB
Т.О. CONTOUR
10!20
10
2
10
2
10
2
LIFT
CONCEPT
2-€NG MF
2-ENG MF
2-ENG MF
2-ENG OTW/IBF
2-ENG OTW/IBF
4-ENG EBF
4-ENGAW
ENGINE
FPR
1.57+
1.57
1.35
1.50
1.32
1.35
3.0
RELATIVE
DOC
100
105
112
111
121
147
147
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2.12 USE OF COMPOSITE MATERIAI5
Studies have been conducted to determine the effect on vehicle size and
operating cost of the-use of various proportions of.composite construction.
The point-design OTW airplane was selected as the baseline for this study.
To limit the -number of variables involved, the wing loading was held con-
stant at the point design value at start of cruise.
Parametric airplanes were sized for various proportions of composite structure,
Weight and cost complexity factors for the substitution of graphite-epoxy for
conventional aluminum construction in each major structural component were
applied to the weight and cost routines used in the sizing program and were
b'ased on data derived in the Advanced Transport Technology (ATT) Study.
Figure 238 illustrates the effect of percent use of composites on vehicle
size, initial cost and DOC relative to the point design OTW, l1^  pax, 3,000
ft airplane described in Section 2.2.3. As shown in the figure the thrust
and weight reduce much more rapidly than the cost factors but it is signifi-
cant that the~costs~continue-to-reduce—throughout-the-range_of_compQsite
utilization. Because the point design airplane is matched for field and
cruise performance at 100 percent power, the use of a constant wing loading
for the composite airplanes results in their, having slightly superior field
performance to the design point airplane. Be.cause of T/S limitations the
wing loading cannot be increased greatly, unless a configuration change is
made to a Siamese engine arrangement. The introduction of this charge would
make the effect of the composite construction slightly more beneficial.
The component weight and cost factors used for the various components rela-
time to the design point airplane are as follows:
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Figure 238. Effect of Composites on Size and Cost
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PERCENT COMPOSITES
Wing Weight
Horizontal Weight
Vertical Weight
Fuselage Weight
Wing Material Cost
Horizontal Material Cost
Vertical Material Cost
Fuselage Material Cost
OTW РОШГ DESIGN
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.715
0.780
0.780
0.782
2.1
1.68
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